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ABSTRACT 
 

Building Across the Sacred Landscape: The Romanesque Churches of Verona 

in their Urban Context 

 

Meredith Fluke 

 

This project explores the intersection of art, religion, and community within the historical 

context of the Middle Ages, where architecture acts as an expression of the experience of urban 

life, as well as an affecting locus of social interaction. It focuses on medieval Verona, where the 

immense architectural renovations of the eleventh and twelfth centuries were an integral 

response to a period of intense social and religious transformation. Here, the churches are 

examined as an ensemble, as a network of interconnected buildings that were produced under 

similar social circumstances. Instead of focusing on defining a Veronese architectural style 

through a number of decorative features, however, this dissertation explores difference as being 

an important factor in defining the look of each Veronese church, focusing on the Romanesque 

churches’ relationships to the city, floorplans, and elevations as evocations of a period of 

considerable creativity. This variation is considered in terms of the experiences of the 

communities and individuals who commissioned them, and how the buildings’ historical and 

cultic associations were identified within the larger urban context.  

To help pinpoint the identities projected upon these churches, I look at how each 

functioned within the city’s extensive stational liturgies. As medieval sources reveal, a stational 

system (that is, masses held by the bishop at various urban churches throughout the liturgical 

year) was instituted in Verona by at least the eleventh century, based on the stational mass 



system practiced in Rome throughout the Middle Ages and beyond. The practice was limited to 

13 ancient churches, and the choices made concerning which churches and how were used within 

the system betrays a ritualized self-fashioning. Here, the Veronese churches became types of 

Roman churches, and their architecture expressed it. Moreover, through the institution of a 

stational practice, Verona itself became a “type” of Rome. 

In exploration of this idea, I have chosen three case studies as churches that represent 

architectural patterns in Verona over time. While chapters 1 and 2 trace the history and 

development of the Veronese Church and its liturgies, chapters 3, 4, and 5 are dedicated to three 

architectural case studies. Chapter 3 focuses on Santo Stefano, a church long associated with 

episcopal burial. Early-eleventh century architectural additions show a programmatic attempt to 

allude to the ancient martyrial associations of the church, and to link it with its martyrial 

prototype, St. Peter’s in Rome. In chapter 4, the church of San Lorenzo provides an example of a 

building whose construction spanned the eleventh and twelfth centuries. In its twelfth-century 

phase, efforts were made to highlight the building’s antiquity by aligning it with its correlate 

church of San Lorenzo fuori le mura in Rome. The church of San Giovanni in Valle provides our 

third and final study in chapter 5. Unlike the other cases, the church was built completely anew 

in the mid twelfth century, allowing us to consider the ways in which eleventh-century trends 

were eschewed in this twelfth-century episcopal campaign. The apparent use of design and 

spatial elements found in other contemporaneous churches throughout Verona, facilitated by the 

increased patronage of the Veronese bishops, allows the church of San Giovanni in Valle to work 

in conversation with other major building campaigns, such as the Duomo of Verona. For this 

reason, San Giovanni has often been promoted as the perfect incarnation of the Veronese 

Romanesque style. 



In the case of these three churches, both the architectural space and decoration referenced 

other architecture in order to evoke meaning. While sometimes the reference points were 

standard iconographic types (such as martyria), and sometimes they were specific buildings 

(such as the church of San Lorenzo fuori le mura), they were always meant to convey meaning to 

a medieval audience. These associations were based in tradition, but promoted by current patrons 

and those associated with the building. In this time of upheaval and change, architecture was a 

means of actuating old associations and creating new ones in order to lay claim to the 

transforming landscape. 
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1 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Among the medieval treasures located in Verona’s Biblioteca Capitolare, a drawing—

commonly referred to as the Iconografia Rateriana—provides a fascinating view into the 

medieval urban imagination [IMAGE Intro.1].1  The drawing, most likely copied in the 

seventeenth century from a tenth-century original, is associated with the bishop Ratherius, and 

presents a panoramic view of Verona as a schematized jumble of buildings.  In it, the city is 

depicted as an isolated rectangle, bounded on all sides by city walls.2  The city’s buildings are 

crowded and overlapped inside, as they turn and present their façades to the viewer. Rounded 

arches and peaked roofs dominate the collection of buildings, which is constituted of Roman, 

early Christian, and medieval monuments. At center and mirroring the rectangular composition, 

a bridge crosses the river Adige, which originates from a head of a river god in the drawing’s 

                                                
1 The bibliography for the Iconografia Rateriana is both extensive and limited. While many authors refer to it 
briefly, there has been very little study of the drawing as more than a historical document. For a history of the image 
and seventeenth-century manuscript that holds it (Biblioteca Capitolare ms CXIV, commonly called the Codex 
Maffeiana), see G. B. Pighi’s introduction in Versus de Verona: versvm de mediolano civitate; edizione critica e 
commento (Bologna, 1960). According to Pighi (from his seventeenth-century source, Scipione Maffei), the original 
drawing was located in a tenth-century manuscript (called the Codex Rateriana) that was discovered at the 
monastery of Lobbes in the seventeenth century. At this time, the church historian Giovanni Mabillon was informed 
of an ancient list of Veronese bishops located at the monastery’s library. Mabillon then published the contents of the 
so-called Codex Rateriana: bound together in the manuscript were Ratherian and liturgical texts, a Carolingian 
poem lauding Verona (now called the Versus de Verona or the Ritmo Pipiniano), and an undated drawing (the 
Iconografia). In the eighteenth century, parts of the manuscript, including the Iconografia, were copied for the 
Veronese antiquarian Francesco Scipione Maffei. The monastery at Lobbes later burned, and the original “Codex 
Rateriana” has since been lost. Maffei’s copy is currently located at the Biblioteca Capitolare and is referred to as 
the Codex Maffeiana. The contents of the codex have been indexed in Carlo Cipolla, “L’antichissima iconografia di 
Verona, secondo una copia inedita” in Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei (Roma, 1903), pp. 49-50. It is also worth 
noting that a large part of the medieval codex was occupied by a passionary—a liturgical manuscript of saints’ 
lives—that included a number of Veronese saints. If, in fact, the original manuscript belonged to Bishop Ratherius, 
the ownership of a passionary would be in keeping with his mission of instituting Carolingian liturgical reforms, due 
to the fact that hagiographic readings at the Office were not part of the Roman liturgy until the ninth century.  
Instead, hagiographic readings were a part of the Gallic liturgy that was incorporated into the Roman liturgy as part 
of the Carolingian liturgical reforms. For information on the history of passionaries, as well as hagiographic 
readings at the Office (usually Matins), see Erik Palazzo, A History of Liturgical Books (Collegeville, MN, 1993), 
pp. 156-157. 
2 This attribution is highly debated—certainly, considering the fact that it only exists as a eigthteenth-century copy, 
the veracity of the Iconografia should not be assumed. The drawing also receives dates ranging from the sixth to the 
twelfth centuries. For the pictorial traditions as related to the Iconografia, see Eduardo Arslan, La pittura e la 
scultura veronese dal secolo VIII al secolo XIII (Verona, 1943), pp. 38-49. 
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upper left hand corner, and which divides the city diagonally in half. Surrounding the image, a 

poem bids farewell to Verona as it sentimentally lauds the city and its monuments.3  

As medieval image of a city, the Iconografia is not surprising—images like it had been 

used in various contexts for centuries. Perhaps the most familiar are depicted in early Christian 

and Carolingian apse mosaics, where twinned images of Bethlehem and Jerusalem utilize the 

same flattened and schematized look to portray the heavenly cities [IMAGE Intro.2]. Similar to 

the Iconografia, these cities are depicted as a tightly-packed group of structures, surrounded by a 

high city wall.  Also similar to the Iconografia, the images include a diverse group of structures, 

representing the types of buildings that one would expect to find in the early medieval landscape. 

What sets the Iconografia apart from these imagined cities, however, is that the drawing 

endeavors to depict the actual topography of an actual town.4  Here, as the viewer looks from the 

bottom to the top of the drawing, the stacking illusion mirrors the landscape: as the viewer stands 

outside of the southern walls, he looks across the city center, to the northern hills.5  The river and 

bridge also help to orient the viewer’s experience of the city’s topography, where the buildings to 

the left and below the river are those located in the ancient city center, while buildings 

represented to the right and above the river can be found in neighborhoods to the north, east, and 

west of the center. In addition, some of the buildings are made identifiable either through text or 

                                                
3 The text of the poem reads: De summo montis castrum prospectat in urbem / Dedalea factum arte viisque tetris / 
Nobile, praecipuum, memorabile, grande theatrum / ad decus exstructum sacra Verona tuum / Magna Verona vale, 
valeas per secula semper / Et celebrent gentes nomen in orbe tuum, which I translate as: From the highest point of 
the mountain, the castle overlooks the city, which was made with skill and with four roads. [The] noble, excellent, 
memorable, [and] grand theater was erected in your honor, sacred Verona. Goodbye great Verona, may you be 
strong forever, and may the people of the world celebrate your name. The sentimental tone of the inscription seems 
to support the theory that the image belonged to the exiled Bishop Ratherius.  
4 It is due to its apparent (though anomalous) documentation of a tenth-century urban reality that, for centuries, 
archaeologists have approached the Iconografia Rateriana as a quasi-scientific document, using it as a terminus ante 
quem for a number of buildings depicted in it.  
5 Most important is the colle San Pietro, here depicted with green spaces and trees, indicating its traditionally 
suburban character. 
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particular details. Many of the buildings present in the tenth-century landscape can still be found 

in these geographic locations today. 

At the same time, the image’s flattened, two-dimensional look reminds us that it is not 

entirely meant to replicate reality. While some of the buildings are recognizable, many are not, 

and their specific identities can only be conjectured through minor details and relative 

geographic association—that is, some recognizable buildings, such as the Arena or the Roman 

bridge (the Pons Marmoreus), serve as markers in the landscape whereby nearby buildings can 

be identified.6  Removed from the context of this drawing, however, the buildings would remain 

unnamed; these are not portraits of the city’s tenth-century buildings. Nor is this a portrait of the 

city: the drawing depicts only buildings of a public nature while neglecting other important 

features of the city, such as secular structures, roadways, and even citizens. Similarly, 

archaeologists have argued that many of the antique buildings represented in the Iconografia 

would have fallen into disrepair by the tenth century.7  Here depicted as complete, the artist 

rebuilds the Roman monuments in order to present a perfected image of the medieval city. Thus, 

the combination of specific and generic, of ancient and modern ultimately creates an image that 

recalls those heavenly cities represented in early Christian art. In the Iconografia, however, it is 

the city’s actual features that contribute to its glorification.  

The imaging of an idealized Verona is most interesting when considered in light of the 

drawing’s audience: the bishop Ratherius, best known for his contentious reform of the Veronese 

                                                
6 Not surprisingly, the identification of buildings through topographical relativity has resulted in some problematic 
scholarship on the Iconografia. Each study produced on or utilizing the Iconografia seems to identify a different 
number of buildings, and the identifications for these buildings vary. Among these studies, see Giambatista 
Biancolini’s annotated print, published in his Dei governatori e vescovi di Verona (1757), and Carlo Mor’s 
discussion in the Verona e il suo territorio (1960--), vol. 2. 
7 See Bryan Ward Perkins, From Classical Antiquity to the Middle Ages: Urban Public Building in Northern and 
Central Italy AD 300-850 (Oxford, 1984), pp. 225-228, and Neil Christie, From Constantine to Charlemagne: An 
Archaeology of Italy, AD 300-800 (Burlington, VT, 2006), p. 184. 
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secular church.8  A follower of much of the reform agendae of the Carolingian empire, Ratherius 

was an advocate of differentiating the lives of priests from those of their lay counterparts, and 

therefore championed stricter laws for the secular clergy.9  His policies were instrumental in 

initiating a rigorous reform of the Veronese Church that continued through the eleventh and into 

the twelfth century, which will be a major theme of this dissertation. The impact of Ratherius’ 

reforms can be seen in the fierce resistance that met them, leading to his eventual eviction from 

the see.10  In the end, Ratherius was exiled to the Benedictine monastery at Lobbes where he 

lived until his death in 974.11  If the drawing is, in fact, original to the Middle Ages and to the 

bishop, then Ratherius most likely carried it with him into exile, as an image of city that had 

affected him deeply. For Ratherius, the Iconografia might have acted as an image of reform, 

reminding him of the places that he had fought so hard to make ideal.12  

                                                
8 While the attribution to Ratherius is debatable, the relationship between the Iconografia Rateriana and the bishop 
dates back to the seventeenth century at the latest—as is indicated in the title given to the drawing at that time. There 
are several sources for the biography of the bishop. Most recently, Dario Cervato has written a detailed history of the 
final decades of Ratherius’ life in: Raterio di Verona e di Liegi: il terzo periodo del suo episcopato Veronese; (961-
968); scritti e attività (Verona, 1993). Also helpful is Peter Reid’s introduction to Tenth-Century Latinity (Los 
Angeles, 1981), pp. 1-6. 
9 Including the prohibition of clerical marriage and concubinage, and increased pastoral and liturgical 
responsibilities for clerics, among other things. For a discussion of the various aspects of the Carolingian church 
reforms, see R. McKitterick, The Frankish Church and the Carolingian Reforms, 789-895 (London, 1977), 
especially chapter 1 (on the captiularies and conciliar decrees promulgated by the Carolingian court, pp. 1-44), and 
chapter 2 (on the instruction of the clergy, pp. 45-78). 
10 Ratherius was incarcerated for some time in Parma, and finally evicted from the see in 933. In fact, Ratherius later 
returned twice to the position, and was twice again evicted; in 968, he was permanently exiled to his home in 
Belgium. D. Cervato, Raterio di Verona e di Liegi  (Verona, 1993). 
11 For a discussion of Ratherius’ relationship with Lobbes, see G. B. Pighi’s introduction in Versus de Verona: 
versvm de mediolano civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960). Because the Versus de Verona are 
included in the so-called Codex Maffeiana (Verona, BC ms CXIV), Pighi reports on the history of the manuscript 
and the tenth-century original. 
12 The idea that the Iconografia might function as a memory image, used by the bishop Ratherius who was exiled 
from the city, is inspired by the work of Mary Carruthers, whose The Book of Memory: A Study of Memory in 
Medieval Culture addresses how architectural images were used in the Middle Ages in the construction of memory.  
While much of Carruthers’ scholarship centers around the idea of memory construction, the collection of texts 
referring specifically to architectural mnemonics can be found in The Book of Memory (Cambridge, 1990), pp. 71-
76. A similar proposal is suggested by N. Christie, From Constantine to Charlemagne (Burlington, VT, 2006), p. 
184. The idea of an idealized space, constructed for the administration of an ideal society, is also prevalent in the 
scholarship on the Plan of Saint Gall—a schematized “floorplan” of a monastery that is believed to have been 
produced in the second decade of the ninth century. It has been most thoroughly studied by Walter Horn and Ernst 
Born, who concluded that the plan was not meant to represent a specific monastery, but rather to act as an ideal 
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Although probably commissioned by an individual, the Iconografia Rateriana betrays 

something important about the medieval concept of the city: that its idealized form had a 

physical counterpart.13  Certainly, the concept of an ideal city had permeated Christian thought 

since the fourth century—made most famous by Saint Augustine in his De Civitate Deo. In book 

19 of his lengthy treatise, Augustine narrates the separate historical trajectories for the cities of 

Man and God, carried out through the end of time. However, he maintains that the earthly city 

could attain a heavenly stature through the peaceful actions and faith of its citizens. In this act of 

civic transcendence, the earthly city can convey mystical meaning in its urban form.14  The idea 

of physical renewal through reform is mirrored in numerous medieval texts; for example, in his 

Quinque Libri Historiarum, the monk Rodolfus Glaber discusses the multitude of church 

rebuildings that occurred around the year 1000, believing them to be a sign of a renewed 

Christian world.15  In this, Glaber explains that the world had shaken off the misfortune that had 

                                                                                                                                                       
blueprint for the layout of a monastic plant. Furthermore, Horn concludes that the plan was a product of the reform 
synods held at Aachen in 816 and 817, and is therefore expressive of the Carolingian reform agendae. See Horn, W. 
and E. Born. The Plan of St. Gall: A Study of the Architecture & Economy of, & Life in a Paradigmatic Carolingian 
Monastery (Berkeley, 1979), vol. II, pp. 352-357. Scholars since have questioned the programmatic application of 
the plan, including Lawrence Nees in his article “The Plan of St. Gall and the Theory of the Program of Carolingian 
Art,” Gesta (vol. 25, 1986), pp. 1-8. However, while Nees challenges Horn’s theory that the plan was paradigmatic, 
and therefore meant to be copied, distributed, and applied to future monastic planning, he does not argue against the 
idea that the plan of St. Gall represents a perfected monastic space, reflective of the ideology of reform. 
13 Though Eduardo Arslan argues that the image must derive from an earlier wall painting or mosaic that is now lost. 
This idea supports Arslan’s argument that the Iconografia belongs to a tradition of city images like that found in the 
nave mosaics at Sant’Apollinare Nuovo in Ravenna. Arslan, La pittura e la scultura veronese (1943), p. 39. 
14 For a discussion of the history of how two-dimensional representations of urban form convey Christian meaning, 
see Keith Lilley, “Cities of God? Medieval urban forms and their Christian symbolism,” in Transactions of the 
Institute of British Geographers (2004), pp. 296-313. 
15 The connection between Glaber’s white mantle of churches and reform is discussed by Stephen Nichols in his 
Romanesque Signs: Early Medieval Narrative and Iconography (New Haven, 1983), pp. 15-17. See also the 
collected essays in N. Hiscock, ed. The White Mantle of Churches: Architecture, Liturgy, and Art around the 
Millenium (Turnhout, 2003), especially Warren Sanderson’s discussion of the relationship of the Gorze/Trier 
reforms to architectural production of the tenth/eleventh century: “Monastic Architecture and the Gorze Reforms 
Reconsidered,” (pp. 81-90); and Carolyn Malone’s study of Glaber’s sentiment with relation to the church of St-
Bénigne: “St Bénigne: in Dijon as Exemplum of Rodulf Glaber’s Metaphoric ‘White Mantle’,” (pp. 161-179); and, 
most important to this study, Charles McClendon’s consideration of the applicability of Glaber to building in 
northern Italy: “Church Building in Northern Italy around the Year 1000: A Reappraisal,” (pp. 221-233).  
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befallen her, and had clad herself in a white mantle of churches.16  This program was so 

extensive, claims Glaber, that even churches that were intact were rebuilt in order to make 

physically manifest the spiritual reformation of the world. Similarly, in drawing from a popular 

image of the ideal and investing it with elements of the real, the artist of the Iconografia 

envisions the city of Verona clad in a mantle of reform. 

 

———————— 

 

As an image, we will continue to return to the Iconografia as an urban ideal sought 

throughout the period discussed in this dissertation. With its probable patron, Ratherius, it 

represents the beginning of an intense period of change in Verona that did not end until the 

establishment of the commune at the beginning of the twelfth century. Following the collapse of 

the Carolingian Empire, throughout the tenth and eleventh centuries—though plagued with the 

constant threat of invasions of Germanic and Hungarian tribes—the city of Verona witnessed 

essential social and religious developments that contributed to the formation of its medieval 

Church. These developments were paralleled by wider historical trends: as the threat of invasion 

subsided, the world of Northern Italy and Gaul became more secure, resulting in population and 

settlement expansion throughout Western Europe.  This demographic growth brought citizens 

into the old urban centers of the Roman Empire.17  Like many northern Italian cities, Veronese 

documents witness an increase in markets and trade. As a result, Verona experienced a 
                                                
16 Rodulphus Glaber, Historiarum, 3.4.13. For a critical text of Glaber’s history, see Historiarum libri quinque, John 
France, ed. and trans. (Oxford, 1989). 
17 Evidence suggests that the countryside became more densely populated as well. In studying the notarial 
documents of this time, Maureen Miller has determined that the suburban areas of Verona were also built up at this 
time, stating: “more scribal effort was required to distinguish a field from a neighbor’s. This increase in the prose of 
location suggests a terrain far more cluttered with human claims, more crowded with cultivators.” In addition, more 
church building occurred in the countryside in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Miller, The Formation of a 
Medieval Church (1993), p. 31. 
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diversification in the occupations and statuses of its citizens; a fact that is evident in new terms 

developed in order to express their roles within and to the larger population.  

In Verona, urban growth was accompanied by changes within the Church, which became 

increasingly burdened with the number of souls entrusted to its care. Due to this, it experienced 

the need to expand both physically and spiritually in order to cater to an increasingly diverse 

range of citizens; new religious organizations were created to provide pastoral care and support. 

In turn, these new organizations needed space—fundamental to this organizational and 

population growth was the construction new churches. Maureen Miller has estimated that the 

number of ecclesiastical institutions in the Veronese Church doubled between the years 1000 and 

1150.18  The increase in population also brought about a need for larger and more diverse types 

of worship settings within the preexisting churches. Thus, most—if not all—of Verona’s Early 

Christian foundations were rebuilt and expanded during this time.  This complete ecclesiastical 

overhaul experienced by Verona in the eleventh and twelfth centuries seems to reflect the 

sentiment expressed in Rodolfus Glaber’s vision of the transformed, Christian world.  

As we will see, however, Glaber’s image of a “white mantle” of reform has its 

limitations—reform is rarely instituted holistically and at once, and is not always unifying in its 

result. In Verona, while Ratherius’ reforms were initially met with intense opposition from the 

city’s clergy, by the end of the tenth century, the reform of the Church had gained popularity 

amongst Verona’s lay citizens. Here, the demographic expansion discussed above put so much 

stress on the secular Church that it fueled intense dissatisfaction with the clergy, bringing lay 

interest in line with Ratherius’ clerical reform. New pressures were placed on the clergy to 

differentiate their lives from lay people, and new emphasis was placed on clerical celibacy, 

education, and prayer. By expecting more of their clergymen, the people of Verona hastened the 
                                                
18 Ibid., p. 22. 
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reform of their secular Church; new types of religious institutions began to appear from the end 

of the tenth century on.19  Rather than unifying the city, then, Verona’s reform was as 

multivalent and complex as the numerous social groups that participated in it.  The architectural 

result was the same: architectural patronage during these centuries can be characterized as both 

prodigious and eclectic, corresponding to these new types of religious involvement and venues 

for lay wealth. In fact, the result of the building programs of medieval Verona was not coherent 

and systematic, but rather dynamic and reactive. Thus, although Rodolfus Glaber describes a 

reformed, Christian world, he admits that many of the churches were rebuilt because “every 

nation of Christendom rivaled with the other, which should worship in the seemliest buildings.”20  

As a microcosm of the Christian world, the groups within Verona rivaled one another, seeking to 

identify themselves both within and against the urban landscape. The architecture of the eleventh 

and twelfth centuries reflects this civic dynamism. 

 

Why Verona? The Anatomy of the Subject 

While tremendous urban growth and religious reform during the tenth and eleventh 

centuries are not particular to Verona, historical circumstance has made it a fertile place for a 

study of the interface between architecture and identity within an urban setting. One of the more 

profound results of Church reform under the Carolingians was the foundation of the cathedral 

chapter and, with it, the establishment of a capitular library.21  A great repository of liturgical 

                                                
19 Miller details this phenomenon throughout her book on the Veronese Church, but especially ibid., pp. 22-40, as 
well as in her conclusion, p. 176. 
20 From R. Glaber’s Miracles de Saint-Benoit, translation in C.G. Coulton, ed., Life in the Middle Ages (New York, 
1910), vol. 1, pp. 1-7. 
21 Traditionally, the foundation of the capitular library is attributed to the archdeacon Pacificus, a powerful ninth-
century cleric who was also involved in a number of church restorations, as per his “epitaph” that is now located in 
Verona’s duomo. Recently, Pacificus’ prolificacy has been challenged by Cristina La Rocca, who has convincingly 
argued that Pacificus’ biography is a construction of twelfth-century bishops at the service of producing property 
rights of the chapter. See Cristina La Rocca, “A man for all seasons: Pacificus of Verona and the creation of a local 
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materials, Verona’s capitular library has remained relatively untouched by the ravages of time, 

making it the oldest functioning library in Europe.22  Today, it retains a large collection of 

Veronese liturgical sources—written and copied in the cathedral scriptorium—as well as those 

collected by enterprising bishops.23  Verona’s large collection of extant books, dating from the 

Carolingian era to the present day, makes it possible to reconstruct centuries of its cathedral 

liturgies and their sources, as well as liturgies practiced across the city. Witnessed by her 

citizens, liturgies performed in the churches and streets of Verona defined communities and 

reinforced power within the religious landscape of the city, providing essential insights into the 

ways in which religious groups defined themselves and were defined by others. 

Additionally, because of Verona’s early interest in the history of its own Church, many of 

its medieval records—including notarial charters and episcopal notices—have been preserved in 

municipal archives. With its collection of liturgical sources, the capitular library also holds 

hundreds of medieval charters pertaining to both the cathedral chapter and the bishop.24  This 

archive is equally matched by the collection of Verona’s Archivio di Stato, which houses the 

                                                                                                                                                       
Carolingian past,” in The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, Matthew Innes and Yitzhak Hen, eds. 
(Cambridge, 2000), pp. 250-272. This article is drawn from La Rocca’s book: Pacifico di Verona: il passato 
carolingio nella costruzione della memoria urbana (Rome, 1995). 
22 For the history of the Capitolare’s collection, see Marchi’s introduction to I manoscritti della Biblioteca 
Capitolare di Verona (Verona, 1996), pp. 13-23. This long-overdue catalogue provides information on all of the 
collections of the capitular library, including its liturgical manuscripts, a survey of which reveals holdings of at least 
twenty books for the performance of the medieval liturgy. 
23 The most thorough study of the medieval manuscripts remains James Borders’ dissertation on the musical 
manuscripts of the Cathedral of Verona, which provides a catalogue and inventories of the medieval books 
containing musical notation. James Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages: Its 
History, Manuscripts, and Liturgical Practice, Ph.D. Diss. (Chicago, 1983). 
24 For a complete assessment of the various collections of documents and their locations, see Miller, The Formation 
of a Medieval Church (1993), appendix A.  As Miller notes, the capitular library’s collections have always remained 
in the same space, though were threatened during the great flood of the Adige in 1882. However, many had been 
copied in the eighteenth century, and can be found in Giuseppe Muselli’s unpublished catalogue Memorie istoriche, 
cronologiche, diplomatiche, canoniche, e critiche del Capitolo e Canonici della Cattedrale di Verona. The 
documents were also subject to a program of restoration and organization under the direction of Monsignor Turrini, 
which built on the previous cataloguing efforts of Agostino Rezzani and Antonio Spagnolo . His efforts are recorded 
in: Guiseppe Turrini, ed., Indice dei codici capitolari di Verona/Redatto nel 1625 dal canonico Agostino Rezzani; 
testo critico rapportato al Catalogo di Antonio Spagnolo (Verona, 1965). 
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records of most of Verona’s other ecclesiastical institutions, including the monastery of San 

Zeno.25  Together with small collections that were moved to Venice and the Vatican during the 

Napoleonic era, more than 1,500 documents from the tenth through the twelfth centuries are 

available for consultation. Most of these documents, in fact, have been available to generations 

of scholars, facilitating the rich tradition of historical study on the Veronese Church. 

Perhaps the most compelling reason to study the interplay between medieval architecture 

and society in Verona is the powerful presence of buildings on the ground today.  A visit to the 

city reveals amazing assemblies/configurations of both Roman and Romanesque buildings, 

reminding us of the deep roots of Verona’s architectural heritage. For example, elements of its 

urban walls still enclose the city center.26  Within that center, the footprint of the Roman urban 

layout can still be discerned: two of Verona’s main thoroughfares are the city’s ancient cardo 

and decumanus [IMAGE Intro.3].27  At their intersection, the Piazza dell’Erbe, sited where the 

ancient forum would have stood, remains the mercantile and communal hub of Verona. Extant 

Roman monuments are scattered throughout the city: the Roman arena and theater, city gates 

such as the Portas Borsari and Leoni, the first-century Pons Marmoreus, as well as multiple other 

Roman remains display the history of the city, and its long history of preservation. 

                                                
25 When ecclesiastical and pious institutions were suppressed in the Napoleonic era, their records came into the 
possessions of the city government. The holdings of this collection have been studied by many Veronese scholars; 
including Giulio Sancassani, “Il centenario degli antichi archivi veronesi (1896-1969),” Vita Veronese (vol. 22, 
1969), pp. 339-43; and Archivio di Stato di Verona (Verona, 1960). For the purpose of this dissertation, perhaps the 
most important treatment of these documents is Giambatista Biancolini’s eight-volume Notizie storiche delle chiese 
di Verona (Verona, 1749-71).  
26 The Veronese city wall has been constructed and reconstructed many times over the centuries. The first circuit is 
attributed to first century B.C., parts were rebuilt/extended under the Goths and in the twelfth century, while the 
circuit was greatly expanded under the Scaglieri in the fourteenth. A thorough history of Verona’s city walls has 
been written by Annamaria Conforti Calcagni, in Le mura di Verona (Verona, 2005). 
27 The decumanus has become the Corso Cavour/Borsari, and the cardo is now the Via Leoni. While the relationship 
of the modern city to its roman plan is evident from regularity of the streets in the city center, archaeological work 
also supports this fact. For a discussion of the scholarship on the subject of Verona’s city plan, see Umberto 
Grancelli, Il piano di fondazione di Verona romana (Verona, 1964). The archaeology of the forum is discussed in 
A.L. Frothingham, “Discovery of the Capitolium and Forum of Verona,” American Journal of Archaeology (vol. 18, 
Apr.-Jun., 1914), pp. 129-145. 
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As we will see, the city’s Roman remains provided a powerful sense of urban identity to 

the medieval Veronese, playing a role in the imagined “renewal” of the city. This agenda is 

reflected in the Iconografia Rateriana, where visual prominence is given to the Roman 

structures, while the surrounding poem designates the arena as the city’s honorific monument. 

Another medieval source that expresses this romanitas is the so-called Versus de Verona, a 

ninth-century poem that was likely written for the arrival of the Pippin, the son of Charlemagne 

and rex italiae who moved his capital from Pavia to Verona in 799.28  An urban encomium, the 

Versus laud Verona’s Roman monuments, including the forum, quadrifons, arena, and temples as 

structures contributing to the city’s unassailable beauty and glory.29 The poem goes on to explore 

Verona’s ecclesiastical history and her many churches, declaring her happiness at being 

protected by such a prolific group of saints.30  For the author of the Versus, the past monuments 

and the present churches are the two elements of the city that bring it glory. Although 

complicated in its non-Christian associations, Verona’s classical past was evoked throughout the 

centuries discussed in this dissertation, referencing a storied past that provided a physical 

expression of the city’s continuing power.31  

                                                
28 A thorough treatment of the manuscript tradition and critical edition the Versus can be found in: G. B. Pighi, 
Versus de Verona: versvm de mediolano civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960). For a discussion of 
the poem within a larger literary context, see Peter Godman, Poetry of the Carolingian Renaissance (London, 1985), 
pp. 27-33. 
29 The Versus are part of a larger medieval tradition of urban encomia, one of the more famous of which is the 
Laudes Mediolanensis Civitatis—a laudatory poem that takes Milan as its subject, and that uses many of the same 
conventions as the Versus de Verona. In fact, a medieval copy of the Laudes Medolanensis still exists at the 
Biblioteca Capitolare in Verona; most likely the author of the Versus borrowed heavily from the Laudes when 
composing his own work. For the relationship between the two poems, as well as their larger medieval context, see 
J. K. Hyde, “Medieval Descriptions of Cities,” The Bulletin of the John Rylands Library (vol. 48, 1966), pp. 308-
340. 
30 The text: O felicem te, Verona, ditata et inclita / qualibus es circumuallata custodibus sanctissimis / qui te 
defendant et propugnent ab hoste nequissimo, begins the third section of the poem, where the poet proceeds to 
discuss each of the “saints” (i.e. relics) that protect the city. 
31 For a discussion of the relationship between medieval cities and their Roman heritage, see G. P. Brogiolo, “Ideas 
of the Town in Italy during the Transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages,” in G. P. Brogiolo and Bryan Ward-
Perkins, eds. Idea and Ideal of the Town between Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages (Leiden, 1999), p. 99-
126. Brogiolo discusses the mutability of these classical allusions from Late Antiquity through the early Middle 
Ages, a topic that will be covered in this dissertation. 
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In the Versus, while the Roman monuments exist as a physical expression of power, the 

many churches express the town’s abiding Christian identity. Here, the poet does not 

contemplate the churches as structures, but metonymically refers to them as the saints whose 

relics are deposited within. The saints, imagined by the poet as a garland draped around the city, 

are powerful citizens whose presence renders Verona more praiseworthy “than all of the 100 

cities of Italy.”32  With this image, importance is placed on the churches an ensemble—

reminding us that, for a medieval Christian, the buildings were part of a living system of belief 

and practice that could not be divorced from its geographic setting. At the same time, the naming 

of each saint to signify the different buildings reminds us that the physical spaces often elided 

with their users and functions, and that each retained a distinctive personality according to these 

associations. Thus, while the poem’s external point of view assures it a rhetorical unity, a closer 

perspective will reveal a significant reality about urban worship: while each part glorifies the 

city, each church and its community sought a glory of its own. This glory was obtained through 

its individual relics, its worship community, and its architectural setting.  

Today, a study of Verona’s Romanesque architecture will support this idea: throughout 

the city, each church is distinguished from the others by its “look.” From the church of Santo 

Stefano, with its anomalous double ambulatory, to the suburban monastery of San Zeno, with its 

single nave and split-level choir and crypt; from the parish church of San Lorenzo with its nave 

and choir galleries, to that of San Giovanni in Valle, whose floorplan and decoration take part in 

an episcopal “style,” the differences in floorplan, elevation, size, decoration, and relationship to 

the physical fabric of the city evoke a period of considerable creativity and difference.  Certainly, 

the geographic and temporal proximity in which these buildings were built or rebuilt promotes 

                                                
32 Iam laudanda non est tibi, urbis in Auxonia / splendens, pollens, redolens a sanctorum corpora  / opulenta inter 
centum sola in Italia. Versus de Verona, lines 85-87. 
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the expectation of similarity, prevalent in scholarship on northern Italian architecture, which has 

historically sought to define a regional “style.”33  Instead, Verona’s architecture of the 

approximately 150 years between the end of the tenth to the beginning of the twelfth century 

seems to adhere more to an aesthetic of difference, where community, identity, and function all 

play a predominant role.  

As an illustration of urban reform, the Iconografia Rateriana, like Glaber’s white mantle, 

shows a proliferation of churches across the landscape. In the image, if the churches are 

distinguishable from one another, the difference is so subtle that it cannot be readily ascertained 

by the modern eye. In reality, however, the building programs of this period of reform are 

strikingly diverse, challenging the expectations and prejudices that have ruled modern 

scholarship on Veronese and northern Italian Romanesque architecture. With this dissertation, 

therefore, I aim to readdress the architecture of eleventh- and twelfth-century Verona as an 

integral product, as well as a physical representation of a time of social and religious change. 

During these centuries, change occurring in the overlapping spheres of religion and secular 

society affected the citizens of Verona at a variety of levels, and forced them to find new modes 

of expressing their complex relationships. In the midst of this movement, the citizens of Verona 

patronized building as a means of both retaining and augmenting their urban, and particularly 

religious identities. Therefore, I look at the features of a building as a matter of choice; choices 

that were more or less meaningful to the viewers and users of the building. In this, I maintain that 

each building, especially those of the greatest antiquity, held an important status within the urban 

context, where the buildings’ enduring stories and associations were recalled by those citizens 

who used them, and walked past and through them every day.  

 
                                                
33 See later in the chapter, for a discussion of the work of Eduardo Arslan, etc. 
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The Historiography of Veronese Romanesque Architecture 
   

The study of Italian medieval cultural production has long been eclipsed by that of the 

Italian Renaissance.34  In this, medieval architecture has been particularly overlooked: while 

historical circumstances such as the development of the communes have at least been understood 

as formative to Renaissance and modern society, the ideological and structural incongruities 

between Italian Romanesque and Renaissance architecture have been seen to be so great that the 

medieval buildings are frequently relegated to the distant past. Certainly, the historical 

substitution of the term Lombard35 —referring to the “barbarian” tribe that ruled northern Italy 

from the sixth to the eighth centuries—for Romanesque in designating buildings constructed 

from late antiquity to the thirteenth century, demonstrates an enduring association of the central 

Middle Ages with those “dark ages” of Italian history.36  Additional confusion surrounds the 

term, in that it can also be used to describe the geographic region that was held under Lombard 

rule, and remains one of the twenty administrative regions of modern Italy.37 

Although complicated in its history and meaning,38  the term Lombard, designating an 

exclusively Northern Italian form of medieval art, was first employed in the mid-nineteenth 

                                                
34 For an excellent discussion of trends in the scholarship on the Italian Romanesque (and, in particular, sculpture), 
and the preference in Italian scholarship for Antiquity and the Renaissance, see Dorothy Glass, “‘Quo Vadis’: The 
Study of Italian Romanesque Sculpture at the Beginning of the Third Millenium,” Studies in Iconography, vol. 28 
(2007), pp. 1-21. 
35 See, for example, Marie Ferdinand de Dartein’s Étude sur l’architecture lombarde et sur les origines de 
l’architecture romano-byzantine, and Arthur Kingsley Porter’s Lombard Architecture, published, respectively, in 
1882 and 1917.  
36 Although “Romanesque” is a term that is not uncomplicated in its application, it is broader and neutral in its 
geographic and temporal associations. As T.W. Bizzarro has shown, it was first used to designate a specific 
architectural style in 1818/1819 by Charles de Gerville and William Gunn, respectively. For a history of the term 
Romanesque, see Tina W. Bizzarro, Romanesque Architectural Criticism: A Prehistory. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1992. 
37 Usually historians use the term Lombard to include the modern regions of Piedmont, the Valle d’Aosta, the 
Emilia-Romagna, the Veneto and, occasionally, Liguria and the Alto-Adige, in addition to Lombardy. Art historians 
are rarely clear as to whether they refer to a time period or geographic region when using the term. See Carlo Tosco, 
“Arthur Kingsley Porter e la storia dell’architettura lombarda.” Arte lombarda  (N.S. vol. 112, 1995), pp. 74-84. 
38 The complications with the term Lombard or Langobardic has recently been discussed in Arturo Quintavalle’s 
introduction to the book of essays (edited by himself) entitled, “Arte Lombarda, medioevo e idea di nazione. Dalla 
storia dell’arte al romanzo,” in Medioevo: arte lombarda. Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi Parma, 26-29 
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century, when the Italian Romanesque received its first serious, scholarly attention.39  At this 

time, the unification of Italy spawned a nationalist fervor that, in turn, led to the search for 

historical identities that could define the new nation.40  Not surprisingly, the search for a pan-

Italian, national identity ranged from explorations of original ethnicity—with new interest in the 

pre-Roman civilizations of Italy as well as popular folkloric traditions, to explorations of cultural 

identity and long-ignored periods of Italian history.41  To this end, the study of both the medieval 

and prehistoric past received archaeological attention for the first time, bringing to light sites and 

works of art that would eventually contribute to a greater understanding of Italian culture.42  At a 

national level, the search for a particularly “Italian” cultural past compelled historians of every 

discipline to construct broad, synthesizing narratives about the origins and development of pan-

peninsular styles. Thus, for the first time, art historians surveyed Italian artistic production from 

the fifth to the thirteenth centuries, and looked to define the elements that might constitute a 

coherent, Italian style.  

                                                                                                                                                       
settembre 2001 (Milan, 2004), pp. xi-xxiv. As Quintavalle points out, the essays cover works of art and architecture 
that range between the fifth to the twelfth centuries. Quintavalle discusses the historical use of the term Lombard to 
designate both temporal and geographical entities, the boundaries of which remain unstable to this day. 
Additionally, while Lombard is a term that has been clearly applied to a sculptural style, its relationship to 
architecture is particularly unclear. Quintavalle remains ambivalent in this case. 
39 In a recent study of scholarship on the Veronese Middle Ages, Giuseppe Viviani states that, of the over 500 titles 
he surveyed, 6% were produced before the unification, while 26% were produced in the years between 1867 and 
1918, while 57% were published after 1945. Viviani, G. F. “Storiografia mediovale veronese,” in Verona dalla 
caduta dei Carolingi al libero commune (Verona, 1985), pp. 337-356. 
40 Or, as Massimo d’Azeglio put it: “L’Italia e fatta: ora pensiamo fare gli Italiani”—Italy has been made, now we 
must think of making Italians. This is one of the famous and often-repeated quotes of the Risorgimento. On the 
Risorgimento, see Edgar Holt. The Making of Italy: 1815-1870 (New York, 1971). For discussions of nationalist 
attitudes following the unification, see William Salamone, ed. Italy from the Risorgimento to Fascism (New York, 
1970). 
41 For a discussion of the collection of traditional folklore as part of greater nationalist movements and definitions, 
see Alberto Cirese, “Folklore in Italy: A Historical and Systematic Profile and Bibliography,” in the Journal of the 
Folklore Institute, vol. 11 (1974), pp. 7-79, as well as William Simeone, “Fascists and Folklorists in Italy” in The 
Journal of American Folklore, vol. 91 (1978), pp. 543-557. Here, Simeone creates a larger discussion of nationalism 
and folklore that extends into the twentieth century. 
42 The search for national identity brought attention for the first time to historic periods and sites not associated 
either with Roman or Renaissance history—thus the Italian bronze and iron ages received their first serious 
scholarly treatments at this time as well. In his book Introduzione all’archeologia medievale (Rome, 1997), Sauro 
Gelichi discusses this historical phenomenon, tying the unification to a rebirth of Italian national (and ethnic) 
identity, and therefore to the search of all things specific to Italian culture and history. 
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At the same time, however, the re-discovery of the past affected thought on the local 

stage; the late-nineteenth century witnessed a huge effort on the part of regions and cities to 

restore their patrimonial monuments to their former glories. In support of this endeavor, 

institutions such as the Deputazioni di Storia Patria arose to provide financial support and 

regulation to projects of restoration. In addition to state-run agencies, the various cities and 

regions founded smaller, parallel institutions in order to support and promote their individual 

cultural patrimonies: most often research and restoration on medieval buildings were carried out 

by these local agencies.43  In this, the regionalism that defined pre-unification Italy remained 

strong; for centuries prior to that unification, the various regions of Italy had upheld their own 

local historic traditions, as well as languages. Therefore, the archaeologists and scholars who 

worked on these restoration projects—whether locally or nationally supported—were drawn 

mostly from the ranks of local historians. Their scholarship, while based upon careful 

archaeological research, aimed more to define patterns of regional style, and, often 

(problematically) to project the region’s primacy in the greater narratives of an Italian 

Romanesque style.  

Thus, while broad studies sought to find common cultural definitions, an additional effect 

of the unification was to generate a counter movement in which various regions (some more than 

others) strained to maintain their individual character in the conflicted face of Italian 

nationhood.44  This strong regionalism has often been evoked as a defining characteristic of 

                                                
43 For example, according to the notices published by Federico Berchet in his Relazione annuale dell'Ufficio 
regionale per la conservazione dei monumenti del Veneto (Venezia, 1891-1901) the Ufficio regionale funded many 
of the restoration projects in Verona in the last decades of the nineteenth century. 
44 The study of extreme localization in the face of national unity in Italy can be seen in scholarship on Italian 
folklore traditions and their historiography at the end of the nineteenth century, when nationalist attitudes generated 
studies and collections of “popular” stories and music in order to define the people of the newly-emerging nation. As 
William Simeone writes in his work on folklore collections of the post-Risorgimento, “the problem was that the 
Italian spirit captured in the folklore of the country was overwhelmingly local rather than national in character. It 
was a folklore of towns and countryside that rarely reached beyond the borders of such ancient regions . . . the work 
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Italian scholarship, where archaeological study and publication has remained the domain of local 

universities and journals.45  Italian medieval architectural scholarship has thus followed two, 

distinct trajectories: on one hand, general histories survey the production of large geographic 

regions over centuries of time in an attempt to find a particularly “Italian” style of medieval art 

or architecture. On the other hand, local histories provide detailed, microstudies of individual 

monuments and their historical documents. While both enterprises have contributed profoundly 

to the history of northern Italian Romanesque architecture, both have important limitations in 

their respective approaches. 

 

Surveys 

Following the unification of Italy, one of the most important surveys from the late-

nineteenth century was Marie Ferdinand de Dartein’s Étude sur l’architecture lombarde et sur 

les origines de l’architecture romano-byzantine, published from 1856 to 1882.46  Notably, 

Dartein is among the first art historians to distinguish northern Italian traditions from those of the 

south, and to use the term Lombard to designate them. In his study, Dartein traces a lineage of 

architectural plans and decorative features, providing a phenomenological look at Italian 

Romanesque architecture as it “evolved” from its Roman and Byzantine ancestors. For Dartein, 

this “evolution” can be illustrated through a number of architectural features, most of them 
                                                                                                                                                       
of the country’s folklorists dramatized regional differences rather than national unity.” W. Simeone, “Fascists and 
Folklorists in Italy” in The Journal of American Folklore (vol. 91, 1978), p. 546. 
45 See D. Glass “‘Quo Vadis?” (2007), pp. 1-2, where Glass discusses the nature of academic appointments in Italy 
as beling a contributing factor to regionalist scholarship. In Verona, the long-lived Atti e memorie dell’accademia di 
agricoltura scienze e lettere di Verona, founded in 1807 is still the central vehicle for publications on Veronese 
topics of every academic discipline. 
46 Certainly, Dartein’s is not the first survey of medieval Italian architecture. However, the several written—
primarily by Italian scholars—in the generation preceding are primarily concerned with obtaining accurate dates for 
buildings. In this, many are consumed with the issue of dating Sant’Ambrogio in Milan—a monument that 
nineteenth-century scholars believed was central to the understanding of a chronology of Romanesque architecture. 
Among these scholars are Giulio Cordero’s Dell’italiana architettura durante la dominazione longobarda (1829), 
the Sacchi brothers’ Antichità romaniche d’Italia (1828), and Celeste Clericetti, Ricerche sull’architettura lombarda 
(1868). 
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decorative in nature. Correspondent with parallel movements of architectural history, Dartein’s 

goal was to establish the accurate dating of these medieval buildings and, in doing so, provide 

the definitive map of influence across Northern Italy. Although his dating was problematic and 

held little influence over subsequent studies, Dartein’s study was one of the first to seek a 

continuity between Italy’s medieval monuments and a classical heritage, rather than to position 

medieval buildings as a catastrophic departure from a glorious past, as earlier historians had 

done.47  This can be seen in contrast to the work of earlier scholars such as Celeste Clericetti, 

who referred to the loosely-defined Lombard style as “l’arte più goffa e ridicola uscita dale mani 

dell’uomo” (the most clumsy and absurd art that has ever derived from the hands of man), an 

age-old prejudice that Dartein sought to challenge.48  Perhaps Dartein’s greatest contribution, 

however, was the representation of unpublished buildings to the world outside of Italy, achieved 

through an extensive atlas of plans and drawings that was influential for decades to follow—

some of which are still published by various authors today.49  

After Dartein, several surveys sought to affirm dating in order to firmly establish stylistic 

lineage. While some of these surveys followed Dartein’s assertion that northern Italian medieval 

architectural “style” derived from Roman and Byzantine ancestors—for example, Raffaelo 

Cattaneo’s L’architettura in Italia dal secolo VI al mille circa: ricerche storico-critiche (1888)—

others proposed new narratives for the history of Italian architecture in the Middle Ages.50  In his 

                                                
47 The long divide between those who focus on the continuing inheritance of classical antiquity, and those who 
choose to emphasize features indicating rupture and change (‘continuists’ and  ‘rupturists’) has recently been 
discussed in an essay by archaeologist Sauro Gelichi, entitled “The Cities,” in La Rocca, C., ed. Italy in the Early 
Middle Ages (Oxford, 2002), pp. 168-188. 
48 C. Clericetti, Ricerche sur architettura religiosa in Lombardia dal secolo V all' IX (Milan, 1869). 
49 For decades following, Dartein’s drawings were used by various authors. See Porter, Lombard Architecture (New 
Haven, 1915-1917), vol. 1, p. 4, who claims that Dartein’s images supersede all others in the field. Porter also states 
that “unfortunately, the text of the work is far from being so remarkable as the atlas.” Unfortunately, the atlas 
contains no drawings or plans of Veronese buildings. 
50 In many cases, the contributions of these historians were judged by the next generation based almost entirely on 
the accuracy of their dating. Cattaneo’s survey, for example, was deemed “one of the most brilliant achievements 
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Le origini dell’architettura lombarda (1908), G. T. Rivoira also sought to rewrite a chronology 

of Italian medieval architecture that looked outside the realms of Italy, posing a question that 

would consume the next few decades of scholarship; that is, the influence of Northern European 

architecture on that of Italy, and vice versa.51  Here, decorative Lombard bands play a central 

role in the attempt to trace the lines of influence between northern and southern Europe. 

Furthermore, both Cattaneo and Rivoira located a key agent in the figure of William of 

Volpiano, who, they believed, carried the northern Italian “style” to Saint-Bènigne at Dijon, thus 

introducing Italianate features into French buildings.52  Importantly, Rivoira and Cattaneo’s 

attempt to look outside of the peninsula were essential to their wider reception by a larger Anglo-

European audience. 

As mentioned above, the discussion of definitive dating of buildings was enabled through 

archaeological surveys that were being carried out at the end of the nineteenth century. The two 

decades surrounding 1900 witnessed a flood of archaeological projects, with published reports 

and brief monographic studies on the various Romanesque monuments of Italy—especially 

northern Italy. The results of these projects presumed an interest outside of the academic 

audience: notices of archaeological surveys were often published in local newspapers. In Verona, 

the Madonna Verona—a free monthly magazine established in the first decade of the twentieth 

century—signals an intense lay interest in the archaeological and restoration projects being 

                                                                                                                                                       
ever produced in the realm of artistic criticism,” by Arthur Kingsley Porter due to its more accurate dating system. 
Ibid., p. 4. 
51 Fully: Le origini dell’architettura lombarda e delle sue principali derivazioni nei paesi d’oltr’Alpe (Milan, 1908). 
52 Mostly, the Italianate features used by French builders are Lombard bands. Also, it seems that Rivoira was the 
first to argue the lineage of the Magistri Comancini—a reference made in Lombardic law documents that indicates 
that the Lombard kings established laws in favor of these master builders. Following the discovery of this term in 
the Lombard documents, generations of scholars sought to find these mythical builders, who they traced to the 
Comancine Island in lake Como—a place of refuge used during the Gothic and Lombard invasions. The belief 
continued for several decades that these Magistri constituted a class of builders who retained the Masonic secrets of 
Roman builders, and thus the building traditions of Rome. Today, freemasons still trace the Masonic mysteries back 
to antiquity through this mythologized group. 
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carried out throughout Verona and the neighboring communities.53  Published through World 

War I, Madonna Verona was dedicated to Veronese culture, with articles and notices on 

churches, literature, and visual art created in Verona throughout the centuries. The newspaper 

was a vehicle for local scholar-archaeologists, who first published notices of archaeological 

findings and restorations in its pages. 

Building upon these new archaeological studies, scholars at the beginning of the 

twentieth century applied new dates to familiar edifices, and thus endeavored to readdress the 

question of chronology and filiations. Perhaps the most extensive of these studies, and certainly 

the most fundamental to the study of medieval Italian architecture outside of Italy, was Arthur 

Kingsley Porter’s four-volume Lombard Architecture, published from 1915-1917. His project, 

following his broader Medieval Architecture, used new archaeological data to respond to 

scholars like Rivoira and Cattaneo, whose works he classifies as too broad and based on dating 

too problematic to provide an accurate history of northern Italian architecture.54  In addition, 

Porter claimed that “a definitive synthetic analysis of Lombard Architecture . . . remains to be 

made;” his task was to fulfill that goal.55  In his introduction to the problem, Porter also claimed 

that he covered a number of monuments hitherto not discussed, creating a more extensive and 

accurate survey of medieval northern Italy. He went on to say that “It has been [his] purpose to 

bring together a description of as many of the Lombard monuments as [he] was able . . . together 

with the documents bearing upon their architectural history.”56  

                                                
53 In many ways, the Madonna Verona indicates the long tradition that local pride and custodial attitudes towards 
Veronese patrimony has played in upper-class pastimes. While Madonna Verona contains articles on architecture, 
literature, and visual arts of various media created in Verona throughout the centuries, the issues also include 
biographies of local professors and their work, as well as poems written by Veronese citizens about the city and its 
monuments.  
54 Porter, A. K., Medieval Architecture (New York, 1909). 
55 Porter, A. K., Lombard Architecture (1915-1917), p. 6. 
56 Ibid., p. 7. 
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Equipped with secure dating, Porter was then able to trace a chronology of architectural 

features that comprise a proto-northern Romanesque style. Among them, compound piers and 

transverse arches—features that result from the resolution of “early experimentations” in 

Lombard architecture—comprise the salient features of a mature Italian Romanesque style. 

Porter also cited decorative features such as cubic capitals and arched-corbel tables among the 

pervasive features of the Italian Romanesque. For Porter, the most important development of 

medieval Lombardy was the rib vault; in fact, he argued that the first rib-vaulted buildings could 

be found in Italy: he thus challenged the primacy of France in the development of Gothic 

architecture.57  It seems possible, therefore, that it was this primacy that encouraged Porter’s 

Lombard Architecture focus, as it follows two prior publications, The Construction of Lombard 

and Gothic Vaults published in 1911, and the Early Rib-vaulted Construction in Italy, published 

in 1913.58  In the end, Lombard Architecture is composed of a series of essays whose topics 

range from masonry types to various iconographic studies of architectural sculpture. Drawing 

across geographic and temporal regions, these essays are synthetic in nature; however, they 

basically define architectural “style” as a series of sculptural and decorative motifs, rather than 

looking to find anything truly coherent about the architectonic forms and spaces utilized 

throughout northern Italy, from the tenth to the twelfth centuries. Perhaps Porter’s most valuable 

contribution, therefore, lies in the extensive catalogue that spans the latter two volumes of his 

book, in which he merges historical notices with close observation. Additionally, the fourth 

volume of Lombard Architecture contains part of Porter’s collected photographs of the 

                                                
57 Ibid., p. 7. Porter claims that the earliest rib vaults were used in the churches of Sannazzaro Sesia, S. Benedetto of 
S. Pietro di Civate, and Lodi Vecchio—all dating from around the middle of the eleventh century. The introduction 
of rib vaults, argues Porter, occurred (though a form of the structure had been utilized by the Romans) in order to 
reduce the necessity of centering, and, therefore, timber. 
58 A. K. Porter, The construction of Lombard and Gothic vaults (New Haven, 1911). A .K. Porter, “Early rib-vaulted 
construction in Italy,” Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects (1913), p. 553. 
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monuments—this collection remains the most extensive to date.59  Interestingly, along with 

Corrado Ricci’s L’architettura romanica in Italia—published in 1925 and immediately 

translated into English and German—Porter’s study represents the last generation of scholarly 

inquiries into northern Italian Romanesque architecture published in the English language: since 

World War II, the study of has been the primary domain of Italian scholars.  

One of the most influential of these studies is Paolo Verzone’s L’architettura religiosa 

dell’alto medio evo nell’Italia settentrionale, published in 1942.60  While Verzone’s work 

adheres to those chronologies established by scholars in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth 

centuries, he eschews traditional architectural history by removing all historical context from the 

history of architecture. Instead, Verzone concentrates on a series of architectural features—both 

tangible and abstract—that constitute an architectural lineage for northern Italy.61  Thus, unlike 

previous studies, geographical location plays no role in Verzone’s discussion of buildings, whose 

disembodied features are organized chronologically in order to emphasize their direct influence 

one upon the other. Hence, ninth-century crypts from the entirety of northern Italy are compared 

based solely on physical attributes, without concern for the means or reasons for linkages from 

one to another. Furthermore, Verzone avoids discussing the physical and chronological 

relationships of the crypts to the entireties of the buildings. In the last chapter, Verzone defines 

what he considers to be the salient features of Italian Romanesque architecture, using floor plans, 

                                                
59 The full collection of Porter’s photographs from this project belongs to the Media Center for Art History 
(deaccessioned from Avery library) of Columbia University’s Department of Art History and Archaeology.  
60 Paolo Verzone, L’architettura religiosa dell’alto medio evo nell’Italia settentrionale (Milan, 1942). 
61 The reliance on physical features for the creation of a chronological development relates to the so-called 
archaeological approach utilized by French scholars at the beginning of the twentieth century. This approach is 
associated with the work of Eugène Lefèvre-Pontalis, who advocated the close study of a building’s morphological 
features in order to understand its relationship to schools or campaigns of construction. See E. Lefèvre-Pontalis, 
“Comment doit-on rediger la monographie d’une église?” Bulletin monumental (vol. 70, 1906), pp. 452-82. For a 
discussion of Lefèvre-Pontalis and the French archaeological school of architectural history, see Stephen Murray’s 
essay “The Study of Gothic Architecture” in C. Rudolf, ed., A Companion to Medieval Art: Romanesque and Gothic 
in Northern Europe (Malden, MA, 2006), pp. 387-388. 
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decorative features, and general artistic tendencies to define what he imagines to be a “style.” 

Verzone thus, like so many historians before him, creates a definition of a “style” based entirely 

on features that can be represented two-dimensionally. In addition, as is the case with so many of 

these surveys, Verzone focuses on tracing the similarities between buildings in order to define a 

style. He never discusses differences between buildings, or offers explanations for their apparent 

similarity or dissimilarity.62  This approach, which creates a superficial narrative of architectural 

cohesion devoid of agency, continues to pervade all types of scholarship on Veronese 

architecture. 

 

Local Traditions 

While the tradition of broader surveys was not established until the nineteenth century, 

local interest in architecture began with the antiquarian societies of the seventeenth. As was 

popular throughout Western Europe during this time, Verona’s citizens became increasingly 

interested in the history of their city, and thus endeavored to document its antiquities, artworks, 

inscriptions, monuments, and historical notices, organizing them into vast collections meant to 

preserve the local past.63  Perhaps the most influential and prolific Veronese antiquarian was the 

Marchese Francesco Scipione Maffei, whose interest in the archaeology of his native city’s 

antique monuments inaugurated some of its first preservationist projects. Maffei’s profound 

interest in Verona is also reflected in his large collections of antiquities and medieval 

manuscripts, which he actively sought to purchase in his hometown and abroad.64  One of 

                                                
62 In fact, I would argue that Verzone often omits buildings that do not fit into his definition of Italian style.  
63 In particular, these efforts were led by members of the local aristocracy, whose exploration and resultant 
glorification of their city’s history had personal motivations beyond the mere fulfillment of curiosity. 
64 Which includes not only a rich collection of sculpture, but also Pre-Roman, Etruscan, and Roman epigraphy, and 
is now housed in the Museo Maffei in Verona (gifted to the city within his lifetime). Maffei’s collection of medieval 
documents and manuscripts was bequeathed to the cathedral’s extensive Biblioteca Capitolare, and reflects a rich 
pursuit on his part to collect Veronese works not only located in the city, but also those that had been dispersed 
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Maffei’s greatest legacies was his Verona Illustrata, published from 1731 to 1732. In the multi-

volume set, Maffei provides important descriptions, historical notices, and print illustrations for 

each of the monuments of Verona, dating from Antiquity through the seventeenth century. 

However, the most enduring contribution to the study of medieval architecture in Verona 

was written by the local church historian Giambatista Biancolini. Produced over several decades 

in the second half of the eighteenth century, Biancolini’s massive, eight-volume, Notizie storiche 

delle chiese di Verona, brought together all known historical notices (some now lost), including 

documents and inscriptions, for all the known churches within the Veronese diocese, organized 

in encyclopedic fashion.65  Although he provides vast amounts of documentary information, 

Biancolini rarely comments on the buildings’ physical appearances, and uses description only 

when a textual source refers to a specific part of the building. Thus, Biancolini’s is not a work of 

architectural history, though it has remained useful to architectural historians in its compilation 

of historical documents, and their relevance to building chronologies. Object-based architectural 

histories did not appear on the Italian scholarly landscape until the end of the nineteenth century, 

in conjunction with the archaeological and restoration projects discussed earlier. At this time, the 

monograph, based on the correlation of historical documents and archaeological inquiry (both 

above and below ground) became the primary form of scholarship, especially for local 

scholars.66 

                                                                                                                                                       
throughout Europe. He was also interested in science and literature, established an observatory, and wrote several 
plays. A biography of Maffei has been produced by G. P. Marchi, Un italiano in Europa: Scipione Maffei tra 
passione antiquaria e impegno civile (Verona, 1992). For a discussion of Maffei in historical context, see the essays 
presented in Scipione Maffei nell'Europa del Settecento: atti del convegno, Gian Paolo Romagnani, Gian Paolo, ed. 
(Verona,1998). 
65 Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona, Published in Verona from 1749-71. Born in 1697, Giambatista Biancolini 
was a Veronese cleric who is also known for his volumes on the bishops and rulers of Verona: Dei vescovi e 
governatori di Verona (Verona, 1757).  
66 It is important to note that almost all twentieth-century publications, as well as those monographic works that have 
preceded them, were produced by scholars born and schooled within the Veronese educational system. This is a 
phenomenon also addressed by Dorothy Glass in her historiographic essay on Italian Romanesque sculpture: “‘Quo 
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While monographs on Veronese Romanesque buildings have been produced throughout 

the twentieth century, the largest number of studies were written during two distinct periods of 

time: at the end of the nineteenth century, following the post-unification archaeological projects, 

and following the Second World War, when allied shelling exposed building foundations and 

forced architectural reconstruction projects. In some cases, the earlier publications—such as 

Alessandro da Lisca’s study of the church of Santo Stefano—have remained the authoritative 

texts for these buildings through the twentieth century, though many of the buildings’ narratives 

were again rewritten mid-century in a monographic series entitled the Vita Veronese.67 

Commonly referred to as the “guide,” the publication of the Vita Veronese was a post-war 

project established to promote lay access to the cultural monuments, artists, authors, and other 

items produced in the Veronese territory since Antiquity.68  With the series, more than 100 

monographic guides were published in Verona throughout the late-1940’s, 50’s, and 60’s—some 

of them remaining the definitive texts on the various monuments today.  

At the same time, some of the more famous and influential Veronese monuments have 

received more detailed attention in the later decades of the twentieth century. For example, 

Giovanna Valenzano’s study of the monastery of San Zeno presents updated archaeological data 

                                                                                                                                                       
Vadis?” (2007), pp. 1-2. Perhaps due to this reason, while each work contributes new information to the study of 
medieval, Veronese architecture, it does not necessarily contribute new ideas or utilize new methodologies. This 
may also be a result of historical circumstance: one consistent problem faced by Italian scholarship in the twentieth 
century has been the extreme provincializing of cultural topics, perhaps due in part to geographical divisions that 
existed for years on the peninsula. In the above-cited historiographic article on scholarship of the Veronese Middle 
Ages, in looking at 552 titles published over the past two centuries, 73% were the products of Veronese scholars; 
13% were those of scholars from other parts of the Veneto; Italian scholars from outside of the Veneto represent 
another 8% of the titles; and only 6% of the works were produced by non-Italian scholars. See G. F. Viviani., 
“Storiografia mediovale veronese,” in Verona dalla caduta dei Carolingi al libero commune, Atti (Verona, 1985), 
pp. 337-356. 
67 A. Da Lisca, La basilica di S. Stefano in Verona (Verona, 1936). Da Lisca as well as Carlo Cipolla have made 
considerable contributions to the field by publishing the archaeological findings on churches such as San Zeno and 
Sante Teuteria and Tosca. 
68 For a history and complete index of the publication, see G. F. Viviani, 25 anni di Vita Veronese (1948-72) 
(Verona, 1972). 
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and uses historical notices more carefully than its predecessors.69  Likewise, Pier Paolo 

Brugnoli’s 1988 publication on the church of San Procolo, as well as a group of essays on the 

monastery of San Fermo (published in 2004), provides new insight and greater synthesis of 

historical documents in the service of architectural history.70  This last publication offers an 

exciting direction in Italian scholarship, where the building is considered in terms of its 

significance to the religious life of the city, as well as the practices and community that used the 

church. Finally, a volume entitled Veneto Romanico—recently published by the Patrimonio 

artistico italiano—provides an updated encyclopedia of the important Romanesque monuments 

of Verona along with the most current archaeological data available.71  In this, some of the less-

published edifices—such as the churches of Santo Stefano and San Giovanni in Valle—receive 

new entries, and thus their chronologies and physical features are newly assessed.72  

However, while these publications have contributed much to our understanding of the 

individual buildings, they remain confined to a format of building narrative that addresses 

physical description and archaeological evidence, and utilizes the same historical documents 

compiled by Biancolini in the eighteenth century. Beyond an increased understanding of the 

archaeology, their most significant contribution lies in new photographic representations. In 

these monographic studies, the monuments remain isolated: usually, authors refer only indirectly 

to contemporaneous architecture—mostly in order to draw comparisons between decorative 

features, masonry construction, and floor plans. In this, they obliquely imply the possibility of a 

coherent Veronese Romanesque “style,” but do not endeavor to define what this style might be. 

                                                
69 Giovanna Valenzano, La Basilica di San Zeno in Verona: problemi architettonici (Vicenza, 1993). 
70 Respectively, P. P. Brugnoli, ed. La Chiesa di San Procolo in Verona: un recupero e una restituzione (Verona, 
1988), and P. Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e Rustico: un culto e una chiesa in Verona; per il XVII centenario del loro 
martirio (304 - 2004) (Verona, 2004). 
71 Fulvio Zuliani and Giovanna Valenzano, eds., Veneto Romanico (Milan, 2008). 
72 Albeit located in an appendix of “minor” buildings. Importantly, most of the updated information on these 
buildings comes from tesi di laurea produced by students of Giovanna Valenzano at the University of Padova. 
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Rather, with regard to the question of architectural style in medieval Verona, most authors 

reference the only survey produced exclusively on Verona’s Romanesque architecture: Edoardo 

Arslan’s L’archittetura romanica Veronese, published in 1939.  

In the introduction to his influential book, Arslan claimed that he wanted to provide not 

an exhaustive series of circumscribed monographs like so many examples addressed above—but 

rather a discussion of the salient characteristics of Veronese architecture, as inferred by a number 

of the major monuments in and around the city. To do this, Arslan negotiated the different 

Veronese buildings, finding similarities between them as well as other structures in the Veneto 

and northern Europe, and forming for himself a mature Veronese “style” that emerges in the 

second quarter of the twelfth century, post-dating the devastating earthquake of 1117. For 

Arslan, the sculptural, proportional, and material similarities expressed in the façades of the 

Duomo and San Zeno, as well as the eastern ends of San Fermo and San Giovanni in Valle 

constituted the Veronese style. In that all of these structures were built in the first half the twelfth 

century, Arslan claimed that all architecture preceding 1100 can be left behind; in fact, Arslan 

believed that no Veronese church can be accurately dated to before the end of the eleventh 

century. In this assertion, Arslan tacitly assumed it was the earthquake of 1117 that created the 

Veronese architectural style: after it, architecture in Verona took a form that was truly its own, 

distinguishable from the architectural styles of neighboring towns. It is this definition of the 

Veronese Romanesque—devoid of consideration of context, agency, or meaning—that has 

pervaded architectural histories of the twentieth century, and has privileged the churches of San 

Zeno and the Duomo as the full expressions of the Veronese Romanesque architectural style. 

It is my argument, however, that the comprehensive destruction wrought by the 

earthquake of 1117 has been over-estimated—in many ways, it has been used as a simplistic 
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explanation of massive reconstructive projects that, in focusing on the production of the twelfth 

century, has obscured a much longer period of ecclesiastical building.73  In fact, most major 

ecclesiastical projects in Verona began in the late-tenth century and continued through the 

twelfth; most often, the extant remains of a Veronese church reflect a series of medieval 

reconstructions that occurred over several centuries of time, rather than a twelfth-century 

expression of a monolithic style. The desire for a coherent architectural style has therefore led 

scholars to overlook the rich architectural production of the late-tenth and eleventh centuries. For 

this reason, buildings that have retained a greater majority of their earlier features—the churches 

of Santo Stefano, San Lorenzo, and the lower church San Fermo for example—have not received 

the same amount of scholarly attention as those buildings with a larger concentration of twelfth-

century decoration.74 

More importantly, it should be noted that the elements used to define the Veronese 

Romanesque “style”—masonry construction in alternating bands of brick and marble, sculptured 

tympana, and shallow, projecting porches supported on thin columns—are mostly decorative in 

nature, and are mostly dateable to the middle of the twelfth century. Rather, those elements that 

are essential in defining the look and general effect of a building—such as the plan, elevation, 

size, and fenestration—are deemphasized. However, the most problematic aspect of twentieth-

century scholarship is that, in focusing entirely on the similarities found between twelfth-century 

buildings, it has overlooked the tremendous amount of variety that these buildings present. 

Instead of adhering to a coherent, medieval architectural style, one of the most striking aspects of 

                                                
73 The difficulty in assessing the earthquake of 1117, and the actual effect it had on buildings and other works of art 
in northern Italy, has long been part of the discourse on Italian Romanesque sculpture. Here, dates of artworks have 
been moved to accommodate the perceived disaster. For an example of this, see Trudi Krautheimer-Hess, “Die 
figurale Plastik der Ostlombardei von 1100 bis 1178,” Marburger Jahrbuch für Kunstwissenschaft (vol. 4, 1928), 
pp. 231-307; and a review and response David Robb in the Art Bulletin (vol. 12, 1930), pp. 196-200. 
74 Or, as will be discussed in later chapters, their non-conformist features are discussed as expressions of “foreign” 
style. 
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the Veronese Romanesque churches as an ensemble is their variety. The variety present in these 

buildings built in close proximity to one another betrays a creativity and difference that brings to 

question the various patrons and communities associated with the building, as well as their self-

identification within the greater Veronese Church. 

 

Architecture and Meaning: A History 

One of the difficulties in looking at medieval architecture in general, but also in Verona 

in particular is the correlation of architecture and meaning. As is discussed above, generations of 

architectural historians—in Verona, and elsewhere—have looked for similarities between 

contemporaneous buildings in order to derive standard definitions of style, whether they are 

based on time period or geographic location. For these scholars, the regional style held meaning 

as a signifier of time and place: perhaps as an evidential sign of masons and artists working in 

close proximity to one another, or perhaps as a conventional sign of a regional identity. 

However, while these signs were understood to express meaning, their reception by an audience 

has rarely been discussed. Perhaps the most effective theory of the reception of architectural 

meaning belongs to Richard Krautheimer, who, in his 1942 article, An Introduction to an 

Iconography of Architecture, proposed a mode by which to understand not only the relationship 

between architecture and the expression of meaning, but also the reception of that meaning by a 

medieval audience.75  It was Krautheimer’s theory that a building could evoke another, 

                                                
75 This idea, of course, can be found in Krautheimer’s seminal article: “Introduction to an Iconography of Medieval 
Architecture,” published first in the Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes (vol. 5, 1942), pp. 1-33.  The 
idea of architectural expression and reception is expounded upon by Günter Bandmann in his book Mittelalterliche 
Architektur als Bedeutungsträger (Berlin, 1951; translated into English in 2005). Bandmann focuses most 
specifically on the use of antique forms in early medieval buildings. Krautheimer and others’ theory of architectural 
iconography has greatly influenced twentieth- and twenty-first century scholarship on medieval architecture. 
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significant building through a reductive set of features.76  As it was associated in the medieval 

mind, he argued, a building could “copy” another and, in doing so, convey the significance of the 

prototype to any medieval audience. 

In his article, Krautheimer uses concrete examples of almost universal prototypes that he 

believes conveyed meaning across centuries of time and continents of space. Although the visual 

relationship between “original” and “copy” may not have a standardized expression, the meaning 

conveyed through the act of copying remains constant.77  Implicitly, the copy’s signification is 

highlighted against what it is not—the 8-sided building is not a basilica—indicating that 

standardized types of buildings exist. Although not part of Krautheimer’s argument, it seems 

important to consider that these types might take on greater significance when they exist in close 

proximity. In the case of a city, therefore, we must position meaning within this context, and 

strive to find how meaning was expressed as a dialogue between the various edifices, as well as 

through interaction with the inhabitants and histories of the town. 

Certainly, the study of architectural meaning expressed within an urban system is a 

complex endeavor, and not a new one. The study of urban environment—urbanism—has 

produced a number of methods for dealing with the city and its meaning that will be important to 

understanding the architecture that was produced in Verona during the eleventh and twelfth 

centuries. One important contributor to the art history/urbanism discussion, Wolfgang Braunfels, 

pioneered the idea that a city may be seen as a system of signs that can be read almost as a text 

                                                
76 Krautheimer’s system of architectural iconography has had manifold impact on medieval architectural scholarship 
of the twentieth century. For a discussion of its impact, as well as a critical examination of the scholarly context in 
which it was both created and received, see C. McCurrach, “Renovatio Reconsidered: Richard Krautheimer and the 
Iconography of Architecture,” Gesta (vol. 50, 2011), pp. 41-69. 
77 For example, a building with eight sides would be a copy of another eight-sided building, no matter how different 
any of the other features may be. 
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that enumerates relationships and power across the landscape.78  Like Krautheimer, Braunfels’ 

signs are stable—encoded with meaning that can transcend the context of their expression. In 

Braunfels’ formulation of urbanism, the “controlling powers” of a city can be read in the skyline 

or ground plan of the city itself. This idea has received its fair share of criticism, mostly from 

scholars who claim that meaning is culturally determined, and that the “symbols of a past society 

are not innocently encoded, but constitute ideologically motivated discourses.”79  Moreover, 

recent studies have focused on the built environment as a process, where environmental elements 

“have an effect on the further production of the built environment, as well as one’s conception of 

and relation to it.”80  In understanding the city as a complex layering of material and ideas that 

shifts and changes over time, recent scholarship on urbanism encourages us to readdress how 

people saw their environments, and how their buildings both influenced and were influenced by 

it. 

As an urban environment that underwent a significant and documented change, and, 

moreover, that retains the material products of that change, Verona provides the perfect 

microcosm for the discussion of how urban identities and relationships reflect upon the choices 

made in creating architecture. In readdressing the city’s eleventh- and twelfth-century churches 

not as monoliths, but instead as part of a larger ensemble, I hope to reassert a narrative of choice 

into the discourse on urban architectural production. Because this period is characterized by 

change, I will look at architecture built approximately between the years 975-1150; as the ideals 

and identities of Verona’s citizens shift, their built environment responds. Here, three churches—

                                                
78 This approach is used most famously in Braunfels’ Mittelalterliche Stadtbaukunst in der Toskana (Berlin, 1959), 
and also Urban Design in Western Europe: regime and architecture, 900-1900, trans. Kenneth Northcott (Chicago, 
1988). 
79 Robert Maxwell, The Art of Medieval Urbanism: Parthenay in Romanesque Aquitaine (Penn State, 2007), p. 11. 
In his book, Maxwell gives an excellent introduction to the scholarship on medieval urbanism. 
80 Ibid. In this idea of built environment as process, Maxwell draws on the work of sociologist Henri Lefebvre, and 
especially Du rural à l'urbain (Paris, 1973).  
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Santo Stefano, San Lorenzo, and San Giovanni in Valle—will act as case studies around which I 

will pin the discussion of architectural transformation.  In addition to receiving little scholarly 

attention in the corpus of Veronese architectural history, these churches represent the more than 

150 years of building, as well as a core of ideas and issues that can be applied to the greater 

circumstances of the Veronese Church over time. 

 

—————————— 

 

Because history plays such an important role in the self-fashioning of Verona’s churches, 

chapter 1 maps the history of the city, from its foundation through its occupations by the Goths, 

Lombards, and Carolingians, to the High Middle Ages. In it, I discuss the history of the Veronese 

Church and its development from a monolithic to a fractured institution. Important to this 

development are the establishments of the cathedral chapter, the clerus intrinsicus and 

extrinsecus—collegiate organizations for the education and fellowship of the city’s clergy, as 

well as various scole, monasteries, and xenodochia that provided care and counsel to the city’s 

faithful. In chapter 2, I use the Biblioteca Capitolare’s collection of extant liturgical manuscripts 

to shed light on the ways in which ritual underlined and reinforced the relationships between 

these various groups, as well as the urban landscape in which these liturgies were practiced. 

Here, Verona’s appropriation of a Roman stational system will be discussed, as well as how its 

performance related to the architecture produced by Verona’s religious citizens. 

 Chapter 3 focuses on the first of my case studies: the church of Santo Stefano, originally 

located outside of the city walls, near the gate where the Via Claudia Augusta entered the city. 

According to Late Antique sources, Santo Stefano was one of the earliest buildings in Verona, 
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containing the relics of the forty martyrs, as well as a number of Verona’s early bishops, an 

association that granted it a sort of martyrium status. Surprisingly, Santo Stefano has not 

received much scholarly attention in the past several decades, even though it was most likely the 

city’s first parish church, and the first college for the education of secular priests (a major result 

of the reforms of secular clergy) was established there in the mid-tenth century. At this time, like 

many of Verona’s churches, a crypt was added to the building. In addition, the church’s eastern 

end was rebuilt with a double-storied ambulatory—an architectural feature that is somewhat 

anomalous for Northern Italy. These additions will be discussed as a programmatic attempt to 

allude to the ancient martyrial associations of the church, and to link it with its martyrial 

prototype, St. Peter’s in Rome. 

 In chapter 4, the church of San Lorenzo provides an example of a building whose 

construction spanned the eleventh and twelfth centuries. More accurately, the church was rebuilt 

twice, with some parts of the building attributable to the eleventh century, and others attributable 

to the twelfth. The architecture of San Lorenzo therefore exhibits the concerns of its patrons as 

they changed over a century of time. Like Santo Stefano, efforts were made on the part of the 

church’s patron to highlight the building’s antiquity by aligning it with its correlate church of 

San Lorenzo fuori le mura in Rome. In addition, although the architecture of San Lorenzo seems 

to be in conversation with other Romanesque architecture in Verona (for example, the lower 

church of San Fermo), several of its features are also anomalous to northern Italy, lending to a 

discussion about creativity and choice in architectural patronage. 

 The church of San Giovanni in Valle provides our third and final case study in chapter 5. 

Like Santo Stefano and San Lorenzo, San Giovanni in Valle is believed to be one of the earliest 

and most venerable churches in Verona, and centuries of urban mythology has associated it with 
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the occupation of the Goths under Theodoric.81  Unlike the other case studies, the church was 

built completely anew in the mid twelfth century, allowing us to consider the ways in which 

eleventh-century trends were eschewed in this twelfth-century episcopal campaign. The apparent 

use of design and spatial elements found in other contemporaneous churches throughout Verona, 

facilitated by the increased patronage of the Veronese bishops, allows the church of San 

Giovanni in Valle to work in conversation with other major building campaigns, such as the 

Duomo of Verona. For this reason,San Giovanni has often been promoted as the perfect 

incarnation of the Veronese Romanesque style. 

 

In the case of these three churches, both the architectural space and decoration referenced 

other architecture in order to evoke meaning. While sometimes the reference points were 

standard iconographic types (such as martyria), and sometimes they were specific buildings 

(such as the church of San Lorenzo fuori le mura), they were always meant to convey meaning to 

a medieval audience. Here, meaning is linked to the local associations of the buildings—where 

Santo Stefano’s clerical patrons invested it with architectural features that reflected its martyrial 

status, and San Giovanni’s episcopal patron utilized a uniform look to express his power. These 

associations were based in tradition, but promoted by current patrons and those associated with 

the building. In this time of upheaval and change, architecture was a means of actuating old 

associations and creating new ones in order to lay claim to the transforming landscape. 

 

 

                                                
81 These issues will be discussed in chapter 5. The antiquity of San Giovanni in Valle is gauged from the amount of 
city-wide liturgical participation the church hosted. Although I have found no actual evidence to support this, many 
scholars will refer to San Giovanni in Valle as the city’s Arian cathedral under Gothic occupation. This designation 
seems to derive from the church’s proximity to Theodoric’s Veronese palace, rather than any specific document.  
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Intro.1: The Iconografia Rateriana, as it appears in the seventeenth-century Codex Maffeiana 
(Biblioteca Capitolare ms CXIV) 
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Intro.2: Santa Prassede, Rome. Apse mosaic of heavenly city
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Intro.3: Map (with present-day street plan) showing locations of early churches. Of importance 
to this study are 3. S. Stefano; 4. SS. Apostoli; 7. S. Zeno; 9-10. The cathedral complex; 14. S. 
Giovanni in Valle; 17. S. Fermo; and 18. San Lorenzo 
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CHAPTER 1: A HISTORY OF VERONA TO 900 
 
 
 
The City Today 

  Located in the westernmost part of Italy’s Veneto region, the city of Verona continues to 

reflect the wealth and beauty that characterized it in its Renaissance heyday.1  Still a burgeoning 

mercantile and university town, the streets and buildings are well preserved, and are still 

constructed of the pink and red marbles that have been quarried out of the hills of the nearby 

countryside for centuries.2  The footprint of the historical city heavily affects that of the modern 

one in many ways: Verona’s city center, enclosed on three sides by a turn in the meandering 

Adige river, reflects the grid of the Roman town; the touristic and mercantile center of the city—

the Piazza delle Erbe—inhabits the space of the Roman forum; and the outline of the Roman city 

walls are still reflected in the street plan (IMAGE 1.1). Those roads that follow the shadows of 

the former walls continue to be some of the city’s most-traveled streets. 

  Upon arriving to Verona via major roadways and train lines to the city’s south, the first 

site most visitors encounter is the city’s Roman arena. A continuing tourist attraction and the 

home of a popular opera series, the plaza around the arena (known as the Piazza Bra: from 

braida, or “open space” in local dialect) retains its sixteenth-century aspect and welcomes 

                                                
1 While Verona was a wealthy medieval town, the Renaissance brought greater wealth, especially during the rule of 
the powerful Scaligeri family, who enjoyed a permanent lordship from the end of the thirteenth to the beginning of 
the fifteenth century, until Verona was ceded to Venice at the beginning of the sixteenth. As prodigious patrons of 
art and architecture, the family left a profound mark on the landscape and architecture of the city. For that reason, 
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are often put forward as the pinnacle of Veronese culture. While the Scaligeri 
have been the subject of many art historical studies, one excellent and comprehensive collection of their patronage 
can been found in the catalogue for an exhibit held at the Museo de Castelvecchio entitled: Gli Scaligeri, 1277-
1387: saggi e schede pubblicati in occasione della mostra storico-documentaria allestita dal Museo di 
Castelvecchio di Verona, G. M. Varanini, ed. (Verona, 1988). 
2 Especially the Valpolicella, where there are still quarries open today (witnessed by the author). See also Elena 
Peduzzi, La chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle in Verona: analisi stratigrafiche (Tesi dott., Università degli studi di 
Padova, 2001) for a discussion of historical quarrying practices in the Veneto. 
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visitors to the pace and energy of the town.3  As one moves north along Verona’s marble-clad 

roads, he inevitably encounters the mercantile center of the Roman, medieval, and Renaissance 

town, the Piazza delle Erbe. The continuing importance of the Erbe is visible in the great number 

of magnificent palazzi—ranging in date from the thirteenth to the nineteenth centuries—that are 

located around the square and within its immediate environs. No doubt, this was also an 

important site in the early Middle Ages; located nearby was the neighborhood of the Corte 

Regia, where royals and their entourages would be housed during their visits to Verona. 

Traveling north, the visitor encounters the spiritual center of the city: the cathedral complex, 

which includes the cathedral church of Santa Maria Matricolare, the canons’ church of 

Sant’Elena (formerly San Giorgio), the baptistery of San Giovanni in Fonte, and the episcopal 

palace, are all built up along the southern banks of the Adige. The cathedral has remained in this 

location since late antiquity, though it was rebuilt many times, including projects of the ninth, 

twelfth, and fifteenth centuries.4 

  Looking across the Adige from the cathedral, one can see a second important urban node 

that rises up the hill (or colle) of Saint Peter. At its foot, the Roman theater, as well as the Roman 

bridge that spans the river (the Ponte Pietra), signals that this other side of the Adige (the 

oltra’Adige), has been a part of the city since early times, and was included within the Roman 

city wall. Its steep rise, now surmounted by the Castel San Pietro, has lent it its abiding 

militaristic purpose; from an early time, this hill has acted as the arx of the city, and has housed 

the palaces and fortresses of many of Verona’s ruling forces, including the Ostrogoths and 

                                                
3 Once the Forum Boarium during Roman times, the Piazza Bra received its monumental setting in the sixteenth 
century—its design is based on the work of Sanmicheli. T. Lenotti, La Bra (Verona, 1954).  
4 Today, the fifteenth century rebuild defines the physical aspect of the Santa Maria Matricolare. Due to an extensive 
archaeological campaign held in the mid-twentieth century, the history of the cathedral complex is now well 
understood. See Pierpaolo Brugnoli, La cattedrale di Verona nelle sue vicende edilizie dal secolo IV al secolo XVI 
(Venezia, 1987), and Giovanna Valenzano, “La cattedrale di Verona nel contesto dell’archittetura Veronese tra XI e 
XII secolo,” in Medioevo: L’Europa delle cattedrale, A. C. Quintavalle, ed. (Milan, 2007), pp. 260-67. 
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Lombards in the early Middle Ages.5  At the same time, the northern hill has remained less 

crowded and not subject to the street grid that was imposed upon Verona’s city center. For that 

reason, many churches, and especially monasteries, have occupied this space since Late 

Antiquity. 

  Traveling southwest along the banks of the Adige, one encounters a second node of 

intense settlement outside of the city center in the area surrounding the Benedictine monastery of 

San Zeno, as well as in the spaces between it and the city. Once in the countryside and separated 

from the city by a series of extramural cemeteries, the monastery—reached along the ancient Via 

Postumia—and its surrounding borgo San Zeno became a popular area of suburban growth 

throughout the Middle Ages, and the host to a number of Renaissance palazzi later on.6  A 

reminder of its significance, the impressive Castelvecchio—built by the Scaligeri family in the 

mid-fourteenth century—rises along the road, midway between the old Roman city gate (the 

Porta Borsari) and San Zeno.  

  Thus the city, with its distinct areas of commercial, spiritual, and military activity, has 

retained much of its characteristic topography established during the first centuries A.D. 

Furthermore, the presence of Roman, early medieval, Renaissance, and later buildings speaks not 

only to a continuing inclination for building amongst Verona’s citizens, but also to their 

continuing recognition and response to the past. The long history of building at Verona, and the 

synchronic presence of all layers of the city, makes for a complex and beautiful landscape that 

                                                
5 Although the current Castel San Pietro originates from the mid-nineteenth-century Austrian occupation of the city 
(the castle was building between 1852 and 1858), it most certainly replaced a series of similar buildings, dating back 
at least to the Middle Ages. For a history of the colle San Pietro, see Silvia Baldo, “La chiesa di San Pietro in 
Castello a Verona,” Verona Illustrata (no. 1, 2008), pp. 5-27. 
.6 See chapter 4 for a discussion of this area. Its growth has been explored at length in Pierpaoli Brugnoli, ed. La 
venerabile pieve dei Santi Apostoli in Verona: ricerche storiche nell’ottavo centenario della consacrazione (Verona, 
1994). 
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not only affects the city’s presentation today, but must have affected each generation of the 

inhabitants, as they built upon and lived within the city. 

 
 
Ancient Verona 
 
  Incorporated into the Roman Empire in the first century B.C., Verona was most likely 

settled centuries prior to that time. Evidence suggests the presence, first, of an ancient, Italic 

tribe—the Euganei7—then the Gallic Cenomani;8  both groups were no doubt attracted to 

Verona’s location at the base of the Brenner Pass and at a fording point on the Adige River. Due 

to this, the city was an important strategic point for passage through the Alps, while the Adige 

brought trade from northern cities as it passed through and emptied into the Adriatic Sea. In 89 

B.C., Verona was extended the rights of a Roman colony. Under the emperor Augustus, Venetia 

became the tenth region of Italy, thus securing the privilege of Roman citizenship to Verona and 

its neighbors.9 

  While evidence of Verona’s pre-Roman history is limited to grave goods, inscriptions, 

and brief mentions in late-Republican sources, the city is rich with Roman remains.10  The 

                                                
7 Because very little evidence of these early inhabitants remains, the foundational civilizations of Verona are 
debated: Some scholars attribute the earliest foundation to the Arusnati, a tribe related to the Etruscans. Most of the 
evidence for the early tribes of “Venetia” is linguistic—for example, a pre-Roman inscription in the Museo Maffei 
that is written in a non-Latin, non-Etruscan language referred to as Venetiche. Grave goods exist for later 
inhabitants—this evidence suggests that the earliest settlements in Verona were most likely located on the colle San 
Pietro. See Castagnetti, Varanini, eds. Il  Veneto nel medioevo: dalla "Venetia" alla Marca Veronese (Verona, 
1989). The earliest ethnographies of the area were composed by Livy who mentions, in book 1 of his Ab urbe 
condita, that the Trojans defeated a tribe called the Euganei, who lived between the Alps and the Sea. For a 
discussion of pre-Roman Veneto, see also La Storia della Cultura Veneta (Vicenza, 1976-1986), vol. 1. 
8 This also at the word of Livy, who writes that it was during the reign of Tarquinius Priscus (616-579 B.C.) that 
“the Cenomani, under the leadership of Elitovius, followed the track of the former [Gauls] and crossed the Alps by 
the same pass, with the goodwill of Bellovesus. They had their settlements where the cities of Brixia and Verona 
now stand.” Livy, Ab urbe condita, 5.35. 
9 A privilege that may or may not have been granted after the battle of Philippi (42 B. C.), when citizenship was 
granted to all of Transpadane Gaul. Wiel, Story of Verona (1902), p. 7.  
10 Pliny the Elder, in Book 3 (3.130) of his Natural History, discusses the people of Istria: Naturalis historiae libri 
XXXVII, recognovit et scripturae discrepantia adiecta edidit Karl Mayhoff. Lipsiae: Teubner, 1875-1906. Strabo’s 
Geografia (Book IV) is devoted to the early peoples of the Adriatic: Strabo, Geografia (Cambridge, MA: Loeb 
Classical Library edition, 1923). 
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prodigious numbers of extant Roman monuments and sculpture indicate that, upon becoming 

Roman in the first century B.C., Verona underwent a complete renovation. At this time, the city 

was organized around the regular grid familiar to Roman colonies, which dominates the street 

plan today.11  At the center of the city were its cardo and decumanus—currently the Corso Porta 

Borsari and the Via Leoni—which met at the city’s forum, preserved in the modern Piazza delle 

Erbe.12  These roads were continuations of two major Roman arteries: the Via Gallica (Turin to 

Aquileia) and the Via Postumia (Liguria to Illyria); their passage into the city center was marked 

by monumental city gates, some remains of which can still be seen in the Portas Borsari and 

Leoni.13  Most likely all constructed in the first two centuries A.D., Verona’s extant Roman 

monuments: the arena and city gates located in the city center, as well as the Roman bridge that 

crosses the Adige to the Roman theater located on the other side, indicate the city’s wealth at the 

time of their construction.  

  Another important first-century addition to Verona was its wall, built to enclose the two 

sides of the city that were not protected by the bend in the Adige.14  As per an inscription on the 

                                                
11 Attributed by archaeologists Giuliana Cavalieri Manasse and Peter-John Hudson to the first century B.C., who 
refer to the Roman street grid as ex novo in their article “Nuovi dati sulle fortificazione di Verona (III-XI Secolo),” 
in Le fortificazioni del Garda e i sistemi di difesa dell'Italia settentrionale tra tardo antico e alto Medioevo, G.P. 
Brogiolo, ed. (Mantova, 1999), pp. 71-92.  See also Brian Ward-Perkins discussion of the persistence of Roman 
street plans. He claims that this indicates two important things: a continuance of urban life in the towns that have 
survived, and a degree of public control over these streets, where private buildings did not encroach upon them. 
Brian Ward-Perkins, From Classical Antiquity to the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1984), pp. 179-180.  
12 Archaeology also supports the existence of a Capitolium in this area, which was discovered in the first decades of 
the twentieth century. See A. L. Frothingham, “The Discovery of the Capitolium and Forum of Verona” in The 
American Journal of Archaeology (vol. 18, 1914), pp. 129-145. For archaeology on the piazze of Verona, see C. La 
Rocca, “Le piazze di Verona nell’alto medioevo,” in Rivista del Centro Internazionale di Studi di Architettura 
Andrea Palladino (Milan, 1992), pp. 114-121. Also, Brian Ward Perkins discusses the survival of fora as 
marketplaces in From Classical Antiquity to the Middle Ages (1984), p. 182, where he details evidence supporting 
the idea that Veronese forum was in use at least through the ninth century. 
13 From A. Wiel, The Story of Verona (1902), p. 7: Verona’s strategic importance “lay in its position at the junction 
of four main roads: the Via Gallica, from Turin to Aquileia; the Via Claudia Augusta, from Modena to Germany; the 
Via Postumia, from Liguria to Illyria; and the Vicum Veronensis, which connected the city to Ostiglia.” 
14 For a history of Verona’s walls, as well as the most recent archaeological discussion of them, see Giuliana 
Cavalieri Manasse and Peter John Hudson, “Nuovi dati sulle fortificazione di Verona (III-XI Secolo),” (Mantova, 
1999), as well as Annamaria Conforti Calcagni, Le mura di Verona (Verona, 2005). 
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city’s Porta Borsari (muri Veronensium . . . dedicati iubente sanctissimo Gallieno),15  the wall 

was rebuilt in 265 during the reign of the Emperor Gallienus—most likely it was extended to 

include the Arena (amphitheater) at this time. Like the almost contemporaneous Aurelian wall 

built in Rome beginning in 270, the Veronese renovations indicate the presence of concern over 

invasions by the Alemanni by the mid-third century.16  This wall must have functioned as 

intended: throughout the following centuries, Veronese citizens experienced a number of military 

incursions—most famously Constantine’s defeat of Ruricius Pompeianus in 312, as well as 

Visigothic and Hunnic incursions in the fifth century. According to a statement made by an 

early-sixth-century historian known as the Anonymous Valesianus, the wall was further 

augmented under the Ostrogothic king Theodoric.17  This work was carried out on the side of the 

Adige River opposite the city center, where the ancient Roman castrum and Theodoric’s palace 

were most likely located.18 

 

The Ostrogoths in Verona 

  Theodoric’s rule in northern Italy began in 489, when he was sent by the Byzantine 

emperor Zeno to defeat Odoacer, the German usurper of the imperial throne in the  

                                                
15 From a longer dedicatory inscription on the Porta Borsari: . . . muri Veronensium fabricati ex die III Non(arum) 
Apriliu[m] / dedicati pr(idie) Non(as) Dec(embres) iubente sanctissimo Gallieno Aug(usto) . . .   Translated as: The 
walls of the Veronese were constructed beginning on the third day of the Nones of April, dedicated on the Nones of 
December,  by the order of the most sacred emperor Gallianus. 
16 This connection is made by Hendrick Dey in his The Aurelian Walls and the Refashioning of Imperial Rome, AD 
271-855 (Cambridge, 2011), p. 44 
17 In fact, the Anonymous Valesian claims that Theodoric constructed baths and palaces, renovated the aqueduct 
(which had been in disrepair for some time, and which had ceased to carry water), and had circumvented the city: 
Item Veronae thermas et palatium fecit et a porta usque ad palatium porticum addidit. Aquae ductum, quod per 
multa tempora destructum fuerat, renovavit et aquam intromisit. Muros alios novos circuit. Anonymous Valesian, 
Chronica Theodericiana, pars posterior, XII: 72. Excerpta Valesiana, ed. Jacques Moreau (Leipzig, 1960).  
Obviously, the use of the term “new” here has caused a myriad of problems for archaeologists intent on dating the 
walls. Presently, archaeologists seem to agree that Theodoric built a new portion of the wall on the colle San Pietro. 
A. Conforti Calcagni, Le mura di Verona (2005), p. 35. 
18 Presumably based on the text of the Anonymous Valesian in conjunction with the Palace depicted (and labeled) in 
the Iconografia Rateriana. 
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West.19  At this time, Theodoric and his Ostrogothic army occupied Verona as well as many 

cities around it. While the Ostrogothic occupation of Northern Italy signaled the end of a unified, 

Roman empire, by all accounts, Gothic rule was both peaceful and relatively conservative in 

character.  Theodoric was interested in preserving Roman culture and the tools that had been 

utilized in administering its empire.20  At the same time, Theodoric sought to maintain Gothic 

cultural identity as well as the Goths’ special status as members of the ruling class.21  To this 

end, the military retained a “Gothic preserve” and the Goths continued to adhere to the Arian 

religion, while Theodoric used the services of Roman specialists in civil administration (such as 

Cassiodorus and Liberius) to advise his rule of the Italian population. The letters written by 

Cassiodorus on behalf of the emperor also remain the main source of information on building at 

this time, informing us that most of the emperor’s patronage was allocated to Pavia, Verona, and 

Ravenna, and that the major grain depots were situated in an arc across the North in fortified 

towns.22  Beyond these projects, the extent of new construction under Theodoric is debatable. 

Most likely, new patronage was limited to imperial residences: Cassiodorus tells us that 

                                                
19 This defeat has been seen as the final blow to the Roman Empire in the West. Odoacer, of unknown (Barbarian) 
descent, was viewed as a threat by the Byzantine Emperor Zeno, who then convinced Theodoric to invade Northern 
Italy—thus, in addition, removing the threat of the Ostrogoths from the Byzantine border in the Balkans. Odoacer’s 
army was no match for Theodoric’s force of some 30,000 soldiers. For a discussion of this army and general makeup 
of the Gothic population, see the work of Walter Pohl, most recently the chapter “Invasions and Ethnic Identities” in 
Italy in the Early Middle Ages, Cristina La Rocca, ed. (Oxford, 2002), pp. 11-33.  
20 For example, Theodoric preserved the institution of the Roman senate, perhaps at the urging of Boethius. 
Theodoric’s interest in maintaining Roman institutions is expressed throughout Cassiodorus’s history of the Goths, 
though Brian Ward-Perkins does discuss the difficulty of this text, which he describes as a “smokescreen of Latin 
culture,” in his The Fall of Rome and the End of Civilization (Oxford, 2005), p. 74. At the same time, the desire to 
present Gothic culture as such reflects an ideology of Romaness that must have been present within the inner circle 
of the Gothic court. 
21 On the means by which the Ostrogoths maintained their cultural identity, see N. Christie, The Lombards (1995), p. 
71, and W. Pohl, “Invasions and Ethnic Identities” (2002), p. 19. 
22 This from Cassiodorus, in his Variae, which were notes he took whilst secretary to the Gothic kings. Magnus 
Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator, The variae of... : being documents of the Kingdom of the Ostrogoths in Italy, 
translated with notes and introduction by S.J.B. Barnish (Liverpool, 1992). Most likely, building was in the form of 
rebuilding. In his chapter, “Public Power and Authority,” Francois Bougard makes the point that most building 
under the Ostrogoths was in the form of rebuilding and adaptation. Bougard reminds us that even Theodoric’s 
famous palace at Ravenna seems to have been a “case of a grandiose remodeling of a pre-existing domus.” In Italy 
in the Early Middle Ages (2002), p. 47.  
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Theodoric’s palace in Verona was built during the 480’s. Importantly, however, the Ostrogoths’ 

interest in preservation is apparent in many of the cities occupied by them—this interest in 

documented in a number of letters and laws, issued by the Gothic court, meant to prevent the 

unwanted spoliation of antique monuments.23  In Verona, the perseverance of so many antique 

monuments attests to the Gothic interest in preserving the city’s classical heritage.  

  The relative peace of the Ostrogoths was eventually dismantled when Justinian’s 

Byzantine armies invaded Northern Italy in the 530’s. During the Gothic Wars, a considerable 

part of the Roman infrastructure that had been held in place by the Ostrogoths was ruined, as the 

war between occupying Gothic forces and the Byzantine armies went on for almost twenty years. 

In the end, while the Byzantine armies won, the damage sustained to their position of rulership 

was irreparable. The war’s chief chronicler Procopius remarked that, over the course of the war, 

the invaders came to be regarded as foreigners, understood to be Greeks more than Romans.24  

Unlike the Gothic soldiers, who financed war through their own landed property, the Byzantine 

army was funded through taxation, leaving the Italian population impoverished and embittered.25  

Feeling insecure, the Italians retreated behind city walls. Throughout the centuries following, 

autonomous city rule became the governing paradigm for Northern Italy—little was left of the 

unified, Roman Empire.26 

 

                                                
23 This in the form of legislation under Theodoric, who appointed a custodian to look after and rebuild several of the 
monuments in Rome. See Mark Johnson, “Toward a History of Theodoric’s Building Program,” Dumbarton Oaks 
Papers (vol. 42, 1988), pp. 73-96. In addition, citizens needed to apply to the king in order to reuse material of any 
sort. Permission would be granted if the monuments were in complete disrepair and “that which can be used to 
enhance a town should not lie around unused.” Cassiodorus, Varie iii. Quoted in B. Ward-Perkins, From Classical 
Antiquity to the Middle Ages (1984), p. 212. 
24 W. Pohl, “Invasions and Ethnic Identities” (2002), p. 20. 
25 Ibid., p. 19. 
26 On the idea of the autonomous city rule, see Sauro Gelichi’s essay: “The Cities” in Italy in the Early Middle Ages, 
Cristina La Rocca, ed. (2002), pp. 168-188; as well as G. P. Brogiolo’s essay: “Ideas of the Town in Italy during the 
Transition from Antiquity to the Middle Ages,” in The Idea and Ideal of Town between Late Antiquity and the Early 
Middle Ages, B. Ward-Perkins, G. P. Brogiolo, eds. (Leiden, 1999), pp. 99-126.  
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The Lombards 

  No contemporaneous sources remain regarding the Lombard conquest of the Italian 

peninsula. The first mention of the event is King Rothari’s law code, the first and most extensive 

redaction of the Lombard laws. Written in 645, the text provides a three-line summary of the 

early conquest. This document dates the Lombard invasion to the mid-sixth century, and attests 

to a Lombard ruling class by the mid-seventh. Later Lombard histories support these dates: a 

history of Lombard people, written by Paul the Deacon in the eighth century, claims that king 

Alboin led a heterogeneous army composed of provincial Romans into Italy in the year 568. 27  

Paul’s Historia Langobardorum, most likely compiled from earlier Lombard sources, also 

recounts how Alboin’s murder in 572 led to a decentralization of power.28  This chaotic event 

resulted in a ducal interregnum, in which the individual dukes carved out autonomous duchies 

throughout Northern Italy. The ducal system left no formal political rule for the Roman elite that 

had survived the Byzantine conquest, thus eliminating the old political structures of the Roman 

Empire. 

  With the advent of a Lombard ruling class, the fate of the native Italians—or Romans—is 

unclear. As Neil Christie has demonstrated, the Romans are generally absent in Lombard 

sources, leading scholars to varied conclusions about the integrity of a native Italian population 

under Lombard rule. While some scholars have argued that most of the Roman landowners were 

killed and their lands were redistributed, most likely, after the initial violent invasions in the 

                                                
27 For an extensive discussion of the make-up of the Lombards, and an extended interpretation of the Historia 
Langobardorum, see The Lombards (Oxford, 1995), in which Christie uses Paul the Deacon’s text, as well as 
findings in Lombard graves throughout central Europe and Northern Italy to construct the Lombard origins in 
Bohemia, as well as their migration through Roman Pannonia to Italy. Paul the Deacon, Pauli Historia 
Langobardorum, in MGH, Scriptores (Hannover, 1826-) 
28 This event occurred in Verona. The death of Alboin and subsequent failure of the Lombard kingdom is narrated 
by Paul the Deacon in his Historia Langobardorum, chapters XXVIII to XXXII. 
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sixth century, native Romans were incorporated into the Lombard populations.29  This theory of 

continuity is also based on the fact that the Lombards co-opted certain aspects of Roman 

organization: for example, while the duchies were the new ruling unit under the Lombard dukes, 

all selected Roman towns as their centers.30  While the use of cities could signal a conscious 

effort for continuity on the part of the Lombard ruling class, it is more likely a natural effect of 

disorganized invasions, where dukes would have chosen areas that were immediately defensible 

as their seats.31  Perhaps more telling is the Lombard law code, written at the command of the 

various Lombard kings, redacted in royal documents of the seventh and eighth centuries.32 

Throughout this time, the Lombard law code existed parallel to Roman law. While the warrior 

class was expected to adhere to the Lombard code, documents seem to indicate that citizens 

could choose which law to follow.33  However, it is not apparent that, by the eighth century, the 

choice of one law code over another expressed an ethnic identity between either the native or the 

invading populations. 

                                                
29 These are two strains of thought expressed most thoroughly in the work of Neil Christie, who argues that Roman 
farms and settlement patterns completely disappeared after the Lombard invasion. Patrick Geary, on the other hand, 
argues for incorporation and continuity; because Geary is interested in ethnogenesis, his narrative takes a much 
gentler approach to the Lombards than Christie’s.  Geary would like to project an idea of cultural fusion onto early 
medieval Europe. Patrick Geary, The Myth of Nations: The Medieval Origins of Europe (Princeton, 2002), p. 122. 
Chris Wickham argues that the presence of Roman farming practice and landholders in the ninth century indicates 
that Romans continued to hold land throughout the Lombard “occupation.” Wickham, Early Medieval Italy (Ann 
Arbor, 1981), p. 71. 
30 “The clearest evidence of the Lombards’ adoption of Roman tradition was their use of cities. The various duchies 
established across the kingdom  (perhaps as many as 35 according to Paul the Deacon) all selected Roman towns as 
their centers.” P. Geary, The Myth of Nations (2002), p. 123. Geary takes this as evidence that the Lombards adopted 
a Roman tradition. The continuance of Roman traditions under “barbarian” and Lombard rule is also a theme in the 
scholarship of Bryan Ward-Perkins. See especially From Classical Antiquity to the Middle Ages (Oxford, 1984). 
31 Again, scholars disagree as to the intent of the Lombard dukes. In “The Cities” Sauro Gelichi argues that “the 
Lombard kings attempted to establish a certain continuity with the past by the restoration of certain places that could 
serve to legitimize their authority,” Italy in the Early Middle Ages, La Rocca, ed. (2002), p. 187. For Chris 
Wickham, however, the cities were merely natural strongholds for the Lombards. Wickham, Early Medieval Italy 
(Ann Arbor, 1981), p. 70. 
32 Importantly, as Geary argues, the mere presence of a written law code under the Lombards shows Roman 
influence: Geary, The Myth of Nations (2002), p. 123. 
33 The choice might not have been that dramatic: while inheritance laws followed separate traditions, land law 
remained thoroughly Roman. For an extensive discussion of the Lombard Laws, see N. Christie The Lombards 
(1995), pp. 112-126, as well as Geary, The Myth of Nations (2002), pp. 123-129. 
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  In terms of religion, the early Lombard conglomeration that invaded Italy seems to have 

been relatively heterodox, including orthodox Christians, pagans, and Arians in their ranks.34 

With a few exceptions, Lombard rulers made no serious attempt to impose a uniform religion on 

their people. However, as their long settlement in northern Italy continued, the Lombards seem 

to have conformed to the religion practiced among the native populations: by the end of the 

seventh century, the Lombards were almost completely absorbed into the orthodox Christian 

faith.35  Certainly, any heterodoxy must have been sublimated by 727, when King Liutprand’s 

law code claimed that “in defense of our Christian and Catholic law we make provision that no 

one may presume to wander from the faith of Christ,” and imposed penalties against pagan 

rites.36  Thus, by the eighth century, religion was no longer a means by which the native Romans 

were distinguished from their Lombard overseers.  

  Although documents are unclear as to the definition of peoples in eighth-century northern 

Italy, it seems as if, by this time, the social and especially military elite identified itself as 

Lombard, regardless of ethnic origins. For Patrick Geary, this does not mean that the Romans 

remained subordinate to the Lombards; rather, the Romans had become Lombards.37  For other 

historians, the bulk of citizens (especially the lower classes) remained Roman, so that society 

retained its Roman characteristic throughout the Lombard occupation. The term Roman, as it 

appears in eighth-century documents, remains fluid. At this time, it could refer to an inhabitant of 

that territory of Italy controlled by imperial authority, either directly through Ravenna or by the 

pope; in addition, eighth-century court cases speak of the time of the Romans as that distant past 

                                                
34 Even though, Geary argues, a delegation to the emperor Justinian portrays the Lombards as orthodox. Geary, The 
Myth of Nations (2002), p. 125. 
35 This is evident in Lombard support for the Pope. In 726, when a ban against the worship of icons was imposed by 
the exarch Paul, the attempt “to impose the imperial ban by ejecting the pope was, in fact, countered by Longobards, 
mainly Tuscans and Spoletans, near Rome.” Geary, The Myth of Nations (2002), p. 102. 
36 N. Christie, The Lombards (1995), p. 183. 
37 P. Geary, The Myth of Nations (2002), p. 126. 
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before the Lombard kings came to rule Italy.38  Under the Lombards, therefore, the descriptor 

“Roman” could represent either a present identity or a condition of the past. 

  In that the cities remained the loci of power in the Lombard ducal system, the Lombard 

rule seems to have encouraged regrowth (or at least maintenance) following the devastation of 

the Gothic Wars. The early Lombards had no tradition of monumental building, and archaeology 

of the first century of their rule indicates only a level of construction important to the 

maintenance of the towns. Here, churches, roads, and city walls received attention, most likely 

from local dukes themselves. Cities were independently charged with their own upkeep and 

defense, often carried out to an extreme efficiency.39  While there does not seem to have been a 

program to rebuild Roman monuments, there was no disassembly of such structures either. Like 

the Ostrogoths before them, the Lombards seem to have regulated reuse of building materials 

from ancient structures, indicating a sense of preservation for the Roman monuments.40  By the 

eighth century, however, patronage of monumental building projects seems to have found 

expression among the Lombard ruling classes, as Paul the Deacon lauds the Lombard kings for 

their restoration of cities, and seems to “return to a totally idealized image of the city.”41  

Because of a natural attrition in the centuries following, the extent to which the Lombards built is 

impossible to determine. It has been assumed, however, that palace and other structures were 

built in the major Lombardic capitals of Milan and Rome. 

 

                                                
38 This distinction is still clear in the regional division of Romagna (Emilia-Romagna) and Lombardy, which 
roughly correspond to areas identified as ruled by Roman/ruled by Lombards. 
39 Brian Ward-Perkins reminds us that the Lombards managed to frustrate the Frankish forces in matters of siege 
warfare for some time—for example, it took Charlemagne 10 months to capture Pavia in 773-774—attesting to 
superior wall construction on the part of the Lombards. Ward-Perkins, From Classical Antiquity (1984), p. 198. 
40 Although there are no documents that indicate this, Neil Christie assumes that based on Carolingian policy, which 
was seriously conservative and drew heavily upon Lombard laws, that the Lombards continued the Gothic policies 
of preservation. The Lombards (1995), pp. 120-121. 
41 Gelichi, “The Cities” (2002), p. 187. 
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The Lombards in Verona 

  As Alboin’s original capital, Verona enjoyed some early Lombard support, and continued 

to be an important ducal seat in the Lombard administration even after the capital shifted to 

Milan in the late-sixth century.42  In her article on building in Verona under the Lombards, 

Cristina La Rocca discusses the archaeological evidence for Lombard building projects, which, 

by her description, cannot be characterized generally.43  While some areas seemed to have 

experienced decay, others were centers of new construction, as well as conversion and reuse 

(such as the Capitolium). By the eighth century, a trend for Lombardic patronage of religious 

institutions was established. During the years from 750-800, Verona saw the creation of 23 new 

religious foundations, five of them devoted to the religious life.44  One of these, the Benedictine 

monastery of Santa Maria in Organo, continued to draw considerable donations from the 

Lombard elite, and remained one of the most powerful Veronese institutions throughout the 

Middle Ages. Most likely, the Benedictine Monastery at San Zeno was founded under the 

Lombards as well.45  Certainly, the Versus de Verona, written around the year 800, describes a 

                                                
42 The Lombardic capital shifted to Milan after the 574-84 dissolution of the monarchy. N. Christie, The Lombards 
(1995), p. 146. 
43 C. La Rocca Hudson, “‘Dark Ages’ a Verona: edilizia privata, aree aperte e strutture pubbliche in una citta 
dell’Italia settentroinale,” Archeologia medievale (v. 13, 1986), pp. 31-78. In this article, La Rocca Hudson takes a 
comprehensive look at the progression of the city (archaeologically) during the seventh and eighth centuries. 
Hudson uses the term “microtopografia” to describe her study. Other archaeologists support the idea that many 
Roman monuments were repurposed by the Lombards: according to Neil Christie, excavations at the Cortile del 
Tribunale “suggested a replacement of a larger Roman domus with a series of planned buildings facing onto the 
streets . . . although the Tribunale excavations did reveal some timber structures, Longobard-period buildings for the 
most part featured stone foundations and stone façade elevations—perhaps denoting high status residences.” N. 
Christie, The Lombards (1995), p. 157. Here, in the center of the city, the paving of the Roman road was maintained, 
but only at half of its original width. 
44 Based on her study of Veronese documents, Maureen Miller provides statistics for all foundations devoted to the 
religious life established between 750 and 1500 in The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 64. 
45 Though the monastery was most likely pre-dated by a church, perhaps a basilica ad corpus that was located in the 
extramural cemetery where San Procolo and San Zeno are located today. The possibility of an earlier church is 
based primarily on a statement made by Gregory the Great, who describes San Zeno performing a miracle in “his” 
church after its been flooded by the Adige (in 589). The first mention of it as a monastery is in the ninth century 
(833), but the fact that it was rebuilt by the bishop Ratoldus (803-840) predicates the existence of an earlier church 
(not necessarily a monastery). It has been assumed that the small chapel of San Benedetto, located to the north of the 
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city rich in both Roman monuments and Christian churches. While many of these predate the 

Lombard occupation of the city, their continued prominence means that they must have been 

maintained by the Lombard population. 

 

The Carolingians 

  The Lombards seemed to have lived peacefully on the peninsula for several centuries, but 

when they finally pushed south into Rome, papal concern brought the attention and alliance of 

the Frankish crown. Throughout the eighth century, Frankish armies sought to capture the 

Lombard lands, finally defeating the Lombard kingdom in 774. Around 800, due to its important 

geographical military position, Verona became the residence of Charlemagne’s son Pippin, rex 

italiae from 781-810, and remained central to the Carolingian occupation into the tenth 

century.46  Like the Lombard kings that preceded them, agents of the Carolingian crown gave 

particular consideration to Verona’s Benedictine institutions, patronizing the monasteries of 

Santa Maria in Organo and San Zeno. Pippin is credited with rebuilding and endowing San Zeno, 

the place where imperial armies would camp, and from which imperial decrees would be 

issued.47  Most likely the Carolingians, known for their interest in Benedictine monasteries in 

general, utilized Verona’s most powerful monastery as a means to express continuity with royal 

Lombardic patronage. 

                                                                                                                                                       
church, is part of the earlier complex. For a complete history of the monastery of San Zeno, see Giovanna 
Valenzano, La Basilica di San Zeno in Verona: problemi architettonici (Vicenza, 1993). 
46 It is clear that most of the Carolingian emperors spent little time in Italy, Charlemagne only visited Italy on rare 
occasions; Louis the Pious apparently never did. The only exception is Louis II. C. Wickham, Early Medieval Italy 
(1981), pp. 49-50. 
47 Maureen Miller makes the point that Pippin needed to placate the monks of the powerful monastery, which had 
been destroyed by Frankish forces in their conquest against the Lombards. She also demonstrates that the monastery 
was also the target of Ottonian and Salian patronage. See Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (Cornell, 
1993), p. 20. In this Miller, analyzes ninth- and tenth-century documents, published in Fainelli, Codici diplomatico 
Veronese (henceforth CDV) (Venice, 1940-63), nos. 143, 190, 273. 
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   Beyond the scale of monastic patronage, Charlemagne seems to have taken great pains to 

establish continuity with the Lombard rule, thus incorporating northern Italy into his kingdom by 

making himself (and, later, his sons) the Rex Langobardum, rather than by making it part of the 

Frankish Regnum. To this effect, Charlemagne did not introduce an institutional overhaul of the 

old Lombard lands, but opted instead to retain the Lombard dukes, replacing them with Frankish 

counts only after their deaths or in drastic situations.48  Many of the institutions established under 

the Lombards remained. Through the eleventh century, for example, citizens could declare 

themselves adherents to Lombard law, especially in the matter of land ownership. Seemingly, the 

Frankish transformation of northern Italy occurred gradually—often the only Frankish presence 

in the Italian cities were the dukes and missi,49 and neither sources nor archaeology seems to 

indicate a significant influx of Franks until the mid-ninth century.50  A lack of effective 

bureaucracy meant that the Frankish vassals could rarely enforce the laws of the emperor, and 

the missi were the last line of defense against abuses of the Carolingian laws, which were 

necessarily ad hoc in nature.51  Therefore, rather than institute new secular structures in order to 

control their subjects, the Frankish crown turned to the Church.  

  One of the hallmarks of the Carolingian Empire was its alliance with the papacy: support 

and use of the Church in controlling imperial lands marked a major departure from Lombard 

modes of rule.52  To this end, Charlemagne granted bishops in both Frankish lands and Italy 

                                                
48 Such as treachery. Though Wickham makes the point that Lombard aristocrats were increasingly excluded from 
the state patronage network, “between 814 and 875 only two or three Lombard counts can be traced.” C. Wickham, 
Early Medieval Italy (1981), p. 56. 
49 For a discussion of the origin and organization of the missi, see Ibid., p. 50. 
50 Ibid., p. 50: When, in 834, the break came with Louis, Lothar had to find estates and offices for his northern 
supporters. This influx represents the largest wave of northern immigration into Italy in the whole Carolingian 
period. 
51 See J. M. Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages (Chicago, Ph.D. diss, 1983), 
p. 29, as well as J. K. Hyde, Society and Politics in Medieval Italy (London, 1973), p. 41. 
52 Though this had been the practice in the Gallican Church inherited by Charlemagne. As Chris Wickham has 
noted, the Lombards acted in the Roman tradition, and tended to keep secular and ecclesiastical matters separate. 
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important privileges that were tied to large tracts of land.53  This was also the practice with 

Charlemagne’s secular vassals but, unlike the secular privileges, the churchmen “received 

immunities from the payment of certain fiscal exactions and from secular jurisdiction.”54  In 

return, the churchmen became vassals of the Frankish crown, making them instruments of 

Frankish governance. Because their power was not hereditary like that of the counts, the bishops, 

who held increasing amounts of legal immunity from the counts, provided a balance of power at 

the local level. In addition, the crown frequently exercised its right to appoint bishops to sees 

under their control. While not all bishops appointed by the Carolingians were Franks—some of 

the Carolingian kings of Italy, such as Louis II, were more inclined to appoint Lombards to the 

position55 —investiture was the practice in the most politically important sees. The bishops of 

Verona, for example, were always appointed from northern European monasteries.56  

   

Church Reforms Under the Carolingians 

  Certainly, one of the most enduring impacts that the Carolingians made on Western 

history was a consequence of their reforms of the Church. Beyond the use of bishops and other 

church officials as agents of the crown, the lives of religious men and women throughout the 

empire were regulated through a number of acts. Guidelines for the behavior and lives of monks 

were set about through the promotion of the Rule of St. Benedict, while Chrodegang of Metz’s 

                                                                                                                                                       
However, for political reasons, the Lombards did patronize monasteries, and the Carolingians patronized the same 
institutions as part of an attempt to gain acceptance of Frankish rule in Italy. C. Wickham, Early Medieval Italy 
(1981), p. 55. 
53 J. M. Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages (1983), p. 21. 
54 K. F. Drew, “The Immunity in Carolingian Italy,” Speculum (v. 37, 1962), p. 184. 
55 Sources seem to vary on this point: while Chris Wickham claims that the Franks usually appointed Lombards to 
the northern Italian sees, Rosamund McKitterick stresses that the Franks most often selected men who had been 
educated in northern European monasteries. Wickham later says that the practice varied among the Italian kings: 
Lothar always chose Franks, while Louis II always chose Lombards. See Wickham, Early Medieval Italy, (1981), p. 
56; and R. McKitterick, The Frankish Church (1977), p. 5. 
56 For a timeline and history of the Veronese popes, see G. Ederle, Dizionario cronologico bio-bibliografico dei 
Vescovi di Verona (Verona, 1965). 
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Regula Canonicorum (753) outlined the pastoral and liturgical roles of the secular clergy.57  In 

addition, Charlemagne’s own issuance of the Admonitio Generalis (789)—a proposal for the 

reform of the Church, its ministers, and for their education—demonstrates his direct influence 

over ecclesiastical matters; for example, Charlemagne himself, as well as later emperors, 

presided over most Church synods.58  Throughout the next century, reforms were carried out 

through a series of regulae, detailing issues such a common meals, housing, and clerical 

marriage, all designed to regulate the lives and conduct of priests. At the heart of the matter was 

the concern that priests remain distinct from their lay counterparts; a theology of purity that was 

essential to their mediation between God and man.59 

  While some actions were legislated by canon law, the more nuanced aspects of the 

priesthood were dictated through a series of capitula—the capitula episcoporum—that were 

compiled and circulated throughout the empire. As Rosamund McKitterick has argued, “the 

success of the Christian faith and the church in the Frankish lands was dependent upon the 

creation of a competent, and literate clergy.”60  Among those things discussed in capitula 

episcoporum were the correct observance of sacred rites, the priest’s duties, matters of church 

property and ecclesiastical discipline. In discussing these items, the capitula were intended to 

clarify the role of the priest as an agent for Christian action. Another major theme of the capitula 

was the priest’s role in the instruction of the faithful. For this reason, the ninth century saw the 

                                                
57 That is, the Rule of St. Benedict was promoted above all other forms of coenobitic monasticism. At the councils 
of Aachen (816-817), the emperor Louis, along with his advisor Benedict of Aniane, demanded the primacy of the 
rule of St. Benedict for monks. See Joanna Story, Carolingian Connections: Anglo-Saxon England and Carolingian 
Francia, c. 750-870 (Ashgate, 2003), p. 206. 
58 Most famously, the Synod of Frankfurt in 794. R. McKitterick, The Early Middle Ages: Europe 400-1000 
(Oxford, 2001), p. 189. 
59 For a discussion of the issue of clerical marriage before the Gregorian reforms, see Mayke de Jong’s essay: 
“Imitatio Morum. The Cloister and Clerical Purity in the Carolingian World,” in M. Frassetto, ed. Medieval Purity 
and Piety: Essays on Medieval Clerical Celibacy and Religious Reform (New York, 1998), pp. 49-80. Certainly, 
from an administrative point of view, it was in the best interest of Charlemagne’s secular rule to prevent clerical 
marriage, thereby preventing the inheritance of a Church office and its trappings. 
60 McKitterick, The Frankish Church (1977), p. 45. 
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formation of the first clerical schools for instruction of the secular clergy.61  Accessible to these 

clerics would be texts, circulated to clarify matters of faith. Among these texts were homiliaries, 

which provided expositions and commentaries on the scriptural passage for each day of the 

year.62 Because of the public nature of their presentation, homilies were the main vehicle for 

communicating difficult theological concepts to people throughout the empire. 

  Along with the homiliaries, the Carolingian court seems to have designated a number of 

liturgical manuscripts, intended for production and circulation, for the purpose of standardizing 

the Mass liturgy.63  These mass reforms served a variety of objectives, but originated in the need 

to clarify issues of faith. The Mass was the vehicle by which most people in the empire 

experienced and learned their religion. The standardization of the liturgy—achieved 

simultaneously through a promotion of the Roman liturgy and a suppression of various local 

rites—also acted as a way for the Frankish emperors to control the functionings of the Church. 

This was an important element of Frankish rule, since they had chosen to offer so much power to 

the bishops. Finally, at a spiritual level, liturgical reform was meant to unite the faithful in 

common practice. This would have aided the rulers of the Frankish empire in reinforcing a sense 

of their own divine providence by harnessing corporate prayer to work on their behalf. 

Importantly, while these reforms were conceived in the inner circles of the Frankish court, they 

were distributed to and enforced by Frankish bishops, positioned to institute the Frankish reform 

agendae. In Verona, the vehicles and results of those reforms were apparent and enduring—

setting the course for the character of the medieval, Veronese Church.  
                                                
61 See later in the chapter for the foundation of a Veronese cathedral chapter in 832 intended, among other things, 
for the education of secular priests.  
62 McKitterick argues that “it is these homiliaries which were the distinctive contribution of the Carolingians to the 
didactic material of the church, for they were from the first designed to be of practical assistance in the Carolingian 
reforms.” R. McKitterick, The Frankish Church (1977), p. 90. 
63 On the process of bringing the Roman Mass liturgy to the Franks, see Josef Jungmann’s seminal work The Mass 
of the Roman Rite (first published in Vienna, 1949), pp. 74-92, “The Roman Mass in France.” The manuscript 
tradition associated with the transmission of these liturgies will be discussed in the following chapter (2). 
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History of the Veronese Church: The Ancient Church 

  Although there are few extant sources documenting the early history of the Veronese 

Church, it was undoubtedly one of the first bishoprics in northern Italy.64  As is typical of 

medieval communities, the early foundations of the Veronese Church are shrouded in legend—

folk martyrologies claim that Verona’s first bishop, Eupreprio, was appointed by St. Peter 

himself.65  The presence of a Veronese bishop (Lucilio) at an ecumenical council in Sardis in 347 

supports an early date for a Veronese Christian community.66  By the eighth century, documents 

attest to an established local history: several of the city’s early bishops are included in Veronese 

martyrologies, while lists of the early bishops occur in various media. For example, the Versus 

de Verona, composed around the year 800, mentions the city’s first eight bishops, while an 

eighth-century embroidery—known as the Velo di Classe—includes names and portraits of 

several early bishops.67  In addition, the relics of forty local saints, believed to have been 

martyred during the reign of Diocletian, were invested in the church of Santo Stefano. The relics 

of another pair of early martyrs, saints Firmus and Rusticus, re-introduced to Verona in the 

eighth century and invested at the eponymous monastery, garnered an important, local cult for 

                                                
64 Unlike southern Italy, northern Italy in Late Antiquity was sparsely populated. Therefore, only 3 bishoprics (the 
Metropolitan sees of Milan, Ravenna, and Aquileia) were established before then beginning of the fourth century. 
These were quickly followed by Verona, Brescia, and Parenzo. Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 2. 
65 Most likely, Euprepio was sent to Verona under the papacy of St. Fabian (236-250). For a history of the Veronese 
Episcopacy, see Guglielmo Ederle, Dizionario cronologico bio-bibliografico dei Vescovi di Verona (Verona, 1965), 
p. 15. As well as Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 12. 
66 G. Ederle, Dizionario (1965), p. 16. I believe that his source is the writings of seventeenth-century bishop Saint 
Alphonsus Maria de Liguori (d. 1787). Published 1847 as The History of Heresies and their Refutation, trans. John. 
Mullock (Dublin, 1847), pp. 71-72. 
67 Now located in the Museo Nazionale di Ravenna, The Velo de Classe most likely served as the border to an altar 
cloth or liturgical garment. It was first published by Carlo Cipolla in: “Il Velo di Classe,” in Le gallerie nazionali 
italiane (vol. 3, 1897), pp. 194-249. It has since enjoyed a rich scholarly tradition. The most recent article has been 
published in P. Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e Rustico: un culto e una chiesa in Verona; per il XVII centenario del 
loro martirio (304 - 2004) (Verona, 2004). 
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Verona’s medieval Christian community.68  Certainly, this Christian community was well-

established by the fourth century, when the city’s eighth bishop and patron saint Zeno (d. 371) 

wrote his 94 sermons.69  Zeno’s fame is confirmed by both Saint Gregory and Saint Ambrose of 

Milan, who refer to him in their respective discussions on the early fathers.70 

  In addition to their early saints, Verona’s medieval citizens were interested in locating the 

earliest spaces of Christian worship, producing countless guesses as to where the third-century 

community would have worshipped. By the eighth century, the church of Nazaro and Celso was 

built near an excavated grotto, believed to be a place of worship for the early Christian 

community. The ninth-century church of San Siro, built into the ruins of the ancient Roman 

theater, was believed to occupy the earliest Christian meeting space.71  By the fourth century, 

however, a cathedral as well as several churches would have been established. In recent decades, 

archaeological remains discovered under the church of Sant’Elena, located directly to the north 

of the present Duomo, brought to light the city’s first cathedral.72  This building was already 

                                                
68 The cult and church of SS. Fermo e Rustico has been the subject of a recent publication by the diocese of the 
church P. Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e Rustico: un culto e una chiesa in Verona (Verona, 2004). See discussions of 
the architecture by Gianpaolo Trevisan, as well as the liturgical history by Franco Segala. 
69 still extant. Published in Zeno, Discorsi. Gabriele Banterle, trans. (Milano, 1987). 
70 A contemporary of Zeno, Saint Ambrose mentions him in a letter to Zeno’s successor, Syagrius (St. Ambrose. ep. 
5, ad Syagrium).  A church of Zeno in Verona is discussed in Gregory’s third Dialogue—Chapter 19: Of the church 
of blessed Zeno the Martyr: in which the water ascended higher than the door, and though it were open, yet entered 
not in. See P. W., Edmond Gardner (trans.), Gregory the Great, Dialogues (Paris, 1911). 
71 While these medieval legends have been perpetuated into the twenty-first century, to my knowledge there is no 
archaeological evidence to suggest a church in the vaults of the Roman theater. At present, the grotto at SS. Nazaro 
and Celso is dated to the Lombardic period. See, G. M. Varanini, ed.  Il sacello di S. Michele presso la chiesa dei 
SS. Nazaro e Celso a Verona (Verona, 2004). 
72 The foundations of the library were exposed on January 4, 1945 when an American bomber hit the building. After 
a series of initial surveys, a full archaeological project was carried out by the Soprintendenza in the years 1965-69. 
G. P. Marchi, I manoscritti della Biblioteca Capitolare di Verona (Verona, 1996), p. 20. Remains of the so-called, 
“north” church have been restored and visitors can access them visually through the church of Sant’Elena (formerly 
San Giorgio, the church of the canons, built in the ninth century) as well as the cloister. Among those additions 
made to the earliest basilica was a hypocaust system that was supposedly inserted in the early church’s choir area—
though there is also a theory that the church was built over a Roman domus, See Castagnetti, Varanini, eds. Il  
Veneto nel medioevo (Verona, 1989), p. 110. There is also a theory that the first basilica was enlarged in the fourth 
century, and that the current Duomo was established on top of another church, so that the original orientation was 
that of a double basilica. See P. Piva, La cattedrale doppia: una tipologia architettonica e liturgica del Medioevo 
(Bologna, 1990), pp. 46-47. 
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renovated by the middle of the fourth century; the remains of foundations and rich mosaic 

pavement typical of the fourth century can be seen under the episcopal cloister and the church of 

Sant’Elena today. Not surprisingly, the cathedral also enjoyed further renovation in the eighth, as 

well as the twelfth century—both of these projects will be discussed in later chapters.  In 

addition, evidence found at the churches of Santo Stefano, San Procolo, San Lorenzo, San Pietro 

in Castello, as well as the Basilica Apostolorum (Santi Apostoli) indicates that all these churches 

were founded by the fifth century.  

  It is difficult to tell whether the arrival of the Ostrogoths at the end of the fifth century 

had any real effect on the Veronese Church. While Theodoric instituted laws aimed at 

maintaining Arianism among the Gothic ranks, he does not seem to have prevented the practice 

of orthodox Christianity; the extent to which the Church suffered under their rule is debated.73  In 

Verona, evidence suggests that the Church flourished under the Goths in the sixth century. For 

example, Veronese historian Carlo Mor has argued that some of the names and locations of early 

churches imply that they were founded during the rule of the Ostrogoths.74  For centuries, a 

statement by the Anonymous Valesianus, noting the destruction of the oratorium of Santo 

Stefano, has prompted scholars to conclude that Theodoric ordered the destruction of the city’s 

churches.75  Recently, many scholars have suggested that either only a part of the church was 

                                                
73 Certainly, the persistence of orthodox practice in Theodoric’s capital of Ravenna indicates a policy of relative 
religious tolerance under his rule. Historically, it has been claimed that the advent of the Goths into Verona resulted 
in the utter destruction of the Christian church. Some of this is based on a sixth-century reference made by the 
historian the Anonymous Valesianus (see chapter 3), who claimed that Theodoric destroyed ecclesiastical 
architecture in a show of contempt for orthodox Christianity. 
74 These are churches that either have saint designations that were popular among the Goths, or were built in places, 
such as the oltr’Adige, that were associated with the Goths. The church of San Giovanni (dedicated to St. John the 
Baptist) in Valle fits both of these bills. See Mor’s history in Verona e il suo territorio, (Verona, 1960-- ), vol. 2, pp. 
20-22. 
75 The Anonymous Valesianus composed his history of the Goths in somewhere around 520. In it, the text refers to 
an act of Theodoric, who, towards the end of his reign: iussit ad fonticlos in proastio civitatis veronensis oratorium 
S. Stephani, idem situm altarium subverti. As will be discussed in chapter 3, this quotation has been translated and 
interpreted in a variety of ways; it has been used most frequently to demonstrate Theodoric’s antagonism for 
orthodox Christianity. Recently, however, historians have countered the claim with evidence that Theodoric rebuilt 
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destroyed, or else it was immediately rebuilt slightly to the west in order to accommodate the 

path of Theodoric’s new city wall. The presence of Theodoric’s palace in the area of the colle 

San Pietro (and Santo Stefano), reinforce the theory that the nearby church of San Giovanni in 

Valle acted as the cathedral for the Arian Goths. 

 

The Lombards and the Veronese Church 

  Due to the lack of early sources, scholars have posited varying views on the nature of the 

Lombards’ relationship with the Western Church. Adding to the difficulty of defining this 

relationship is the fact that Lombard policy towards orthodox Christianity changed over the 

centuries of their rule.76  Most likely, the Lombard invasion was initially devastating to the 

Church in Italy, and it is possible that the Lombards persecuted the native, orthodox Christians. 

The persecutions, however, might have been less an issue of practice, and more of control, taking 

the form of reducing the power of the urban bishop in favor of rural monasteries. These 

monasteries were set up on confiscated church lands, and populated by Germans and Celts. As 

their populations converted to orthodox Christianity however, the Lombards eventually 

recognized the institutions of the Church; by the eighth century, laws instituted by the Lombardic 

king Liutprand strictly forbade the practice of religion outside of orthodox Christianity.77 

                                                                                                                                                       
the walls of the city, and therefore needed to manipulate the building’s eastern end in order to accommodate wall 
construction. See chapter 3 for a discussion of the differing interpretations of the text of Anonymous Valesianus, and 
their ramifications for an understanding of Theodoric’s religious policies. 
76 The history of Lombards and Christianity is further complicated by the sources, which are later—and therefore 
orthodox Christian—in makeup. Neil Christie points out the Paul the Deacon’s narrative of the Lombard history is 
deeply biased. As an orthodox Christian, “Paul the Deacon’s heroes are all pious Christians, both Longobard 
(particularly Liutprand) and non-Longobard (notably St. Benedict and Pope Gregory). He plays down the pagan and 
Arian past and even modifies the tribe’s legendary origins . . .” Christie, The Lombards (1995), p. 187. 
77 While the earliest leaders such as Authari (d. 590) forbade the Lombards to be baptized in the Catholic rite, the 
eighth-century laws of Liutprand forbade the practice of anything but orthodox Christianity. Though not without 
critical moments of dissent: one example of this was the sixth-century controversy—called the Three Chapters—in 
which the Lombards sided with the Patriarch of Aquileia against the Pope. See Christie, The Lombards (1995), pp. 
187-189, shows that the sources are almost silent as to the conversion of the Lombards.  
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  As is the case with the early decades of Lombard rule, little is known concerning the 

Church of Verona during these years of Lombard occupation. It seems, however that the tribe’s 

later conversion to orthodox Christianity was accompanied by the expansion of the city’s 

Church. Certainly, Lombard interest in church organization is reflected in their involvement in 

the creation of diocesan and parish divisions, the organization of which was continued through 

the Middle Ages.78  The Lombard patronage of the Benedictine monasteries of Santa Maria in 

Organo and San Zeno also attests to an interest in orthodox Christian institutions—though these 

allegiances might also reveal a policy of undermining episcopal power in the city. By the mid-

eighth century, the Church enjoyed a time of prosperity: under the bishop Annone, the cathedral 

of Santa Maria Matricolare was rebuilt.79  Annone was the first bishop to be buried in the new 

cathedral, as bishops from the preceding period had been buried at Santo Stefano. Also, around 

the year 765, the relics of SS. Firmo and Rustico were translated from Istria to Verona, where 

they held a solemn, triumphal procession marking the event.80  

 

The Veronese Church under the Carolingians 

  While the Carolingians were conservative in their approach to the Lombard political 

structures, their use of religious institutions in maintaining their empire is reflected within many 

aspects of the Veronese Church. The Frankish crown exercised the right to appoint bishops to the 

Veronese see; from the ninth to the early-twelfth century, the bishops of Verona were 

consistently foreigners. The effect that this had on intra-ecclesiastical politics must have been 

                                                
78 Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 47. 
79 Many scholars have connected the Lombard rebuilding of Santa Maria Matricolare (the present-day Duomo) with 
the act of transferring of the cathedral seat back to Santa Maria Matricolare from the church of Santo Stefano. The 
many issues with this attribution—in particular, the idea that the bishop’s seat was moved to Santo Stefano at all—
will be discussed in chapter 3. 
80 This event is described in Verona e il suo territorio, (1960-- ), vol. 2, pp. 44-45. 
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tangible—lending a sense that religious authority originated from outside of the local realm. The 

tension felt between local clerics and their foreigner bishops can be detected throughout the tenth 

and eleventh centuries, until the practice of investiture was ended in the twelfth. 

  Perhaps the most famous Frankish bishop was Ratoldus, who held the see for almost four 

decades of the Carolingian rule, from 803-840. Both he and his predecessor Egino (780-803) 

were monks at Reichenau, no doubt appointed by the crown in order to institute and oversee the 

Carolingian reform agendae.81  One major element of this was established on the 24th of June, 

813, when Ratoldus made a permanent mark on the Veronese Church by organizing and 

endowing a cathedral chapter.82  While there had been clerics associated with the cathedral 

before this time, they must not have been organized into a cohesive chapter, leading Ratoldus to 

claim that a permanent institution was necessary. In a series of documents produced by the 

bishop, Ratoldus argued that he could not support the flock alone, and that the town’s priests 

needed to secure stable financial support. An imperial diploma of 820 confirmed the donation 

and its purpose—so that the clerics could be instructed without care for money or sustenance.83  

According to the documents, Ratoldus also gave the clergy several houses by the cathedral 

apparently for the purpose of physical location for the schola to meet, and perhaps to live.84  In 

                                                
81 His follower, Nottingus (840-44) had connections with Mainz. See G. Ederle, Dizionario cronologico (1965), pp. 
26-28. 
82 Ratoldus’ organization of the chapter is witnessed by imperial decree. Through careful study of all medieval 
documents witnessed at the cathedral, James Borders provides a complete history of the cathedral chapter, its size, 
and it makeup through the course of the Middle Ages. For a discussion of the earliest years of the chapter’s 
establishment, see J. M. Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), pp. 54-60. On the function and development 
of the chapter, especially with regards to their pastoral duties, see M. Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church 
(1993), pp. 42-62. 
83 CDV, no. 122. Maureen Miller has analyzed the documents that pertain to Ratoldus’ donation (Ibid., pp. 42-43), 
that were published by Fainelli in CDV, no. 101.  In addition, Giuseppe Forchielli performed an exhaustive study on 
the history and purpose of the cathedral chapter, determining that its purpose was definitely as a place of clerical 
instruction and formation. Forchielli, “Collegiatà di chierici nel Veronese dall’VIII secolo al età communale,” 
Archivio Veneto (ser. 5.3, 1928), pp. 1-117. 
84 Miller claims that this does not necessarily mean that they were following the Regula of Chrodegang, since there 
is no indication of a shared mealtime (or a refectory) The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), pp. 40-45, but 
Borders assumes that they were. Maureen Miller also discusses this issue in her book on the architecture and 
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addition, Ratoldus also provided for an instructor by specifically designating the tithes from the 

neighborhood just beyond the Porta San Fermo “for the support of one canon, who was to 

oversee the studies of subdeacons and acolytes.”85 

  For Verona, Ratoldus’ foundation of a cathedral chapter was the first instance of interest 

in priestly education, and demonstrates how Frankish church reforms were instituted at a local 

level.86  It also represents the establishment of an educated, priestly class operating quasi-

independently of the bishop’s jurisdiction. Along with the material provisions, Ratoldus also 

granted the canons revenues from local churches, as well as their own church within the 

episcopal precincts. Built in the ninth century and dedicated to San Giorgio (now Sant’Elena), 

the church allowed the canons liturgical and administrative independence from the bishop. In 

fact, as James Borders has argued, documents from this time suggest that the cathedral chapter 

was nearly an autonomous institution.87  This independence was bolstered by the fact that the 

canons were under the direct jurisdiction of the patriarch of Aquileia, and not the bishop of 

Verona.88  Throughout the Middle Ages, the idea of an independent chapter endured: when the 

canons’ church was rebuilt in 1140, the patriarch, not the bishop, was invited to reconsecrate the 

altar. 

  Outside of the episcopal precincts, members of the chapter—such as the archpriest—held 

power in the Veronese community. For example, the archdeacon Pacificus (d. 846) was in charge 

of instruction in the chapter and was an important liturgist and builder. Pacificus’ so-called 

                                                                                                                                                       
development of Italian Episcopal palaces in the Middle Ages. M. Miller, The Bishop’s Palace: Architecture and 
Authority in Medieval Italy (Ithaca, 2000), pp. 54-56. 
85 Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 43. 
86 Forchierelli, “Collegiatà” (1928). 
87 Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 49.  
88 Borders: “the reasons for this unusual exemption are lost amid the tangle of political and social relations that 
feudalism created.” Borders, ibid., p. 50. This significant act will be discussed later in chapter 5 (on the church of 
San Giovanni in Valle), wherein the canons accused the bishop Tebaldus of allowing priests to desecrate the altar of 
the canons’ church, and thus eschewed reconsecration of the altar by the bishop.  
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epitaph (an inscription plaque located at the Duomo) enumerates the Veronese churches that he 

restored during his lifetime.89  This type of community patronage may have been expected of 

certain members of the chapter: since Verona’s bishops were foreigners, the canons were the 

guardians of local ecclesiastical traditions, with the priests drawn from the local ranks.90  

Certainly by the tenth century, the canons controlled all of the Veronese secular clergy—

selecting priests for various positions throughout the city. In addition, evidence suggests that 

they exercised pastoral care in the suburbs and rural areas as well.91  In this way, the presence of 

the cathedral chapter continued to be an important force in the religious landscape of Verona in 

the Middle Ages. 

  The institution of the chapter in the ninth century represents a fracturing of the Church, 

where groups of lay clerics gained power over Verona’s citizens through land ownership and the 

ministering of pastoral care. As a result, the increased power of the canons led to a loss of 

absolute control by the bishop. This power shift is one of several related developments that 

changed the face of the Veronese Church in the following centuries, all of which were related to 

the establishment of semi-autonomous religious groups that educated and ministered to the laity, 

and thus garnered their financial support. The groups often acted in challenging counterpoint to 

                                                
89 The epitaph of the Archdeacon Pacificus names the Veronese churches that Pacificus has rebuilt during his 
lifetime (d. 846). With it, we find another important source for dating buildings, as well as a sense of the kinds of 
patronage that occur in the ninth century. For a discussion of the authenticity of this inscription, see Cristina La 
Rocca, “A man for all seasons,” in The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, M. Innes and Y. Hen, eds. 
(Cambridge, 2000), pp. 250-272. In this article, La Rocca argues that the famous epitaph of Pacificus was a twelfth-
century fabrication created to promote the power of the cathedral chapter at that time. This is a compelling argument 
and important to the discussion of twelfth-century Verona. See the next chapter for a discussion of Pacificus’ 
activities as a liturgist, as well a transcription of the inscription. 
90 This is Miller’s point: The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 45. 
91 See ibid., p. 45. The evidence that the canons were involved in the parochial life of the rural churches can be 
found in a manuscript now located at the Biblioteca Capitolare, ms XC. G. G. Meersseman has shown that this 
manuscript, made in the tenth century, was used at the rural church of San Giorgio in Valpolicella (based on 
additions to the manuscript’s calendar), but copied in the cathedral scriptorium and brought by a priest to his rural 
post. G. G. Meersseman, “Il codice XC della Capitolare di Verona,” Archivio Veneto (vol. 104, 1975), p. 37. 
Recently, Francesco Stella has relocalized the manuscript’s use to Monza, rather than San Giorgio in Valpolicella, in 
"Le raccolte dei ritmi precarolingi e la tradizione manoscritta di Paolino d'Aquileia: nuclei testuali e rapporti di 
trasmissione," Studie Medievali (ser. III, 39, 1998), p. 810.  
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the authority of the bishop, and to each other as well. Along with the chapter and the bishop, the 

independent foundations seem to have maintained distinct identities that were affixed to the 

churches with which they were associated. As a visible sign, architecture took part in the 

expression of each group’s identity. Another way in which identity was maintained was through 

large liturgical events that incorporated all of Verona’s religious personages. Here, the various 

parishes, colleges of priests, monasteries, the chapter, and the bishop would identify and perform 

their roles within Verona’s larger religious landscape. 
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1.1: Aerial view of the city today, compared with map with overlay of the Roman street plan 
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CHAPTER 2: A HISTORY OF THE LITURGY IN VERONA 
 
 

In the previous chapter, I discussed the establishment of the cathedral chapter and noted 

that there were more comparable, independent colleges of non-monastic priests established in the 

tenth century that would fracture the Veronese Church and challenge the authority of both the 

bishop and the chapter. In the establishment of these independent associations of priests, Verona 

followed a pattern that was set on its course by the Carolingian religious reforms. In this chapter, 

I will discuss a related and equally important element of the Carolingian reforms: the liturgy. 

Like the reforms of education and the clergy discussed in the previous chapter, the reformed 

liturgy had an enduring impact on the religious landscape of medieval Verona. 

 As we will see, the Carolingian liturgical reforms brought the Frankish world and those 

cities within its domain (such as Verona), into greater contact with Rome and especially the 

Roman liturgy. This meant that a standard Mass, used throughout Frankish lands, took the papal 

liturgy as its model, and, in doing so, crowned Rome as the religious authority of the West. 

Verona forged an even stronger connection to the liturgy of Rome through the adoption of a 

stational liturgy—a practice that was deeply papal in nature and born of the specific history and 

topography of Rome. Importantly, the Veronese Church’s use of the Roman liturgy was not only 

meant to project an overall sense of antiquity and authority, but it also contributed to the 

identities of the religious communities that participated in it: the adaptation of the Roman liturgy 

to the Veronese churches transformed the city into a second Rome, where the rituals performed 

sanctified the landscape and affected the collective imagination of its inhabitants. Here, the 

identities and histories of Roman and Veronese churches co-mingled, and the attributes 

associated with the holiest of Roman churches were borrowed and applied to their Veronese 
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counterparts. The associated Roman identity, actuated through the performance of the Roman 

liturgy, thus affected the forms of the various Veronese churches. 

 

 In this discussion of architecture and liturgy, I look to explore a relationship between the 

two disciplines that is not one of direct influence—that is, where architectural form is shaped to 

house a specific liturgy. The idea that architectural form could be influenced by the liturgy stems 

from an interdisciplinary mode that acknowledges that, as architecture is the primary setting for 

the liturgy, the two forms developed together, and are therefore inextricably linked. Such 

interdisciplinary studies have been achieved in two ways: (1) general discussions on how 

liturgies can influence the forms of the architectural setting in which they are housed, most 

famously Roger Reynolds’ essay, “Liturgy and the Monument,” presented in Artistic Integration 

in Gothic Buildings.1  These studies are necessarily cursory and overly synthetic, relying on the 

examples drawn from (2) monographic studies of specific buildings and the specific liturgies that 

were practiced therein. It is in these in-depth explorations of the specific circumstances in which 

a building’s form was affected by liturgical practice where we see proof that such a connection 

existed in the Middle Ages. The best-known example of such scholarship is Sible de Blaauw’s 

Cultus et decor: liturgie en architectuur in laatantiek en middeleeuws Rome, an erudite study 

that explores some of the earliest and most important churches in Christendom (The Lateran, 

Saint Peter’s, and Santa Maria Maggiore), and thus expresses an idea that liturgy and architecture 

have been fundamentally connected since the origins of Christian practice.2  Another study that 

                                                
1 Roger Reynolds “Liturgy and the Monument,” in Artistic Integration in Gothic Buildings, V. Raguin, K. Brush, P. 
Draper, eds. (Toronto, 1995), pp. 57-68; see also E. Parker, “Architecture as Liturgical Setting,” in The Liturgy of 
the Medieval Church, T. Heffernan and E. A. Matter, eds. (Kalamazoo, 2001), pp. 273-326. In addition, see the 
essays presented in Espace ecclesial et liturgie au moyen age, Anne Baud, ed. (Lyon, 2010). 
2 Fully, S. de Blaauw Cultus et decor: liturgie en architectuur in laatantiek en middeleeuws Rome: Basilica 
Salvatoris, Sanctae Mariae, Sancti Petri (Delft, 1987). 
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has been foundational to the interdisciplinary field is Carol Heitz’s analysis of the processions 

and altar placement at St-Riquier in the ninth century.3  Heitz’s work has inspired several 

studies—similar in their method of aligning archaeological data with the liturgical documents of 

a specific space—such as Kristina Krueger’s investigation of the so-called galileia—and the 

liturgies performed around it—in medieval Burgundy.4  Focused on a very specific moment in 

time, Krueger’s study is countered by the work of scholars such as Kees van der Ploeg on Siena, 

which engages in an extended discussion of the mutual and complex effects of art and ritual in a 

single space over time.5  Perhaps the most influential approach for this dissertation is Thomas 

Mathews' The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy,6  which uses an 

amazingly rich collection of liturgical and historical sources to map the use of 

Constantinopolitan churches in the nascent phases of Christian architectural development. Like 

de Blaauw, Mathews’ focus on this critical moment and place for Byzantine architecture betrays 

a greater application for architecture and liturgy, especially within the affecting environment of 

the city.  

While it is certainly tempting to write a history of Veronese architecture and liturgy akin 

to Mathews’ work on early Constantinople, there are several difficulties in employing such an 

approach to the eleventh- and twelfth- century city: for example, the sources—especially those 

that describe liturgies—do not exist, in addition to the fact that the churches covered in this 

dissertation had already been in use for half a millennium by the year 1000—hence their 

architectural influences, cultic associations, and liturgical uses were already complex and diverse 

                                                
3 C. Heitz, Recherches sur les rapports entre architecture et liturgie à l'époque carolingienne (Paris, 1963). 
4 For example, see K. Krueger, “Tournus et la fonction des galilées en Bourgogne,” in Avant-nefs & espaces 
d’accueil dans l’église, C. Sapin, ed. (Paris, 2002), pp. 414-423, as well as Espace ecclesial et liturgie au moyen 
age, Anne Baud, ed. (Lyon, 2010). 
5 Kees van der Ploeg, Art, Architecture, and Liturgy: Siena Cathedral in the Middle Ages (Groningen, 1993). 
6 Thomas Mathews, The Early Churches of Constantinople: Architecture and Liturgy (University Park, PA, 1971). 
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when they were rebuilt in Middle Ages. In this study, therefore, my goal is instead to address 

architecture and liturgy as two mutually affecting entities that develop simultaneously.7  Here, I 

reconstruct a history of architecture in tandem with a close reading of contemporaneous liturgical 

books in order to understand how choices made by tenth- and eleventh-century patrons reflected 

a collective, city-wide symbolism that was institutionalized in the liturgical practice of the time. 

  

The Liturgy under the Carolingians 

  As was discussed in the previous chapter, the Carolingian religious reforms were a multi-

faceted movement that supported and advanced Frankish imperial aspirations in myriad ways.8  

For the Franks, promoting standardization of Christian thought and practice was a spiritual as 

well as a practical means to unite all members of their empire.9  Even amongst the long-

established Christian communities of the old Roman Empire, various regional liturgies were still 

being practiced.10  To the Frankish leaders, the diversity of practice and even belief across their 

lands first necessitated the clarification of integral theological matters; concepts such as the 

Eucharist and the Trinity were among the themes addressed by churchmen close to the Frankish 

court.11  As a result, the means by which these concepts were taught were examined, bringing 

                                                
7 Although traditionally architectural history has progressed without consideration for the liturgies performed in the  
8 For a discussion specific to how Carolingian liturgical reform was also used a tool of royal propaganda, and 
especially with regards to liturgical prayers, see Y. Hen, The Royal Patronage of the Liturgy in Frankish Gaul 
(London, 2001), pp. 89-95. 
9 Not to mention in the far reaches of the empire, where conversion was still at stake. As evidence from the 
capitularies and episcopal records of the time demonstrates, “pagan practices were still a very real challenge to the 
church.” R. McKitterick, The Frankish Church (London, 1977), p. 119.  Here, McKitterick argues that it was the 
persistence of these pagan practices that provided the Franks’ main impetus for the reform/unification of the liturgy. 
10 As Cyrille Vogel has remarked, “It is not an exaggeration to say that about the end of the seventh century, the 
liturgy was celebrated practically (according) to the will of each.” C. Vogel, from “Les échanges liturgiques entre 
Rome et les pays francs jusqu’à l’époque de Charlemagne,” (1960). This phenomenon is also discussed by P. 
Jacobsen in Ad memoriam ducens: The development of liturgical exegesis in Amalar of Metz’s expositiones missae 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, 1996), p. 24. 
11 McKitterick, The Frankish Church (1977), p. 115. For McKitterick, the difficult concept of the Eucharist was the 
main concern, as can be seen in the innumerable commentaries on the significance of the sacraments. McKitterick 
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about discussions on clerical conduct and education (as discussed above), as well as the proper 

administration of the sacraments. As the primary interface between religious thinking and the 

masses, the liturgy—and specifically the Mass—was understood to be fundamental in promoting 

unity.12  For Frankish churchmen, the Mass “reaffirmed the identity of every man as a Christian 

within the communitas fidelium.”13  They therefore expressed a deep interest in the “proper” 

execution of its liturgy for both spiritual and pedagogical reasons.  

  Thus, in the effort to unify their Christian constituents, the Frankish kings promoted a 

standardized, universal liturgy to replace the various regional ones. For this, the Frankish court—

beginning with Pippin—looked to Rome.14  The preference for Roman sources over native, 

Gallican practice was influenced by a number of clerics surrounding the Frankish court (Anglo-

Saxon missionaries such as Boniface of Mainz), and exhibits a political stratagem as Pippin and 

his successors defied their Frankish bishops in favor of the pope.15  This romanization was 

further systematized under Charlemagne, who requested and received a copy of the Roman 

                                                                                                                                                       
mentions theologians such as Hrabanus Maurus, Magnus of Sens, and Florus the Deacon, who struggle with the 
concept of the Eucharist. 
12 The importance of the Mass is a sentiment expressed through the writings of many ninth-century churchmen, most 
famously Amalarius of Metz (ca. 775/80-850), who discusses it as the main vehicle by which the invisible is made 
visible—therefore its significance as a means for making the articles of faith tangible is manifest. Certainly, the 
work of O. B. Hardison has been instrumental in exposing Amalarius’ writings in Christian Rite and Christian 
Drama in the Middle Ages (Baltimore, 1965), pp. 35-79. For a more recent and thorough discussion of Amalarius’s 
expositiones missae, see P. Jacobsen, Ad memoriam ducens (1996). 
13 McKitterick, The Frankish Church (1977), p. 115. 
14 While Pippin was an important voice in romanizing the liturgy, he was not the first Frank to pursue Rome’s input, 
and Roman sources on such a project. For a details and sources on the development of Frankish interest in Rome in 
the seventh and eighth centuries, see P. Jacobsen, Ad memoriam ducens (1996), pp. 20-35. Pippin’s source for the 
Roman liturgy is the so-called Gelasian sacramentary, a number of examples of which still survive. As Palazzo 
states, “the number of copies that have survived proves the rapid success of the book, with local adaptations, and its 
suitability for serving the king’s unification program.” He goes on to say that the eighth-century Gelasian was the 
“first major attempt at liturgical unification undertaken by a royal authority,” though agency seems to be an 
important issue here—while this need to standardize has historically been attributed to the Frankish kings, most 
likely they were heavily influenced by Anglo-Saxon churchmen at the court. Eric Palazzo, A History of Liturgical 
Books, (tr. 1993), p. 47. For agency in reforms, see McKitterick, ibid., pp. 115-154.  
15 Ibid., pp. 127-128. 
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sacramentary—the book of the Mass—from Pope Hadrian somewhere between 784 and 791.16  

Hadrian’s gift, a sacramentary believed to have been composed by Gregory I and therefore 

known throughout the Middle Ages as the Gregorian sacramentary, was a book intended for the 

exclusive use of the pope.  More correctly, the specific sacramentary received by Charlemagne—

referred to as the Hadrianum—had been updated throughout the seventh and eighth centuries, 

and reflected the liturgy as it was practiced in Rome during Hadrian’s time.17  Meant to be the 

“standard” of practice throughout the Empire, it was unusable as such; the papal book was ill-

adapted for the daily liturgical needs of a parish. At the Frankish court, therefore, the Hadrianum 

was provided with a supplement18—much of the information for which was drawn from Frankish 

practice—and later circulated throughout the Frankish Empire.19  By 850, the supplement had 

been dropped as the information it supplied was incorporated into a more synthesized book. This 

Mass liturgy, mostly Roman in character, though utilizing some portions of the Old Gallican 

liturgy, became the standard practice throughout the Carolingian Empire. Thus, the Hadrianum 

is the “point of departure” for the evolution from sacramentary to modern missal.20 

  The results of this overhaul were manifold: as Christian practice was standardized, the 

holdover elements that had descended from pagan ritual, as well as the practices that had been 

shaping local liturgies for centuries, faded away. Also, the use of the papal Mass as a standard 

changed the way that the Mass was performed, incorporating new elements such as silent prayer 
                                                
16 Eric Palazzo details the history of this progression. Palazzo, A History of Liturgical Books (tr. 1993), pp. 42-54. 
For a greater discussion of the complicated relationship between Charlemagne and his receipt of the Hadrianum, see 
Y. Hen, The Royal Patronage of the Liturgy in Frankish Gaul (2001), pp. 73-75. 
17 Hadrian was pope from 772 to 795. The Gregorian Sacramentary was augmented throughout the course of the 
eighth century, so additions to the liturgical year made by popes Sergius I and Gregory II (715-731) were included. 
Palazzo, A History of Liturgical Books (tr. 1993), p. 52. 
18 Believed to have been supplied by monastic reformer and advisor to Louis the Pious, Benedict of Aniane, ibid., p. 
53. 
19 Its use was not immediate, though, “its diffusion on a wider scale . . .  had to wait until Louis the Pious succeeded 
to his father’s throne.” McKitterick, The Frankish Church (London, 1977), p. 133. Hen also discusses in depth the 
role of Louis the Pious in diffusing the Franco-Romano liturgy in The Royal Patronage of the Liturgy in Frankish 
Gaul (2001), pp. 96-120. 
20 Palazzo, A History of Liturgical Books (tr. 1993), p. 54. 
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and a focus on the Eucharist. Therefore, it has been argued that these changes led to a separation 

of the priests from the laity which, when paired with the Carolingian concerns for clerical 

distinction, aided in the formation of a priestly class. As Rosamund McKitterick has expressed, it 

was during the ninth century that the Mass was made more of a ‘sacred mystery’ to the people, 

rather than it being a communally performed ritual.21  Scholars have argued that, from this point, 

the spirit of the liturgy became strongly clerical, as an “expression of the clergy, who were 

mandated as keepers and teachers of its meaning.”22 

 

The Manuscript Tradition in Verona 

As the Mass became an essential instrument in unifying the Carolingian empire, 

manuscripts detailing its correct performance were copied in the empire’s major religious centers 

and circulated throughout its domain. Like other cities within the empire, Verona was an 

apparent witness to the process of romanizing the Mass, as is evidenced in its receipt of several 

early versions of the Roman sacramentary. Unlike many cities in Western Europe, however, 

Verona has retained these manuscripts in the cathedral’s capitular library—the development of 

which is aligned with the Carolingian history of the city. The foundation of the library is a 

subject of debate; scholars attribute the institution to a wide variety of dates from the fifth to the 

ninth century. These early dates, however, are based upon the presence of several early medieval 

manuscripts, including an evangeliary on purple vellum from the fifth century (Verona 

Biblioteca Capitolare manuscript VI) and an early-eighth-century liturgical book of the 

                                                
21 McKitterick, The Frankish Church (1977), pp. 138-139. Here, she draws on the work of Gregory Dix “The idea of 
the church in the primitive liturgies,” The Parish Communion (n.d.), p. 135. Josef Jungmann also discusses how the 
adoption of the Roman liturgy in Frankish lands contributed to a stronger sense of the clergy as keepers of the Mass. 
J. Jungmann, The Mass of the Roman Rite (Vienna, 1949), pp. 80-86. 
22 McKitterick, ibid., pp. 138-139; and Gregory Dix, “The Idea of the Church in the Primitive Liturgies,” in The 
Parish Communion (S.P.C.K., n.d.), p. 135. 
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Visigothic rite (BC ms LXXXIX).23  Among the most important of these early manuscripts, BC 

ms LXXXV is the sole example of the so-called Leonine Sacramentary, a seventh-century 

redaction of papal libelli that attests to the collection and circulation of papal liturgies before the 

Frankish reforms.24  Because of its importance to the history of the liturgy, ms LXXXV has been 

studied by liturgists as an archaic and ultimately unsuccessful solution to the problem of 

heterogeneous liturgical practice among Christians. If, in fact, the Leonine type of sacramentary 

was circulated, then it was quickly surpassed by the Gregorian Sacramentary. However, it is 

relevant for this study in that it establishes an early Veronese interest in the Roman liturgy. 

The presence of these early manuscripts at the Biblioteca Capitolare, however, does not 

prove the existence of an active scriptorium—rather, an increase in Veronese-produced 

manuscripts in the eighth and ninth centuries seems to align escalated scriptorium activity with 

the foundation of the cathedral chapter.25  Traditionally, the foundation of the library has also 

been attributed to Pacificus, who was archdeacon and head of the canons from 803 until his 

death in 844. This attribution is due in large part to Pacificus’ aforementioned epitaph located in 

the Veronese Duomo, which states that he composed 218 texts.26  Although this number is most 

                                                
23 BC ms LXXXIX has been discussed recently by Susan Boynton in her book on Andres Marcos Burriel, and the 
study of liturgy and national identity in eighteenth-century Spain. Boynton notes that the textual contents of  BC ms 
LXXXIX date to the late seventh century, though it was most likely copied around 711 in the northwestern Iberian 
peninsula or in the area of Narbonne. The manuscript was already in northern Italy by 731-732, based on an 
annotation in Lombard script that can be dated to that time. It is unclear when the manuscript joined the Capitolare’s 
collection, though it was certainly there by the seventeenth century, when it was transcribed by the Veronese priest 
Giuseppe Bianchini (1704-64). S. Boynton, Silent Music: Medieval Song and the Construction of History in 
Eighteenth-Century Spain (Oxford, 2011), p. 88. 
24 Because Verona’s Leonine Sacramentary is of interest to the history of the Christian liturgy, it has been studied 
extensively by Eric Palazzo in his A History of Liturgical Books (tr. 1993), pp. 37-42. Palazzo discusses the fact that 
the Leonine is a book that is not organized for the actual celebration of the liturgy (an issue that is resolved with the 
next generation of Sacramentaries—the Gregorian and Gelasian), stating “the fact that there is only one manuscript 
of the Leonine Sacramentary proves that this type of sacramentary does not have any direct descendants.” 
25 Additionally, manuscripts copied during the eighth and ninth centuries bear witness to the vitality and high 
standards of the institution. Paleographers have estimated that the number of scribes working in the cathedral 
scriptorium in the ninth century was around 50. Lazzarini, “Scuola calligrafica,” p. 10. 
26 On the restoration of buildings, see previous chapter. Among the texts which Pacificus is rumored to have 
composed are glosses on the Old and New Testaments. The text of the inscription reads: Archideac(onus) quiescit 
hic vero pacificus / sapientia praeclarus et forma pr(a)efulgida / Nullus talis est inventus n(ost)ris in te(m)p(or)ib(us) 
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likely exaggerated, many of the Capitolare’s extant texts have been attributed to Pacificus’ 

hand.27  Whether or not a proper “library” was established at this time by Pacificus, the retention 

of so many early medieval texts indicates not only a prolific scriptorium, but also a culture of 

retention from the ninth century and throughout the Middle Ages, making the Biblioteca 

Capitolare the oldest, continuously functioning library in Europe.28  

The Capitolare’s collection of ninth-century manuscripts includes books of both Northern 

European and Veronese production, evidencing a keen Veronese interest in the reform agendae 

of the Frankish court. For example, BC ms LII, a composite manuscript of the ninth century, 

contains a large collection of sermons, as well as a complete copy of the Rule of Saint Benedict. 

The dispersion of Benedict’s rule reflects the Carolingian concern for a standard monastic 

practice, enacted through the canonization of Benedictine monasticism.29  The addition of 

sermons in manuscript LII is not exceptional; other ninth-century manuscripts in the Capitolare’s 

collection—such as the so-called Homiliarum Veronense (BC ms LXVII)—show the Veronese 

alignment with the Frankish concern for proper exegesis and theology.30  In addition, BC ms 

                                                                                                                                                       
/ q(uo)d nec ullu(m) advenire umqua(m) tale(m) credimus / - eccl(esi)aru(m) / Fundator renovator optimus / zenonis 
p(ro)culi viti petri et laurentii / d(e)i quoq(ue) genitricis / Nec n(on) et georgii / quicq(ui)d auro v(e)l argento et 
metallis ceteris / q(ui)cq(ui)d lignis ex diversis et mar / more candido / nullus umquam sic p(er)it(us) in tantis 
operibus / bis centenos terq(ue) senos / Codicesq(ue) fecerat / Horologiu(m) nocturnu(m) nullus ante viderat / en 
i(n)venit argum(en)/ tu(m) et primu(m) fundavaverat / glosam veteris et novi testam(en)ti posuit / -horologioq(ue) / 
Carm(en) sperae c(o)eli optimu(m) / plura alia grafia que prudens inveniet / - tres et deci(m) / Vixit lustra trinos 
annos amplius / xl et tres annos fuit archidiac(onus) / septimo vicesimo (a)etatis anno c(a)esaris lotharii / mole carnis 
est solutus p(er)rex(it) ad d(omi)n(u)m / Non sane kal(en)daru(m) obiit dece(m)briu(m) / nocte s(an)c(t)a que 
vocat(ur) a nob(is) d(omi)nica / - lugent q(u)oq(ue) / Sacerdotes et ministri optimi / eius morte ne(m)pe dolet 
i(n)finitus p(o)p(u)l(u)s / v(est)ros pedes quasi tene(n)s / Vosq(ue) p(re)cor cernuus / o lectores / exorare queso p(ro) 
pacifico. Transcription from Matthew Innes and Yitzhak Hen, eds., The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages 
(Cambridge, 2000), p. 278. 
27 See Meerssemann, Manuale di computo con ritmo mnemotecnico di arcidiacono Pacifico di Verona (Padova 
1966) and same author, L’orazionale dell’Arcidiancono Pacifico. Also, BC ms LXIX, Glosae super exodum, has 
been used to support the veracity of Pacificus’s epitaph. Of course these attributions are difficult, and whether 
Pacificus was the sole agent responsible for this collection of liturgical texts is debatable. 
28 For the history of the Capitolare’s collection, see Marchi’s introduction in I manoscritti della Biblioteca 
Capitolare di Verona (Verona, 1996), pp. 13-23.  
29 See previous chapter, and Joanna Story, Carolingian Connections: Anglo-Saxon England and Carolingian 
Francia, c. 750-870 (Ashgate, 2003), p. 206. 
30 See discussion of homiliaries in the Introduction, footnote 1. 
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LXVII demonstrates a deeper connection to the Frankish court: although produced in northern 

Italy, it was most likely copied from an Irish exemplar,31 reflecting the influence of insular 

theologians on the Frankish court.32  The concern for theological clarification and correlation is 

also present in codex LXVII—other texts included in the manuscript are Alcuin’s De Trinitate 

and St. Augustine’s De Concordia Evangelistarum. Both texts would have been important to 

priests in constructing sermons and in clarifying matters of faith for their constituents.  

Besides pedagogy and theological matters, the performance of ritual was another concern 

for the Frankish crown, as it was the most public aspect of religious practice. Prescriptions for 

rituals were included in books of ordines, which assembled together sacred texts to be 

pronounced with the rules dictating the performance of this action.33  Frankish collections of 

ordines romani were meant to spread papal practice throughout the empire; as James Borders has 

stated “the long list of extant Frankish manuscripts of the Roman ordines proves that the 

Carolingians were intent upon adapting papal ceremonies in their cathedral and monastic 

churches.”34  A Veronese example of this can be seen in BC ms XCII, a collection of ordines 

romani that was produced in the cathedral scriptorium in the first quarter of the ninth century.35  

The ordines in BC ms XCII are nearly identical to those of the major Frankish collections of the 

                                                
31 For a complete text, see the edition published by the Corpus Christianorum: L. T. Martin, ed. Homiliarium 
veronense (Brepols, 2000). In the introduction, Martin lays out the Irish influence on themes.  
32 Such as the famed Irish bishop of Salzburg, St. Vigilius. L. T. Martin, ed. Homiliarium veronense (Brepols, 2000), 
intro, p. XXIV. 
33 Palazzo, A History of Liturgical Books (tr. 1993), p. 175. 
34 Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 30. Although the earliest Ordo, copied down in England at the 
close of the seventh century, is now lost, a large number of redactions do exist. The most extensive and thorough 
catalogue and study of the ordines romani is still that performed by Michel Andrieu, Les ordines romani du haut 
moyen âge (Louvain, 1931). 
35 Verona ms XCII is related to the Ordo I, Ordo XIII B, and nearly identical to those of the major Frankish 
collections of the ninth century. In his extensive study of the Veronese manuscripts, Borders has determined that the 
script is typical of Veronese manuscripts produced during this time. Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), 
pp. 429-430. Meersseman attributes its production to Pacificus. Meersseman, L'orazionale (1974), pp. 62-65. The 
manuscript can be dated rather precisely: Folio 68v carries some verses in praise of co-emperors Ludwig I (778-840) 
and Lotharius I (795-855), who shared the crown from 823 until Ludwig’s death. The fact that these verses must 
have been added to the codex during the second quarter of the ninth century implies that the principal scribe 
completed the corpus during the first quarter of the century.  
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ninth century, and include prescriptions for the celebration of a papal Mass, instructions for the 

ordination of various grades of clergy, for the translations of relics and their deposition, and for 

the blessing of an altar. In addition to the various ordines, manuscript XCII carries formularies 

for special prayers, including those for the blessing of the chalice, paten, holy oil, salt, and 

water.36  The physical appearance of the book—small (approximately 5 by 7 inches in 

dimension) with large text—suggests that it was meant to be carried to and used during the 

various rituals. 

While the circulation of the ordines romani was meant to bring papal ceremony to the 

reaches of the Carolingian Empire, the sacramentary—the book of the Mass—was the most 

important means by which the liturgy was unified. Not surprisingly, Verona has several 

redactions of the sacramentaries discussed earlier in the chapter. The first of these, BC ms XCI, 

was produced in Verona before 844. The manuscript contains a fragmentary Gregorian 

sacramentary of the Hadrianum type that contains very little of the supplemental information 

supplied by Alcuin and Benedict of Aniane.37  These supplements do appear in a second 

Veronese sacramentary, BC ms LXXXVI. Here, however, the supplemental information is not 

incorporated into the body of the manuscript, making it still an unusually pure version of the 

Hadrianum. Most likely, both sacramentaries were copied from the same exemplar—produced in 

Reichenau. In his study of the two manuscripts, Giles Meersseman concludes that the scribe of 

                                                
36 Michel Andrieu incorporated the authoritative readings from the Verona manuscript into Ordines Romani (1931). 
37 See Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 196 for paleographical and codicological information. The 
manuscript begins with prayers for August 28th. Fixed recitations were not included in sacramentaries of the 
Carolingian period, neither were the proper portions which the cantor and schola chanted, the epistles and gospels 
read by the different lectors. Because of its purity (and relative uselessness to places outside of Rome), the 
Hadrianum type of sacramentary is rare, with only 3 extant examples outside of Verona ms XCI. Meersseman 
concludes that while the Verona manuscript(s) were not of the same generation as the three northern sources, they 
were copied directly from a sacramentary sent to Verona from the Reichenau-St. Gall area sometime before 844. 
Meersseman, L'orazionale (1974), pp. 25-31. Thus the formularies for prayers which the Veronese manuscripts 
transmitted to northern Italy were among the most faithful to the readings of the Hadrianum. 
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LXXXVI copied supplemental information that also originated at the abbey of Reichenau.38  As 

a Hadrianic sacramentary, LXXXVI is almost thoroughly Roman in character, containing the 

papal liturgies as they were practiced at the end of the eighth century. As discussed above, the 

Hadrianum would have been difficult to adapt to local Veronese practice; the most particular 

aspect of the papal practice was its use of a stational liturgy, which was entirely specific to 

Rome. 

 

Verona Biblioteca Capitolare ms LXXXVI and the Stational Liturgy in Rome 

Although the origins for the Roman stational system are not completely understood, 

manuscript evidence, such as the Liber Pontificalis, indicates that the papal practice began at 

least as early as the fourth century, if not earlier.39  This aspect of the Roman liturgy, still 

practiced today, involves processions to and the celebration of Masses at various churches 

throughout the Roman diocese, throughout the year. Early evidence suggests that the practice 

finds its origin in the desire to link site to feast—so that papal Masses at significant sites would 

link holy historical events to the ritualized present. In addition to commemorating saints in the 

presence of their relics, or at the places of their martyrdoms, the stational system also seems to 

be a result of the division of the city into districts, with each district receiving its own 

administrative church. The regular gathering of the Roman Christians with their bishop would 

                                                
38 Several manuscripts in the capitular library, such as BC mss LXXXVI and LXXXVII, demonstrate a close 
connection between Verona and southern German Benedictine monasteries in the ninth and tenth centuries. This is 
not surprising, considering the number of Veronese bishops who hailed from German monasteries at this time. 
39 For the Liber Pontificalis, See Louis Duchesne, Le Liber pontificalis: text, introduction et commentaire (Paris, 
1955-57). In addition to the Liber Pontificalis, the Philocalian Calendar is an important source for fourth-century 
papal practice: A critical edition was produced by Theodor Mommsen, “Chronographus Anni CCCLIIII,” in the 
Monumenta Germaniae Historica. Auctorum Antiquissimorum (Berlin, 1892), vol. 1, pp. 13-148. The leading study 
of the stational liturgy is John Baldovin, The Urban Character of Christian Worship (Rome, 1986).  
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have been a way to unite the entire community, especially in light the fact that it had grown quite 

large and geographically diffuse by the fourth century.40 

In late antique Rome, the need for an urban, Christian unification seems to have been 

paramount, and texts from Late Antiquity indicate that the stational liturgies, as an outgrowth of 

this issue, are understood to be unique to its situation,41  arising from the specificities of Roman 

history and topography.42  Similarly, the Hadrianum contains other liturgies specific to Rome, 

such as the Major Litany: a long procession that was held on April 25th every year that had 

derived from the ancient pagan ritual of Robigalia.43  As it is prescribed in the Hadrianum, the 

procession’s route begins at the church of San Lorenzo in Lucina, and includes collect prayers at 

Roman locations such as the Milvian bridge, ending with a stational mass at Saint Peter’s. 

                                                
40 More specifically, the Roman stational liturgy was tied to the practice of the fermentum, a papally-consecrated, 
Eucharistic bread that was sent out to the various administrative churches so that communion could be made truly in 
common—another way in which the Roman community would be ritually united. J. Baldovin, The Urban Character 
of Christian Worship (1986), p. 121. 
41 In addition, it has been suggested that the persistence of the stational practice through the Middle Ages might be 
due to the inconvenient location of the Papal seat: following the barbarian invasions of late Antiquity, the 
geographic constriction of the city’s inhabitants left the Lateran far outside of the city center. For a study on the 
history of the topography of Rome, see R. Krautheimer, Rome: Profile of a City 312-1308 (Princeton, 1980). 
42 While there is some evidence that indicates that stational, episcopal masses were held in other cities, they do not 
seem to have persevered into the Middle Ages. Furthermore, they are often very different in character, having 
developed independently of the Roman practice during Late Antiquity. In Milan, for example, stational masses seem 
to have been a way of sharing the episcopal presence between two churches. Surprisingly, little had been written 
about stational usage outside of the city of Rome. Recently, Patrick St. Roch has published an article on Stational 
liturgies uses at Metz, Tours, Angouleme, and Limoges. P. St. Roch,  “L’utilisation liturgique de l’espace urbain et 
suburbain” in Actes du XIe Congres International D’Archeologie Chretienne (1986). St. Roch contends that the 
stational systems in these towns developed already in Late Antiquity, rather than being instituted later as part of a 
reform agenda, like we see at Verona. There is also evidence that the Tuscan town of Lucca had a stational system—
the first extant documentation of this system dates to 685, thus indicating that the liturgies were instituted in Late 
Antiquity. The liturgy in Lucca has been discussed by Charles Buchanan in his article “Spiritual and Spatial 
Authority in Medieval Lucca: Illuminated Manuscripts, Stational Liturgy, and the Gregorian Reform,” in Art History 
(vol. 27/5, 2004), pp. 723-744. Buchanan’s study demonstrates that many of the issues discussed here (institutional 
rivalries, power struggles with the bishop) also manifest themselves in the performance of the stational liturgy in 
twelfth-century Lucca, and therefore provides an excellent parallel to the discussion of Veronese Church politics in 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries.  
43 For a thorough discussion of the history, route, and chants of the major litany procession, see Joseph Dyer, 
“Roman Processions of the Major Litany (litaniae maiores) from the Sixth to the Twelfth Century,” in Roma Felix—
Formation and Reflections of Medieval Rome, Eamonn Ó Carragain and C. Neuman de Vegvar, eds. (Burlington, 
VT, 2007), pp. 112-139. 
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Thus, as a manuscript that details eighth-century papal practice, Verona’s BC ms 

LXXXVI would seem to have been relatively ineffective for use outside of Rome. Evidence 

suggests, however, that the manuscript was the subject of continued use for several centuries. 

Throughout it, prayers and notated chants in several different hands, dating from as late as the 

eleventh century, are detailed in the margins, seemingly written for the purpose updating the 

manuscript for actual use. This use exhibits a particularly Veronese character: for example, 

Veronese saints such as Zeno, Procolo, and Fermo have been added into the calendar. More 

explicitly, on folio 149 recto, a feast formulary for San Zeno has been added into the manuscript 

in a later hand. In all, the constant use of this ninth-century Roman sacramentary betrays a clear 

Veronese concern for the adaptation of the Roman liturgies (as per Carolingian concerns), and 

remains as important physical evidence of how the Roman liturgies were examined by local 

churchmen and adapted over centuries.44  The contents of this manuscript influenced Veronese 

practice of the tenth and eleventh centuries. 

 

The Stational Liturgy in Verona 

Following the collapse of the Carolingian Empire, northern Italy experienced a period of 

transition that, while chaotic at many levels, laid the groundwork for important social and 

religious developments of the High Middle Ages.  Like most northern Italian cities, although 

Verona stayed nominally under the rule of the Germanic kings, it experienced political instability 

caused by the lack of a centralized administration. The instability was aggravated by invasions of 

                                                
44 For example, it might have influenced Verona BC ms XCVII, a sacramentary created in Veronese cathedral 
scriptorium the eleventh century and given to a nearby community of Mazzagata (as per a thirteenth-century 
marginal note). Although I need to study the manuscript more thoroughly, I believe that it is a Hadrianum (it is, at 
least, a Gregorian sacramentary).  A brief discussion of it appears in Meersseman, L'orazionale (1974), pp. 74-75. 
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Magyars (Hungarians) in 899 and 951.45  During this time, not only were institutions thrown into 

upheaval, but physical damage to the city was also widespread. In Verona, sources mention fires 

that destroyed neighborhoods on the outskirts of town.46  Not surprisingly, outside of these brief 

references, little documentation survives from this time. 

At the same time, the tenth century also marks the beginning of long period of population 

growth. While the Magyar invasions may have caused an initial movement of the population into 

the city, the concentration of people seems to have, somewhat ironically, created a crucible for 

economic diversification and specialization. In addition, Verona experienced vigorous economic 

growth as a result of its position as a trade route linking Venice and the cities of south Germany. 

In turn, these factors contributed to a middle class of notarial, mercantile, and artisanal families 

that characterizes the demographic change of this time. In order to accommodate these 

population changes, the physical boundaries of the city grew as well, expanding to include areas 

that had formerly been suburban outskirts, outside of the old city walls. 

In terms of the Church, it is assumed that the Veronese institutions underwent a period of 

upheaval in the tenth century, as the power of the bishop was probably enhanced by the lack of 

strong, secular leadership in the city. The practice of simony was prevalent, which attests to a 

certain laxity in the episcopacy. While monasteries seemed to profit during the tenth and 

especially the eleventh centuries, the holdings and finances of the cathedral were depleted.47  

During this time, many of the bishop’s holdings—including the city market—fell into lay hands. 

                                                
45 The traditional narrative for this time is that the loss of centralized administration left cities to fend for 
themselves, giving rise to a trend of powerful bishops who stepped up to organize and defend their cities. As James 
Borders put it: “following the [Magyar] invasions, the territorial rulers discovered that their direct influence in civic 
matters had declined dramatically and that bishops had taken up the positions of leadership among the urban 
population.” Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 31. 
46 For the medieval source that mentions the Magyar invasion and the subsequent damage to the city, see chapter 3, 
as well as Miller Formation of a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 1993), p. 69. 
47 This is evident from the number of church finance reforms instituted by Ratherius during his episcopate. Miller, 
The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), and especially J. Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), pp. 65-
70. 
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However, the spirit of reform remained strong in the figure of the Bishop Ratherius (bishop from 

931 to 968), a Benedictine monk from the monastery at Lobbes (Liège) who was appointed to 

the Veronese see in 931. This appointment was made by Pope John XI, who had taken a liking to 

Ratherius when the pope had encountered him among the entourage of Hugh of Provence.48  

Despite—or perhaps due to—his alliance with the pope, Ratherius endured a troubled political 

career; he was evicted three times from the Veronese see, and disagreements with Hugh led to 

his imprisonment in Pavia for several years. In 968, he was permanently exiled to his home in 

Belgium where he died at the monastery at Lobbes in 974.   

While Ratherius battled with secular powers outside of the city, he lacked support from 

the Veronese townspeople and clerics as well.49  He was a true adherent of the Frankish church 

reforms, and therefore an advocate of differentiating the lives of priests from those of their lay 

counterparts.50  Most of Ratherius’ reforms targeted the secular canons; their education and 

fondness for women were among the biggest issues of dispute. To that end, Ratherius prohibited 

clerical marriage and concubinage, increased the pastoral and liturgical responsibilities of the 

canons, and restructured the cathedral chapter in order to provide greater financial support for the 

education of all clergy.51  Because he believed that these failures were financial at base—owing 

to the “institutionalized power of the cathedral chapter”—Ratherius went about creating a 

counterbalance to the power of the profligate cathedral canons, through the creation of colleges 

                                                
48 There are several sources for the biography of the bishop Ratherius. Most recently, Dario Cervato has written and 
excellent history of the final decades of Ratherius’ life in: Raterio di Verona e di Liegi: il terzo periodo del suo 
episcopato Veronese; (961-968); scritti e attività (Verona, 1993). Also helpful is Peter Reid’s introduction to Tenth-
Century Latinity (Los Angeles, 1981), pp. 1-6. The writings of Ratherius are published in Ratherius of Verona, Die 
Briefe des Bischofs Rather von Verona, Fritz von Weigle, ed. (München: MGH, 1977). 
49 The loss of the support from among the townspeople may have been due to the fact that Ratherius censured lay 
activity as well. For example, he prohibited commerce on Sunday within the city limits. 
50  Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 66. 
51 In a letter of 966, Ratherius complains that the secular clerics lacked even rudimentary knowledge necessary to 
fulfill their duties. Maureen Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 46. 
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(scole) for secular priests.52  These “schools”—located at the churches of San Lorenzo in Sezano, 

San Pietro in Castello, and Santo Stefano—were independent of the cathedral canons. As 

Maureen Miller has noted, although meant to create opportunities for the non-chapter (parish) 

priests of the community, these continuing episcopal associations should be interpreted as an 

attempt to increase the influence over the secular clergy through the formation of the new 

scole.”53  Ratherius’ attempt to counter the power of the cathedral chapter is reflected in changes 

that he made to the liturgy as well. 

 

The Carpsum of Stephen the Cantor 

One manuscript that most likely reflects a Ratherian reform of the liturgy is Verona 

Biblioteca Capitolare ms XCIV, also known as the Carpsum of the cantor Stephen.54  The 

Carpsum is a liber ordinarius of the cathedral canons, a liturgical reference book that contains 

rubrics and incipits of chant texts, as well as readings for the Mass and the Divine Office, 

arranged according to the liturgical year. In a monastic or cathedral setting, the liber ordinarius 

was essential to the transmission of proper information for each feast in the liturgical year. The 

book can be dated to the eleventh century based not only on the script, but also through an 

association with the book’s author, the cantor Stephen, who appears in chapter inventories in the 

latter half of the eleventh century. However, in a dedicatory inscription [IMAGE 2.1], Stephen 

mentions that he has culled the information from an earlier source—experts have dated this 

source to the tenth century, to the episcopate of Ratherius.55  Stephen also claims that the book’s 

                                                
52 Ibid., p. 47. 
53 Importantly, the number of scole in Verona multiplied throughout the eleventh and early-twelfth centuries. Ibid., 
p. 49. 
54 A complete discussion and inventory of the Carpsum has been done by G. G. Meersseman, in L'orazionale 
dell'arcidiacono Pacifico e il carpsum del cantore Stefano: studi e testi sulla liturgia del duomo di Verona dal IX 
all'XI sec. G. G. Meersseman, E. Adda, J. Deshusses, eds. (Freiburg, Spicilegium Friburgense, 1974). 
55 Ibid., p. 97. 
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title Carpsum—which derives from the Latin carpere, or to gather—was the title of his 

exemplar. Stephen notes that he has added pertinent material to the original, as well as purged 

items that were no longer useful. This detail suggests that, while the Carpsum’s exemplar 

reflected liturgical practice in tenth-century Verona, the manuscript provides an updated version, 

reflecting actual practice in the eleventh century.56 

Consisting of 97 folia, the contents of the Carpsum are as follows: the first folia 

constitute a calendar that includes several Veronese saints.57  After the calendar, the feast 

formularies begin with Sundays in Advent, then move through the liturgical year in separate 

segments of the temporale and sanctorale. This discontinuous organization of material within the 

year indicates that an original source must date from before the eleventh century, due to the fact 

that, by that time, the cycles of the temporale and sanctorale were typically integrated.58  The 

Carpsum possesses a lineage that extends back to a Carolingian source: most likely, it is an 

eleventh-century copy (with additions) of a tenth-century manuscript that drew heavily on ninth-

century sources. Although there is no evidence of the tenth-century exemplar, we can imagine 

that the creator of the Carpsum worked with one of the Hadrianum sacramentaries in the 

Capitolare’s collection.59  The most convincing evidence connecting the Carpsum to the 

Hadrianum is the former’s inclusion of special liturgies that utilize the Roman liturgy in ways 

that are unusual for the Middle Ages. For example, the Carpsum indicates that the Veronese 

                                                
56 In addition, aspects of the manuscript—such as accretions to the calendar in a later hand—suggest that it enjoyed 
continued use (or at least influence) later into the Middle Ages, making it an important manuscript to the study of 
the chapter’s liturgies through the twelfth century, and perhaps beyond. 
57 The manuscript measures 11 by 23 centimeters. For more codicological information, see Borders, Verona as a 
Musical Center (1983) as well as Meersseman, L'orazionale (1974), pp. 79-86.  
58 See Borders, ibid., p. 77 
59 That the Carpsum is an eleventh-century copy of an earlier manuscript is in accord with the scholarship of both 
James Borders and G. G. Meersseman. Both scholars believe that this liturgist could have been the bishop Ratherius. 
Meersseman argues, at least, that the original tenth-century Carpsum dates from the episcopacy of Ratherius, and 
intimates that Ratherius instituted the stational liturgy in Verona. Meersseman, L'orazionale (1974), p. 97. 
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performed a Major Litany procession at the end of April.60  As indicated above, the Major 

Litanies were a particularly Roman event, bound to the specific history and topography of 

Rome.61  In addition to the Litanies, the Carpsum also prescribes a system of stational masses—

like that practiced in Rome—in which the entire religious community would process out to 

Verona’s various churches for the celebration of the Mass by the Veronese bishop.62  

The Carpsum provides for 28 stational masses to be held at 13 of Verona’s different 

churches (see chart in appendix) throughout the liturgical year. While it is based on the Roman 

system, it is important to note a few important differences between the stational liturgy 

prescribed in the Carpsum and that prescribed in the Gregorian sacramentary (in particular, BC 

ms LXXXVI). Clearly, one major difference between the stational liturgies as practiced in 

Verona and in Rome is that Rome’s system is far more extensive, with nearly 100 stational 

masses being observed over the course of the liturgical year. However, although the Veronese 

system was more modest, it is clear that the Veronese stations have been selected carefully: 

while the ninth-century Versus de Verona lists approximately 20 churches of the Carolingian 

city, only 13 churches are utilized for stational masses.63  Another important difference lies in the 

lack of stations prescribed for feast days within the sanctorale—there are no commemorative 

                                                
60 The practice of a Major Litany procession is indicate in the formulary for the feast of Saint Mark (April 25th, the 
Major Litanies are performed on April 26th), where, after lauds, a rubric designates: Stacio ad sanctum Stephanum 
sicut in litanie maiores. Unfortunately, no further information as to route and content of the procession is included. 
61 See footnote above, J. Dyer, “Roman Processions of the Major Litany” (2007).  
62 Although a number of eleventh-century liturgical manuscripts from the cathedral are extant in the collection of 
Verona’s Biblioteca Capitolare, none overtly prescribe masses to be held at Veronese churches, or seem to utilize a 
stational system. For this reason, I have chosen to look specifically at the BC ms XCIV. A comparative study of 
eleventh- and twelfth-century manuscripts relevant to Veronese liturgy would be an important and fruitful subject 
for future research. 
63 The Versus de Verona was discussed in the previous chapter: see G. B. Pighi, Versus de Verona: versvm de 
mediolano civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960). It is impossible to know exactly how many 
churches are referred to, as the author lists only names of saints, meant to represent the saints’ relics and the 
churches in which they are installed—of course, many churches housed multiple relics. The Versus mention the 
names of more than 30 saints. Importantly, the poem dates to around the 800, the Carpsum was created in the 
eleventh century—many new churches were founded in the city during these centuries. No new foundations were 
utilized by the liturgist responsible for the stational system. 
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masses, for example, at the monastery of San Zeno on any of his three feasts for which there are 

formularies in the Carpsum. It has been suggested by G. G. Meersseman, however, that Stephen 

the cantor might have omitted these stations not because they were not practiced, but rather 

because their practice would have been obvious to his audience of canons.64  There are, however, 

formularies for the performance of Vespers outside of the cathedral complex, where the vigil of a 

saint’s feast day would be observed at the saint’s namesake church.65  As was the case with the 

Roman stational system, the importance of Verona’s Christian past also would have been 

recalled through special liturgies and sites important to the local cult. Finally, like the Roman 

practice, the number of stational masses increases exponentially during the Lenten season. 

However, unlike ms LXXXVI, the Carpsum does not provide for stational masses on every day 

of Lent, but only on Wednesdays, Fridays, and most Sundays.66  The reduction of the stational 

practice to these three days is not surprising, however, as they were considered to be the most 

important ferial days during Lent. This importance was reflected in Roman system, in which the 

most important churches were chosen to host stational masses on these days of the week.67 

Importantly, although it seems to be a more abbreviated form of the Roman practice, the 

Veronese stational system also utilizes churches of considerable antiquity—churches that predate 

the medieval creation of the liturgy by several centuries. These include the powerful Benedictine 

monasteries of San Zeno and Santa Maria in Organo, the churches containing important local 

                                                
64 In fact, neither does the Gregorian sacramentary provide for stational masses to be held during the sanctorale, but 
Meersseman believes that stational masses would be held on feast days. G. G. Meersseman, L'orazionale (1974), p. 
97.  
65 Such is the case with the vigils of Peter, Firmus and Rusticus, Stephen, and Lawrence, where the office of Vespers 
would be observed at the saint’s church (see chart at the end of the chapter). 
66 The use of stational masses on most every day in Lent is reflected in the Comes of Würzburg, a list of seventh-
century epistle assignments that reflects Roman practice. The Comes has been essential in reconstructing the early 
medieval Roman stational system. Baldovin, The Urban Character of Christian Worship (1986), pp. 286-287. BC 
ms LXXXVI, the ninth-century Gregorian sacramentary that is in the collection of Verona’s capitular library, also 
prescribes stations for every Sunday and ferial day of Lent (see chart at the end of this chapter). 
67 The importance of Wednesdays and Fridays seems to extend back to Late Antiquity—perhaps related to the 
observance of Ember Days. Baldovin, The Urban Character of Christian Worship (1986), p. 135. 
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saints, such as San Fermo, and the ancient foundations of Santo Stefano, San Pietro, San 

Giovanni in Valle, and the Santi Apostoli. The churches were located in different parts of the 

city—both inside and outside of the city walls—perhaps each was meant to represent a different 

part of the city.68  The stational masses, however, were not distributed evenly to these churches. 

Instead, each received the bishop a different number of times—with the monastery of San Zeno 

hosting seven episcopal masses (and perhaps more, if the saint’s feast day was celebrated at the 

monastery as well), while the monastery of Santa Maria in Organo was only visited once.  This 

discrepancy no doubt represents a hierarchy among the institutions, in which the ordering of 

churches would have indicated each institution’s imagined precedence within the city. With 

Verona’s stational system, therefore, we see the creation of urban liturgies that identify and 

reinforce institutional relationships within their urban context.  

In addition to indicating an institutional hierarchy through the frequency of episcopal 

visits, the rituals prescribed by the Carpsum also would have served to reinforce relationships 

between the city’s religious. Although the Carpsum does not state it explicitly, it is most likely 

that processions would have been ordered to indicate a hierarchy that would be experienced by 

the participants and observed by the citizens of the city.69  The book’s rubrics are also explicit in 

detailing personnel for liturgical performance, so that, on big feast days when the entire 

Veronese religious community would gather for services, the bishop, the archdeacon—who was 

                                                
68 Mirroring the idea behind the Roman stational system, which was, in part, instituted to unify the different 
neighborhoods, and therefore the people of the city. 
69 Certainly, urban processions would be organized according to the various groups—parishes, monasteries, 
canons—that participated in them. Certain personnel—most particularly the bishop—would also occupy positions of 
greater prominence, surrounded by people and regalia meant to highlight their authority. One example of a 
procession for which we have this information is the Palm Sunday procession at Chartres. The arrangement of this 
procession provides an example of how urban religious communities would be ordered during this city-wide event: 
C. Wright, “The Palm Sunday Procession in Medieval Chartres,” in The Divine Office in the Latin Middle Ages, R. 
Baltzer and M. Fassler, eds. (New York, 2000), pp. 344-360. The “drama” of medieval liturgical processions has 
received ample scholarly attention, particularly in the latter half of the twentieth century. For a synthesis of the 
scholarly tradition, see R. Reynolds, “The Drama of Medieval Liturgical Processions,” Revue de Musicologie 
(2000), pp. 127-142. 
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head of the canons, the archpriest—who was head of the city’s clerics, and others would all have 

a role in intoning the various chants. As James Borders has noted, the services were 

“formalistic,” with the bishop, archpriest, archdeacon, and major canons fulfilling highly 

ceremonial functions.70  In addition, those other priests participating in the liturgy—the schola 

sacerdotum—were divided into distinct groups, consisting of the major canons and the minor 

clergy, so that rank could be identified and determined. This highly ritualized practice would be 

used to illuminate and reinforce the relationships between these various (and sometimes 

contentious) religious groups and their leaders. 

Thus, the rituals prescribed in the Carpsum reinforced the status of the various secular 

and religious entities to its participants, as well as its audience.  In that they were instituted and 

presided over by Verona’s bishop, the stational liturgies reflect an episcopal strategy to remind 

all of the bishop’s power. In addition, the status of the bishop is further enhanced though the 

adaptation and use of an essentially papal liturgy. Here, the bishop is imaged as the pope himself, 

and the episcopacy was promoted through extensive processions and solemn episcopal masses. 

On a broader level, the appropriation of the Roman system was a means to promote the city 

itself: in using the specific rituals of the papal city, the Veronese Church evoked some of the 

monumentality and antiquity of her Christian community. Certainly, Verona could not imitate 

Rome’s multitude of powerful relics, but it could invest its own few with the same significance, 

and thus transform its Christian community into an idealized, second Rome—a concept that 

would have considerable bearing on the ways in which members of the community would image 

themselves in the centuries following. 

In the end, one of the more intriguing aspects of the Carpsum is its continued use into the 

eleventh century, and perhaps beyond. By the eleventh century, the religious tenor in Verona had 
                                                
70 Borders, Verona as a Musical Center (1983), p. 94. 
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changed considerably: rapid population and economic growth had produced a larger, more 

diverse religious community, who formed themselves into new types of religious groups. By this 

time, Verona’s stational practice would have been ancient itself—a traditional liturgy associated 

with the Veronese bishop. The retention of the “ancient” stational practice in a time of turbulence 

would provide a conservatism and continuity not with the Roman, but the Veronese past, and 

would be used as a tool to remind citizens of an institution that was older and more venerable 

than their own.   

 

The Carpsum, Stational Liturgy, and Veronese Architecture in the Tenth and  
Eleventh Centuries 
 
  While the institution of a Roman stational liturgy at Verona represents a city-wide 

attempt to evoke the landscape of the eternal city (and, thereby to cloak Verona in a mantle of 

reform), an important and even opposing dynamic to explore is the way in which choices made 

within the stational liturgy clearly reflect the individual identities of the churches utilized for 

stational masses. For example, the designation of the Veronese church of Santo Stefano for 

stational masses on many of the same feasts to be held at Saint Peter’s in Rome might reflect the 

meaning of that church within the Veronese religious landscape. This will be especially 

important when the specific history of Santo Stefano is explored.71  Furthermore, while 

associations like these must have existed when the Carpsum was created—that is, when the 

Roman stational system was applied to the specific topography of Verona—the annual practice 

of processing to and hosting liturgies at these buildings on the most significant feasts would have 

further reinforced these spiritual connections, thus securing these identities not only for the 

communities that used the churches, but also within the larger Veronese religious landscape.  

                                                
71 See chapter 3. 
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  As we will see, the identities that created a place within the stational system for the 

churches of Verona—and, in particular, the churches of Santo Stefano and San Lorenzo—were 

so profoundly embedded in the minds of the communities who used them, that the architectural 

features, built into the churches in the late-tenth and eleventh centuries, in turn reflected the 

distinct identity of each church. In this, many of the anomalous features of Verona’s tenth- and 

eleventh-century architecture result from these abiding associations, reflected in and promoted 

by the Carpsum and the liturgies it prescribes. Unfortunately, Verona’s creative architectural turn 

was bound specifically to the tenth and eleventh centuries; it seems as though the ability to 

reflect identity in architecture was aided by the relative independence of these institutions. By 

the mid-twelfth century—as we will see with the church of San Giovanni in Valle, an edifice that 

was rebuilt almost entirely at that time—the architectural choices made that reflect the patronage 

of independent religious organizations gave way to a centralized and more powerful voice: that 

of the bishop. For this reason, the church San Giovanni in Valle, as well as most of the Veronese 

churches built after the 1120’s, provides a counterbalance to the architectural choices exhibited 

by Santo Stefano and San Lorenzo; at San Giovanni in Valle, the architecture of creativity is 

replaced by a different system of features that reflect and promote episcopal authority. 
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Chart Comparing Stational Feasts between the Gregorian (Roman) and Veronese Uses 

The chart below compares the information included in Verona Biblioteca Capitolare ms 

LXXXVI—a ninth-century sacramentary that reflects the Roman stational liturgies practiced by 

the pope at the end of the eighth century, and the Carpsum of the cantor Stephen (BC ms 

XCIV)—an eleventh-century manuscript that exhibits a Veronese episcopal/cathedral canons 

liturgy, as it was practiced from the tenth century on. Although distinctly Roman in liturgical 

character, BC ms LXXXVI was clearly used by Veronese liturgists, as illuminated by the many 

notes, written in an eleventh-century hand, present throughout the margins and interstices of the 

text. Most likely BC ms LXXXVI—or a similar manuscript of the Carolingian era—would have 

been used by the liturgist responsible for the stational liturgies instituted in Verona, most likely 

in the tenth century. These liturgies are prescribed in the pages of BC ms XCIV, represented 

below. 

 

In all, the constant referencing by the Carpsum of the ninth-century Roman sacramentary 

betrays a clear Veronese concern for the adaptation of the Roman liturgies (as per Carolingian 

concerns), and demonstrates the mechanisms by which the Roman liturgies were examined by 

local churchmen and adapted for specific Veronese use. As the following chart shows, however, 

the differences between the Roman and Veronese systems are manifest: most importantly, the 

Roman system is more extensive both in the number of churches utilized, and in the large 

number of days—especially ferial—occupied by stational masses. This discrepancy is due in part 

to the large number of early Christian churches present in Rome when the stational system was 

instituted as a tool for unifying the city. As inhabitants of a small city, unification across the 
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landscape was not likely a major concern for the Veronese. Rather, the Veronese stational system 

strives to imitate that of Rome on a much smaller scale. 

 

N.B.: In this chart, I have included only those rubrics indicating either stational masses or, for 
Verona, the procession to a church outside of the cathedral complex for the office of Vespers. In 
the Carpsum, which includes formularies for the Office as well as the Mass, masses occur after 
the office of Terce, and stational masses are always indicated with the formula Statio ad- [church 
name]. In addition to these events held outside the cathedral, the Carpsum also prescribes 
processions, utilizing the canons’ church of San Giorgio and the baptistery of San Giovanni 
Battista, to be held within the cathedral complex on most feast days.  I have not included these 
processions in this chart.  
 
 
 
Feast Verona Biblioteca Capitolare 

ms LXXXVI 
The Carpsum of the cantor 
Stephen (Verona BC ms XCIV) 

   
Dom. II de adventu dom.  S. Zenonem 
Vigil nat. Domini S. Anastasiam  
nat. Dom. S. Petrum  S. Matrem Ecclesiam72 
nat. S. Stephani  S. Iohannem Evangelistam 
octava S. Stephani  S. Stephano (Vig. Vesp) 
In nat. Innocentium S. Paulum S. Iohannem 
Octava Domini S. Mariam ad Martyres S. Stephano (Vesp) 
Epiphanie S. Petrum  
Dom. II post Epiphaniam  S. Zenonem 
Purificatione/Yppapanti Processione ad S. Mariam 

Maiorem 
Procession, no station prescribed 

   
Dom. in Septuagesima S. Laurentium Foris Muram  
Dom. in Sexagesima S. Paulum S. Zenonem 
Dom. in Quinquegesima S. Petrum  
Fer IIII post dom. in Quin  Procession/Litany 
Fer V  S. Gregoriam  
Fer VI S. Iohannem et Pauli  
Dom. in Quadragesima S. Iohannem in Lateranis  
Fer II post dom. I Quad S. Petrum ad Vincula  
Fer III  S. Anastasiam  
Fer IIII  S. Mariam Maiorem S. Stephanum 
Fer V  S. Laurentium in Formosa  
Fer VI  SS. Apostolos SS. Apostolos 
Sabb post dom. I Quad  S. Petrum  

                                                
72 Rubrics for a procession before Mass, as well as a procession to Sanctum Theodorum Pro Sua Dedicatione, which 
is presumably an altar in or somehow associated with Santo Stefano (see chapter 3).  
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Dom. II in Quadragesima -- S. Zenonem 
Fer II post dom. II Quad S. Clementem  
Fer III  S. Balbinam  
Fer IIII  S. Ceciliam S. Petrum 
Fer V  S. Mariam Transtiberi  
Fer VI  S. Vitalem S. Laurentium 
Sabb post dom. II in Quad SS. Marcellinus et Petrum  
Dom. III in Quadragesima S. Laurentium Foris Muram S. Stephanum 
Fer II post dom. III in Quad S. Marcum  
Fer III  S. Pudentianum  
Fer IIII  S. Xystum S. Iohannem 
Fer V  SS. Cosmam et Damianum  
Fer VI  S. Laurentiam in Lucinae S. Firmin 
Sabb post dom. III in Quad S. Susanna  
Dom. III in Quadragesima Ad Hierusalem S. Petrum 
Fer II post dom. IIII in Quad SS. Quattuor Coronati  
Fer III  S. Laurentium in Damasso  
Fer IIII  S. Paulum S. Nazarium 
Fer V  S. Silvestrum  
Fer VI  S. Eusebium S. Proculum 
Sabb post dom. IIII in Quad S. Laurentium FLM  
Dom. in Passione S. Petrum S. Anastasiam 
Fer II post dom. in Pass S. Chrisogonum  
Fer III  S. Cyriacum  
Fer IIII  S. Marcellum S. Vitalem 
Fer V  S. Apollenarum  
Fer VI  S. Stephanum S. Zenonem 
Sabb post dom. in Pass --  
Dom. in Palmas S. Iohannem in Lateranis Collecta ad S. Petrum 
Fer II  S. Praxedem  
Fer III S. Priscam  
Fer IIII S. Mariam Maiorem  
Fer V   
Fer VI in Parasceve (Good Fr)   
Pasche  Processions through the cathedral 

complex 
Fer II post Pasche S. Petrum S. Stephanum 
Fer III post Pasche S. Paulum SS. Apostolos et S. Laurentium 
Fer IIII post Pasche S. Laurentium Foris Muram S. Petrum et S. Iohannem 
Fer V post Pasche SS. Apostolos S. Firmum 
Fer VI post Pasche S. Mariam S. Mariam Organam et S. Vitalem 
Sabb post Pasche S. Iohannem S. Zenonem et S. Proculum 
Domenica, octava Pasche S. Cosma et Damiano (Vesp) S. Anastasiam 
Pentecosten S. Petrum  
Fer II post Pentecosten S. Petrum in Vincula  
Fer III  S. Anastasiam  
Fer IIII  S. Mariam Maiorem  
Fer V  S. Iohannem et Paulem  
Fer VI  SS. Apostolos  
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Dom. II post Oct. Pent.  S. Zenonem 
   
Letanie Coll. S. Laurentium in Lucina73  
In natale S. Marci  S. Stephanum74 
Vigilia I. Iohannis Baptiste  S. Iohannem (Vig. Vesp.) 
Nat. John the Baptist  S. Iohannem (Vig. Vesp.) 
Vigilia S. Peter  In S. Maria/Ad S. Petrum (Vesp.) 
Inventio corporis S. Stephen  Ad missam totum officium sicut in 

sancti Stephani 
In Nat SS. Firmi et Rustici   In S. Maria/Ad S. Firmin (Vesp.) 
Vigilia S. Lawrence  S. Laurentium (Vesp.) 
 

                                                
73 In the Roman sacramentary (BC ms LXXXVI), the Major Litany (April 25th) has its own formularies and 
extensive rubrics that prescribe a procession from Saint Lawrence in Lucina, to Saint Valentino, across the Milvian 
bridge, to the Vatican hill—where a stop was made at a “cross,” site unknown—to Saint Peter’s (calling for collect 
prayers at the stairs and atrium of St. Peter’s), where the stational mass would be held. 
74 Here: Statio ad S. Stephanum sicut in litanie maiores. 
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2.1: The Carpsum of the cantor Stephen (Biblioteca Capitolare ms XCIV), folia 8 verso - 9 recto 
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CHAPTER 3: FROM THE TENTH TO THE ELEVENTH CENTURY.  
THE CHURCH OF SANTO STEFANO 
 
 
 

In the previous chapter, I discussed the Carpsum of the cantor Stephen—a document that 

evidences Church reforms initiated under the bishop Ratherius in the tenth century. Along with 

the Iconografia Rateriana (a drawing also associated with Ratherius), the Carpsum seems to 

betray a mode of thought that references the city of Rome as an objective in its program of 

reform. Importantly, all of Verona was implicated in this ideal: with the imposition of the Roman 

stational practice, the entire Christian city became a type of Rome. In addition, Verona’s citizens 

took part of this restructuring and repositioning of the city as a new, Christian Rome. 

The stational liturgy at Verona was just one element of a broader program of tenth-

century reform. This reform was a result of social and demographic change, precipitated by 

population growth, which in turn produced a geographical expansion of the city (especially in the 

areas immediately outside of the city walls), as well as a growth in a diverse professional class of 

Verona’s citizens. As we have seen, by the late-tenth century, the city’s laity required a larger 

and more-organized Church to administer to its needs. This meant the establishment of schools 

for the education of the clergy (scole), followed by the establishment of a parish system, the 

organization of the clergy into clerus in- and extrinsecus, and the foundation of religious-run 

organizations like hospitals and xenodochia.  

Verona’s growth—both in terms of population, and in the religious organizations that 

grew to support it—also affected the physical setting of worship.  By the end of the tenth 

century, Verona’s citizens began to rebuild their churches. Building projects were aided by the 

influx of money to Verona’s new middle class, as well as a growing trend to donate locally 

within the community.  The most intriguing aspect of the building boom, however, is the creative 
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results that it brought: among the building programs of the late-tenth and eleventh centuries, the 

galleries at San Lorenzo, the lower/upper church arrangement at San Fermo, and the double 

ambulatory at Santo Stefano are all architectural anomalies that seem to reflect a culture of 

diversity. I would argue that these creative solutions stemmed from a desire to define the role 

and “personality” of each institution within the religious landscape, where various features were 

utilized to refer to architectural archetypes. In the case of Santo Stefano and San Lorenzo, that 

archetype was an ancient and venerable Roman church. 

Among the Veronese churches rebuilt during the eleventh century, the most exemplary of 

all of these trends is the church of Santo Stefano. The church had a long historical identity as a 

cemetery church and, due to the fact that most of Verona’s early bishops were buried here, an 

enduring association with the episcopacy. At the end of the tenth century, it became one of the 

first churches endowed by Ratherius with a school for secular clerics; later, it was central to the 

organization of the clerus intrinsecus. In the twelfth century, it acquired a hospital as well. All of 

these aspects played a role in creating a specific identity associated with Santo Stefano, and 

therefore affected the dramatic restructuring of the church around the year 1000. At this time, a 

double-storied ambulatory—the lower level of which was meant to act as a sort of annular 

crypt—was inserted into the east end of the small, early-Christian church. Like many of the other 

Veronese programs of the eleventh century, this restructuring was so creative that it seems to 

defy what architectural historians have come to expect from Northern Italian architectural 

production of the High Middle Ages—so much so that it was lamented by the nineteenth-century 

architectural historian Marie Ferdinand de Dartein as “un cas singulier, pour ainsi dire, un 

accident. Constatons-le sans chercher à l’expliquer.”1  However, I would argue that, while the 

                                                
1 M. F. de Dartein, Étude sur l'architecture lombarde et sur les origines de l'architecture romano-byzantine (Paris, 
1865-82), p. 445. 
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architecture of Santo Stefano may have been singular for its time, it responds to a larger pattern 

of creative architectural solutions—solutions that were tied to the liturgical use and specific 

historical identity of the church—that was experienced throughout Verona in the tenth and 

eleventh centuries.2   

 

The Church of Santo Stefano 

An important monument in the Veronese landscape, the church of Santo Stefano has been 

located directly across the Adige from the cathedral and the city center since the fifth century. 

Despite its small size, the church remains visible from points throughout the city (including the 

cathedral complex), due to its proximity to the river’s embankments. The building’s brick and 

marble façade, a product of its twelfth-century campaign, is preceded by a small piazza that 

communicates with the interior of the building through a single, central opening [IMAGE 3.1].  

Gothic windows and a double-storied rotunda at the building’s south flank suggest architectural 

modifications that postdate the medieval structure.3  On the interior [IMAGE 3.2], a tall and 

narrow three-aisled nave directs the viewer’s attention towards the church’s steeply elevated 

choir. The bright choir, which extends to the north and south in transept arms and is lit by 

                                                
2 In fact, Santo Stefano responds to a larger pattern of creative building throughout northern Italy in the tenth and 
eleventh centuries. In his article “Church Building in Northern Italy around the Year 1000: A Reappraisal,” Charles 
McClendon discusses what he calls a “broad range of architectural diversity in Italy” at that time. In N. Hiscock, ed., 
The White Mantle of Churches (Turnhout, 2003), p. 222. While she deals primarily with crypts, Anna Segnagni 
Malacart also refers to the eleventh century as a time of “attività costruttiva intensamente creativa” in northern Italy. 
A. Segnagni Malacart, “Cripte lombarde della prima metà del secolo XI,” in Medioevo: Arte Lombarda, A. C. 
Quintavalle, ed. (Milan, 2004), p. 88. 
3 The most recent scholarship published on Santo Stefano has been written by Giovanna Valenzano who, in both her 
entry for the church in Veneto Romanico and her article on the church’s double ambulatory, gives a brief history and 
historiography of the building. Although the dating for the façade will be discussed later in this chapter, it is 
important to note here one of Valenzano’s important contributions to the study of Santo Stefano, which was to 
utilize an unpublished nineteenth-century description of the church, written by Monsignor Vignola, rector of Santo 
Stefano from 1837 to 1887. With this resource, Valenzano is able to re-date the gothic-style windows and oculus on 
the church’s façade (previously believed to be late medieval) to a restoration project of 1817-18.  G. Valenzano, 
“Santo Stefano a Verona,” in Fulvio Zuliani, ed. Veneto Romanico (Milan, 2008), p. 284. 
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windows therein, stands in contrast to the dark, windowless nave. The light, expansive quality of 

the choir is further accentuated in the apse, where a raised ambulatory, viewed through a high 

arcade, causes the thickness of the wall to disintegrate into a series of columns and arches. Below 

the choir, a crypt—accessed via the nave aisles—mirrors the space of the choir, including a 

raised ambulatory installed directly below the choir ambulatory. It is this arrangement at the 

church’s east end that makes the church of Santo Stefano “un cas singulier.”  

 

Location of the Church 

Perhaps one of the aspects most important to Santo Stefano’s medieval identity was its 

location [IMAGE 3.3]. The church was located in an area known as the oltra’Adige that was 

favored by pre-Roman populations. However, only one aspect of it—the hill (or colle) of Saint 

Peter—was enclosed within the Roman city wall; most of this side of the Adige remained outside 

of the city, including Santo Stefano and its immediate environs.4  While the neighborhood 

remained relatively rural throughout the Roman period, it became increasingly populated over 

the course of the Middle Ages, leaving the archaeological evidence for the earlier periods 

problematic and incomplete.5  Scholars have hypothesized the existence here of a Roman temple 

dedicated to Isis and Serapis, based on the discovery of an incomplete inscription dedicated to 

the goddess.6  In support of this thesis, the seventeenth-century antiquarian, the Marchese 

Francesco Scipione Maffei claimed to have discovered a statue of Serapis at the site; 

                                                
4 For a discussion of the pre-Roman archaeology on the colle San Pietro, see: Many authors, Verona e il suo 
territorio (Verona, 1960-), vol. 1. This volume also covers the Roman remains—it should be remembered that the 
Roman theater was built up this hill, within the city walls. Verona’s Roman topography and architecture is discussed 
by Pirro Marconi, Verona romana (Bergamo, 1937).  
5 This is a product of later building, as well as the interest and therefore removal of antiquities starting in sixteenth 
century. 
6 These are discoveries discussed by many authors, including Lanfranco Franzoni in his essay “Cenni storici per la 
chiesa di S. Stefano” published in Piccoli e grandi interventi per salvare Santo Stefano (Verona, 1993). In his 
monograph on the church, Umberto Tessari mentions that the inscriptions were, at a time, moved to the Museo 
Maffei, but are now lost. U. G. Tessari, La Chiesa di S. Stefano (Verona, 1957). 
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additionally, four Aswan granite columns currently installed at the center of the crypt lend 

further credence to the presence of an Egyptian cult.7  

Throughout the Middle Ages, the extramural area was adjacent to a city gate known as 

the Porta Santo Stefano.8  The gate permitted entrance into the city along the via Claudia 

Augustus, which followed the Brenner pass to areas north of Verona, such as Trent. Directly 

inside the city gate, the road crossed the famous Ponte Pietra (Pons marmoreus) and entered the 

city center, immediately passing the episcopal complex [IMAGE 3.4]. As was the pattern for 

Roman settlements, it was in these extramural areas, along the major arteries, where late-Roman 

and Christian cemeteries were located; limited archaeological remains confirm such a pattern at 

Santo Stefano [IMAGE 3.5].9  Even after its foundation, the church remained tied to the site’s 

cemeterial aspect—especially through the presence of multiple relics there. It is important, 

therefore, to understand Santo Stefano in this way: while its close proximity to the cathedral 

ensured its centrality to the religious life of the city, its location outside the city walls allowed for 

a continued association with burial and death. For this reason, the church occupies an interesting 

geographic and social position in the history of the Veronese Church. 

                                                
7 This sculpture was discovered near the Roman theater (adjacent to the church of Santo Stefano), and is discussed 
briefly in Maffei’s Verona Illustrata (Verona, 1771), vol. 4, p. 369, with an image (Tav. XIII, n. 1). It is now in the 
collections of the Musées d’Art et d’Histoire de Geneva (no. d’inventaire 008945). The archaeological finds 
pertaining to a temple of Isis and Serapis are also reported in the archaeological notices (entry author: F. Halbherb) 
of the American Journal of Archaeology (vol. 9, 1894), pp. 143-144. Halbherb reports on an excavation on the colle 
San Pietro led by S. Ricci in the late nineteenth century that included finds such as fragments of orientalizing 
column capitals, a cippus referring to Serapis, and a fragmentary inscription, most likely from an altar dedicated to 
the god. 
8 The circular foundations for the towers of gate were recently unearthed between the vicolo S. Faustino and the via 
Redentore. These are very similar to those of the Republican-era Porta Leoni, the foundations and façade of which 
are still exposed and displayed near the church of San Fermo (see image 4.27). This discovery is discussed by 
Lanfranco Franzoni in his essay “Cenni storici per la chiesa di S. Stefano” (1993). 
9 A. Da Lisca discusses the archaeology of burials at S. Stefano in his La basilica di S. Stefano in Verona (Verona, 
1936).  He also uses the fact that several of the bishops’ relics invested at S. Stefano predate the foundation of the 
church. Therefore, he concludes, they must have been buried originally in a Christian cemetery at the site. Presently, 
there are a few roman tombs displayed along the Adige, below the church. Presumably, these tombs were discovered 
at or near the church.  
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Architecturally, the early history of Santo Stefano is shrouded in mystery, though 

scholars generally put its foundation somewhere after the first two decades of the fifth century, 

based on its dedication to the first martyr. The discovery of Saint Stephen’s body in 415 was 

documented by Lucian, a priest who claimed to have found it in a field outside of Caphargamala. 

After that, the relics of the protomartyr made their way via Jerusalem to places west: it is at this 

time that we see the foundation of western churches dedicated to the saint, most notably the 

church of Santo Stefano in Rotondo in Rome, consecrated by Pope Simplicius between 468 and 

483.10  Churches dedicated to Saint Stephen were also built at Bologna, Milan, Brescia, Forlì, 

and Pavia during the fifth century.11  

A study of the extant physical fabric of the building does not solidify dates for the early 

church—while some scholars have theorized that Santo Stefano already took a basilical form by 

the fifth century, others would reconstruct the first church as a small, centrally-planned sacellum, 

much like the one associated with Galla Placidia in Ravenna, built around 425.12  Long 

connected to the princess, newer research has raised the hypothesis that the monument was—like 

                                                
10 The discovery of Stephen’s relics was recorded by Lucian in an encyclical letter, which was then translated into 
Latin by Avitus of Braga, who sent news of the discovery to his bishop, together with the relics of the saint. Avitus 
attended the Council of Jerusalem against Pelagius in 415. The texts associated with the development of the cult of 
Stephen have been surveyed by Francois Bovon in his article “The Dossier on Stephen, the First Martyr,” in 
Harvard Theological Review (vol. 23, 2003), pp. 279-315.  
11 The dedication of Santo Stefano by Simplicius is recorded in the Liber Pontificalis, as noted by R. Krautheimer in 
his Corpus Basilicarum Christianarum Romae (Rome, 1937), p. 237. In his Souvenir des évêques (Rome, 1988), J. 
C. Picard names five other Early Christian churches dedicated to St. Stephen in northern Italy: at Milan, a fifth-
century cemetery church that was rebuilt in the ninth and sixteenth centuries; at Bologna, a church that predates 449, 
now a Romanesque church on a centralized plan; at Brescia the church of Santo Stefano in Arce there are tombs of 
bishops dating from the end of the sixth century to the middle of the seventh; at Forlì, two bishops of the fifth 
century were entombed in the suburban, funerary monastery; though at Pavia the cathedral was consecrated to Saint 
Stephen in the eighth century. Picard’s examples are also noted by Antonella Favaro in her article “Vicende edilizie 
relative alla basilica di S. Stefano,” Atti e memorie della Accademia di Verona (serie VI, 47, 1995-96), pp. 355-390. 
12 It is unclear who first proposed this arrangement, as it is presented by Giovanna Valenzano as being a new idea 
offered by C. Du Cange, see G. Valenzano “Il problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano” in Arte Lombarda, 
A. Quintavalle, ed. (Milan, 2001), who cites C. Du Cange, Glossarium mediae et infinae latinitatis (Bologna, 1982), 
pp. 54-55. However, discussed as fact in R. Krautheimer’s influential survey, Early Christian and Byzantine 
Architecture (Baltimore, 1965), p. 82. Archaeologists Alberta Bartoli and Iris Franco support the theory of a small, 
centrally-planned structure that predates the fifth- or sixth-century basilica, based on foundations for walls 
discovered under the crossing in the crypt.  See Piccoli e grandi interventi per salvare Santo Stefano (Verona, 1993) 
in Bartoli and Franco’s chapter “I risultati degli scavi,” p. 23. 
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that at Verona—dedicated to an early martyr saint (Lawrence).13  However, whether it was a 

small sacellum, or a larger basilical church, a building dedicated to Stephen in Verona definitely 

existed by the second decade of the sixth century. At this time, the Ostrogothic king Theodoric 

destroyed some part of the church; an act noted by the Anonymous Valesianus, a historian who 

composed a history of the Ostrogothic king sometime after his death in 526.14  After having 

taken residence in Verona, the Anonymous Valesianus notes, an evil inclination overcame 

Theodoric, pushing him to destroy the church of Saint Stephen—or, as the text reads: Nam mox 

iussit ad fonticulos in proastio civitatis Veronensis oratorium Santi Stephani, id est altarium, 

subverti.15  The author’s meaning here has been highly disputed: while some scholars interpret 

this notice to indicate a full destruction of the church, others have read the term altarium to mean 

that only a portion of the building was destroyed.16  Following the early-twentieth-century 

architectural historian Alessandro Da Lisca, most scholars now read this statement to mean that 

destruction occurred only in the eastern portion of the building, which was quickly rebuilt in the 

                                                
13 Although popularly known as the mausoleum of Galla Placidia, the centrally planned structure at Ravenna’s 
church of Santa Croce was most likely a late-antique chapel dedicated to the martyr Lawrence. A discussion of the 
chapel and its decorations appears in Otto von Simson, Sacred Fortress: Byzantine Art and Statecraft in Ravenna 
(Chicago, 1948). A recent and thorough examination of the chapel, its relationship to the princess patron, and the 
argument that it was originally dedicated to the martyr St. Lawrence is one subject of D. Mauskopf Deliyannis’ 
book: Ravenna in Late Antiquity (Cambridge, 2010), pp. 74-84. 
14 For a discussion of the Anonymous Valesianus, see Richard W. Burgess, “Anonymi Valesiani pars posterior,” in 
Graeme Dunphy. Encyclopedia of the Medieval Chronicle (Leiden, 2010), p. 101. The text is most likely written 
around 527, and bears the heading item ex libris Chronicorum inter cetera.  
15 In context: Ex eo enim invenit [tempore] diabolus locum, quem ad modum hominem bene rem publicam sine 
querela gubernantem subriperet. Nam mox iussit Ad Fonticulos in proastio civitatis Veronensis oratorium Santi 
Stephani, id est altarium, subverti. Item ut nullus Romanus armis usque ad cultellum uteretur vetuit. (14:83, Pars 
Posterior)—text courtesy of the Library of Latin Texts (Turnhout, 2012). The statement about the church of Santo 
Stefano comes after Theodoric had already occupied Verona for a period of time, having built a palace and baths for 
that purpose. Also, the chronicler states that Theodoric had provided for the repair of the city’s aqueduct and walls. 
However, as the chronicler states: Shortly after that the devil found an opportunity to steal for his own a man who 
was ruling the state well and without complaint. Then, Theoderic gave orders that an oratory of St. Stephen, 
that is, an altar, beside the springs in a suburb of the city of Verona, should be destroyed. He also forbade any 
Roman to carry arms, except a small knife [tr. author]. 
16 Here, those scholars arguing for a wholesale destruction of Santo Stefano also argue that the Arian Goth 
Theodoric was antagonistic toward Catholic Christianity. More recently, however, scholarly sentiment has trended 
away from this interpretation of Theodoric. I have discussed some of the historiography of scholarship on the Goths 
and their response to Roman culture in previous chapters. See especially the work of Brian Ward-Perkins, in 
particular The Fall of Rome and the End of Civilization (Oxford, 2005). 
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sixth century. In Da Lisca’s theory, the destruction wrought on Santo Stefano’s east end was part 

of a larger project to rebuild the city walls, the porta Santo Stefano, and the retaining wall of the 

Adige—all of which had suffered damage over the course of time.17  For Da Lisca, the sixth-

century church varied little from its fifth-century incarnation, except that the choir was truncated, 

and the rebuilt apse was moved several meters to the west. Conversely, some scholars have 

interpreted the word oratorium to mean that a centrally-planned structure might have persisted 

for some time, only to be destroyed by Theodoric in the sixth century.18  The theory would have 

the church rebuilt as a basilica structure in the sixth century. In the end, each of these histories 

would construct the church as a large, open basilica by at least the mid-sixth century with the 

same, basic footprint as the extant church [IMAGE 3.6]. 

Since the fourteenth century and perhaps before, a strong local legend has identified the 

church of Santo Stefano as an early cathedral of Verona.19  It, along with San Procolo (a small 

church located adjacent to the monastery of San Zeno), has been identified as such due to the 

preponderance of bishops whose relics are located within the church.20  A number of medieval 

sources attest to the presence of bishops’ relics here, including the Versus de Verona (ca. 800), 

which names five bishops: Florentius, Vendemiale, Maurus, Andronicus, and Probus, who are 

buried at Santo Stefano.21  An eleventh-century inscription still located in the church names 

                                                
17 Da Lisca’s theory is based on archaeology conducted to the southeast of the building, where parts of the Adige 
retaining wall have been constructed of Roman spolia. In addition, Da Lisca seems to have seen foundations that 
indicated a shift in the city wall and door. Inside the building, Da Lisca identified an arch within the eastern wall as 
the original triumphal arch, arguing that the fifth century building would have been a meter or so longer. La basilica 
di S. Stefano in Verona (Verona, 1936), pp. 8-10. 
18 See footnote 12, as well as U. G. Tessari, in his La Chiesa di S. Stefano (Verona, 1957). 
19 The first to publish this idea was Giovanni Mansionario, in his Historia Imperialis written in 1320. It has been 
repeated for centuries hence. 
20 There could be as many as 14 episcopal tombs at San Procolo, the last being San Servolo, who died around 412. 
G. Ederle, Dizionario cronologico bio-bibliografico dei vescovi di Verona (Verona, 1965). For information on the 
church and its history, see the comprehensive work of Pierpaolo Brugnoli, La chiesa di San Procolo in Verona 
(Verona, 1988). 
21 See later in this chapter for a transcription of the verses describing the relics installed at Santo Stephano. G. B. 
Pighi, Versus de Verona: versvm de mediolano civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960). 
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seven more: Simplicius, Petronius, Innocentius, Felix, Salvinus, Theodore, Senator, in addition 

to the three last bishops included in the Versus. The earliest of these is Petronius, who wore the 

miter from 412 to 419. For this reason, some scholars have hypothesized that Petronius initiated 

the construction of the church.22  In addition to these twelve early bishops, Giambatista 

Biancolini adds several more, bringing the total to 23.23  These bishops’ episcopacies span the 

fifth to the mid-eighth centuries, with the exception of two who were buried at the church San 

Pietro in Castello in the first decades of the sixth century.24  The last bishop to be buried at Santo 

Stefano was San Biagio who died in 750; it is well known that the subsequent bishop, Annone 

(750-760), was inhumed in the city’s cathedral.25  While it is impossible to verify the presence 

and the dates of all the bishops buried at Santo Stefano, the association between it and episcopal 

relics has sustained the legend of its cattedralità. 

Beyond the episcopal burials, other important factors have contributed to the myth of 

Santo Stefano’s cathedral status: including the presence of an ancient stone “cathedra” at the 

church, known to the earliest scholars of the building [IMAGE 3.7];26  an allowance for the 

                                                
22 For example, C. F. Tedone, La Cattedrale di Verona nelle sue vicende edilizie (Verona, 1987). In his Notizie 
Storiche delle Chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), G. B. Biancolini includes a transcription of this eleventh-century 
inscription. 
23 Although this number varies between the 1749 and 1757 versions of the text. G. B. Biancolini, Notizie Storiche 
delle Chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), pp. 11-26. Presumably, Biancolini’s high number stems from an 
assumption that all bishops were buried here during these centuries. 
24 For Biancolini, these bishops were not buried in Santo Stefano at this time due to the complete destruction of the 
church by Theodoric. Biancolini names two bishops: S. Verecondo (d. 523) and S. Valente (d. 531) that were buried 
at the church of San Pietro in Castello (now lost). He also uses this shift as proof of serious damage incurred on the 
church by Theodoric (as per the Anonymous Valesianus), G. B. Biancolini, Notizie Storiche delle Chiese di Verona 
(Verona, 1749-71), pp. 11-26. In her article on the architecture of San Pietro, Silvia Baldo gives the dates 531 and 
533 for the deaths of Valente and Verecondo, respectively. Baldo also cites an inscription that mentions the 
transferal (with solemn liturgies) of said relics to the cathedral in 1817. S. Baldo, “La chiesa di San Pietro in 
Castello a Verona,” Verona Illustrata (no. 1, 2008), p. 5. 
25 Biancolini notes the presence of Annone’s body in the cathedral, claiming that the bishop was buried under an 
altar of Sant’Andrea. As a side note, Annone was also famous for the discovery and transfer of the relics of Fermo 
and Rustico. G. B. Biancolini, Notizie Storiche (1749-71), p. 174. 
26 This ancient seat was discussed by Biancolini in the eighteenth century. Presumably it was walled up inside the 
upper ambulatory in the nineteenth century, and discovered in the archaeological project of the 1880’s—its presence 
there is noted by Berchet in the 1890’s, as well as Porter in 1917. Photographs from the 1960’s show the cathedral 
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archpriest of the church to use a miter and crozier until 1398; and the ability for the archpriest to 

perform baptism of neophytes.27  Regardless of these indications of episcopal status, the myth of 

Santo Stefano was debunked in the 1980’s when the remains of a fourth- and a fifth- century 

basilica were discovered under the present episcopal complex, making the city’s current Duomo 

the cathedral from this early date.28  Moreover, as Antonella Favaro has pointed out, the titles 

“ad fonticulos” or “ad martyres” usually granted to the church of Santo Stefano do not 

demonstrate cathedral status, but rather indicate other aspects of the church that characterized it 

among the Veronese citizens: here, its proximity to a water source as well as its reputation for the 

relics invested there.29  

Recent research has also challenged the concept that episcopal burial churches located 

outside the city walls were cathedrals de facto. For example, in his extensive study of bishops in 

early medieval Italy, for example, J.C. Picard concluded that, before the eighth and ninth 

centuries, bishops were generally buried in specially-designated martyrial or cemetery 

churches.30  It was not until the high Middle Ages, he argues, that bishops began to be buried 

within the episcopal complex. This general trend accords with the history of episcopal burial in 

Verona: after Annone was buried at the cathedral in 774, subsequent bishops followed suit. 

However, to this day, regardless of these facts, the legend of Santo Stefano as the city’s early 

medieval cathedral remains strong in Veronese scholarship.  
                                                                                                                                                       
still installed in the upper ambulatory. Presently, it has been moved to the choir, directly behind the main altar, in the 
position where the high altar would have been located in the Middle Ages. 
27 This on the authority of the scholar Antonella Favaro, who draws and compiles from sources such as Biancolini, 
in her article “Vicende edilizie relative alla basilica di S. Stefano,” Atti e memorie della Accademia di Verona (serie 
VI, 47, 1995-96), p. 359. 
28 The findings from this archaeological project were published and discussed by Cinzia Fiorio Tedone, Silvia 
Lusuardi Siena, and Paolo Piva in “Il complesso paleocristiano e altomedioevale,” in La cattedrale di Verona nelle 
sue vicende edilizie dal secolo VI al secolo XVI (Verona, 1987).  
29 A. Favaro, “Vicende edilizie,” (1995-96), p. 359. The early appellation ad fonticulos is even used by the 
Anonymous Valesianus, see quote above. 
30 Picard’s is a detailed and thorough study of episcopal burial, published in the volume Le souvenir des évêques: 
sépultures, listes épiscopales et culte des évêques en Italie du Nord des origines au Xe siècle (Rome, 1988), pp. 327-
385. 
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Most likely, it was the special location of Santo Stefano that lent it its special designation 

as burial church to the bishops. Within sight of the cathedral but outside of the city walls, the site 

was physically close, yet geographically distinct enough to provide a perfect site for episcopal 

burial. In many ways, the relationship between Verona’s cathedral and Santo Stefano follows the 

division between eucharistic church and martyrium, codified by André Grabar in his learned 

volumes of the 1940’s.31  While many subsequent scholars have since challenged the polarizing 

distinctions that Grabar set out to make, it is hard to deny that some early Christian churches 

adhere to these categories.32 This is especially interesting in the context of a city where different 

churches might evolve to inhabit these poles. With this, a system of urban devotional practice is 

created, and the two churches remain equally yet uniquely important to city-wide worship. Of 

course, the most important example of such an arrangement is the relationship between the 

Roman churches of Saint Peter’s and Saint John the Lateran: while the Lateran remained the 

liturgical and administrative center of the Roman Church  (and the seat of the bishop), the church 

of St. Peter’s was the burial place of popes, and also the devotional center of the city’s venerable 

cult of saints. In the Roman stational system, the Pope visited St. Peter’s frequently for stational 

masses; but the church served as an important site for papal diplomacy as well.33  In fact, Saint 

                                                
31 See André Grabar, Martyrium. Recherches sur le culte des reliques et l’art chrétien antique (Paris, 1943-46), 2 
vols.  
32 Grabar’s work has been addressed or reviewed by most historians of medieval architecture from the twentieth 
century; as Annabel Jane Wharton commented: “[the text] appears ubiquitously in the bibliographies of books 
dealing with Early Christian Monuments,” (“Rereading Martyrium: The Modernist and Postmodernists Texts,” 
Gesta (vol. 29, 1990), p. 1) The distinguished list of scholars who have written reviews of the book includes Richard 
Krautheimer (“Review of Andre Grabar, Martyrium,” Art Bulletin (XXXV, 1953), pp. 57-61) and J. B. Ward-
Perkins. Ward-Perkins’ voice represents the most common complaint, that Grabar’s arguments are not founded in 
sound archaeological practice (“Memoria, Martyr’s Tomb and Martyr’s Church,” Journal of Theological Studies 
(April, 1966), pp. 20-37). Like many who follow, Ward-Perkins also takes umbrage to the use of the term—
martyrium—which is seldom used in antiquity, as well as Grabar’s argument that pagan buildings influenced the 
form of the martyrium type. 
33 The Roman stational liturgy, established by the fourth century has a long history of scholarship. See chapter two, 
and the work of John Baldovin, The Urban Character of Christian Worship (Rome, 1986). It should be remembered 
that it was the basilica of Saint Peter’s where the emperor Charlemagne was received and crowned, as well as 
subsequent Carolingian emperors. It is assumed that the so-called Cathedra Petri, with its image of Charles the Bald 
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Peter’s was such an essential part of the papal itinerary that the Pope kept quarters at the site—as 

early as the fifth century, a temporary residence was established near the basilica on the Campo 

Santo Teutonico.34  In addition, the Cathedra Petri—a symbol of both past and present papal 

power—was kept at Saint Peter’s, and its feast was celebrated here as well.35  In this, both the 

Lateran and St. Peter’s acted as devotional nodes, and both were inextricably tied to the Pope 

throughout the Middle Ages.  

Like Saint Peter’s, the church of Santo Stefano in Verona was accorded a special 

martyrial status through the abundance of important relics located here: in addition to the most 

important relic of Saint Stephen and those of the Veronese bishops, the church was believed to 

hold the relics of forty saints martyred under Diocletian, as well as the sainted Galla Placidia, 

daughter of the emperor Theodosius I.36  Also like Saint Peter’s, Santo Stefano remained 

connected to the bishop throughout the Middle Ages—not only due to the ancient associations, 

but also through the liturgies that were held there. In fact, I would argue, it was because of its 

                                                                                                                                                       
on the back, was brought to St. Peter’s by the emperor for his own coronation in 875. This chair was eventually 
treated as a relic, believed by the later Middle Ages to be the actual chair of Saint Peter. On history of the ninth-
century chair, see Michele Maccarrone’s essay, “Storia della cattedra,” in La cattedra lignea di San Pietro (Vatican, 
2010). 
34 From Matilda Webb: “a temporary papal residence had been built on or near the Campo Santo Teutonico by Pope 
Symmachus (498-514). Symmachus’s building and a ninth-century residence attached to the atrium north of St 
Peter’s, were also used for state occasions and for the accommodation of foreign sovereigns such as Charlemagne. 
No traces remain of either of these buildings.” M. Webb, The Churches and Catacombs of Early Rome (Brighton, 
2001), p. 23. This statement is supported by Richard Krautheimer in Rome: Portrait of a City 312-1308 (Princeton, 
1980), p 268. 
35 The history of the veneration of the Cathedra Petri is quite complicated: it is unclear as to whether there was an 
earlier object at St. Peter’s believed to be the actual Cathedra before the Middle Ages. Regardless, a feast of the 
chair, celebrated on February 22, was held already by the fifth century in Rome. However, this feast seems to have 
fallen out of fashion in Rome in the sixth and seventh centuries, though survived in the North, thus reentering the 
Roman liturgy through the amalgamation of Gallic and Roman liturgy that produced the Gregorian Sacramentary. 
For the manuscript tradition related to this feast, see Louis Van Tongeren, “Transformations of the Calendar in the 
Early Middle Ages,” in Christian Feast and Festival: The Dynamics of Western Liturgy and Culture (Leuven, 
2001), pp. 303-304. The feast therefore appears in the ninth-century Veronese (Gregorian) sacramentary, as well as 
the Carpsum. The reestablishment of this feast, and therefore the veneration of this symbol of papal power, has great 
repercussions for ninth-century Rome that cannot be covered here. 
36 This is mentioned in G. B. Biancolini, Notizie Storiche delle Chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), p. 12. 
According to the author, he saw a small arca containing the princess’s relics located in the crypt. He also mentions 
an ancient vita of the Virgin Saint Placidia, which claimed that she traveled to Verona, where she worked miracles, 
died of a fever, and was buried at the church of Santo Stefano. 
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martyrial status that liturgies were created in the tenth century in order to make an explicit 

connection between the Veronese church and Saint Peter’s in Rome. This forged association was 

later reinforced by the architectural program of the early eleventh century. 

 

The Early Christian Architectural Program at Santo Stefano 

Although the relationship between the fifth-century church of Saint Stephen and its sixth-

century rebuild remains unclear, we can speak with confidence about the building’s sixth-century 

incarnation. This discussion is still limited, however, by what remains of these early programs. 

Most likely, both the fifth- and sixth-century versions of the church followed a basilical plan, 

with a large, semicircular apse and projecting transept arms. Although this form was proposed by 

at least the nineteenth century, an archaeological project begun in 1934 made it conclusive: in 

removing the layers of plaster, Alessandro Da Lisca and Paolo Verzone were able to examine the 

exterior walls of the church, judging them to be of ancient and homogeneous construction.37  In 

this, both scholars concluded that the original structure determined the footprint of the current 

one: with a large, open nave (measuring approximately 40 by 12.5 meters), with transept arms 

(measuring 8 by 6.5 meters), and a large apse at the eastern end [see image 3.6]. To the west, 

evidence suggests the existence of a structure, most likely an atrium or a portico. Although it is 

                                                
37 That is, up to a point. Based on his observation of the masonry, Da Lisca claims that the transept arms were rebuilt 
in the eighth century. Published in A. Da Lisca, La basilica di S. Stefano in Verona (Verona, 1936) and P. Verzone, 
L’architettura religiosa dell'alto medio evo nell'Italia settentrionale (Milan, 1942). The existence of transept arms in 
the Early-Christian church, however, has been challenged by the work of Alberta Bartoli and Iris Franco who, in a 
restoration project of the 1990’s, uncovered foundation walls within the current crypt that are basically a 
continuation of the current nave walls, up into crossing. These foundations are positioned at the same height as a 
perpendicular set of foundations that were discovered under the stairs to the choir, leading the authors to conclude 
that the sixth-century structure had no transept arms. Instead Bartoli and Franco construct the floorplan as a small 
basilica with no transept arms and an apse with a much smaller diameter than the current one. They conclude that 
the ambulatories were added outside of the building’s exterior wall in the eleventh century. This is a theory that is 
not reflected in more current scholarship, but requires response here. Their theories are published in: Piccoli e 
grandi interventi per salvare Santo Stefano (Verona, 1993), pp. 22-26. Regardless, the difficulty lies in the fact that 
major reconstruction programs of the late-tenth, early-eleventh and sixteenth centuries have obscured the fifth/sixth-
century masonry.  
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unknown when this structure was built—an atrium is first mentioned in a document dated to 

1087—it is possible that a western structure dates to the early Middle Ages.38  

Regarding building’s interior, both Verzone and Da Lisca maintain that Santo Stefano 

had an open floorplan with no aisles or colonnades. Their conclusion stems not only from the 

tenth-century appearance of the present arcade (see later in the chapter), but also from the 

presence of five large, round-headed windows of a single order located approximately 5.3 meters 

up the exterior south nave wall [IMAGE 3.8].39  Based on their size and form, the windows have 

long been assigned to the early Middle Ages; at present they have been partially walled up, and 

communicate with the area above the wooden ceiling of the aisles. Due to their location above 

the aisles of the church (thus rendering them useless), Verzone and Da Lisca have argued that the 

original basilica would not have had aisles—instead, the windows would have allowed light to 

enter into a central nave space. The spaciousness of the interior would have been enhanced 

through a thin-wall construction, supporting a wooden roof.  The building was terminated with 

an eastern apse that was semicircular on the interior, though slightly polygonal on the exterior; 

the remains of three large windows from the original construction can still be seen [IMAGE 

3.9].40  A spacious transept preceded the apse. Currently, the ceiling level of the transept arms is 

approximately 2 meters lower than that of the nave. Unfortunately, later construction has 

                                                
38 This issue will be discussed later in the chapter. The assignment to the early Middle Ages derives only from the 
fact that atria, typically, were not built after this period. Da Lisca, for example, took this point for granted, 
automatically assigning the atrium to the fifth century. However, the sudden appearance of the term after 1087, and 
its use in eleventh-century documents requires assessment. In support of an eleventh-century date, Giovanna 
Valenzano has claimed that the column capitals used in the late-twelfth century portion of the crypt were reused 
from the recently-destroyed atrium—see G. Valenzano, “Santo Stefano a Verona,” in Veneto Romanico, F. Zuliani, 
ed. (Milan, 2008) p. 286. These capitals are mostly tenth-century in nature. Thus, if Valenzano’s theory is correct, 
the atrium should be dated to the late-tenth/early-eleventh century program.  
39 These measurements are Da Lisca’s. Also, Da Lisca observed a parallel set of windows along the north wall of the 
nave, which is now completely inaccessible due to construction. 
40 The discovery of a large arch extending from the crossing into the eastern walls of the transept arms led both 
scholars to the conclusion that this was a triumphal arch that corresponded with the original apse of the building. 
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obscured the original disposition of the crossing.41  The floor levels, however, are easier to 

discern: most likely the nave and choir would have been at the same floor level—or perhaps the 

choir might have been raised a few inches above the floor of the nave—providing unencumbered 

views of the choir throughout the building.42  With its open views and expanse of space, this 

structure was diametrically opposed to the cramped interior that one encounters upon visiting the 

church today. This shift is a result of a major restoration project of the late-tenth century that 

dramatically altered the appearance of the church and its meaning within Veronese society. 

 
 
 
The Church of Santo Stefano in the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries 
 

The church of Santo Stefano seems to have retained its status as cemetery basilica into 

the Carolingian age. This identity was evident to the ninth-century poet of the Versus de Verona 

who, after describing Verona’s Roman monuments (see chapter 2), goes on to describe the 

garland of churches that surrounds and protects the city. In the urban encomium, the saints act as 

metonymic representations of the city’s church, as is the case with Santo Stefano, which is 

represented as the multitude of relics installed there. The author begins this part of the poem with 

the lines: 

 
O felicem te, Verona, ditata et inclita, 
qualis es circumuallata custodes sanctissimi, 
qui te defendet et expugna ab hoste iniquissimo. 

 
Ab oriente habet primum martyrem Stephanum, 
Florentium, Vindemialem et Mauro episcopo, 
Mammam, Andronico et Probo cum Quaranta martyribus: 

                                                
41 Again, although it is clear that the transept arms are original to the early basilica, it has been argued 
(convincingly) that the transept arms were rebuilt in the eighth century by Da Lisca, Santo Stefano (1936). 
42 On the architecture of the sixth-century building, and its relationship to other open-nave planned buildings in the 
West, see E. Lehmann, “Zum Typus von Santo Stefano in Verona,” in Stucchi e mosaici alto-medievali, Atti 
dell’VIII congresso di studi sull’Arte dell’Alto Medioevo (Milan, 1962), pp. 287-299.  
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[Happy are you, wealthy and beautiful Verona, who is encircled by the protection of the saints, 
who defend and liberate you from the worst enemies//To the east is the protomartyr Stephen, 
Florentius, Vindemiale and the bishops Maurus, Mammam, Andronicus and Probus with the 40 
Martyrs.]43 
 

From Santo Stefano, the poem travels a circuit around Verona, visiting those buildings that stand 

at the city’s boundaries and thus protect the city through the power of their relics. Notably, as 

Santo Stefano is the first church encountered on this walking tour, the author implies a kind of 

primacy in the church’s geographic location and perhaps a preeminence within the Veronese 

Church. Certainly, Santo Stefano’s long list of relics would earn it a principal position amongst 

the Veronese churches—especially in light of the poem’s special focus on saints. In addition, 

because the church sits at the most northeastern point of the city, beginning with Santo Stefano 

allows the poet to travel through Verona from east to west—like the path of the sun, or the 

history of salvation played out across the sacred urban landscape.  

While the Versus provide an important ninth-century witness to the importance of Santo 

Stefano, the Iconografia Rateriana imagines the church within in its tenth-century urban context 

[IMAGE 3.10].44  In the drawing, the church is located at the upper left hand corner, near the 

origin-head of the river Adige, a position that mirrors its actual location outside of the city’s 

northeastern wall.45  If the image is read like a text, the church seems to introduce the city from 

                                                
43 Versus de Verona, lines 55-60. Text of the poem taken from: G. B. Pighi, Versus de Verona: versvm de mediolano 
civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960), p. 153. 
44 See chapter 2 for a discussion of the Iconografia Rateriana, as well as its bibliography. Note that, because of the 
singularity of its position in the drawing (and in the city), the church has been consistently identified by scholars 
who have looked at the image.  
45 Giambatista Biancolini’s print—with his building identifications—has been re-produced as fact since its 
eighteenth-century publication. In the 1960’s, in an exhaustive, six-volume historical survey entitled Verona e il suo 
territorio, historian Carlo Mor readdressed the image, challenging Biancolini’s identifications, supposedly based on 
greater access to archaeological data. In comparing Mor and Biancolini’s lists, only one unlabeled building is like-
wise identified by both authors: that is, the church of Santo Stefano; the scholars disagree on all of the other struc-
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here, much like it does in the Versus de Verona. Its location outside of the city walls is not the 

artist’s only reference to specific aspects of the church’s identity: while all of the other churches 

turn their facades to the viewer (despite actual orientation), the depiction of the church with a 

pitched roof at one end and a barrel vault at the other, as well as the lack of door, indicates that 

the artist represents Santo Stefano’s apsidal end. Furthermore, although it is clearly problematic 

to use this document as archaeological evidence, the meeting of the half circle to the pitched 

roof, as well as the section appended to the building’s south flank could be used to argue that the 

single-apse basilica with transept floorplan already existed at the time of the Iconografia’s 

production—thus supporting Da Lisca and Verzone’s construction of eastern end of the early-

Christian church.46  

In terms of historical notices, Santo Stefano is first mentioned among those churches 

damaged in an invasion of Hungarian tribes. This information appears in a marginal note in a 

fifteenth-century manuscript which states that the Magyars had burned the suburbs (in suburbiis) 

of Verona, as well as the churches of San Zeno Maggiore, San Procolo, Santo Stefano, and Santi 

Nazaro and Celso in the year 951.47  In fact, beginning in 899, and throughout the tenth century, 

the Hungarians arrived several times at the gates of Verona; it is unclear to what extent damage 

was caused to the city or to the churches mentioned here. Some scholars have taken the notice of 

                                                                                                                                                       
tures. See C. G. Mor, “Dalla caduta dell’impero al commune” in Verona e il suo territorio, Verona (1964), vol. 2, 
pp. 192-193. 
46 This is contrary to the assertion by Bartoli and Franco that the exterior apse wall and transept arms were part of a 
later-medieval restoration. If the transepts are in place by the mid-tenth century, they are most likely part of the 
Early Medieval/sixth-century program. See Piccoli e grandi interventi (Verona, 1993): “I risultati degli scavi,” pp. 
22-26. 
47 Miller transcribes the text in its entirety in Formation of a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 1993), p. 69, note: Dum 
Ungararorum gens crudelissima Veronam incendissent in suburbiis. Nam combuserunt ipsi ecclesias sancti Zenonis 
maioris Veronae, Et sancti Proculi, sancti Stephani, et Sancti Nazarii et Celsi . . . the note goes on to describe how 
the body of the city’s patron saint needed to be moved from San Zeno to the cathedral church of Santa Maria 
Matricolare at this time. The date of 951 has been contested by various historians, who believe that the  late-
medieval chronicler mistook the date, as it is known that the Magyars passed through Verona in 899. For a 
discussion of the traditions associated with this text—first published by C. Cipolla, in his Chronica Quaedam 
Veronensia (1890), see Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), vol. 3, pp. 521-522. 
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“burning” to mean “destroyed.”48  In the case of Santo Stefano, it has been suggested that this 

destruction provided an impetus for rebuilding at the end of the tenth century. However, it is 

important not to overestimate the damage caused by the marauding tribes, since much of the 

exterior walls of the early Christian church remain extant. As an important aside, however, the 

note’s reference to the “suburbs” of Verona seems to indicate the growth of a neighborhood 

around the church of Santo Stefano. This new suburban population became important to the life 

of the Church in the eleventh and early-twelfth centuries.  

While it is unclear how much damage was caused during these invasions, it is important 

to remember the continuing life of the Church—especially under Ratherius—in the tenth 

century. Throughout this time, the Veronese Church experienced growth and reform, witnessed 

through the production of documents such as the Iconografia Rateriana or through the institution 

of the stational liturgy (see chapter 2). It is also worth noting that the first extant notarial charters 

for the city’s ecclesiastical institutions are dated to the mid-tenth century, with an exponential 

growth in production by the year 1000.49  That is to say, along with the city in general, the 

Veronese Church seems to have recovered quickly from these invasions. As was discussed in 

chapter 1, the city’s population grew throughout the tenth century, as did the geographic limits of 

the city. As we will see, the church of Santo Stefano, and its position within the social and 

religious landscape of the city, was exemplary of the changes that affected the tenth- and 

eleventh-century city. 

                                                
48 Porter, ibid., vol. 3, p. 506, for example. 
49 Maureen Miller, Formation of a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 1993), appendix 1.  
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The first charters of Santo Stefano can be dated to the last decade of the tenth century.50  

One of the earliest and most important to our discussion is a document that is dated variously 

from 990 to 994, and that confirms the prior establishment of an ecclesiastical scola at the 

church.51  In it, two clergymen named Martino and Domenico donate land to the scola 

sacerdotum of Santo Stefano, which was in the custody of a priest named David.52  As was 

discussed in chapter 2, the establishment of the scole, independent of the cathedral canons, was 

initiated by Ratherius in his reforms of the secular clergy. The purpose of these schools was to 

provide a religious education for the city’s priests—especially those who cared for the city’s 

expanding laity.53  The establishment of these secular organizations created a counterbalance 

within the city’s lay clergy: while the relationship between the bishop and the cathedral canons 

was often tumultuous and divisive, the city’s other lay clergy was expected to act in support of 

the bishop.54  No doubt, an alternative impetus to Ratherius’ foundation of the scole was to 

organize episcopal support amongst the city’s clergy, perhaps in the face of—or in anticipation 

of—tension between the see and the cathedral chapter. In fact, it has been suggested that the sites 

of these early scole were chosen due to their association with the bishop, evidencing an intent to 

counterbalance the increasing power of the cathedral chapter through the establishment of such 

                                                
50 The Veronese historian, Alessandro Canobbio (1532-1608), claims that he saw a document dated to 941. Both 
Biancolini and Porter mention Canobbio’s notice, but do not cite the source. A. K.  Porter, Lombard Architecture 
(1915-17), vol. 3, p. 506. 
51 Santo Stefano’s charters are still housed in Verona’s Archivio di Stato, and have been recently published by 
Giovanni Battista Bonetto in Le Carte della Chiesa di Santo Stefano dal sec. 10 al 1203 (1997-98). 
52 The land is located in the nearby community of Quinzano. For a transcription of this document, see ibid., no. 3, 
pp. 7-8. 
53 The earliest scole were established at San Lorenzo in Sezano in 938, San Pietro in Castello in 951, and Santo 
Stefano in the last decade of the tenth century. As Maureen Miller has demonstrated, all of these churches were 
closely associated with the Veronese episcopate: In Verona, the bishop Ratherius favored the church San Pietro in 
Castello with patronage, while Santo Stefano (as discussed) was the ancient burial place of the bishops. Miller, 
Formation of a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 1993), p. 49. 
54 The tense relationship between these two parties is perhaps best expressed in an event of 1144: when the canons’ 
church of San Giorgio was rebuilt, the canons invited the Patriarch of Aquileia, rather than the Veronese bishop to 
consecrate the altar. Throughout the Middle Ages, the canons would claim independence from the Veronese bishop, 
referring to an ancient document that conferred their rule to the Patriarchate of Aquileia. See M. Miller Formation of 
a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 1993), p. 164. 
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institutions. The sense that the priests of Santo Stefano were meant to offset the authority of the 

chapter remained strong into the following centuries: when the clerus intrinsecus—that is, the 

united organization of parish priests within the city walls—was formed around 1100, many of its 

documents were drawn up at the church of Santo Stefano.55  From the tenth century on, the 

church seems to have been central to the secular clergy of Verona, and their organization outside 

of the cathedral chapter. 

 

Santo Stefano and the Stational Liturgy 

Santo Stefano’s important role in the religious life of the city is reflected in its placement 

within the city’s liturgical system. Within the stational system, the church hosted episcopal 

liturgies seven times during the course of the liturgical year: for the second mass of Christmas 

day—importantly, this would have been the Vigil of the feast of St. Stephen;56  on the Octave of 

Christmas; twice during Lent; on Easter Monday; and for the feast of Saint Stephen’s invention, 

traditionally celebrated on the 3rd of August.57  Additionally, the Carpsum indicates a stational 

mass at Santo Stefano sicut in litanie maiores on the feast of Saint Mark, that is, April 25th.58  

Here, the rubric seems to indicate that on this day, the Veronese clergy traveled to Santo Stefano 

in a procession that imitated the Roman liturgy of the Major Litany—thirteenth-century 

                                                
55 According to Maureen Miller, the first mention of the urban congregation appears in a donation of 1102. See 
Miller Formation of a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 1993) p. 59. This document is ASVR, Clero Intrinseco, reg. 13, fol. 
107. 
56 This is indicated in the Carpsum as a station at Sanctum Theodorum (Saint Theodoro, bishop of Verona 502-522), 
which was most likely an altar dedicated to the bishop Theodore, known to be buried at Santo Stefano. Giovanni 
Battista Bonetto in Le Carte della Chiesa di Santo Stefano dal sec. 10 al 1203 (1997-98), xxiii. 
57 The history of the establishment of the stational system at Verona is discussed in chapter 2. For all of these 
formularies, see the Carpsum (Verona BC ms XCIV), Meersseman, L'orazionale (Freiburg, 1974). 
58 April 25th is the date for both the feast of Saint Mark, and the procession of the Major Litanies held in Rome.  In 
Rome, the Major Litany antedated the feast of Saint Mark by several centuries. For a thorough discussion of the 
history, route, and chants of the Major Litany procession, see Joseph Dyer, “Roman Processions of the Major Litany 
(litaniae maiores) from the Sixth to the Twelfth Century,” in Roma Felix—Formation and Reflections of Medieval 
Rome, Eamonn Ó Carragain and C. Neuman de Vegvar, eds. (Ashgate, 2007), pp. 112-139. 
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documents support the practice of a “rogation” procession in Verona as well.59  Thus, with all of 

this liturgical activity, Santo Stefano received the greatest number of solemn episcopal visits of 

all of the Veronese churches, outnumbering even the monastery of San Zeno. This wealth of 

city-wide liturgies indicates Santo Stefano’s relative importance and antiquity within the city’s 

Church. 

Finally, the charter of 990-994 documents another important aspect of the life of Santo 

Stefano. The document indicates that the scola’s two benefactors live in summo ponte—basically 

next to the church of Santo Stefano. In this, we see a pattern of giving that intensified throughout 

the course of the eleventh century: that is, neighbors giving financial support to their local 

church. This pattern was a product of both a greater number of lay donations, due to a growth of 

middle class economy, as well as a stronger sense of local institutions fulfilling lay needs. 

Importantly, the donation was performed pro remedio anime, indicating the growth of a trend 

whereby personal donations are given to benefit one’s soul.60  This shift is a main focus of 

Maureen Miller’s book, which examines the involvement of the laity in forming their Church—

choice in donation seems to have been a major way in which the laity exercised power. Miller 

argues that, throughout the tenth and eleventh centuries, Verona saw a shift towards local 

donations, with the idea of supporting the church where one received the sacraments. Santo 

Stefano, Miller argues, was a favorite outlet for lay support—both its scola and later 

                                                
59 A rubric for the Major Litany appears in the Gregorian Sacramentary, including Verona BC codex LXXXVI, the 
ninth-century manuscript discussed in chapter 2. This manuscript was perhaps the vehicle whereby Veronese 
liturgists incorporated the Major Litany into the Veronese liturgies. A thirteenth-century manuscript in the collection 
of the Biblioteca Capitolare (BC ms LXXXIV) also prescribes a rogation procession on 113r-114v. This procession 
involves a dragon. It is addressed by Augustine Thompson in Cities of God: The Religion of the Italian Communes, 
1125-1325 (University Park, PA, 2005), p. 153. 
60 Certainly, the most comprehensive discussion of the phenomenon of lay giving in return for eternal prayer in the 
Middle Ages is Barbara Rosenwein, Rhinoceros Bound: Cluny in the Tenth Century (Philadelphia, 1982). Although 
Rosenwein writes specifically about this pattern at the monastery of Cluny, it is part of a larger movement across 
Europe in the tenth and eleventh centuries. 
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xenodochium were particularly well-endowed.61  To this day, local tradition maintains that the 

church was built by the people—an idea posed in contradistinction to the cathedral and other 

churches that were built using episcopal, or even royal funds.62  In fact, this tradition continues to 

color the identity of the church today, which remains outside of tourist itinerary of churches, the 

“Associazione Chiese Vive de Verona.” To underline this distinction, the literature available 

throughout the church often reminds readers that, despite its antiquity, Santo Stefano is a living 

church of the people, rather than a museum.63 

 

Architecture of the Tenth and Eleventh Centuries 

Perhaps due to the fact that Santo Stefano is outside of the city’s tourist itinerary, the 

church has received little scholarly attention in the past half-century, while the Veronese 

churches of San Zeno and San Fermo have moved their way on to the international stage. The 

disappearance of Santo Stefano from recent scholarship is surprising, given the interest in the 

church in the first decades of the twentieth century: in 1911, Arthur Kingsley Porter named it 

“one of the best known buildings of Verona archaeologically speaking,” not to mention the 

illuminating archaeological projects that supported Da Lisca and Verzone’s publications of the 

1930’s and 40’s.64  However, since the early twentieth century, Santo Stefano has remained one 

of the lesser-known churches of Verona—although the last decade has brought more attention to 

                                                
61 Although Miller is pointing more towards the late-eleventh century. See M. Miller, Formation of a Medieval 
Church (Ithaca, 1993), p. 111. 
62 While a notice of Uberto the bishop might complicate the idea of total communal construction. See, for example, 
the publication on the recent restoration of Santo Stefano’s crypt: Piccoli e grandi interventi per salvare Santo 
Stefano (Verona, 1993).  In the section on the history of the church, Don Luigi Fusina claims that this is important 
because it is the only church in Verona not constructed by a congregation of religious, but rather solely on the 
offerings of the populace.  
63 Ibid., see Don Luigi Fusini’s introduction cited above. 
64 See A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 505. To whit, in the new survey Veneto Romanico, Zuliani, 
ed. (Milan, 2008), Santo Stefano is not included with the Veronese churches, but instead among a group of buildings 
listed as “Verona e il territorio,” despite its close proximity to the center of the city. 
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the building, with a minor archaeological investigation and a conference paper addressing the 

church’s ambulatories.65  Without a doubt, part of the dearth of interest derives from the 

confusion stemming from rebuilds of the tenth, twelfth, and sixteenth centuries. These 

transformations, discussed here, altered the early Christian building in innumerable ways. Of 

these projects, however, it was the tenth- to eleventh-century renovation that had the most 

enduring effect on the architecture of the church.   

Although the exact date of Santo Stefano’s rebuilding campaign is somewhat contested, it 

is most likely that building began at the very end of the tenth century, and continued into the 

eleventh. A tenth-century notice in the margins of Biblioteca Capitolare ms LX (a sixth- or 

seventh-century manuscript) notes that the project was instituted by the bishop Uberto, in order 

to restore the church that had been devastated by the Hungarians.66  Although Uberto apparently 

initiated the restoration, it can be surmised that Santo Stefano’s priests and neighbors contributed 

financially to the project, as we saw above. The resources required to complete this project were 

likely substantial, due to its extensive nature. At this time, arcades were added in the nave (thus 

dividing the open nave into three aisles);67  a two-story ambulatory was included within the walls 

                                                
65 See the publication Piccoli e grandi interventi per salvare S. Stefano (Verona, 1993); and G. Valenzano, “Il 
problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano a Verona,” published in A. Quintavalle, ed. Medioevo: Arte 
Lombarda (Milan, 2004), pp. 240-246. 
66 This is mentioned by Valenzano in her article “Il problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano a Verona,” 
published in Medioevo: Arte Lombarda (Milan, 2004) p. 240, in which she claims that the notice appears in a tenth-
century hand in the margins of Biblioteca Capitolare ms LX, dated between the sixth and seventh centuries. The 
beginning of Uberto, or Otberto’s episcopacy can be firmly dated to 992 through a note in the so-called 
Sacrementum Wolfgangi (Verona BC ms LXXXVII) in the calendar on folio 8v. This note mentions the bishop’s 
consecration on the 25th of October that year. In his book on Verona’s bishops, G. Ederle gives the date of 1008 as 
being Otberto’s final. Guglielmo Ederle, Dizionario cronologico bio-bibliografico dei vescovi di Verona (Verona, 
1965), p. 185. 
67 The insertion of nave arcades into an open-apse plan, thus dividing an open plan church into a 3-aisle church, is a 
phenomenon also seen at San Giovanni in Valle, and seems to be part of a greater trend for Romanesque churches in 
the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The phenomenon is not limited to northern Italy—in his documentation of the 
Romanesque churches in the Bourbonnais region in France, Professor Stephen Murray has encountered a similar 
pattern among churches converted from earlier medieval incarnations in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. To my 
knowledge, this pattern has not been systematically documented and analyzed, providing fodder for potential future 
research. 
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of the ancient apse; and quite possibly an atrium was added to the church’s western end. 

Needless to say, these restorations had a profound effect on both the interior and exterior space 

of the church that is still apparent in the architecture today. 

 

Description of the Church Today 

The church of Santo Stefano is located near to the Adige, with its southern flank parallel 

to the river’s retaining walls. Because its southern flank abuts the river’s embankment, the 

church is still visible from the cathedral complex across the Adige, accessible via the Roman 

Ponte Pietra nearby. However, the Roman gate—the Porta Santo Stefano—is long gone, along 

with the medieval walls, and the church now stands in a neighborhood that encroaches along its 

north and east sides [IMAGE 3.11].  

Santo Stefano’s western façade faces a small, crowded piazza that must have been more 

spacious in the early Middle Ages—medieval sources point to the existence of a structure that 

preceded the church at the west. In a documentary tradition that begins in 1087, the 

neighborhood surrounding the church is referred to as the Atrio of Santo Stefano.68  This 

tradition suggests that there was most likely an atrium, or at least a portico attached to the west 

end of the building, certainly by the end of the eleventh century, and perhaps before.69  The 

                                                
68 These documents are discussed by G. Valenzano in “Il problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano a 
Verona” (Milan, 2004), pp. 240-246. 
69 The idea that Santo Stefano’s atrium predated the eleventh century is based solely on the fact that atria are mostly 
associated with Early Christian architecture, to the extent that atria post-dating the fifth century are often considered 
revivals of the ancient form. This is apparent in some medieval literature (see the construction of an atrium at Fulda 
called “in the Roman custom” by the bishop Eigel (discussed by Carol Heitz in L’architecture religieuse 
carolingienne: les formes et leurs functions (Paris, 1980), p. 161) and especially in scholarship. The revival of the 
atrium in the ninth century constitutes a large part of Krautheimer’s discussion of  “The Carolingian Revival of 
Early Christian Architecture.” In this article, he claims that atria are “not a common feature in the late centuries of 
Early Christian architecture in Rome,” The Art Bulletin (1942), p. 20. I will argue that it was the case at Santo 
Stefano that the atrium was built in the tenth/eleventh century. This dating is supported by G. Valenzano in “Il 
problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano” in Arte Lombarda (2001), where she proposes that, having been 
destroyed at the end of the twelfth century, the atrium’s column capitals were then reused in the construction of the 
crypt. These columns are of a high medieval quality, suggesting that the atrium, referred to in eleventh- and twelfth-
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reference to the building’s atrium occurs most frequently in notices of land transferal; the space 

seems to have been utilized for various legal transactions in addition to its traditional role in the 

liturgies and rituals of the church.70  Interestingly, the addition of atria to the facades of 

venerable—and, specifically, stational—churches was also a trend in twelfth-century Rome, 

where Nancy Spatz relates this development to an enhanced interest in the spectacle of papal 

power that characterized the stational system at that time.71  Because the last mention of the 

atrium at Santo Stefano is in a document of 1185, we can assume that the destruction of this 

structure occurred some time after this date.72  At this time, the current façade would have been 

built; this façade engulfed the easternmost corridor of the atrium structure, making the nave of 

the church one bay longer at the west.73  An inscription datable to the year 1195, still visible on 

the church’s facade, can establish the terminus ante quem for this construction. This inscription 

records a collapse and reconstruction of the Adige retaining wall, near to the Ponte Pietra.74  

                                                                                                                                                       
century documents, was actually built ex novo in the high medieval campaign—only to be destroyed at the end of 
the twelfth century.  
70 For a discussion of the liturgies typically enacted in and associated with western atria and porches, see Nancy 
Spatz, “Church Porches and Liturgy,” in The Liturgy of the Medieval Church, T. Heffernan and E. A. Matter 
(Kalamazoo, 2001), pp. 327-367. Although Spatz looks specifically at the Roman Ordo and Pontificals to recreate 
the liturgies that were celebrated in atria (among those she discusses are: marriage—another important contract-
based ritual, consecrations of suffragan bishops, and a ceremony for public penitents to be held on Holy Thursday), 
they can certainly be related to eleventh- and twelfth-century Verona, where affinities with the Roman liturgy have 
already been discussed. 
71 See Spatz, ibid., pp. 358-365. Spatz notes that “out of the total of fifty-four churches mentioned in the stational 
liturgy, approximately nineteen were remodeled with the addition of porches ca. 1100-1217.” 
72 This document was brought to light by Valenzano in “Il problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano” in Arte 
Lombarda (Milan, 2004), p. 240. 
73 The removal and incorporation of the easternmost arm of atria into the interior space of the church seems to be 
part of a greater pattern across northern Italy that occurred in the late-twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The 
phenomenon is discussed by Caroline Bruzelius in “The Dead Come to Town: Preaching, Burying, and Building in 
the Mendicant Orders,” in The Year 1300 and the Creation of a New European Architecture, A. Gajewski and Z. 
Opacic, eds. (Turnhout, 2007). Bruzelius ties this phenomenon to the rise of the mendicant orders, who exhibit a 
taste (and need) for larger, undivided spaces. Bruzelius reminds us that the incorporation of an atrium into the 
western bays of the nave occurs also at the church of San Fermo (Verona), when the church is given to the 
Franciscans in the thirteenth century (p. 215). 
74 The inscription reads: M. C. nonagesimo quinto, Indictione XIII. Regasta, quae est iterint justa pontem a parte 
inferiori lapideum ceciderunt die sabati XIII. intrante Junio. Translated as: in the year 1195, The lower part of the 
embankments near to the stone bridge collapsed, Saturday the 13th in the middle of June. Here, the term “regasta” 
refers to the steep, masonry embankments that frame the river; it is specific to the Veronese dialect, and probably 
derives from a pre-Roman language. G. Rapelli, Prontuario topomastico del comune di Verona (Verona, 1996), pp. 
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Thus, we can assume that the new façade was constructed—and the atrium was destroyed—

somewhere between 1185 and 1195.  

The look of Santo Stefano’s façade also indicates a later-twelfth-century date.75  It is 

constructed of regular courses of white marble up to the top of the door.76  Above the door, the 

construction shifts to a system of single courses of white marble alternating with several courses 

of red brick. This familiar construction technique is employed throughout Verona in the Middle 

Ages, and therefore there are many comparisons.  For example, the façade of the narthex of the 

Veronese church of the Santissime Trinità utilizes this coursing system and can be definitively 

dated to the mid-twelfth century.77  In addition, the façade of the SS. Trinità bears the same 

corbel porch as Santo Stefano, as do various other Veronese church façades of the twelfth 

century [IMAGE 3.12]. Another important twelfth-century façade—that of the monastery of San 

                                                                                                                                                       
148-149.  In addition, there are several inscriptions that can still be read on Santo Stefano’s façade, dating events—
including a visit of the emperor Frederick II in 1245 (where he brings a retinue that includes an elephant), or floods 
and icings of the Adige—from the end of the twelfth through the fourteenth centuries. For drawings and 
transcriptions of these inscriptions, see G. B. Biancolini in Notizie Storiche delle Chiese di Verona (1749-71), pp. 
16-23. The very existence of these inscriptions points to the importance of the church as a local history keeper, just 
as the atrium seems to have been a place of legal transaction. 
75 Although the façade has clearly been the subject of restorations since the twelfth century. One such restoration is 
mentioned by Paolo Vignola, an eighteenth-century rector at the church, who mentions that windows (one rose 
added above the porch, and two long single-arch windows on either side of the door) were added to the façade 
during a project of 1817-1818. Rector of the church from 1837 to 1887, Vignola’s notes were “discovered” in an 
unpublished manuscript located in the Biblioteca Capitolare (Verona BC ms XXXI), recently studied and 
transcribed by Walter Iori, a student of Valenzano’s who wrote his tesi di laurea: La chiesa di Santo Stefano a 
Verona. Problemi architettonici (2000/2001) at the University of Udine. Although Valenzano cites Iori’s work 
extensively—both in her entry on the church in Veneto Romanico (2008) and in her “Il problema del doppio 
ambulacro di Santo Stefano” in Arte Lombarda (Milan, 2004), to my knowledge it has not yet appeared at any 
library or catalogue in northern Italy.  Porter also refers to a restoration of the church was carried out during this 
time. He mentions that in 1840 another restoration began, which lasted until 1855. In 1881 the campanile and cupola 
were restored, and new windows were opened in the campanile. In 1887 the baroque stairway leading up to the choir 
was destroyed, as well as those western portions of the choir and the crypt that had been added in the baroque 
period, see Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 507. 
76 To me, this suggests an affinity with the atrium of Sant’Ambrogio in Milan, with its 3 double-story arches in the 
structure’s eastern corridor. This triple-arched structure would have occupied the bottom two-thirds of what is now 
the façade, what is now the portion that is constructed of while marble ashlar masonry. Sant’Ambrogio’s atrium is 
known to be part of the Romanesque rebuild under bishop Anselm, which occurred around the year 1100. However, 
it may be based on a prior, Carolingian atrium. For a history of the building, see M. L. Gatti Perer, ed. La Basilica di 
S. Ambrogio: il tempio ininterrotto (Milan, 1995). 
77 According to the annals of SS. Trinità, the entire convent was completed before 1137 and in 1146 the well in the 
cloister was built. Annales Sanctae Trinitatis in MGH, Scriptores (Hannover, 1826-), 19:3. 
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Zeno—shares several additional features with Santo Stefano, such as the use of strip buttressing 

with a trapezoidal profile (termed “prismatic strip buttressing” by Arthur Kingsley Porter), and 

an arched corbel table under the roofline. Santo Stefano and San Zeno also participate in a 

similar language of sculptural detailing in the porch, including a corrugated zig-zag relief and a 

wide rinceau strip [IMAGE 3.13].78  Those elements of the façade that do not fit into the 

language of Verona’s twelfth century—such as the long, arched windows that flank the 

buttresses, and the oculus above the porch—were inserted during a restoration project of the 

nineteenth century.79  Finally, the steps at the front of the façade were erected in 1595 by the 

Antello family, according to an inscription published by Biancolini.80   

On the interior, Santo Stefano is a three-aisled, wooden roofed structure, with a flat 

ceiling in both the central nave and side aisles [IMAGE 3.14]. Communication between the 

central nave and aisles occurs through an arcade that is five bays long, and has wide, irregular 

openings of about 4 meters [IMAGE 3.15]. The arcade piers are of a single order and completely 

unarticulated—their appearance has suggested a tenth/eleventh-century date.81  Originally, the 

side aisles were covered with long barrel vaults—the remains of the springings of this vault can 

be found above the current aisle ceiling.82  Compared to other churches in Verona, the interior 

space of Santo Stefano feels quite cramped—this is an effect of a narrow nave with relatively 

wide aisles—the side aisles are almost two-thirds the width of the central nave [the central nave 

                                                
78 Here, this in interesting in terms of a “style language” of Veronese architecture instated in the middle of the 
twelfth century, discussed in chapter 5. 
79 Formerly, the date for this project has been attributed to 1843 (see A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17) 
who cites Simeoni), but recently the date has been reassessed to a project dating from 1814 to1815. This change is 
based on the reappraisal of the notes of Paolo Vignola, For information on Vignola, see footnotes above. 
80 Biancolini witnessed this inscription, which was written on a small pilaster on the church’s front steps: Notizie 
Storiche delle Chiese di Verona (1749-71), p. 24. 
81 Unfortunately, the arcades are covered by layers of plaster that make their construction technique impossible to 
determine. However, the plaster has been removed in bay 1.  
82 Many people have noted that these would be some of the earliest barrel vaults of the Middle Ages, including De 
Dartein, Rivoira, and Alessandro Da Lisca La basilica di S. Stefano in Verona (Verona, 1936). The vaults were 
destroyed sometime in the twentieth century. 
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measures approximately 5 meters across, with the aisles measuring 3 meters]. In addition, the 

central nave is almost twice the height as the side aisles, contributing further to this sense of 

narrow space.83  Most likely, the awkward spatial dimensions of Santo Stefano’s nave can be 

attributed to the retrograde insertion of aisles into the open plan of the Early Christian church. 

Since the Middle Ages, many changes have been made to the nave: for example, the 

tenth-century building would have been only 4 bays long. The current nave is 5 bays long; the 

westernmost bay was incorporated into the interior space of the building when the atrium was 

destroyed in the late-twelfth century. This addition is confirmed by the masonry: in the first bay, 

the plaster has been removed to expose the masonry, which, like the façade, is constructed of 

ashlar-cut masonry to the arcade level [IMAGE 3.16]. Above the arcade, the construction 

changes to courses of stone alternating with brick courses. Because this construction is identical 

to the façade, which can be dated to the end of the twelfth century, we can assume that the 

interior first bay was built at the same time as the façade.  Additionally, chapels have been added 

on both the north and south aisles—the southern chapel is a product of the seventeenth century, 

while the northern chapel is a result of programs dating from the eighteenth and early-twentieth 

centuries. 

Above the nave arcade, the high wall is pierced with small openings that communicate 

with the space above the aisles [IMAGE 3.17]—in other words, there is no clerestory here in the 

nave. The presence of these windows has led several scholars to label this space above the aisles 

a matronei, or gallery.84  However, this designation is somewhat faulty due to the very small and 

                                                
83 Approximately 11 meters to 6 meters. 
84 These openings were restored by Da Lisca during his archaeological/restoration projects of the 1930’s. It was Da 
Lisca, then, who proposed the existence of galleries here A. Da Lisca La basilica di S. Stefano in Verona (Verona, 
1936). This idea has been disputed most recently by G. Valenzano, who also cites the irregularity of the windows as 
her main point of contention. She also believes that the windows were only meant to bring light into the central 
nave. See “Il problema del doppio ambulacro di Santo Stefano” in Arte Lombarda (Parma, 2001), p. 245. 
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irregular appearance of both the openings and their placement: some are single openings, some 

are double, separated by a single column—a form familiar to Italian Romanesque architecture. 

These are not the regular, wide openings that one would expect from an eleventh-century gallery, 

like the one found at the Veronese church of San Lorenzo (see chapter 4). Unfortunately, the 

aisle vaulting has been lost, making it is impossible to determine whether or not there was a floor 

above the aisle vaults. In addition, perhaps the most problematic aspect of this theory is the lack 

of access to the “gallery” level, though some scholars have hypothesized that the gallery was 

reached via tower staircases, now lost, like those found at San Lorenzo.85  Thus, although the 

space above the aisles extends to meet the exterior wall of the building, the lack of evidence 

seems to indicate that the “gallery” windows existed only to provide light to the central nave; this 

is not, however, a wide, useful space that would characterize a true gallery [IMAGE 3.18]. 

Beginning at the fourth pier of the arcade, a set of stairs ascends to a choir platform that 

extends halfway into bay 5. The choir floor is elevated approximately 3 meters above the nave, 

creating a high choir in this small building, the floor of which cannot be seen when one stands in 

the nave. The steep choir stairs extend across the entire central nave, and matching their ascent 

into the choir, stairs in the aisles descend into the crypt [IMAGE 3.19].86  Occupying the entire 

eastern half of the church, the raised platform extends throughout this end of the building, 

including the choir and the transept arms. This space is mirrored underneath by an extensive hall 

crypt. The crypt is located approximately 2.5 meters below the nave floor, and was most likely 

added into the building at the end of the twelfth century—a process that required minimal 

                                                
85 This idea, first proposed by A. Da Lisca, ibid., is pure conjecture—as Da Lisca has no physical evidence to 
support or deny his theory. It is also discussed by H. E. Kubach, Romanesque Architecture (1972), p. 172. 
86 It remains unclear whether or not this is the original disposition of the stairs—they have been arranged and 
rearranged several times over the course of the past centuries, assuming their current form only in the middle of the 
twentieth century. In Verona, two different models exist for the arrangement of split-choir stairs: at San Zeno, the 
crypt was reached via a wide central staircase, while two narrow staircases along the north and south walls provided 
access to the choir. At San Giovanni in Valle, the arrangement was the reverse. 
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excavation of the choir and transept arms.87  The addition of a shallow crypt later in the Middle 

Ages accounts for the disproportionately high choir; at this time, the choir floor would have been 

raised in order to accommodate the spacious crypt underneath.  

Like other parts of the building, the choir has been the target of extensive renovations in 

the Middle Ages and beyond. It was most likely at the end of the twelfth century (around the 

time that the crypt and façade were added) that a large, octagonal tower was constructed above 

the crossing. With its double round-headed openings, this brick lantern tower is reminiscent of 

other twelfth-century towers found in Lombardy, such as that of San Teodoro in Pavia and at the 

monastery of San Salvatore at Capo di Ponte [IMAGE 3.20].88  However, the most extensive 

changes made to the choir occurred between the years 1543 and 1576.89  At this time, a masonry 

cupola was inserted over the crossing and under the lantern tower. To the north and south of the 

cupola, lateral barrel vaults were added, as well as large piers that were installed alongside the 

older supports at the four corners of the dome. These piers continue down into the crypt. The 

addition is still obviously visible in the eastern and western arches of the crossing, where two 

distinct arches—one that is early medieval, and one from the sixteenth century—abut one 

another [IMAGE 3.21]. These arches are slightly different in their curvature, and each are 

painted with frescos corresponding to their respective time periods.90  To further buttress the 

cupola and the barrel vaults, additional masonry was added against the eastern walls of the 

transept arms, as well as along the interior wall of the building’s apse [IMAGE 3.22]. At some 

later point in time, the openings of the ambulatory were walled up as well. 
                                                
87 These dates are secured through the quality of columns and vaulting.  
88 The comparison to San Teodoro has been made by Favaro. Important to mention here that San Salvatore was a 
Cluniac priory, and this crossing tower is also reminiscent of Cluniac-inspired buildings. The building at S. 
Salvatore is dated to the first quarter of the twelfth century. See A. Favaro “Vicende edilizie,” (1995-96), p. 382. 
89 See Arthur Kingsley Porter, who claims that in 1576, the church “was reconsecrated in consequence of the 
restoration of the choir, begun in 1543.” A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (New York, 1915-17), p. 507. 
90 The early medieval arch has frescos of a meandering key frieze type, dated to the eleventh century thus providing 
a terminus ante quem for its construction. G. Valenzano “Santo Stefano,” Veneto Romanico (Milan, 2008), p. 286. 
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The Two-story Ambulatory 

With all of these additions made to the east end of Santo Stefano, it is difficult to 

reconstruct the late-tenth/eleventh-century arrangement due to the fact that around the year 1000, 

a two-story ambulatory was inserted into the apse of the ancient building.91  Still extant, the 

upper level of this double-storied ambulatory communicates with the church’s choir, while the 

lower ambulatory communicates with the crypt—though a small axial window in the lower 

ambulatory may also have provided visual access to the choir from that passageway. Later 

adjustments of the choir and crypt have made the original spatial relationships difficult to 

ascertain. Therefore, a considerable amount of thought must go into reconstructing the 

unprecedented architectural addition of a two-storied ambulatory, how it communicated with the 

entirety of the church during the tenth and eleventh centuries, and the purpose it served to the 

community of priests that built it. 

 

The Upper Ambulatory 

Reopened during the restoration project of the 1890’s, the upper ambulatory of Santo 

Stefano is a wide passageway, raised almost 2.5 meters above the choir floor that follows the 

curvature of the apse [IMAGE 3.23].92  Currently, it is reached through a flight of stairs opening 

off the south transept arm; eleventh-century paintings on the surface of the north wall follow the 
                                                
91 Following a minor archaeological project of the 1990’s, A. Bartoli and I. Franco proposed a completely different 
reconstruction in which the ambulatories were added to the exterior wall of the Early Christian church. In these 
authors’ imaginations, the original wall is represented in the current church by the interior arcades of the 
ambulatories, the Early Christian church was a single-nave structure with no transept arms, and the “triumphal arch” 
discovered in the eighteenth century was merely structural. Although their proposal has not had a strong bearing on 
the scholarship of Santo Stefano, it is important to mention it here. See I risultati degli scavi (Verona, 1993), pp. 22-
26. 
92 Arthur Kingsley Porter claims that in August of 1889, the choir gallery was removed from the west end and the 
organ was set up behind the high altar, at which point the “remains of the ancient apse” were discovered. Lombard 
Architecture (1917), p. 507.  Porter cites G. B. Pighi, most likely his Cenni storici sulla chiesa Veronese (Verona, 
1919, repub. 1988), p. 6. These discoveries also reflect in the restoration plan for the church, published by F. 
Berchet in the Relazione annuale dell'Ufficio regionale per la conservazione dei monumenti (Venice) throughout the 
1890’s. 
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contour of the opening and confirm that it is original to that date [IMAGE 3.24]. These 

paintings—imitating woven textiles with roundels of animals and framing panels embedded with 

pearls—relate to paintings lower on the ambulatory wall that will be discussed later in this 

chapter. In the north transept, an opening paralleled that at the south—this entry is now walled 

off. Since this wall is now covered in frescoes dating to the fifteenth century, we can assume that 

the northern entry was closed by this time; the clear outline of a baptismal font indicates that it 

was, at one time, installed here as well [IMAGE 3.25]. 

The interior arcade of consists of 5 arched openings that extend to the ambulatory 

platform, making the floor eye-level when one stands in the choir [see image 3.20]. The openings 

are neither equal in height nor width: the northern and southernmost are a meter shorter in height 

and narrower than the central opening, with the next-innermost set being halfway in-between 

these two heights. Thus, from the choir, the ambulatory passage is viewed through a stepped 

arcade that is higher and wider in the middle, placing a visual focus on the central axis. 

Heightening this irregular effect, the inner face of the ambulatory is slightly more polygonal than 

semicircular, which creates an awkward transition from the squared floorplan of the ambulatory 

arcade into the semicircular conch of the vault. These unconventional architectural features are 

the result of integrating the passageway into the existing apse, as well as substantial interventions 

performed after the Middle Ages, in which copious masonry was added to the existing walls and 

supports. 

The ambulatory passageway, which is almost 5 meters across at its widest, is an open 

space that is covered by groin vaults, supported on a combination of columns and piers [IMAGE 

3.26]. Currently, it is lit by 5 windows in the exterior wall. Three of these windows correspond 

with the 3 large openings in the apse of the sixth-century building, though they have been 
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partially walled, most likely in the sixteenth century. The other two openings, inserted between 

the original windows, were obviously added after the Middle Ages.93  From within the 

ambulatory, the interior 5 bays somewhat mirror the ramped effect achieved by the stepped 

arcade—the floor of the passage is slightly higher in the central, axial bay, and the outer bays are 

sloped slightly as well. It is probable that the ambulatory floor originally rose at a steeper grade, 

due to the fact that some of the column bases in the outer bays are buried in the floor, to a depth 

of several centimeters. Like the arcade of the ambulatory, the vaulting demonstrates the 

difficulty in retrofitting the passageway into the apse: the 5 bays are covered by irregular groin 

vaults separated by heavy, wedge-shaped transverse arches. The vaults also mirror the stepped 

effect of the floor, with the vault of the central bay hanging almost a meter higher than the 

adjacent bays.  

Within the ambulatory walls and vaults, it is clear that several adjustments have been 

made in the centuries following the Middle Ages. Most of the alterations include masonry 

additions to the ambulatory arcade and to the interior face of the outer wall [See IMAGES 3.27 

and 3.28]. Along both the inner arcade and the exterior wall, many of the columns were 

buttressed by and encased in masonry—today, further restoration has uncovered the columns to a 

certain degree. These masonry encasements were part of a substantial structural system put into 

place in order to support the vaults, which must have been rebuilt along with the heavy 

transverse arches.94  The surfaces of the upper ambulatory are covered in paintings of the 

sixteenth century, indicating that these additions occurred before that date. The elaborate 

                                                
93 Although it is unclear when. Perhaps when other renovations were made to the choir in the sixteenth century. The 
trapezoidal shape of the windows would support such a date. 
94 Porter dates these walls to the Renaissance, following it with “so that it is by no means always easy to determine 
what portions are Romanesque and what are modern” in Lombard Architecture (New York, 1915-1917), vol. III, p. 
510.  
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painting program, along with the extensive architectural interventions, betrays the importance of 

this space well into the sixteenth century. 

Although the additional material renders it difficult to imagine the eleventh-century 

disposition of the upper ambulatory, we can assume that the original support of the ambulatory 

vault was a simple arcade at the interior wall, and an engaged arcade in the exterior wall of the 

passageway. Most likely, these columns would have supported a barrel vault, perhaps interrupted 

in the axial bay by a groin vault—like the system currently employed in the lower ambulatory. 

For the most part, the capitals employed here confirm a tenth/eleventh-century date, though some 

have argued that the capitals employed here could date to the early-tenth century.95 Here, the 

columns are almost all are of a red, Veronese marble, with the exception of two in bay 4 

(columns 13 & 14), which are reused antique columns of white marble [IMAGE 3.29]. All of the 

capitals employed along the inner arcade—with the exception of the axial bay—are stepped in 

profile, a fact that led Arthur Kingsley Porter to surmise this to be a Roman entablature, cut into 

pieces [see IMAGES 3.27 and 3.28]. In the corresponding exterior arcade (bays 1, 2, 4, and 5—

thus columns (7), 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, and (16)), the capitals are difficult to read—there is little 

system to the capitals employed in this outer arcade. Some of them have been broken or halved, 

some of them are of a medieval Corinthian type. The most divergent are in bay 4, where the 

antique spiral columns and capitals, along with a bit of antique egg and dart relief, have been 

                                                
95 This is depending on how provincial the building is considered to be. Certainly the capitals are of the type popular 
in the ninth/early-tenth centuries in Verona, but, as Arthur Kingsley Porter has argued, “the capitals of S. Stefano 
show the vigorous forms of the VIII century, already affected by the languor and decadence which paralyzed the art 
of sculpture in the X century. They were in consequence in all probability executed when the church was rebuilt 
after the destruction of the Hungarians in 899,” A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (New York, 1917), p. 511. For a 
longer discussion on the historiography of dating the capitals in S. Stefano’s ambulatory, see A. Favaro “Vicende 
edilizie” (1995-96), pp. 376-382. Currently, in this system of 5 bays—numbered 1 to 5, north to south—I have 
labeled the inner arcade columns 1 through 6, while the columns along the outer wall can be columns 7 through 16. 
Importantly, the columns in the axial bay (bay 3) are 3, 4, 11, and 12, and the outermost columns in the exterior wall 
(columns 7 and 16) are completely engulfed in masonry [see image 3.23]. It also cannot be dismissed that these 
columns have been reused—their incongruity might suggest this. 
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employed in engaged arcade.96  These elegant columns are longer and thinner than those used in 

the rest of the arcade, making their “support” of the vaults visually incongruous. It is unclear 

why they were used here, and at all—perhaps this bay hosted a significant liturgical event or, 

most likely an altar or display of relics (or both!). 

In the axial bay (bay 4), all four columns (columns 3, 4, 11, 12) are raised on high 

plinths, so that the capitals are approximately .5 meters higher than the other ambulatory capitals 

and the entire axial vault is raised [IMAGE 3.30]. The capitals are carved in the round, and of a 

Corinthian type, common in Verona in the late tenth and early eleventh century.97  At the exterior 

wall, they flank a large, stepped opening that forms an elevated niche. Here, the Baroque 

painting stops at this niche; the cathedra has been installed in this space since at least the 

sixteenth century [IMAGE 3.31].98  Thus, the more-refined columns and capitals that are raised 

above the others on plinths, along with the heightened vault and wider, higher arch opening, 

would have provided an enhanced architectural frame for the cathedra, on axis with the church’s 

altar. All of this would have been visible from the nave of the church, since throughout the 

eleventh and twelfth centuries, the presbytery platform would have been a least a foot lower than 

its present height. This reconstruction is based on a program of frescos discovered on the apse 

wall, beneath the inner arcade of the upper ambulatory.99  In that they extend below the current 

floor level of the choir, and in that they are installed alongside a set of column bases, these 

discoveries have had significant implications for the reconstruction of the upper and lower 

ambulatories, and their spatial relationships to the rest of the church.  
                                                
96 These columns have been dated to the first century A.D., based on their resemblance to the Porta Borsari. 
97 See A. Favaro “Vicende edilizie” (1995-96), certainly these are the best-executed of the lot. 
98 As archaeological notices and photographs demonstrate, the cathedra was installed in the space through the first 
half of the twentieth century, until it was moved onto the choir platform, where it is currently installed behind the 
church’s high altar, in the position where the high altar would have been installed in the Middle Ages. 
99 These frescoes, along with a set of windows that they frame (discussed later in the chapter), were discovered 
during Verzone and Da Lisca’s project of the 1930’s. Published first in A. Da Lisca La basilica di S. Stefano in 
Verona (Verona, 1936). 
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Thus the upper ambulatory is a wide, airy space that would have been extremely visible 

from the rest of the church. At least in the later Middle Ages, we can imagine that the cathedra 

was installed here. While the design of the cathedra itself suggests an early Christian date (and it 

has been long assumed to be ancient), it is not mentioned in written sources until after the Middle 

Ages. In fact, its closest comparison is the episcopal cathedra in Torcello, which dates to 1008.100  

It is even possible, therefore, that Santo Stefano’s cathedra was also produced around the year 

1000, at the time when major revisions were being made at the church.101  Regardless, the 

conspicuous presence of the cathedra as a symbol of episcopal power, especially in this non-

cathedral, must have resonated strongly with the college of priests who called the church of 

Santo Stefano their own. For them, the cathedra stood as a powerful reminder of the church’s 

long association with the Veronese episcopacy, as the place of episcopal burial. In addition, the 

seat represented not only the presence of past bishops, but also of the present one. Almost 

certainly, the bishop would have occupied the cathedra during his stational visits to the church. 

Throughout the course of the year, its pronounced architectural setting would have reminded 

viewers of the bishop’s presence in the church.   

Moreover, as an open, light-filled space, it can be assumed that the college of priests used 

the upper ambulatory for the performance of their liturgies.102  Most likely, the distinct space was 

                                                
100 The cathedra “rozza” is mentioned by most scholars, starting with Biancolini in the eighteenth century. The 
comparison with Torcello’s chair is also made by Antonella Favaro, “Vicende edilizie” (1996), p. 356. 
101 The “forging” of ancient cathedra is an Italian phenomenon recently studied by Lawrence Nees, who looks at 
several twelfth-century episcopal thrones that have been made in some way to appear ancient—whether through the 
use of spolia or misleading inscriptions. Nees accounts for these medieval “forgeries” as attempts to claim an 
ancient episcopal—to act as a monument to a past authority that was somehow tenuous by the twelfth century. L. 
Nees “Forging Monumental Memories in the Early Twelfth Century,” in Memory & Oblivion, Wessel Reinink and 
Jereon Stumpel, eds. (Dordrecht, 1999), pp. 773-382. 
102 This is an idea that has also been proposed by Paolo Verzone, who assumed that altars would have been installed 
between the niches created between the engaged columns in the exterior arcade. P. Verzone, L’architettura religiosa 
(Milan, 1942), p. 142. The possibility of liturgical events happening in the upper ambulatory has been suggested by 
A. Favaro in “Vincende edilizie” (1996), p. 370, and can be related to similar scholarship on the development of the 
chevet around Paris in the early-to-mid twelfth century. Philippe Plagnieux connects the construction of the chevet 
at Saint-Martin-des-Champs to the Cluniac order, and the desire for a space suitable for the performance of the 
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used exclusively by members of the scola, as it was accessible only through the choir. It can 

even be imagined that bay 4, with its distinctly antique columns, was specially indicated for this 

use—perhaps an altar was installed there. Although its use can only be conjectured, it is clear 

that this upper space would have expressed exclusivity and power to those viewing it from the 

nave. Thus this architectural addition would have reminded visitors of the special status of Santo 

Stefano, both as one of the most ancient churches in Verona, and as the headquarters of the 

newly-created college of secular priests that ran it. 

 

The Lower Ambulatory  

Like the upper ambulatory, the insertion of the lower ambulatory into the apse 

transformed Santo Stefano’s eastern end, and shifted the focus onto rituals and meanings 

associated with the space. The lower passage runs around the apse of Santo Stefano, directly 

below the upper ambulatory. At present, it can be accessed only through the church’s hall crypt, 

which is found beneath the crossing and transept arms [IMAGE 3.32]. Located approximately 2 

meters below the level of the nave floor, the crypt was excavated at the eastern end of the church 

in the late-twelfth century; at this time, the floor of the choir and transept arms were raised about 

.4 meters (1 ft).103  Since this time, the lower ambulatory has been accessible only through the 

crypt, and up a flight of stairs to the north and south. The stairs are steep: the floor of the lower 

ambulatory is appx. 2.2 m. higher than that of the crypt—making the floor levels of the lower 

ambulatory and the nave almost equal in height. In actuality, the lower ambulatory is about 10 

                                                                                                                                                       
Cluniac liturgies. See “Le Chevet de Saint-Martin-des-Champs à Paris: Incunable de L’architecture Gothique et 
Temple de Oraison Clusienne,” Bulletin Monumental (vol. 167, 2009), pp. 3-39. 
103 The tenth-century level of the choir floor is discernible through the paintings located below the upper ambulatory 
arcade, as well as a row of column bases, buried in the choir floor at a level of about 1 foot. See earlier footnote 
about groin vaults. 
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cm higher than the nave [IMAGE 3.15].104  Thus, without the presence of the crypt, we can 

assume that access into the lower ambulatory through the transept arms would have required 

little more than a step up. 

The lower ambulatory, unlike the passageway above it, seems to retain more of its 

original form, despite also having suffered a number of interventions in later centuries. Presently, 

the passage is covered by a barrel vault, interrupted at the axial bay with a groin vault—similar 

perhaps to the original vaulting scheme of the upper ambulatory [IMAGE 3.33]. The vaults are 

supported by the interior and exterior walls of the ambulatory, on which columns carry blind 

arcades of a single order as a means of articulating a system of support. Thus, niches are created 

along both walls of the passageway, which is pierced by three windows.105  These windows 

correspond with the larger openings in the upper ambulatory, and are most likely vestiges of the 

three-window fenestration of the sixth-century apse. Like the upper ambulatory, the engaged 

arcade columns are carved in the round, as are the capitals. Here, the column heights vary, as do 

the quality of the capitals—some of which are cut down and damaged to a significant degree. In 

addition, very few bases are visible—leading us to surmise that, like the upper ambulatory, the 

floor of the lower ambulatory would have been slightly raked, rising to the central, axial bay.106  

In the axial bay [IMAGE 3.34], the columns and capitals remain whole: like the system in the 

upper ambulatory, the groin vault is also supported by four columns that are 1/3 again the height 

                                                
104 These are Da Lisca’s measurements. When one visits these cspaces, the equality of floor levels is completely 
indiscernible.   
105 In his chapter on eleventh-century Italian architecture, Charles McClendon discusses the lower ambulatory at 
Santo Stefano, comparing the double stories structure to Saint Philibert at Tournus, though without the radiating 
chapels. Such chapels are not common in Italian architecture, McClendon argues, because Italians tended to add 
within the building, rather that break through the walls. At Santo Stefano, “only shallow curved niches are permitted 
within the confines of the older apse walls. These arrangements in Italy, unlike their French counterparts, represent a 
dead end rather than a new beginning. “Church Building in Northern Italy” (2003), p. 226.  
106 As we will see, the floor level of the ambulatory is 10 cm higher than the nave floor. The possible slope of the 
passageway suggests that the lower ambulatory met equally with the transept floor. 
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of the other arcade columns. The archway created on the inner wall here is also quite wide, and 

currently pierced through to the twelfth-century crypt. 

While the interior of the lower ambulatory is relatively unadorned today, it should be 

remembered that the exterior of the passageway—that is, the wall beneath the arcade of the 

upper ambulatory that would have faced into the choir—was painted with an elaborate fresco 

cycle dating to the eleventh century. These paintings mirror the imagery located on the entry to 

the upper ambulatory: roundels with rampant animals and pearl-embedded “borders” that 

mimicked luxury embroideries [IMAGE 3.35], not unlike the eleventh-century frescoes found in 

the crypt of the cathedral of Aquileia.107  In her article on the double ambulatory of Santo 

Stefano, Giovanna Valenzano asserts that the frescoes of that church were meant to look like the 

types of expensive Byzantine fabrics that were used in the West to encased precious materials 

such as relics.108  Here, their relic association would be expressed in the architectural setting, 

thus transforming the lower ambulatory into an extended reliquary. The frescoes followed the 

contours of this rounded wall, and created borders for the architectural features—most 

importantly, a set of 4 small windows that communicated between the lower ambulatory and the 

choir platform. These windows, along with the paintings, were discovered in Da Lisca and 

Verzone’s archaeological projects of the 1930’s. At the lower edge of the windows, 4 column 

bases indicate the eleventh-century level of the choir floor [IMAGE 3.36]. With the choir floor in 

its original disposition, the windows would have opened at the level of the choir floor, so that in 

passing through the lower ambulatory, one could peer out of the windows onto the floor—and 

                                                
107 For a discussion of the fresco cycle at Aquileia, see T. E. A. Dale, Relics, Prayer, and Politics in Medieval 
Venetia (Princeton, 1997), and especially chapter 8: “Ornament as Decoration, Frame, and Bearer of Meaning,” pp. 
77-81.  
108 In general, the leading authority on painted textiles in the West is: John Osborne, “Textiles and their Painted 
Imitations in Early Medieval Rome,” PBSR (vol. 60, 1992), pp. 309-51.  
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under the main altar—of the choir. With this, we can understand the purpose of this lower 

ambulatory. 

In that the lower ambulatory would have been a passageway accessed via the transept 

arms of the church, and in that the passage would have provided visual access behind the altar in 

the choir, it is clear that the lower ambulatory at Santo Stefano was meant to act as a sort of 

annular crypt [see reconstruction, image 3.16]. The purpose of this passage remains contested: 

many people have compared this eastern ensemble to the double ambulatory of the Duomo of 

Ivrea—an open, two-story arrangement in which the upper level communicated directly with the 

nave of the church. However, the double ambulatory at Ivrea differed from that at Santo Stefano 

in that its lower level was buried, with no communication between the raised presbytery and the 

crypt.109  Conversely, others have recreated the eastern end of the church as a double storied 

ambulatory, where the upper ambulatory was originally a gallery, and the ambulatory of the 

crypt formed the ambulatory of the original church.110  However, even though Santo Stefano’s 

lower passageway is at the same floor level as the nave, the heavy-masonry construction with 

small openings, plus the raised choir, make it a different sort of space. Rather, the passageway 

would have been more akin to annular crypts popular especially in Italy in the seventh through 

the ninth centuries.111  Many of these crypts were also inserted into pre-existing spaces, and were 

                                                
109 The comparison of Santo Stefano to the Duomo at Ivrea has been made by a number of scholars—Arthur 
Kingsley Porter used Ivrea’s secure date of 970-1002 to support the late-tenth century date of Santo Stefano’s 
ambulatories. A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (New York, 1917), p. 511. The date at Ivrea is related to the 
episcopacy of Warmondo, who occupied the position from 969-1002. Verzone also makes this connection in 
L’architettura religiosa (1942), pp. 136-50, as does Charles McClendon in his essay on Italian architecture around 
the year 1000. McClendon also relates the insertion of a ring crypt to early Christian architecture in Rome, as well as 
northern examples, like the church of Saint-Philibert at Tournus, where the chevet dates from 1009-1019.  C. 
McClendon, “Church Building in Northern Italy” (2003), p. 226. As I have noted, the problem with the relationship 
between the examples of Ivrea and Tournus, however, is the communication between the lower ambulatory and the 
choir. At Santo Stefano, the lower ambulatory is not buried, but rather communicates with the choir space through 
windows. At Tournus, the presence of the crypt would not be felt from the choir. 
110 A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-1917), vol. 3, p. 510. Even Porter, however, discounts this theory. 
111 See Mariaclotilde Magni, “Cryptes du haut Moyen Age en Italie: problèmes de typologie: du IXe jusqu’au début 
du XIe siècle,” Cahiers archéologiques (vol. 28, 1979), pp. 41-85. 
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therefore constructed with minimum amounts of excavation. For example, the original ring crypt 

at Saint Peter’s, built by Pope Gregory the Great around 600, rested only .64 meters below the 

pavement level of the fourth-century choir.112  Like this ring crypt, the ambulatory at Santo 

Stefano would have given visual access to the floor of the choir—most likely to a collection of 

relics, since Santo Stefano was well-known for its many important relics—that would have been 

invested under the altar. In fact, an ark full of relics has been installed under the choir altar since 

at least the eighteenth century.113  

In addition to an annular crypt, the architectural arrangement at Santo Stefano has also 

suggested to some the existence of a small room under the choir. Like most early medieval 

annular crypts, the passageway at Santo Stefano is interrupted at its eastern axis, with an 

architectural focus on that space provided through the wider arches, higher columns, and a groin 

vault (which may or may not be original). Some scholars have therefore proposed that the 

western arch of this bay would have opened into a passageway or a small room, located under 

the choir platform. The room would have to have been slightly lower—perhaps at the level of the 

current crypt, and reached via a small flight of stairs from the axial bay of the annular 

passageway.114  Perhaps a more plausible solution was offered by Paolo Verzone, who proposed 

a fifth small confessio window in the axial bay of the lower ambulatory—in fact, he indicates 

that he saw a window here; today it is walled up [see image 3.34]. This window would have 

provided visual access to the underside of the high altar in which, like today, relics would have 

                                                
112 A most contested attribution and date. For a summary of the argument over the date for Saint Peter’s annular 
crypt, see John Crook, The Architectural Setting for the Cult of Saints in the West (Oxford, 2000), pp. 80-82. Crook 
also discusses new ring crypts built under the Carolingians that are meant to evoke the power of St. Peter’s in his 
chapter 3: “The Physical Setting of Relic Cults: Rome and the Architecture of the Carolingian Renaissance,” pp. 80-
134. 
113 This is mentioned by G. B. Biancolini in Notizie Storiche delle Chiese di Verona (1749-71), pp. 11-26. 
114 Although it is difficult to reconstruct this room, this theory is aided by the presence of four Egyptian granite 
columns, currently installed in the crypt’s sanctuary, around the altar. 
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been installed.115  This would certainly be in keeping with other annular crypts, where altars 

were often installed under the high altar and relics of the choir. In any case, while ultimately 

unrecoverable—all remains of the arrangement under the choir floor were lost during the 

addition of the hall crypt in the twelfth century—the wide space of the lower ambulatory 

indicates that it was a passage that was meant to be traversed and used. In addition, niches in the 

walls might have provided space for additional burials, as was the case in many annular crypts of 

the early Middle Ages.116 

 

———————————— 

 

Thus, the tenth- and eleventh-century additions to the church of Santo Stefano 

transformed the early-Christian church from an open-nave basilica into a complex medieval 

space. Starting in the last decade of the tenth century, arcades were inserted into the nave and an 

ambulatory in two levels was imposed in the apse of the building. The floor the presbytery 

(though not the transept arms) was raised approximately 2.5 meters so that the lower passageway 

was buried behind it, save for the small windows that communicated with the raised sanctuary 

platform.117  These windows would have provided visual access to the choir and its altar, most 

likely to a display of some of the many relics that were associated with the church. The upper 

ambulatory would have overlooked the choir and the nave, though would have been accessible 

only—via the choir—to the college of priests that were affiliated with the church. This wide 

                                                
115 P. Verzone, L’architettura religiosa dell'alto medio evo nell'Italia settentrionale (Milan, 1942), pp. 141-144. 
116 The existence of burials ad sanctos at Santo Stefano was proposed by P. Verzone, L’architettura religiosa 
(Milan, 1942), p. 141. 
117 Caroline Goodson makes the point that the raised presbytery, its widespread use attributable to the ninth century, 
was also a symbol of the papacy. She argues that, in the Roman churches patronized by the pope, “the crypt 
underneath the presbytery emphasized the high altar, the focus of the papal liturgy.” In The Rome of Pope Paschal I 
(2006), p. 136. 
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space might have been used for the specific liturgies of the newly-formed scola. With the 

cathedra most likely installed in it, the relationship of the church to the bishop would have been 

impressed on the entire church. Finally, it is probable that an atrium—an ancient architectural 

form that not only would have expressed the venerability of the church, but was also related to 

stational practice in Rome—was appended to the west end of the building at this time. 

 

Santo Stefano and Saint Peter’s in Rome  

The changes made to Santo Stefano seem to reflect the identity that had been associated 

with the church since Late Antiquity. The addition of an annular crypt elevated the status of the 

many relics housed in the church, as they were displayed and interacted with like the most 

important relics of Saint Apollinare in Ravenna or Saint Peter in Rome. Through the use of an 

antiquated architectural feature, visitors would have been reminded of the martyrial function of 

the ancient church.118  Moreover, in utilizing a feature that was specifically linked to Saint 

Peter’s, the architecture of Santo Stefano reminded those who saw it that its status was similar to 

that of the Roman church: as burial place of the bishops and the focus of Verona’s cult of saints. 

In fact, I would argue that the priests at Santo Stefano meant to make this connection explicit in a 

number of ways: beyond the annular crypt, the installation of the stone cathedra in the choir 

evoked not only the power of the Veronese bishop, but also the most famous Cathedra Petri in 

Rome.119  The importance of the chair as a symbol of the persistence of papal authority had 

                                                
118 Even by the ninth century, the use of the annular crypt at Santa Prassede was, in fact, a throwback that meant to 
evoke the power of former annular crypts—especially that of Saint Peter’s. See Caroline Goodson’s work on the 
patronage of the Carolingian-era pope Paschal I in The Rome of Pope Paschal I: Papal Power, Urban Renovation, 
Church Rebuilding and Relic Translation, 817-824 (Cambridge, 2010), pp. 129-136, and R. Krautheimer, “The 
Carolingian Revival of Early Christian Architecture,” The Art Bulletin (1942). 
119 Although the history of an actual Cathedra Petri is difficult to ascertain, certainly the power of the first pope 
(along with his successors) was recalled through the feast celebrating his chair. In his discussion of the feast in his 
volume: Missale Gothicum e codice Vaticano Reginensi latino 317 editum, (Turnhout, 2005), pp. 236-44, Els Rose 
examines several Early Christian sources, arguing that, while the feast existed in fourth-century Rome, it must have 
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grown exponentially in the ninth century; in Verona, no evidence supports the existence of Santo 

Stefano’s cathedra until the tenth century. It is an intriguing possibility, therefore, that the 

Veronese chair is not early Christian, but rather constructed in the tenth century, and installed in 

the newly-renovated church in imitation of the Roman chair that was experiencing a renaissance 

in popularity as well. In addition, Saint Peter’s church would have been referenced through the 

likely addition of an atrium to the west end of Santo Stefano.  Thus the addition of an atrium, 

annular crypt, and cathedra to the basilica of Santo Stefano, with its episcopal burials and 

transept arms can be seen as an architectural evocation of the powerful Roman church. 

Like the architectural additions made at Santo Stefano, the church’s affinities with Saint 

Peter’s were also reinforced by the episcopal liturgies that were performed there (as prescribed 

by the Carpsum). As previously mentioned, episcopal liturgies were performed at Santo Stefano 

not only in commemoration of the martyr saint, but Lenten Masses were held here as well. In 

addition, Santo Stefano hosted a stational Mass on the Monday after Easter—the same day on 

which the pope performed Mass at Saint Peter’s in Rome. The Easter week stations in Rome 

were the most ancient and immured, and the custom of a papal Mass at Saint Peter’s on the first 

day of that week expresses its position in the hierarchy of Roman churches. The episcopal 

liturgies performed at Santo Stefano on Easter Monday would have expressed a similar position 

of importance. In addition, the church of Santo Stefano was used for a mass in the Major Litany 

liturgies.  This specifically Roman procession crossed the Milvian bridge and culminated at the 

church of Saint Peter’s, where a series of collects occurred at the entry and atrium, and a 

                                                                                                                                                       
disappeared around 600. However, it remained prevalent in the Frankish liturgies in the north. Rose points out that 
only when elements of the Frankish liturgy were introduced in Rome was the commemoration of Peter’s chair taken 
up once more in the Roman calendar. The feast is present in the Gregorian Sacramentary, as well as the Veronese 
Carpsum. 
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stational mass was said in the church.120  Like the use of Santo Stefano for masses during Lent 

and especially Easter Monday, the procession over the Ponte Pietra to Santo Stefano, with its 

atrium and annular crypt, would have transformed it into Saint Peter’s in the Veronese 

landscape: the important cult center and martyrial church of the city.  

The Veronese church of Santo Stefano, with its double-level ambulatory, presents a 

complex construction unlike any Romanesque church in northern Italy, thus earning its label of 

“un cas singulier, pour ainsi dire, un accident” from Dartein.121  In looking at the circumstances 

around the construction of Santo Stefano, however, it is more accurate to understand the church 

as a unique architectural response to a status shift of the tenth century. At this time, the church, 

long associated with burial, and especially episcopal burial, was made a scola for the education 

of secular priests—a powerful position within the lay community independent of the cathedral 

canons, though it still retained a connection to the bishop through present alliances and past ties. 

To the Veronese community—and perhaps especially to the bishop Ratherius—Santo Stefano’s 

alliances recalled those of Saint Peter’s. For this reason, Santo Stefano occupied the same 

positions within the Veronese stational liturgy that Saint Peter’s occupied in Rome so that, when 

the church was rebuilt around the year 1000, features evocative of Saint Peter’s were used to 

cement the complicated association with the Roman church as the city’s martyrium and second 

church to the pope. Thus, while the architecture of Santo Stefano is singular, it is certainly not an 

accident: rather, it is the creative product of an attempt to convert a pre-existing church into a 

powerful type, and to evoke that power through architecture. 

 

                                                
120 See chapter 2 on the Major Litany procession. It should be noted that the circulated Gregorian sacramentaries of 
the ninth century (such as Verona BC ms LXXXVI) utilize Roman place names for the procession. Thus, the 
liturgist responsible for the Carpsum, who most likely referred to the Gregorian sacramentary in creating Verona’s 
liturgies, would have been aware of the parallels between the Roman and Veronese Major Litany liturgies. 
121 M. F. de Dartein, Étude sur l'architecture lombarde (Paris, 1865-82), p. 445. 
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3.1: Santo Stefano, façade  
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3.2: Santo Stefano, nave 
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3.3: Map of Verona showing the location of Santo Stefano 
 

Cathedral complex 

Sto. Stefano 
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3.4: The Ponte Pietra. At the far right, the bridge meets Santo Stefano  
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3.5: Roman sarcophagi near the Ponte Pietra 
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3.6: Santo Stefano, floorplan with phases of construction, as per A. Da Lisca 
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3.7: Santo Stefano, view into the choir with cathedra installed 
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3.8: Santo Stefano, exterior, south flank 
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3.9: Santo Stefano, exterior, eastern apse 
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3.10: Iconografia Rateriana, detail with the church of Santo Stefano represented at the upper 
left-hand side  
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3.11: Santo Stefano, exterior, western entrance 
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3.12: SS. Trinità, Verona, western porch 
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3.13: Above: Santo Stefano, façade, detail of porch; Below: San Zeno, façade, detail of porch 
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3.14: Santo Stefano, nave 
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3.15: Santo Stefano, longitudinal section. From A. Da Lisca 
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3.16: Santo Stefano, nave, bay 1 
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3.17: Santo Stefano, view into the nave from the choir 
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3.18: Santo Stefano, transverse section of the church in the eleventh century, as per A. Favaro 
(1996) 
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3.19: Santo Stefano, nave, with stairs to the crypt at left stairs to the choir at right 
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3.20: Above: Santo Stefano from the south. Below: the monastery of San Salvatore at Capo di 
Ponte 
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3.21: Santo Stefano, crossing looking east 
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3.22: Santo Stefano, choir looking east 
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3.23: Santo Stefano, floorplan of the church with the upper ambulatory, as per A. Da Lisca 
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3.24: Santo Stefano, choir, southern entrance to the upper ambulatory 
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3.25: Santo Stefano, northern entrance to the upper ambulatory, now walled in 
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3.26: Santo Stefano, upper ambulatory 
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3.27: Santo Stefano, view of the upper ambulatory from south entrance 
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3.28: Santo Stefano, upper ambulatory with view to column capitals 
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3.29: Santo Stefano, upper ambulatory, bay 4 
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3.30: Santo Stefano, upper ambulatory, axial bay 
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3.31: Santo Stefano, upper ambulatory with cathedra installed. Published by Mor in Verona e il 
suo territorio (1960), vol. 2, fig. 29
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3.32: Santo Stefano, hall crypt from the south. The entrance to the lower ambulatory is through 
the door with the metal grate, at the right 
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3.33: Santo Stefano, lower ambulatory, view to the axial bay 
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3.34: Santo Stefano, lower ambulatory, axial bay. Opening into the crypt is through the curtain. 
The brick installed under the arch walls up the axial opening into the choir 
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3.35: Santo Stefano, choir, paintings below the arcade of the upper ambulatory 
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3.36: Santo Stefano, choir. Above: Paintings and confessio openings in the wall. Below: detail of 
area of painting below the staircase on the right. These openings would have communicated with 
the lower ambulatory. To the far right, an extant column base shows the tenth/eleventh-century 
level of the choir floor 
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CHAPTER 4: FROM THE ELEVENTH TO THE TWELFTH CENTURY.  
THE CHURCH OF SAN LORENZO 
 
 
 

The reforms instituted in the tenth century by the bishop Ratherius, and exemplified in 

the foundation of independent colleges like that at Santo Stefano, had a lasting effect on the 

religious landscape of medieval Verona. Certainly, the establishment of these scole beginning in 

the late-tenth century indicates a sea change for the Veronese Church. With their growth, we see 

a value placed on religious education and the proper administration of the sacraments. In short, 

the growth of the scole and other lay institutions reflects a community-wide sense that local 

churches and their priests were meant to serve a local, lay population.  

As was indicated in chapter 3, this development was precipitated by urban expansion, 

characterized not only by a general increase in the town’s population, but also more specifically 

by a merchant class that seemed to maintain an interest in the quality of its religious 

administration. As was the case with Santo Stefano, one way in which this interest manifested 

itself was through patterns of local giving—patterns that intensified over the course of the 

eleventh century.1  In addition, the population increase brought about a geographic expansion 

outside the old Roman city walls. As we saw in the extramural area surrounding Santo Stefano, 

old suburban areas outside the late-antique walls became residential neighborhoods filled with 

both domestic and commercial architecture. As the urban spaces and the population of the city 

expanded, Verona’s religious institutions continued to grow and diversify in order to meet their 

citizen’s needs. 

                                                
1 According to Maureen Miller, lay donations to the city’s scole and xenodochia became frequent from the late-
eleventh century. As discussed in chapter 3, documents demonstrate that many of these donations come from those 
people living near to the churches to which they are giving. Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (Ithaca, 
NY, 1993), especially pp. 111-112. 
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If the increased growth in population created a vacuum of pastoral care, then the need 

was soon met by the further establishment of secular institutions meant to support Verona’s laity; 

these establishments would become the Veronese parish system. Each was run by a semi-

autonomous group of priests (trained at the city’s scole) who often lived on site, sharing a 

canonical existence outside the official cathedral chapter. The monasticization of the secular 

clergy during this century is an interesting side note that cannot be fully covered here: while it 

was an important aspect of the tenth-century Ratherian reforms, it was also part of a wider 

northern Italian phenomenon.2  For example, canon 3 of the 1059 Lateran synods states that the 

clergy (priests, deacons, and subdeacons) “who in obedience to the reforming decrees had 

preserved their chastity, should henceforth sleep and eat together near the churches, hold in 

common the revenue of those churches, and strive earnestly to realize the apostolic life, namely 

the common life.”3  The level of reform indicated by the above canon demonstrates a larger 

social concern for a clerical purity and distinction, and thus a new value placed on the 

sacramental and cultic role of the clergy.4  In addition, the monasticization of the secular clergy 

is reflected in religious practice: Veronese liturgical documents of the eleventh century betray a 

secular taste for longer, monastic-style offices.5  

                                                
2 In the case of Verona, see the many important aspects of this covered by Miller, ibid. (1993).  
3 The 1059 Lateran synod and the resultant canons were a part of the so-called Gregorian Reform. See C. Boyd, 
Tithes and Parishes in Medieval Italy (Ithaca, NY, 1952), p. 109. 
4 M. Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 112. 
5 One example of such a phenomenon can be seen in Verona Biblioteca Capitolare ms CIX, an eleventh-century 
hymnary that was produced in Verona. Among other things, BC ms CIX contains over 200 fully-notated hymns for 
the office, evidencing a need for the redaction of information that was generally transmitted orally. As Eric Palazzo 
has pointed out “until the end of the eleventh century, hymns were exclusively used by monasteries before being 
adopted by communities of canons and any cleric celebrating the Divine Office.”  In A History of Liturgical Books 
from the Beginning  to the Thirteenth Century (Collegeville, MN, tr. 1993).  However, I have argued (elsewhere) 
that Verona BC CIX is a manuscript intended for secular use, an anomaly for the eleventh century. Due to the fact 
that the hymns are fully transcribed and notated, and because of its secular character, I believe that BC ms CIX is a 
manuscript that was produced in a monastic community for use by the cathedral canons. With it, we see a case of 
secular clerics commissioning or borrowing monastic sources in order to institute a monastic-style Office in their 
secular liturgy. This is my argument, which goes against the standard interpretation of this book. See specifically 
James Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages: Its History, Manuscripts, and 
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As the eleventh century passed, the number of semi-autonomous institutions at urban 

churches increased markedly so that, by the end of the eleventh century, “the religious of nearly 

every church came to constitute distinct establishments, each with its own benefices and 

privileges.”6  With so many different new religious organizations, the Church grew unwieldy in 

its organic growth: parish divisions were poorly defined, as is evidenced in the growth in the 

number of disputes over jurisdiction in the eleventh century.7  This problem was mitigated at the 

beginning of the twelfth century when parish divisions were firmly established, and parish priests 

organized themselves into the clerus intrinsecus—a unified corporation of parish priests within 

the city walls.8  By the end of the twelfth century, the rural and suburban parish priests had 

organized themselves into the clerus extrinsecus. Each of these groups was governed by an 

archpriest, and met regularly to discuss both spiritual and administrative concerns. Importantly, 

by 1185, the pope confirmed one third of the share of the election of the bishop to the clerus 

intrinsecus, the cathedral chapter, and the clerus extrinsecus, each.9 

Here, the power held by the secular priests is important to note. Certainly, the passing of 

pastoral care from the bishop to parishes represents a decentralization of pastoral care.10  The 

passage of pastoral functions from the bishop’s control did not reduce his financial revenues—

the bishop still controlled his extensive landholdings (his patrimony extended all the way to Lake 

                                                                                                                                                       
Liturgical Practice (Ph.D. Diss., U. Chicago, 1983), pp. 253-255. This manuscript has also been described by Susan 
Boynton in her article “Orality, Literacy, and the Early Notation of the Office Hymns," Journal of the American 
Musicological Society (vol. 56, 2003), pp. 99-167. I would like to thank Professor Boynton for bringing this 
manuscript to my attention. 
6 James Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages (1983), p. 72. 
7 Importantly, these are disputes between the administering institutions. This phenomenon should be seen in contrast 
to the jurisdictional disputes discussed in chapter 5, which almost always involved the bishop as the prosecuting 
party. See Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), pp. 59-60. 
8 While Borders claims that the parish divisions were established at the beginning of the twelfth century, Miller 
argues that this occurred at the end of the twelfth. However, the first time the clerus intrinsecus appears in a 
donation is 1102. See Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 59. The document is ASVR, Clero 
Intrinseco, fol. 17. 
9 For a discussion of this election process, see A. Spagnolo, “Il clero veronese nelle elezione del vescovo, 1080-
1338,” in Atti e Memorie dell’Academia di Verona (vol. 84, 1907-08), pp. 97-105. 
10 Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 136. 
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Garda) as well as tithe percentages and fees from mercantile fairs, etc. Obviously, these revenues 

were an important aspect of the early medieval episcopacy and contributed to the persistence of 

the investiture system. Rather, the expansion of secular organizations fractured religious 

authority across the Veronese landscape, removing power from the bishop as well as from the 

cathedral chapter. The fragmentation of religious power within the city was most likely 

magnified by a quickly-rotating roster of foreign bishops who often held the position for only a 

few years, and therefore might not have been fully invested in the religious politics of Verona. 

However, as fragmented as the religious landscape had become by the end of the eleventh 

century, it was reunited again under the aegis of the bishop by the mid-twelfth—a fact that will 

be part of the narrative of chapter 5. 

 

The purpose of chapter 4, then, is to look at the eleventh century in Verona—a time in 

which the city saw a large number of new ecclesiastical foundations built to serve parochial 

functions both within and outside the city walls. The greatest number of new churches was built 

during this time, with new construction reaching its peak in the first decades of the twelfth 

century.11  The new establishments were not limited to new buildings, however: several of the 

old, early Christian churches were resurrected as new parochial centers. The new mission of the 

old churches galvanized a period of construction: buildings were refurbished and rebuilt to suit 

their new capacities. One such building—the church of San Lorenzo—reflects eleventh-century 

patterns of change and growth. In addition, the use of creative architectural solutions that 

reflected communal religious identities continued through the course of the eleventh century. 

Like Santo Stefano, San Lorenzo exemplifies a creative architectural solution and therefore has 

                                                
11 Ibid., p. 136. 
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been the subject of more or less confused attempts to define its architectural influence.12  In his 

seminal book L’archittetura romanica in Verona, Eduardo Arslan remarked that San Lorenzo 

was the only church of its type to be found in Italy.13  Like Santo Stefano, San Lorenzo—with its 

monastic floorplan—contributes to the discussion of architectural identity projected by the 

probable users of the church. 

  In the early years of the twelfth century, however, the architecture of San Lorenzo was 

transformed again when the eleventh-century building was retrofitted with a new set of 

architectural features, including a wide liturgical gallery, as well as two large spiral staircases, 

appended to the church’s western end in order to provide access to the upper level. The result is a 

church built with contrasting ideologies that is, like the church of Santo Stefano, unique to its 

time and setting: the church of San Lorenzo is unlike any other northern Italian Romanesque 

building. In all, San Lorenzo, with its combination of eleventh- and twelfth-century forms, 

provides an example of how the changes undergone by Verona and its citizens over the course of 

100 years, its social organization and its Church, came together to affect the look of this singular 

building. 

 

The Early History of the Church of San Lorenzo  

Located on the present Corso Cavour, the church of San Lorenzo occupies an area 

directly west of the city, outside the ancient city gates [IMAGE 4.1]. The area, separated from 

the city proper by the still extant Porta Borsari [IMAGE 4.2], grew up along the Via Postumia, 

                                                
12 The issue of architectural influence at San Lorenzo will be discussed later in this chapter.  
13 Eduardo Arslan, L’archittetura romanica in Verona (Verona, 1939), p. 24. Here, Arslan discusses San Lorenzo, 
together with San Fermo, as “le uniche di quel tipo in tutta l’area dell’architettura Veronese; e . . . in Italia,” in 
specific reference to the type of floorplan shared by these two churches. Laura Rapelli adds the church of San Pietro 
in Monastero in the Veronese countryside to this typology as well: Un gioello del romanico veronese (1999), p. 49. 
With regards to San Lorenzo, the additional anomaly of western towers and galleries makes it truly unique. 
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which continued east into the city to become its decumanus, and west towards Mantua.14  

Archaeological surveys of the area have uncovered a temple here dedicated to Jupiter, located 

adjacent to the Porta Borsari, as well as considerable amounts of sepulcher sculpture of Roman 

date, indicating that the area must have been utilized for burials during the Roman period. One of 

the best-known monuments in the neighborhood is the Arco dei Gavi [IMAGE 4.3]—a large, 

first-century marble arch that was built to commemorate the gens Gavia and perhaps had a 

funerary connotation.15  The continued funerary function of this suburban area is supported by a 

complex of at least three early Christian churches here: directly across the Via Cavour from San 

Lorenzo stands the church of the Santi Apostoli which most likely dates to the fifth century. 

Attached to the church of the Apostles, the centrally-planned sacellum dedicated to the saints 

Tosca and Teuteria is also one of the city’s earliest foundations.16  Further along the Postumia, 

the church of San Martino Acquaro stood on the banks of the Adige, until it was enclosed within 

the city’s Castelvecchio during the Middle Ages.17 In addition, although the dedication to Saint 

Martin is rare for a northern Italian church, the dedications to the Apostles and Lawrence betray 

                                                
14 A highly detailed history of the area around the Porta Borsari (called the Porta San Zeno in the Middle Ages) was 
recently produced in the volume: Pierpaoli Brugnoli, ed. La venerabile pieve dei Santi Apostoli in Verona: ricerche 
storiche nell’ottavo centenario della consacrazione (Verona, 1994). In the chapter “Il territorio parrochiale: 
lineamenti di storia urbana” (pp. 11-54), Brugnoli discusses the development of this neighborhood, noting that the 
Arco dei Gavi demarcated the end of the area designated for monumental tombs. He cites archaeological evidence 
from projects conducted at the end of the nineteenth century that support this area’s funerary purpose. 
15 The arch has a long, post-medieval history. In the Middle Ages, it was built into the expanded city walls: A. C. 
Calcagni, Le mura di Verona (Verona, 2005), pp. 38-39. During the Napoleonic wars, the arch was destroyed. It was 
rebuilt near the Castelvecchio in 1936. For information on the Arco dei Gavi, see La venerabile pieve dei Santi 
Apostoli in Verona (1994), pp. 12-13. 
16 Archaeological exploration of the Santi Apostoli in 1913 uncovered a large, semi-circular apse foundation to the 
east of the current church’s eastern apse. This has led scholars to assume a fifth-century date. Also the sacellum of 
Tosca and Teuteria, a centrally-planned structure attached to the Apostoli and the church’s southeastern end, in its 
resemblance to the tomb of Galla Placidia in Ravenna, is assumed to be the oldest Christian structure in Verona. All 
of this is detailed in Brugnoli, ed., ibid., as well as Ettore Napore in his entry on the Apostoli in Veneto Romanico, 
Zuliani, ed. (Milan, 2008), pp. 287-289. Importantly, both have argued that the dedication to Tosca and Teuteria 
does not occur until the twelfth century. Instead, they argue that the original dedication was to Saint Apollinare, 
which would be in keeping with the saints mentioned in the Versus de Verona around the churches of S. Lorenzo, S. 
Apostoli, and S. Martino—all located along the Via Postumia. 
17 P. P. Brugnoli, ed., La venerabile pieve dei Santi Apostoli in Verona (1994), pp. 12-13. 
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an early-Christian sensibility, not unlike the earliest dedications at important Italian cities, such 

as Milan and Rome. 

Further out along the Postumia and adjacent to the Adige River, one of the most 

important early foundations, the church of San Zeno, dominated the countryside.18  Already by 

the fourth century a church existed at the site, though real power arrived with the establishment 

of a Benedictine community (most likely by the eighth century) and a substantial influx of 

income from the Carolingian crown in the eighth and ninth.19  As an influential medieval 

institution and pilgrimage site that housed the relics of the city’s patron saint Zeno, the road from 

the city out to the monastery must have witnessed regular foot traffic, as well as frequent 

episcopal processions from the cathedral to the monastery. The Carpsum of Stephen records at 

least 7 stational masses to be held at San Zeno throughout the liturgical year.20  Thus, as a 

highly-traveled area, the borgo San Zeno—the area outside of the Porta Borsari—possessed all 

of the necessary conditions for the suburban growth of the late-tenth and eleventh centuries.21  

Furthermore, its location on the Adige contributed to an industrial and mercantile focus: 

documents refer to mills along the river, shops of masons, glassmakers, and other artisans in the 

                                                
18 Though it must be noted that the church preceded the monastery. It is unclear when the Benedictine community 
first inhabited San Zeno, though most scholars date it to the Lombard era. For a complete history of the monastery 
of San Zeno, see Giovanna Valenzano, La Basilica di San Zeno in Verona: problemi architettonici (Vicenza, 1993). 
19 The monastery was favored by Pippin and other members of the Carolingian court, who provided financial 
support to it and other Benedictine houses in Verona. M. Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), pp. 
65-67. 
20 See chart, chapter 2. As discussed in chapter 2, it is possible that the monastery hosted additional stational masses 
on those feast days related to the life of San Zeno. G. G. Meersseman makes this point in L’orazionale 
dell’archidiacono Pacifico e il Carpsum del cantore Stefano: Studi e testi sulla liturgia del duomo di Verona 
(Fribourg, 1974), p. 97. 
21 And possibly before. It is clear from a notice of 899/951 (for a discussion of the discrepancy found in the dating of 
the Hungarian invasion—stemming from the fact that the historical notice dates to the fifteenth century—see 
previous chapter on Santo Stefano. The church of Santo Stefano and its neighborhood were also apparent victims in 
the destruction caused by the Hungarian tribes) that the area is referred to as a borgo when it was burnt by the 
Hungarians. Evidence for domestic architecture here dates back to the Roman period. See La venerabile pieve dei 
Santi Apostoli in Verona (1994), p. 13. 
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neighborhood.22  The growth of the borgo San Zeno is also attested to in the existence of a new 

foundation of the eleventh century, the church of Santa Maria della Fratta. In addition, the 

churches of the Santi Apostoli, San Martino and San Lorenzo became parish churches during this 

century in order to serve the needs of the growing neighborhood. Thus, when parts of the city 

wall were rebuilt in twelfth century, they were extended outward to incorporate the borgo San 

Zeno into the city center.23 

Although very little medieval documentation survives about the church of San Lorenzo, 

archaeological evidence supports the existence of building at or near the site since Antiquity. At 

the west entrance, both the north and south towers rest on large, white marble foundation slabs 

that are carved with antique motifs [IMAGE 4.4]. Similar materials are used in the foundations at 

the eastern end; it is probable that these slabs originate from a Roman building that formerly 

occupied the site, though the slabs have certainly been moved from their original position there. 

The presence of spoliate architectural sculpture has led Veronese scholars to surmise that the 

church was built on the foundations of a Roman temple that was located here.24  While the 

foundation date of the church at this site remains unclear, excavations that were performed in the 

east end of the building at the end of the nineteenth century brought to light a curved foundation 

wall that must have served as the apsidal wall for an early church. The same excavations 

                                                
22 See Brugnoli’s essay in Brugnoli, ed., La venerabile pieve dei Santi Apostoli in Verona (1994), pp. 16-19. The 
growth in artisans in this neighborhood is also an important result of urbanization—that is, a population growth that 
requires more buildings creates a need for a class of skilled workmen in turn. This phenomenon is mentioned by 
Robert Maxwell in his book on urbanization in Medieval Parthanay: “The material processes of building also 
contributed to urbanization’s social processes, necessitating an influx of masons, sculptors, carpenters, and 
glassmakers.” R. Maxwell, The Art of Medieval Urbanism: Parthenay in Romanesque Aquitaine (State College, PA, 
2007), p. 3. 
23 This is only a section of the wall—from the Castelvecchio to the Ponte Aleardi—that is rebuilt. See A. C. 
Calcagni, Le mura di Verona (2005), pp. 37-38. 
24 This claim has long been part of the mythology of the church—its history is detailed by Laura Rapelli in Un 
gioiello del romanico veronese: la chiesa di San Lorenzo (1999). Rapelli’s study is an extension of her tesi di laurea 
at the University of the Ca’ Foscari in Venice, 1996. Rapelli indicates that the idea of a Roman temple dedicated to 
Venus at the site of San Lorenzo can be attributed to L. Bennassuti, from his Memorie della chiesa di S. Lorenzo 
Martire in Verona (Verona, 1886).  
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revealed several levels of pavement below the floor, the lowest being datable to the fifth century, 

as well as various sculptural fragments in Lombardic-type knotwork [IMAGE 4.5].25  The 

sculpture, related to dated comparisons of the late-eighth century, perhaps represents an earlier 

decorative program for the church furniture that was abandoned during a later restoration.  

Certainly by the ninth century, there existed a church here dedicated to Saint Lawrence. 

The saint is mentioned in the Versus de Verona along with twelve Apostles among the city’s 

guardians in the west (Ab occidente custodit Systus et Laurentius, Ypolitus, Apollenaris, 

Duodecim Apostoli Domini, magnus confessor Martinus sanctissimus).26  In these verses, while 

the Duodecim Apostoli Domini clearly refers to the church of the Apostles located across the 

street, Sixtus, Laurentius, and Ippolitus were the saints whose relics were believed to be installed 

at San Lorenzo. In addition to the poem, the church is included among the churches listed on the 

inscription of the Archdeacon Pacificus.27  Because Pacificus died around the year 850, it follows 

that if the church required some level of restoration by the mid-ninth century, then it must have 

existed for some time prior to that date.  

                                                
25 The sculpture is discussed by A. K. Porter, who provides dated comparisons. The pavement is comparable to the 
fifth-century pavements discovered at the cathedral complex. See Laura Rapelli, Un gioiello del romanico (1999), 
who draws her archaeological data from the last archaeological work done at San Lorenzo at the end of the 
nineteenth century published in Federico Berchet, Relazione annuale dell’Ufficio regionale per la conservazione dei 
monumenti del Veneto (Venice, 1892-1901)—Berchet’s restoration notes were published in a series of 5 volumes, 
over the course of 10 years. In them, he detailed the projects that were being carried out throughout the city of 
Verona. The pavement excavations and the mosaic discovered underneath San Lorenzo are discussed in volume 5 
(1899-1901). For the relationship of San Lorenzo’s mosaics to those located in the cathedral complex, see P. 
Gazzola, “Il mosaico della Capitolare,” in Studi storici veronesi Luigi Simeoni (vol. 1, 1929), p. 281. See also C. 
Cipolla, “Restauro della chiesa di S. Lorenzo in Verona,” Arte e Storia (no. 21, 1893).  L. Rapelli also argues that 
the dedication of Lawrence, like its martyrial counterpart Stephen, should indicate an early dedication due to its 
association to Rome, p. 46. 
26 Lines 85-87. This poem has been discussed in previous chapters. G. B. Pighi, Versus de Verona: versvm de 
mediolano civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960), p. 154. Here, the poem refers to the churches of S. 
Lorenzo and SS. Apostoli, as well as the church of S. Martino, formerly located further outside the city on the Via 
Postumia, where the Castelvecchio now stands. As will be discussed later in the chapter, the mention of Apollenaris 
probably refers to the sacellum attached to the SS. Apostoli, now dedicated to the saints Tosca and Teutaria. 
27 The inscription is located at the city’s cathedral. As discussed above, its veracity is questionable. See Introduction, 
as well as Cristina La Rocca, “A man for all seasons: Pacificus of Verona and the creation of a local Carolingian 
past,” in The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, Matthew Innes and Yitzhak Hen, eds. (Cambridge, 2000), 
pp. 250-272.  
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In addition to historical evidence, liturgical evidence supports an early date for San 

Lorenzo: the church is used in the stational system prescribed by the Carpsum of the cantor 

Stephen.28  The manuscript, which, again, most likely details Veronese practice of the tenth 

through at least the eleventh centuries, prescribes stational masses to be performed at San 

Lorenzo during Lent (the Saturday after the second Sunday in Lent) and Easter week (Tuesday, 

in tandem with Santi Apostoli), as well as Vespers services for the Vigil of the feast of 

Lawrence.29  As has been noted previously, the Veronese stational churches seem to have 

possessed an ancient status within the city, and each of their foundations seems to have 

considerably predated the establishment of the stational system in the tenth century.30 

 

The Church of San Lorenzo after the Middle Ages: Accretions and Restoration 

 Despite the historical importance of San Lorenzo within the Veronese Church system and 

its stunning architectural ensemble, the building has received little scholarly attention in the past 

100 years. Although it has been treated in various surveys of Romanesque architecture in 

Verona, it has not been the subject of a serious monographic study.31  The lack of recent interest 

in San Lorenzo is also baffling in light of a major restoration project, undertaken from 1887 to 

                                                
28 See chart in chapter 2, along with a discussion of Verona’s stational system. Also, G. G. Meersseman, et. al. 
L’orazionale dell’archidiacono Pacifico e il Carpsum del cantore Stefano (1974) is the authoritative source on the 
Carpsum. 
29 In the Roman stational system (as per the Carolingian sacramentary BC ms LXXXVI), The church of the Apostles 
hosted the Mass for the Saturday after the second Sunday in Lent, while the church of San Paolo fuori le mura held 
the station for the Tuesday of Easter week. In this, the Carpsum definitely seems to be only a loose adaptation of the 
Roman system. 
30 See chapter 2, on the stational liturgy in Verona. 
31 However, the church has been the subject of several smaller publications, including U. Papa, La chiesa di S. 
Lorenzo e i suoi restauri (Verona, 1909); P. Balestrieri, Tre chiese: SS. Apostoli, SS. Teuteria e Tosca, S. Lorenzo 
(Verona, 1954); and L. Rapelli, Un gioiello del romanico veronese: la chiesa di San Lorenzo (Verona, 1999). All are 
Veronese productions. 
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1898 by the church’s rector, Don Pietro Scapini.32  At this time, the building reverted from its 

Renaissance and Baroque incarnation with the removal of a number of additions that had accrued 

on the interior and exterior of the building. These accretions, begun by Bishop Matteo Canato of 

Tripoli who was archpriest and rettore commendatario of the church from 1458 to 1470, 

included the installation of a plaster barrel vault in the nave, as well as a lantern tower above 

church’s crossing.33  Further (and more extreme) modifications occurred under the direction of 

Pier Maria Regazzoni (parish priest from 1749-1758), who modernized the church by covering 

the walls with eighteenth-century plaster articulation. In addition, Regazzoni was responsible for 

walling the arcades of the gallery level, destroying the western gallery, and walling up the 

southern apsidiole chapel. Fortunately, Scapini’s effort to return the church to its original state 

was recorded in a series of photographs, taken by Arthur Kingsley Porter for his Lombard 

Architecture in the early-twentieth century.34  As Scapini’s records and Porter’s photographs 

reveal, the task of restoring the church to its medieval appearance involved rebuilding much of 

the façade and the western gallery, re-opening the gallery arcades, restoring the space of the 

southern apsidiole, removing the eighteenth-century plaster, and refacing the arcade and gallery 

piers and arches [IMAGE 4.6]. In addition, further restorations were made after damage was 

caused to the roof and buildings abutting the north flank in the Second World War. At this point, 

                                                
32 This project was funded and published by the office for the conservation of the monuments of the Veneto: F.  
Berchet, Relazione annuale (1892-1901). The project at San Lorenzo was part of a citywide effort to renovate the 
Romanesque buildings that occurred at the end of the nineteenth century. 
33 Bishop Matteo’s efforts were recorded on a plaque still located within the church, and were documented by 
Biacolini, Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), pp. 378-79. All accretions to the church 
(especially those made under Pier Maria Regazzoni in the eighteenth century) are also covered fully in Gianpaolo 
Trevisan’s entry on San Lorenzo in Veneto Romanico (Milan, 2008), pp. 168-174. 
34 All of Porter’s photographs were bequeathed to Avery Arts and Architectural Library at Columbia University, and 
still exist in the archives of the Media Center for Art History at Columbia University, having been deaccessioned 
from Avery at some point in the late-twentieth century. A few were published in Lombard Architecture (1915-17), 
photo volume IV.1. 
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the Baroque barrel vault was removed, a system of diaphragm arches was installed, and a 

wooden roof was built to cover the church.  

 

The Church of San Lorenzo Today 

At present, the church is entered through a door in the southern aisle, due to the fact that 

the surrounding neighborhood has encroached so closely on the building that the western 

entrance can no longer be accessed from the street. In fact, the western entrance had been 

rendered unusable already by the Renaissance: at that time, the southern aisle portal was covered 

with a monumental porch by the archpriest Matteo [IMAGE 4.7]. Unlike other Baroque and 

Renaissance accretions, the porch was not removed during the restorations of the nineteenth 

century. The choice to keep the portal was based on communal opinion; the contest held among 

the Veronese community for its removal is detailed in Berchet’s publication on the process.35 

The church’s western entrance is dominated by two round towers, which are composed of 

alternating courses of brick and ashlar masonry [IMAGE 4.8]. Throughout the Middle Ages, the 

towers housed staircases, through which access could be gained to the interior gallery level.36 

These towers do not communicate with the exterior of the building—access to their staircases 

occurs through doors at the western end of the aisles. A single, central doorway grants access to 

the interior of the building. Because the façade was rebuilt substantially in the sixteenth century, 

it is difficult to gauge the original appearance of the medieval façade, though the majority of 

masonry construction has the material and wear consistent with the north and south exterior 

                                                
35 F.  Berchet, Relazione annuale (1892-1901). The issue of the Renaissance porch is discussed in the 2 final 
volumes (1896-98, 1899-1901), in which Berchet details a community debate on the nature of architectural 
accretions, and whether the should be considered part of the artistic patrimony of the building. By 1901 (and the 
publication of volume 5), it had been decided by the office for conservation that the porch would be saved.  
36 Currently, access to the gallery can still be had through the north tower. The south, however, was converted into a 
chapel dedicated to Saint Filomena in 1835. For several years, the galleries, which are spacious, have acted as living 
and office quarters for the rectors of the church. 
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flanks of the building. However, features such as the windows supply a more difficult problem: 

based on extant masonry traces, the windows were rebuilt in the late-nineteenth-century 

restoration program and the oculus at the gallery level was restored as well. In addition, Porter’s 

photographs seem to indicate that an earlier medieval porch was removed at some point—for this 

reason, a “hanging” porch, like that found at Santo Stefano, was added to the façade by the 

nineteenth-century restorers. 

Entrance into the church reveals a dark interior composed of three aisles and surrounded 

by galleries on the north, south, and western walls of the building [IMAGE 4.9]. The nave arcade 

is supported by alternating compound piers and columns, creating a double bay system in which 

each bay consists of a double arcade. This articulation is repeated at the gallery level, with two 

arched openings per bay. The piers are composed of four half-columns attached to a cross-

shaped core; the square plinth, half-column articulation continues to the gallery level, ending 

rather abruptly at the wooden roof.37  As the wall above the arcades was denatured when the 

barrel vault was added to the building, the original roofing/vaulting system of San Lorenzo 

remains unclear. However, the square plinth, half column articulation seems to suggest that the 

original arrangement consisted of a wooden roof carried on transverse masonry diaphragm 

arches over the major piers, like the present roofing system at the nearby monastery of San Zeno. 

When the barrel vault was removed in the twentieth century, the diaphragm arches were rebuilt, 

and are currently part of the ceiling articulation at San Lorenzo [IMAGE 4.10].38  

                                                
37 As is visible in Porter’s restoration photographs (see image 4.6), the piers were extremely damaged when the 
church was redesigned in the eighteenth century and covered with a new stucco decoration. Therefore, according to 
Scapini and Berchet, the choice to rebuild the piers in this cross formation, in alternating courses of brick and 
stucco, comes from the vestiges discovered within the eighteenth-century pier, as well us the extant bases that were 
sunk into the floor. Federico Berchet, Relazione annuale dell’Ufficio regionale per la conservazione dei monumenti 
del Veneto (Venice, 1894-98). 
38 The original disposition of the ceiling/vaults remains unknown. The barrel vaults were removed after the church 
was damaged by Allied forces during WWII. At this time, it was decided that a wooden ceiling would be built, 
carried on diaphragm arches like that at San Zeno. This is sensible, due to the alternating pier/column system. 
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At the building’s western end, the space under the western gallery creates a narthex 

[IMAGE 4.11].39  To its east, the nave consists of two double bays, while a third constitutes the 

crossing space, opening to the north and south into projecting transept arms. Ending with a 

curved apse at the east, the transept chapels are each proceeded by two bays (corresponding to 

the two bays of the double-bay crossing) [IMAGE 4.12]. The choir consists of one double bay, 

flanked by side aisles, ending in three semicircular apses [IMAGE 4.13]; thus San Lorenzo is 

organized around a 5-apsed plan [IMAGE 4.14]. While the central nave was most likely covered 

with a wooden roof, the nave aisles, transept arms, and choir aisles (that is, aisle vaulting systems 

located under the galleries) are all covered with low, masonry groin vaults. 

In the second level, the gallery extends the entire length of the building to the choir, but 

its openings are varied in height. For example, the openings of the western gallery are 

approximately 1.5 meters taller than those double-arched openings of the nave. The nave 

openings, approximately 3.5 meters in height, are shorter than the 5-meters-high double-opening 

of the galleries over the transept arms—a fact that, along with fragments of large stone arches 

discovered under the floor during the nineteenth-century renovation, has led several scholars to 

assume the existence a crossing tower here (including the Renaissance rettore, Matteo Canato, 

who constructed a tower here).40  The choir side aisles are also covered with a gallery level, 

                                                                                                                                                       
However, the restorers also included masonry spurs that suggest the springs of a large groin vault that would cover 
the nave. It is unclear whether they had evidence to suggest that this is the case. This vault is discussed by Trevisan 
in Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 171. He is non-committal on the issue.  
39 Again, the western gallery was destroyed during the eighteenth-century building campaign. However, the choice 
to rebuild it as such was based on the pier foundation and base that were discovered at the center of the building, in 
front of the western door (where the support column for the western gallery now stands). F. Berchet, Relazione 
annuale, vol. 5 (1898-1901). 
40 The existence of a tower at San Lorenzo and the type of tower it could have been is highly debated. After the 
nineteenth-century restoration, Cipolla claims to have found segments of arches under the floor in the nave that 
would have been part of the support system for a tower: C. Cipolla, “Restauro della chiesa di S. Lorenzo in Verona,” 
Arte e Storia (no. 21, 1893). Porter (and predecessors) reconstruct the tower in an octagonal, northern European 
style, like those lantern towers found at Cluny—and such as that seen at Santo Stefano, which dates to the end of the 
twelfth century. The possibility of such a tower (a cuba) is also noted made by Matteo Canota, who, in discussing 
his own insertion of barrel vaults, wrote “tante longitudinis quanta est longitudo dicte ecclesie videlicet a cuba 
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though the double openings are much smaller than those in the rest of the building, providing 

very little visual access into the choir galleries from the floor of the nave and choir [see 

longitudinal section, image 4.14]. Here, the smaller openings could indicate an interest in 

providing a greater masonry support for a short barrel vault that would have covered the two 

bays that preceded the conch of the central apse. Conversely, these openings might have been 

kept small in order to better utilize this space at the gallery level—a rounded, eastern end in choir 

galleries indicates that this space might have been used for liturgical purposes [IMAGE 4.15].41  

On the second level, the nave and choir aisle galleries are covered with groin vaults, while the 

transept and western gallery are covered with a wooden roof [IMAGE 4.16]. The ceiling of the 

western gallery and transept arms is also approximately 1 meter higher than the masonry vaults 

of the aisle gallery. 

 

The Church of San Fermo and its Relationship to San Lorenzo 

 It should be noted that the 5-apsed plan of San Lorenzo, although reminiscent of northern 

European examples such as the second church at Cluny, is unusual for northern Italian design.42  

It is, however, closely related to the Veronese monastery of San Fermo, whose lower church 

                                                                                                                                                       
altaris magni dicte ecclesie, usque ad finem dicte ecclesie.” In twentieth-century reconstructions of the building, the 
tower is not included [see longitudinal section, image 4.14]. 
41 That is, the apse-like space created at the eastern terminal of the galleries (at present, only the north gallery—the 
south now houses a modern staircase) mirrors the apses that terminate the nave aisles and suggests that altars would 
be installed here. The multiplication of altars in the upper spaces of the church is a phenomenon studied by Arnold 
Klukas is his work on tribune chapels. Klukas argues that upper altars allowed for additional/private masses and 
offices to be held in the church—their locations would cause these services to be at once secluded, but still 
accessible (visually and aurally) from other parts of the church. Although Klukas studies churches of England and 
France, he includes San Lorenzo among the churches in which he believes tribune chapels could have been installed. 
A. Klukas, Altaria superioria: the function and significance of the tribune-chapel in Anglo-Norman Romanesque 
(Ph.D. Diss. University of Pittsburgh, 1978), p. 90. 
42 The relationship of the second church of Cluny to San Lorenzo is prevalent in most twentieth-century scholarship 
on the latter church. See especially G. Trevisan, Veneto Romanico (2008) and L. Rapelli, Un gioiello del romanico 
veronese (Verona, 1999). Scholarship on San Fermo also focuses on this connection. Dates for the second church at 
Cluny are 954-981. 
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(also referred to as a crypt) is still almost entirely of the eleventh century [IMAGE 4.17].43  More 

specifically, a pillar in the lower church records a date of 1065 for the commencement of this 

campaign, in which the entire church was rebuilt—expanded from its much smaller, early 

medieval structure by San Fermo’s community of Benedictine monks.44  While the upper church 

was rebuilt in the fourteenth century, the exterior wall still follows the outline of the eleventh-

century building, which included an upper and lower story, with the lower church extending the 

entire length and width of the upper [IMAGE 4.18]. Covered in fresco and appointed with 

elegant architectural details, the space, time, and design devoted to the crypt at San Fermo 

indicate the importance of the relics invested there.45  Like that at San Lorenzo, the eastern end 

of San Fermo terminates with 5 rounded apses, with two transept apses (preceded by 2 bays) and 

a tri-apsed eastern end. The choir-aisle chapels are also preceded by double bays [IMAGE 4.19]. 

Finally, the floorplan of lower church at San Fermo is related to that of San Lorenzo in that the 

nave supports alternate between columns and larger piers.46  

                                                
43 The monastery of San Fermo has enjoyed considerable scholarship, and most recently a volume with a collection 
of essays published by the church’s parish. In it, Gianpaolo Trevisan covers the architecture, working from a date of 
1065 inscribed in a pillar in the lower church. Paolo Golinelli, ed., I santi Fermo e Rustico: un culto e una chiesa in 
Verona; per il XVII centenario del loro martirio (304 - 2004) (Verona, 2004), pp. 169-183. Trevisan also wrote the 
entry for San Fermo in Veneto Romanico (2008), pp. 159-167. 
44 Though the early medieval date is insecure. It is known that the structure was augmented around the year 765, 
when the bishop Annone recovered the relics of Fermo and Rustico from Trieste and invested them in the Early 
Christian church, in some sort of structure within—often referred to as a confessionary. See Trevisan “L’architettura 
(secoli XI-XIV)” in I santi Fermo e Rustico (2004). In addition, the poet of the Versus de Verona dedicates a full 18 
lines of the poem to the discovery and deposit of the relics—including the materials in which they were wrapped—
of Firmo and Rustico (Lines 67-84). G. B. Pighi, Versus de Verona: versvm de mediolano civitate; edizione critica e 
commento (Bologna, 1960), p. 154. 
45 In the sense that San Fermo’s lower church was designed as part of a new structure, rather than added to an 
existing building, the structure fits into an architectural trend of the Romanesque period. Roger Stalley contends that 
the pre-planned, continuous hall crypt—as opposed to a group of spaces that grew haphazardly over a period of 
time—is part of an architectural trajectory that is fully realized in the eleventh century. As Stalley has discussed ithis 
phenomenon in Early Medieval Architecture (Oxford, 1999), pp. 150-153, he has also remarked—rightfully so—
that there are no general surveys of crypt design. 
46 Although it does not need to be discussed here, G. P. Trevisan has argued that some of the sculpture at San 
Fermo—especially the Romanesque-era Corinthian capitals—is also related to that at San Lorenzo, in Veneto 
Romanico (2008), p. 172. See also L. Franzoni, “Capitelli con aquile a S. Lorenzo e nel romanico Veronese,” in Atti 
dell’Accedemia di Agricoltura Scienze e Lettere di Verona (vol. CLIII, 1976-77), pp. 49-66. 
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Although the floorplan of the lower church of San Fermo and the church of San Lorenzo 

display many similarities, the interior spaces are obviously organized around significantly 

different elevations, due to the fact that San Fermo’s crypt consists of a single level, rather than 

the 2-story elevation found at San Lorenzo. In addition, the lower church at San Fermo has been 

divided into 4 aisles—a column system that seems to have been essential to supporting the 

system of groin vaults, which are uniform in height [IMAGE 4.20]. However, it is likely that San 

Fermo’s upper church (which today reflects a renovation carried out by a newly-installed 

Franciscan community in the thirteenth to the fourteenth century), which also followed the 5-

apsed footprint, had an elevation not unlike the eleventh-century church at San Lorenzo.47  

Reconstructed by Gianpaolo Trevisan, the upper church would have been organized around a 5-

apsed plan [see image 19].48  The central nave would have been defined by an arcade supported 

on a system of alternating piers and columns, surmounted by a small row of clerestory windows. 

In Trevisan’s plan, however, the upper church at San Fermo has no articulated crossing and 

therefore the chapels that extend to the north and south of the building cannot be considered 

transept arms like those at San Lorenzo. However, the north and south chapels are preceded by 

two bays like the transept chapels at San Lorenzo. Similar to San Lorenzo, the central apse of 

San Fermo’s eastern end would have been flanked by two smaller apses; the apses would have 

been preceded by double bays. Also like San Lorenzo, the upper church at San Fermo would 

have been surmounted by a wooden roof. 

 

 

                                                
47 In 1261 the complex was handed over to the Franciscans, who transformed the upper church into its present form. 
The work of reconstruction was concluded in the year 1350. See Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e Rustico (2004). 
48 Trevisan’s reconstruction is based on considerable archaeological study: G. P. Trevisan “L’architettura (secoli XI-
XIV)” in Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e Rustico (2004), pp. 172-173. 
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San Lorenzo, San Fermo, and Cluny 

In the end, it is important consider the meaning conveyed by such a plan. As stated, this 

5-apsed plan was uncommon in northern Italian architecture. Many scholars have therefore 

associated the floorplans of San Lorenzo and San Fermo with a northern European monastic 

style first used at Cluny—the theory of the dissemination of such a plan will be well known to 

those familiar with the scholarship on Cluniac architecture [IMAGE 4.21].49  In making this 

connection, these scholars have implied that the use of such a plan at San Fermo was a particular 

choice on the part of the Benedictine community there to convey powerful “Benedictine”-ness.50  

But why use it at San Lorenzo, which was most likely a parish church—though an ancient 

foundation? Was it merely an issue of utilizing an existing team of masons who built in a style to 

which they were accustomed? Or was the use of the 5-apsed plan meant to convey meaning 

here? Although San Lorenzo was clearly not a Benedictine establishment, it is possible that the 

group of priests associated with the church was making a claim to their own “monasticization”—

certainly, due to San Lorenzo’s many altars, the possibility of multiple liturgical spaces would 

have allowed for the practice of elaborate, monastic style liturgies (especially office liturgies). In 

addition, through the use of such an evocative plan, the church and its priests would have 

conveyed a gravity associated with monastic practice and life.  

 

                                                
49 The idea that San Fermo and San Lorenzo utilize a Cluniac floorplan is prevalent in twentieth-century scholarship 
on the two Veronese churches. See Trevisan “L’architettura (secoli XI-XIV)” in Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e 
Rustico (2004), and L. Rapelli, Un gioello del romanico Veronese (1999). Kenneth Conant pioneered the idea of a 
dissemination of a Cluniac floorplan across the Alps to northern Italy, having conducted numerous archaeological 
projects at Cluny from 1928-50, which culminated in his controversial publication Cluny: les églises et la maison du 
chef d'ordre (Mâcon, 1968). Conant was also central in projecting a theory of a Cluniac style, with attached 
meaning, that was disseminated as an element/sign of monastic reform. For scholarship on Cluny in Italy, see C. 
Violante, ed. Cluny in Lombardia (Atti del Convegno storico, publ. by the Centro Storico Benedettino Italiano, 
1977), and P. Lamma, “Momenti di storiografia cluniacense,” Istituto storico Italiano per il Medio Evo—Studi 
Storici (Rome, 1961), vols. 42-44. 
50 See Trevisan “L’architettura (secoli XI-XIV),” in Golinelli, ed. I santi Fermo e Rustico (2004), and L. Rapelli, Un 
gioello del romanico Veronese (1999), pp. 84-86. 
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Dating 

Establishing a connection between San Fermo and San Lorenzo depends upon a secure 

date for the latter church—a task that has eluded scholars who have worked on the Romanesque 

edifice. For centuries, San Lorenzo has been assigned a variety of dates from the mid-eleventh to 

the mid-twelfth century, due to the lack of medieval documents that would provide a more secure 

timeline for the building.51  Thus, scholars who wish to connect its construction with San 

Fermo—such as Gianpaolo Trevisan—tend to push its date back to the mid-eleventh century. 

Others, who wish to ascribe all Veronese Romanesque architecture to postdate the earthquake of 

1117, push the construction of San Lorenzo to the third decade of the twelfth century.52  Most 

likely, the truth lies somewhere in between. 

One item important to the dating at San Lorenzo was unearthed in 1894 during Scapini’s 

restoration of the church. At this time, a lead sarcophagus was discovered under the altar in the 

apse chapel of the southern transept arm [IMAGE 4.22]. The sarcophagus contained a body and 

was covered with an inscribed plaque. The inscription, which identifies the relics of the holy 

martyr Ippolitus deposited by the bishop Zufeto “in Pace,” provides an important clue for the 

                                                
51 No doubt, one difficulty in working with San Lorenzo lies in the reticence of scholars to secure a date for a 
building that has undergone such dramatic restoration efforts. It must be noted, however, that, since the project was 
documented in photography, the degree and nature of the restoration is clear. While the surfaces of the arcades and 
galleries, as well as the aisle vaults were rebuilt, the shape of the piers, arcades, and basic structural elements of the 
building remain as they were in the Middle Ages. The most dramatic reconstruction—the reconstruction of the 
western gallery—was initiated by the discovery of a base foundation for a free standing column directly in front of 
the western entrance. While this column and capital were newly constructed by Scapini and his team—a fact that is 
recorded in an inscription on the abacus of the capital—most of the building’s sculptural elements, such as capitals 
in the arcade level, have survived the Baroque period. 
52 As noted in contemporaneous documents “many towers and countless buildings fell down as a result of an 
earthquake throughout Lombardy and other lands,” see Annales Sanctae Trinitatis in MGH, Scriptores (Hannover, 
1826-), 19:2. 
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date of the building.53 As Bishop Zufeto is associated in documents with the dates 1107-1111, 

many scholars believe that the building must have been relatively complete at that time.54 

Beyond the deposit of relics by the year 1111, the dating for San Lorenzo can be drawn 

from observation of the building itself. Most importantly, along the north and south exterior 

walls, there is a seam between upper and lower building that is evident on the exterior. Below 

this seam, the lower half of the masonry wall consists of herringbone rubble courses distributed 

with uneven frequency between courses of brick and ashlar blocks [IMAGE 4.23]. The upper 

level, on the other hand, consists of alternating courses of brick and ashlar—no rubble. This 

division between upper and lower runs quasi-consistently along the course of the building, at the 

height of approximately two feet below the springing of the aisle vaults. For Veronese 

architecture, this shift in masonry seems to represent a difference of about a century of 

construction: definitively dated comparisons for the rubble herringbone masonry can be found in 

parts of the east end of the church of the Sanctissima Trinità [IMAGE 4.24]. This construction 

represents the earliest parts of the building, which was begun in the year 1073.55  The upper level 

can be compared to various twelfth-century structures found throughout Verona, including the 

church of Santa Maria Antiqua [IMAGE 4.25], accurately datable to the third quarter of the 

twelfth century, but, as we saw in the façade at Santo Stefano, this kind of masonry was 

                                                
53 The inscription reads: IN NOMINE DOMINI NOSTRI IESUS CHRISTI AMEN. HIC LOCATUS EST CORPUS BEATI IPOLITI 
MARTYR A ZUFETO EPISCOPO IN PACE.  
54 Including Trevisan and Porter. The correlation of documents and construction of timeline of bishops throughout 
the history of Verona has been published in Dario Cervato, I vescovi di Verona: dizionario storico e cenni sulla 
Chiesa Veronese, (Verona, 2001). In his entry on San Lorenzo for Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 169, G. Trevisan 
claims that Zufeto’s dates can be more precisely located between December 1, 1107 and February 21, 1111, based 
on medieval documents. 
55 For a brief history of the church of SS. Trinità, see Mario Carrara, La SS. Trinità in Monte Oliveto di Verona, 
(Verona, 1974). The foundation date for this church is secure due to the existence of foundation documents (the 
church is associated with Matilda of Canossa). Its first phase of building occurs between 1073 and 1077, allowing us 
to date the earliest masonry at the north transept to this date. 
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pervasive in Verona from the third decade of the twelfth century on.56  The discrepancy in 

masonry construction technique betrays a difference in approximately 70 years between the 

upper and lower parts of the building—or, at least, the difference between an eleventh- and a 

twelfth-century program. 

 Using these different masonry types as a guideline for dating, it seems evident that the 

present church of San Lorenzo is the product of two different building programs. The first was 

begun in the late eleventh century and roughly finished by the first decade of the twelfth, when 

the bishop Zufeto re-deposited the relics in the altar of the southern apse chapel. While the 

masonry used in this program clearly indicates an eleventh-century date, the relationship of the 

building’s floorplan to that of San Fermo supports such a date as well.57  The upper level, 

however, was built with mid-to-late twelfth-century construction techniques. But why was only 

the upper part of the church rebuilt, and how can we account for the change in masonry 

construction? Either we can look for a pause in building—although the 1111 relic deposit does 

seem to indicate that the church was relatively complete at that time—or perhaps an amount of 

damage that resulted in a reconstruction effort. Certainly, the simplest scenario involves the 

earthquake of 1117, after which the upper levels of the church were rebuilt. While originally the 

church of San Lorenzo would have been built with a simple arcade and windowed clerestory—

not unlike the upper church at San Fermo—I would argue that it was during the twelfth-century 

reconstruction program that the galleries were introduced into the building. 

                                                
56 We will encounter this type of masonry again in chapter 5, with the church of San Giovanni in Valle. At San 
Giovanni, the masonry/brick construction dates to the third decade of the twelfth century. While Santa Maria 
Antiqua was one of the early foundations in Verona, it was rebuilt in the twelfth century, and reconsecrated in 1185. 
Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 490.  
57 To the point that, in studying the twelfth-century masonry construction of Verona, scholar Elena Peduzzi 
lamented what she believed to be bad twelfth-century construction at the church of San Lorenzo, after arguing that 
there was a conformity in construction technique in Verona during the twelfth century. See E. Peduzzi, La chiesa di 
San Giovanni in Valle in Verona: analisi stratigrafiche (Tesi dott., Padova, 2001). 
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The idea that the galleries were retrofitted to the original structure is supported by the fact 

that there is no access to the upper level integral to the structure of the building itself. Instead, 

access lies completely in the towers at the west end of the building, which are distinct structures, 

separate from the body of the church. In these structures, the masonry is consistent from the 

foundation up—ashlar alternating with brick—as well as with the upper half of the church. The 

towers are visually integrated into the façade through the addition of triangular brick wedges that 

fill the gap between the round towers and the flat western façade [IMAGE 4.26]. These wedges 

are consistent in material with the buttresses along the north and south walls, which are also not 

coursed into the masonry wall behind [IMAGE 4.27]. The flat strip buttresses, of a type already 

discussed with the church of Santo Stefano, are consistent with other buttressing systems found 

on Veronese churches in the second half of the twelfth century. 

 Thus, the simplest scenario for the chronology of San Lorenzo is the following: starting 

sometime in the last quarter of the eleventh century, the earlier medieval structure was rebuilt, 

and was relatively finished around the year 1110, when the relics of Ippolitus were re-deposited 

in the southern transept arm. This church was conceived without the galleries, along the lines of 

the eleventh-century upper church at San Fermo, with a nave arcade and a clerestory. At some 

point in the first decades of the twelfth century, the concept for the church’s interior shifted—

most likely this occurred as a result of the earthquake of 1117—causing the upper parts of San 

Lorenzo to be rebuilt. The upper level of the church was reconceived with a new gallery in the 

1120’s or 30’s, as is consistent with the masonry type used on the upper half of the exterior 

walls, as well as with the inner arcade of the nave, where alternating courses of brick and marble 

were used to reconstruct the piers from the floor level to at least above the arcade of the gallery 

level [see image 4:9]. In addition, the western towers were built, appended to the building’s 
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western façade to provide access to the upper levels. The brick buttresses were also built at this 

time—perhaps to support what was (or what was conceived to be) a heavier construction with 

the additional galleries, and to provide a visual mask for the discrepancy between the round 

towers and flat façade. 

 

Architectural Precedents for the Church of San Lorenzo 

In addition to the dating of San Lorenzo, another difficulty in defining the architecture of 

the church has been in trying to account for its seemingly anomalous features.58  The difficulty of 

San Lorenzo has confounded generations of scholars who have tried to locate the architectural 

precedents that have influenced it. For example, in the eighteenth century, Giambatista 

Biancolini presents the church as being “built in a Greek style,” referring to the continuous 

gallery and likening it unquestioningly to Byzantine churches such as the Hagia Irene in 

Istanbul.59  The struggle to find precedence for San Lorenzo within its Italian contexts is echoed 

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: no doubt this confusion lies in San Lorenzo’s 

unique combination of floor plan—with its chevet échelonné arrangement; elevation—with its 

gallery that continues along the north, west, and south walls and into the choir space; and its 

round, western towers. In addition to the Hagia Irene, San Lorenzo has been likened to northern 

European examples, such as the already-discussed second abbey church at Cluny for its floor 

plan, the cathedral church at Speyer for its western towers, the abbey church of Jumièges for the 

combination of gallery and towers, as well as various other oltra-alpe buildings.60  Surprisingly, 

                                                
58 For example, this was the difficulty of Eduardo Arslan when he stated that there was no comparable church in 
Italy. L’archittetura romanica in Verona, Verona (1939), pp. 19-21. 
59 Giambatista Biancolini, Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), p. 378. 
60 This is the narrative given by L. Rapelli in Un gioiello del romanico veronese: la chiesa di San Lorenzo (Verona, 
1999). It is also part of the city’s materials published on the building, through a series of pamphlets produced by the 
Associazione Chiese Vive di Verona. In Veneto Romanico (2008), Trevisan furthers the connection to Jumièges by 
remarking on San Lorenzo’s alternating system of piers and columns. 
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to my knowledge no scholar has attempted to link the galleries at San Lorenzo to buildings of 

closer proximity, such as the churches of San Vitale in Ravenna or San Lorenzo in Milan. 

Perhaps the absence of these churches from the—admittedly, modest—literature is due to the 

early dates of these buildings, or perhaps their centralized plans obfuscates the question of 

architectural similarity. Regardless of the reason, the argument for a northern European 

precedent has withstood the test of time: most literature produced on San Lorenzo repeats the 

church’s relationship to the North with varying levels of detail.61 

However, this idea of a northern precedent remains problematic, especially when it is 

evaluated against the actual features of the building. While the floorplan utilized in the eleventh 

century might have been imported from northern buildings—and most likely through the vehicle 

of the Benedictine church of San Fermo—it is difficult to imagine that the western towers are 

derived from the westwork structures utilized in the north. The towers at San Lorenzo are not an 

architecturally-integrated massive western block with independent spaces for the performance of 

the liturgy, like we find at Speyer.62  Instead, they are separate structures built only to provide 

access to the galleries, with no independent spaces inside. While scholars have looked north to 

Carolingian and Ottonian exemplars that incorporate round western towers, there is a simpler 

solution: an exemplar which includes round towers that are independent of the main structure of 

the building.63  Here, perhaps the best comparison can be seen in Verona’s Roman city gates, 

such as the Porta dei Leoni, which consisted of two round towers, built to house staircases, 

                                                
61 See Trevisan, for example, who goes to great lengths to prove a northern exemplar for the church: Veneto 
Romanico (2008), pp. 170-171. 
62 For the liturgical function of these westwerks, see Kristina Kruger’s article “Architecture and Liturgical Practice” 
in The White Mantle of Churches: Architecture Liturgy, and Art around the Millenium, Nigel Hiscock, ed. 
(Turnhout, 2003), pp. 139-159. Kruger reminds us also that the liturgical function of these spaces appears to be lost 
by the middle of the thirteenth century.  
63  For example, Sankt Pantaleon, Cologne, which was built in the late-tenth century. The idealized floorplan of the 
church represented in the Carolingian Plan of St. Gall (second decade of the ninth century) also comes to mind. 
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connected with an arched central opening.64  The foundations for the towers, excavated near the 

church of San Fermo, reveal that they would have been massive round structures, with a 

diameter of almost 9 meters [IMAGE 4:28]. The Porta dei Leoni, as well as other city gates, is 

included in the Iconografia Rateriana, at the lower, right hand side [IMAGE 4.29]. Here, the 

affinity of the artist’s two-dimensional portrayal of the gate with the western façade of San 

Lorenzo is striking. Also visible on the Iconografia is the building designated “Palatium,” 

interpreted by Bryan Ward Perkins as the palace of the Lombard king, Theodoric.65  Although 

little is known about this structure, it is depicted here as an arched opening between two, 

symmetrical towers, and archaeologists believe that it was still standing throughout the Middle 

Ages. Whether city gate or palace, the apparent relationship between the buildings depicted in 

the Iconografia and the façade of San Lorenzo suggests the possibility that the inspiration for the 

church’s west end could have been one of the extant Roman structures in the city.  

As for the gallery levels, San Lorenzo’s gallery is not a high space, separate from the 

interior of the nave as we find at Jumièges,66  but rather a space in which a low height relative to 

the nave floor, large openings, and absence of parapet provide a large amount of communication 

between the body of the nave and the gallery space above.67  This is not the type of distant, high 

gallery that is found in the heavy masonry structures of northern buildings, which are also 

                                                
64 The connection between the Roman city gates and the façade of San Lorenzo has been made recently by 
Gianpaolo Trevisan in Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 172. Trevisan also claims that the towers might have been built 
in order to give the building an essence of greater antiquity. The foundations for the gate’s western tower and part of 
the foundations for its western wall are visible under the present-day via Leoni. In addition, a portion of its first-
century façade—added onto the Republican-era structure around 50 A.D. still stands, incorporated into a nearby 
building. The name dei Leoni was attached to the structure at a later date, referring to a late-antique or medieval 
sarcophagus found near the gate. See A. C. Calcagni, Le Mura di Verona (2005), pp. 25-30. 
65 For the identification of the Palatium depicted in the Iconografia as that of Theodoric, as well as other sources 
referring to the structure, see Bryan Ward-Perkins, From Classical Antiquity to the Middle Ages: Urban Public 
Building in North and Central Italy AD 300-850 (Oxford, 1984) and Egido Rossini, “Il palazzo di Teodorico a 
Verona,” Vita veronese 16 (1963), pp. 435-39. 
66 This is the common comparison given for San Lorenzo’s galleries, see Rapelli, Un gioello del romanico Veronese 
(1999), pp. 54-57. 
67 Although the existence or non-existence of a parapet in the Middle Ages is debatable, since the arcades were 
walled in during the Renaissance. 
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constructed to receive masonry vaults. Rather, the best examples of wide gallery openings can be 

found in Italy itself—such as those used at the church of San Michele in Pavia, consecrated in 

the year 1155.68  The galleries at San Michele are later than the date proposed for the galleries at 

San Lorenzo (1120’s or 30’s), making the Veronese church an early example of gallery 

architecture in northern Italy. Moreover, its use of a wooden roof, unlike the vaulted churches at 

Pavia or Sant’Ambrogio in Milan, reminds the viewer that, also unlike Pavia, the galleries were 

retrofitted to a thin-walled, wooden-roofed church—reminiscent of early-Christian 

architecture—rather than planned as a typical vaulted and galleried structure as one expects in 

the Romanesque period. Instead, the combination of thin wall, large openings and wooden 

ceiling might be most reminiscent of the galleries utilized in the seventh-century Roman church 

of Sant’Agnese, or the sixth-century choir at San Lorenzo fuori le mura, the great suburban 

church in Rome.  

 

San Lorenzo and its Connection to Rome 

The martyrial complex of San Lorenzo fuori le mura, located along the Via Tiburtina, 

included a Constantinian foundation funeral hall, built alongside the catacombs that hosted the 

tomb of the third-century martyr, Saint Lawrence.69  In this arrangement, the complex was not 

unlike those at Saint Peter’s and Sant’Agnese. In the sixth century, a church was built over the 

tomb—a basilica ad corpus—constructed to host the pilgrims seeking to come into contact with 

                                                
68 Another example of galleries in northern Italy is Sant’Ambrogio in Milan. Unfortunately, the dates for the 
galleries and vaulting are so complicated that I hesitate to use the church in this example. While the church was built 
following an earthquake in 1196, it most likely followed an example datable to the end of the eleventh century. For 
the dating of the galleries at Pavia, see Cesare Angelini and Adriano Peroni, San Michele di Pavia, (Milan, 1967). 
Generally the galleries at San Michele are dated to around 1100, though others would want a rebuild of the church to 
postdate the earthquake of 1117. Interestingly, Klukas observes that the galleries here were definitely not suited for 
use, as there are no floors, but rather only packed earth above the vaults. A. Klukas, Altaria Superiora (1978), pp. 
88-90. 
69 The authoritative source on San Lorenzo is still R. Krautheimer, “S. Lorenzo fuori le mura in Rome: excavations 
and observations,” Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society (1952), vol. 96, 1. 
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Lawrence’s tomb. Until this time, the saint’s shrine had been located inside a hill, but under the 

patronage of Pope Pelagius II (579-590), a rectangular space was cut around the tomb of 

Lawrence, and a church was built into the space.  

In the sixth century, San Lorenzo fuori le mura was one of the first churches in the west 

to exhibit this typically Byzantine design, in which galleries wrapped around the north, east, and 

west sides of the interior of the building [IMAGE 4.30].70  Like many Early Christian churches, 

San Lorenzo was occidented, with its altar—installed over the tomb of the martyr, as well as the 

relics of Saints Sixtus and Ippolitus—and its apse facing west. In the thirteenth century, the 

church was reoriented, a nave was built to the west of the apse, and the apsidal wall was 

destroyed [IMAGE 4.31]. At present, what was the nave of the sixth-century church serves as the 

choir of the thirteenth-century one, the height of the floor has been raised, and the nave remains 

somewhat distinct from the sixth-century choir. It is important to note that when Verona’s San 

Lorenzo was rebuilt in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the Roman San Lorenzo still would 

have been a thin-walled, three-aisled basilica, its aisles covered with an open gallery, and 

terminating at the holy end with a rounded apse, mosaicked with images of the holy martyrs 

Ippolitus, Sixtus, and Lawrence. 

 One evocative solution, therefore, for Veronese church of San Lorenzo, would be that the 

retrofit measures of the second and third decades of twelfth century were taken in order to 

associate the building with its counterpart San Lorenzo in Rome. As was recorded in the Versus 

de Verona, the association between the triad of relics (Lawrence, Ippolitus, and Sixtus) installed 

in each was already clear, but this association was made more explicit through the physical 

features of the building. For example, the lack of gallery access from inside the building in each 

                                                
70 Ibid. On the history of the architecture at San Lorenzo fuori le mura, see also Joan Barclay Lloyd,  “The 
Architecture of the Medieval Monastery at S. Lorenzo fuori le Mura, Rome,” in Architectural Studies in Memory of 
Richard Krautheimer, Cecil L. Striker, editor (Mainz, 1996), pp. 99-103. 
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gives the sense that the gallery level, while communicating spatially with the interior of the 

building, constitutes a separate and independent space. The “Roman” reference in Verona occurs 

in the building’s sculpture as well: spoliate Roman capitals are used at both the arcade and 

gallery levels of the church [IMAGE 4.32].71  In addition, one of the more interesting details 

discovered during the restorations of the late nineteenth century was the egg-and dart cornice 

utilized at the floor level of the gallery space [IMAGE 4.33]. According to the twentieth-century 

art historian Carlo Cipolla, the crude quality of the chisel work indicates that this egg and dart 

cornice was executed in the twelfth century, though clearly made to evoke a typical Roman 

design.72  At San Lorenzo in Verona, the use of spoliate materials, as well as twelfth-century 

copies of Roman sculpture, evidences a conscious effort on the part of the twelfth-century 

builders to evoke visual relationships with a Roman past, not unlike the spoliate entablature, 

columns, and capitals utilized in the sixth-century church of San Lorenzo fuori le mura in 

Rome.73 

                                                
71 The capitals used throughout the building are of mixed date and quality. A. K. Porter catalogues them as: Roman, 
Byzantine, sixth-century, tenth-century, and twelfth-century. A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (New York, 1915-
17), p. 500. To my knowledge, no systematic study has been done of the capital sculpture, though both its dating and 
its placement within the building would be a fruitful area for future study. Two capitals, matched at the arcade level 
inside of the north and south transept arms have been the subject of an article: Lanfranco Franzoni, “Capitelli con 
aquile a S. Lorenzo e nel romanico veronese,” Atti dell’Accademia di Agricoltura Scienze e Lettere di Verona, vol. 
CLIII. (1976-77), pp. 49-66. 
72 Although greatly destroyed during the Baroque renovations of San Lorenzo, Berchet’s restoration documents 
explicit mention the discovery of the early, medieval egg-and-dart cornice upon which the modern restoration based 
its design. Most of what exists now at the church was cut during the late-nineteenth-century restorations. Berchet, 
Relazione annuale (1897).  
73 The bibliography on spolia as a bearer of meaning is long and varied, especially with regards to the reuse of 
Roman materials in medieval buildings. A reconsideration of the topic as it was advanced by scholars for much of 
the twentieth century (embodied in the text and title of Bernard Berenson’s influential The Arch of Constantine, or, 
The Decline of Form (London, 1954)) was ably produced by Dale Kinney in her “Rape or Restitution of the Past? 
Interpreting Spolia,” in The Art of Interpreting, S. Scott, ed. (State College, PA, 1995), pp. 53-67. In it, Kinney 
proposed that, in certain contexts, spolia may carry positive connotations associated with the strength, power, and 
antiquity of the Roman empire. A recent publication edited by Kinney and Richard Brilliant includes a series of 
essays that readdress the multiple ideologies and meanings that spolia is meant to convey. Reuse Value: Spolia and 
Appropriation in Art and Architecture from Constantine to Sherrie Levine, D. Kinney, R. Brilliant, eds. (Ashgate, 
2011). Also, the work of Michael Greenhalgh  has been important in readdressing the reuse of specifically Roman 
materials in the Middle Ages: see M. Greenhalgh. The Survival of Roman Antiquities in the Middle Ages (London, 
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The association made between the Roman martyrial church and its Veronese counterpart 

was most likely enhanced by the position of the Veronese church within a funerary context. The 

two churches’ similar locations outside of the city wall would have been clear to the liturgist of 

the Carpsum who, in referring to the ninth-century Roman sacramentary, Verona Biblioteca 

Capitolare ms LXXXVI would have encountered many formularies for masses to be held ad 

Sanctam Laurentiam Foris Muram.74  In addition, like the Roman use, the Carpsum includes 

stational masses to be held at San Lorenzo as well as offices on his feast day—processions 

through the city gate and out to the church, in addition to the services held there would have 

evoked the Roman site and the presence of the saint through his relics. The ability for these 

rituals to mystically merge these two spaces (and their histories) is confirmed by the fact that, in 

1184, a visiting Pope Lucius III granted the Veronese church the same indulgences available to 

visitor to the church of San Lorenzo in Verano, that is, San Lorenzo fuori le mura. Thus, the 

position of San Lorenzo in Verona’s actual and spiritual topography mirrored the position of its 

namesake church in Rome, within the larger, medieval Christian community.75  The use of 

architecture to evoke the physical setting made the elision of San Lorenzo fuori le mura and San 

Lorenzo in Verona all the more tangible. 

 

The Question of Patronage at San Lorenzo 

  Thus the Veronese church of San Lorenzo seems to revolve around two important and 

interdependent shifts: one physical and one ideological. On the one hand, the building was 

                                                                                                                                                       
1987). For a study of the spolia used specifically at San Lorenzo fuori le mura in Rome, see S. Ciranna, Spolia e 
caratteristiche del reimpiego nella Basilica di San Lorenzo fuori le mura a Roma (Rome, 2000). 
74 See chapter 2 for more information on this relationship. This rubric appears each time the church of San Lorenzo 
(Rome) is used in the stational liturgy. See, for example, formularies for two masses to be held at San Lorenzo 
during Lent, ff. 26 verso and 34 verso. 
75 The existence of a document detailing the decree of Pope Lucius III is mentioned by Giambatista Biancolini in 
Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), p. 378. 
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originally organized around a northern, monastic floorplan in the eleventh century; on the other, 

it was fitted with recognizably Italianate or Roman forms in the twelfth.  A consideration of the 

architecture in light of the shift in influence helps to illuminate the singularity of design so 

lamented by Eduardo Arslan: the final look of San Lorenzo results from two consecutive 

building programs, each drawing elements from different architectural traditions. The physical 

shift announces the ideological one:  from northern Europe to Rome, the change in the building’s 

features most likely results from an ideological shift in interest on the part of the building’s 

patrons. 

 But who were the building’s patrons? While the eleventh-century documents do not 

answer this question explicitly, as an ancient foundation with no monastic associations, the 

responsibility for the physical structure most likely followed a pattern of parish donations 

discussed at the beginning of the chapter. In other words, financial support was most likely 

provided by neighboring lay people who were obliged to the church and its clergy for their 

spiritual needs.76  Like the neighbors who donated cash gifts to the church of Santo Stefano, the 

neighbors of San Lorenzo most likely had a vested interest in the building’s upkeep. In choosing 

to rebuild the church around a plan like that utilized across town at the monastery of San Fermo, 

the church’s superintendents—the parish priests—might have reflected the desires of their 

parishioners to update the look of the church around a new kind of floorplan—and perhaps 

something particularly monastic would have interested this new class of parish priests. In 

addition, unlike the earlier incarnation of San Lorenzo, the new building afforded a 

                                                
76 Including prayer for the souls of the dead. Through her examination of the various documents that register lay  
donations, Miller asserts that, by the eleventh century, secular foundations followed the model set out by monastic 
foundations such as Cluny. Among the documents associated with secular foundations, patrons would leave standard 
payments for masses to be said after their death. As Miller argues, “this suggests that these urban churches with 
communities of secular clerics were keeping necrologies—calendars indicating the anniversaries of patrons and 
members—just as monasteries did,” and were thus charged with the maintenance of souls after death. M. Miller, The 
Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 112. 
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multiplication of worship spaces, in the form of independent altars dedicated to the various relics 

already believed to be housed within the church; in all, the plan at San Lorenzo would allow for 

at least 6 altars in addition to the main altar—in addition to the 4 extra apses on the main level, 

the easternmost bays of the upper galleries could have housed additional altars as well [see 

image 4.15]. This plan, with its multiple spaces, may have better served the spiritual needs of the 

growing and dynamic population of the borgo San Zeno. 

The bishop maintained a marginal interest in the church as well: certainly, we know that 

the bishop Zufeto deposited relics here in the first decade of the eleventh century—a 

responsibility typically held by the bishop or other dignitary within the Church hierarchy. For 

this reason, we cannot assume that this act means that Zufeto played a serious role in rebuilding 

the church: besides, as was discussed earlier in the chapter, the bishop’s investment and control 

of the parish churches had devolved considerably by the end of the eleventh century. In addition, 

although we know little about Zufeto, we do know one thing: that he was a foreigner, appointed 

by the emperor, who most likely would have come from monastery north of the Alps, where 

most of the Veronese bishops had forged their friendships with the German crown. Like so many 

invested bishops, Zufeto held the episcopacy for less than 5 years before moving on. Thus, we 

can expect that the eleventh-century program at San Lorenzo was a result of a conversation 

between its occupant priests, parishioners, and the bishop—though certainly not controlled by 

him. This is a process that changed dramatically over the course of the twelfth century, when the 

position of the bishop changed as a result of the resolution of Investiture Controversy. 
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San Lorenzo and the Concordat of Worms 

Heralded by the Concordat of Worms in 1122, the conclusion of the Investiture 

Controversy resulted in the end of the practice of investiture: that is, the position of bishop could 

no longer be granted by a secular power, but rather became the sole concern of the Church. In 

Verona, this meant that the episcopacy became an elected position, with local elections 

confirmed by the papacy in Rome.77  While the election of the bishop indicates a more 

empowered religious community, the result was actually less stabilizing for the episcopacy, as 

will be discussed at length in chapter 5. With the establishment of a communal government in 

the early decades of the twelfth century, a strict division occurred between ecclesiastical 

jurisdiction and temporal lordship. Because they were elected to the office, twelfth-century 

bishops needed to fight for their hard-earned title. In essence, as a direct result of the Investiture 

Controversy, the bishop was forced to redefine and reiterate his role. In this, architecture was a 

prime vehicle for the bishop’s assertions; most importantly, while some of his former secular 

powers were curtailed following the Concordat of Worms, the maintenance of parish churches 

became his sole financial responsibility.78 

The religious landscape that was inherited by the twelfth-century bishops was diverse and 

complicated by the previous century of growth and reform. Because of the fractures caused by 

the establishment of so many “independent” foundations, this landscape demanded that the 

bishop clarify spiritual and proprietary jurisdictions within his diocese. As the process of 

clarification brought the see into more frequent contact with the papacy, there was a greater 

sense of allying the Veronese bishopric with the Pope, which meant more travel to the Eternal 

                                                
77 Antonio Spagnolo, “Il clero veronese nelle elezione del vescovo, 1080-1338,” in Atti e Memorie dell’Academia di 
Verona (Verona, 1907-08), vol. 84, pp. 97-105. 
78 See James Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages (1983), and Miller, The 
Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 141. 
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City by the bishop himself.79  The greater contact with the papacy seems to have brought a new 

sense of romanitas to the Veronese Church—or at least to the Veronese episcopacy—a sense that 

is reflected the twelfth-century architectural program at San Lorenzo. 

Thus, following the earthquake of 1117, the twelfth-century rebuild of the church would 

have fallen to Bernardus (1120-1135), who was Verona’s first elected bishop. In this, Bernardus 

inherited a disorganized city, and consequently began a program to define and consolidate his 

power within the city—this process intensified greatly under later twelfth-century bishops.80  

Bernardus also may have inherited a city damaged by the earthquake of 1117—it seems as 

though several Veronese churches began new programs of building in the 1120’s.81  At San 

Lorenzo, however, the edifice was not completely destroyed, as only the upper parts of the 

building needed to be rebuilt. Here, therefore, we can still see the choices made in the different 

programs: while San Lorenzo’s northern floorplan expresses a somewhat oblique reference to 

monasticism that may have been encouraged by the church’s priests and parishioners, its 

towers—reminiscent of Roman portal architecture, and galleries—reminiscent of the Roman 

church dedicated to Saint Lawrence—utilize solutions that look towards Rome. In the context of 

the twelfth century, as we have seen, the bishop aligned himself with the Pope, and the 

architecture produced here not only expressed this important association, but also provided a 

sense of romanitas and underlined the antiquity of the church in architectural form. 

 

                                                
79 For example, Miller discusses a dispute in 1145 between the bishop and the parochial church of San Pietro in 
Nogara, in which the outcome, as detailed in a letter from Rome, grants the bishop the right to approve the archpriest 
elected by the clergy, to invest the archpriest with the care of souls, and to receive an oath of obedience from him. 
Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 132. 
80 See, for example, Bernardus’s reform of the monastery of San Giorgio in Braida, detailed in L. Fabbri “La chiesa 
di San Giovanni in Valle a Verona: un’architettura di prestigio tra novità e tradizione nella Verona di dodicesimo 
secolo,” in the Hortus Artium Medievalem (vol. 13, 2007), p. 151. 
81 This will be discussed in the next chapter—while Bernardus seems to have begun some ecclesiastical building 
programs, the majority of their execution fell in the 1130’s and 1140’s, and thus under the auspices of his successor, 
the Bishop Tebaldus. 
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———————————— 

 

 The advent of the Roman church as a political landlord is reflected in both Veronese 

Church and society, where citizens developed a greater interest in utilizing Italian resources and 

forms.82  At the church of San Lorenzo, the bishop’s reorientation of the physical features of the 

building—away from a Germanic type and towards a evocation of Italianate, and maybe even the 

specific, forms of the Roman church—betrays an attempt to express the realignment of his 

patronage in architectural form. In addition, the twelfth-century program reinforces the antiquity 

of the church of Lawrence not only by giving it Roman features, but also by directly associating 

the relics deposited in Verona with the setting of Lawrence’s most ancient shrine in Rome. This 

cultic elision was guaranteed to the visitors of Verona’s Lawrence by granting them the same 

indulgences that they would have received while visiting the saint in Rome. 

In all, the pattern seen here at San Lorenzo can be used to make sense of Verona’s shift 

from the cultural production of the eleventh to that of the later twelfth century, especially in the 

case of the Romanesque churches, whose puzzling multitude of forms can be seen as varied 

responses to cultural and religious change within the city. Like the church of Santo Stefano, the 

retrofit measures taken by the bishop at San Lorenzo represent a creative solution that reflects 

the religious landscape in which it was built. In the case of San Lorenzo, its twelfth-century 

program can be seen as a product of the new pressures surrounding the episcopacy in the new 

reign of elected bishops. As we will see, however, as the twelfth century progressed, the 

                                                
82 In his comprehensive study of the melodies found in all of the liturgical books at Verona’s cathedral, James 
Borders opposes the melodies of Verona BC ms CIX to those of BC ms CIII, a thirteenth-century hymnary, noting 
the greater use of Italian, rather than northern European—melodies in the later manuscript. This remains a common 
pattern from the eleventh to the later twelfth century, in which the cathedral’s liturgists made an increasing move 
away from German melodies and towards more local, Italian tunes. See Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a 
Musical Center in the Middle Ages (1983), p. 362. 
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consolidation of episcopal power became more tangible, with greater assertions made by the 

bishop to his jurisdictional and ecclesiastical rights. This pattern will also be noticeable in the 

architectural production of the time which, by mid-century, turned away from the creative 

solutions which had characterized late-tenth and eleventh-century Veronese architecture, and 

towards a greater standardization of form—both in architecture and sculpture. This shift, which 

accords with our understanding of shifts that occur with Verona’s religious society, allows us to 

reassess the causes for the look of the various Veronese Romanesque churches and to find local 

patterns that produced what became an understanding of a Veronese, architectural style.  
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4.1:  Map of Verona showing the location of San Lorenzo, near the Porta Borsari and the Arco 
dei Gavi 
 

Location of S. 
Lorenzo 
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4.2:  The Porta Borsari 
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4.3:  The Arco dei Gavi 
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4.4:  San Lorenzo, exterior, northwestern tower foundations 
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4.5:  San Lorenzo, Lombardic-era knotwork discovered under the choir floor during the late-
nineteenth-century restoration project (photo: Porter archives)
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4.6: San Lorenzo, photographs taken during the restoration project of the late-nineteenth century, 
including (clockwise from top left): pre-restoration façade stripped of post-medieval accretions; 
pre-restoration nave; gallery level showing the original medieval construction of the arcade; and 
nave after removal of later plaster addition (photos: Porter archives) 
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4.7:  San Lorenzo, south flank, Renaissance entrance portico 
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4.8: San Lorenzo, façade  
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4.9: San Lorenzo, interior, nave looking northeast 
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4.10:  San Lorenzo, interior. Above: current ceiling system of the twentieth century. Below: 
image taken after then late-nineteenth century restorations were complete, with Renaissance 
plaster barrel vault still intact (photo: Porter archives)
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4.11: San Lorenzo, nave, looking west towards narthex 
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4.12:  San Lorenzo, interior, south transept chapel 
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4.13: San Lorenzo, choir 
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4.14:  San Lorenzo, sections and floorplan 
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4.15: San Lorenzo, north gallery, eastern chapel 
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4.16:  San Lorenzo, north transept gallery from nave  
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4.17: San Fermo, crypt or “lower church” looking east 
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4.18: San Fermo, reconstruction of the eleventh-century church, as per Gianpaolo Trevisan 
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4.19: San Fermo, floorplan of the crypt or “lower church” 
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4.20:  San Fermo, crypt or “lower church,” vaults 
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4.21: Cluny, second church (ca. 955-981), floorplan 
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4.22: San Lorenzo, lead cover for the box holding the relics of Saint Ippolitus discovered under 
the altar in the south apse chapel during the nineteenth-century restoration (photo: Porter 
archives) 
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4.23:  San Lorenzo, exterior, south flank  
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4.24: SS. Trinità, Verona, north flank with campanile to the left 
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4.25: Santa Maria Antiqua, Verona, exterior, north flank  
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4.26: San Lorenzo, west façade, north tower 
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4.27:  San Lorenzo, exterior, north flank 
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4.28: The Porta Leoni, Verona. Above: tower foundation exposed. Below, left: Reconstruction of 
the first-century B.C./A.D. incarnations of the wall. Below, right: extant façade from the first-
century A.D. structure
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4.29: Iconografia Rateriana, detail showing both the palatium and city-gate structures 
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4.30: San Lorenzo fuori le mura, Rome, interior. Above: choir, looking west towards former 
sixth-century apse. Below: choir, looking east toward sixth-century entrance 
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4.31:  San Lorenzo fuori le mura, Rome. Sections and floorplan 
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4.32:  San Lorenzo fuori le mura, Rome. Sixth-century nave looking northwest towards former 
triumphal arch  
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4.33:  San Lorenzo, Verona. Above: twelfth-century egg and dart relief discovered during 
nineteenth-century restoration projects. Below: Placement of restored relief at gallery level 
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CHAPTER 5: THE TWELFTH CENTURY. SAN GIOVANNI IN VALLE AND THE 
VERONESE EPISCOPAL STYLE 
 
 
 

As discussed in the previous chapters, the creativity of tenth- and eleventh-century 

Veronese architectural production is exemplified in the churches of Santo Stefano and San 

Lorenzo. This creativity can be understood in relation to a diversifying society, especially in the 

religious sphere, and the development of groups that self-identified within and against the larger 

context of the Veronese Church. In the case of both Santo Stefano and San Lorenzo, the 

architectural features that were used in each church spoke to the identity of that church—both 

historical and present—and the emphasis on certain features was meant to project that identity 

onto the religious landscape of Verona. The church of San Lorenzo however, built between the 

late-eleventh and early-twelfth centuries, announces the end of this innovative phase in Veronese 

building. Starting in the third decade of the twelfth century, Veronese churches exhibit fewer 

differences, and more similarities in design. From approximately 1120 on, churches built in 

Verona are more visually uniform and adherent to a recognizable “style.” This style—or perhaps 

more correctly, a more general “look”—applies to churches small and large, and can be 

recognized in all aspects of the building: from floor plans to sculptural details to interior spaces. 

In this chapter, I aim not only to discuss the look that came to define Veronese 

Romanesque architecture, but also to propose an explanation as to why such a look developed, 

especially when considering the number of diverse solutions that were so prevalent in the 

eleventh century.1  After the first two decades of the twelfth century, architectural programs 

                                                
1 In his discussion on San Fermo, Gianpaolo Trevisan ends with a musing on the generation of architecture 
following the monastery, commenting that from the second decade of the twelfth century, there is little regard for 
the architecture presented at San Fermo—instead, only a few elements are chosen from the eleventh century that 
carry over into standardized architectural forms of the twelfth.  See G. P. Trevisan’s entry on San Fermo in Veneto 
Romanico, F. Zuliani, ed. (Milan, 2008), p. 167. 
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ceased to reflect the historical and liturgical associations that had previously informed them; 

instead, ecclesiastical building became the domain of the episcopacy, and thus seems to reflect 

an architectural look that was mandated from the top down.2  Changes in the architectural 

programs of Veronese churches in the twelfth century may be understood in relation to 

developments of the Veronese Church, which experienced a major shift in the power that the 

episcopacy held within the Veronese religious landscape.  Perhaps the best extant example of the 

architectural look that developed in twelfth-century Verona is the church of San Giovanni in 

Valle.3  Using San Giovanni in Valle as an example, I will discuss how the Veronese “style,” so 

prominent in twentieth-century scholarship, developed out of this social and religious climate of 

the mid-twelfth century. 

 

The Social and Religious Climate of the Twelfth Century 

 Among the many changes that occurred in Veronese society in the course of the twelfth 

century, perhaps the most important event in the life of the Church was the resolution of the 

Investiture Controversy. As discussed in chapter 4, the reform movement, resulting in the 

Concordat of Worms in 1122, essentially ended the act of lay investiture.4  In Verona, like many 

cities within the German empire, the episcopacy became a local matter: after the Concordat, the 

                                                
2 Consolidation under religious or secular power is one framework by which we can understand “style” and the 
pervasiveness of an architectural look within a certain milieu. This type of patron-based framework dominates a 
good deal of scholarship of the mid-twentieth century, made most famous by Robert Branner is his St. Louis and the 
court style in Gothic architecture (London, 1965). I am opposing what is a top-down system—where decisions are 
made by a central, administrating body with patronage system where decisions are made by a variety of means and 
constituents at the “grassroots” level—that is, from the bottom up.  
3 Again, see Trevisan’s discussion of San Fermo, where he comments that the church of San Giovanni in Valle, as 
the best standard of the Veronese Romanesque, becomes the “local language” of architecture.  See Trevisan in 
Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 167. Here, Trevisan seems to utilize Arslan’s work as well. Eduardo Arslan, 
L’archittetura romanica in Verona (Verona, 1939). 
4 For now, the leading authority on the Investiture Controversy is still Uta-Renate Blumenthal’s The Investiture 
Controversy: Church and Monarchy from the Ninth to the Twelfth Century (Philadelphia, 1988). Primary documents 
relevant to the contest have been translated and published in B. Tierney, The Crisis of Church and State 1050-1300 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 1964), see especially pp. 91-92 for the text of the Concordat of Worms.  
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bishop was no longer appointed by secular powers, but rather elected by a committee of the 

town’s priests.5  The bishop, who now found himself without the usual support of temporal 

powers, now needed instead to justify his position within the city. The authority of the bishop 

was cemented, therefore, through other means: firstly, Verona’s priests had a tendency to elect 

powerful local landholders to the see. The new bishops brought their land with them, and were 

able to maintain some temporal power through their landlord statuses; however, it was solely 

through these means that twelfth-century bishops retained any temporal authority. More 

effectively, the bishop established power by becoming a more clearly defined leader of the 

Church. Such a definition was achieved, as Maureen Miller has argued, “through the 

development of a concept of ecclesiastical authority distinct from temporal jurisdiction, through 

the bishop’s willingness to foster new institutions for the secular clergy as well as for the 

religious life, and through his work as a pastor.”6   

The Veronese bishop now had to define his own role and gain allegiances from both 

inside and outside of the city. First and foremost, he needed to garner support from Rome—a 

necessity that brought him into greater contact with the pope, with whom the bishop worked to 

define his episcopal jurisdiction.7  This alliance was developed over a sustained period of time: 

in contrast to the invested bishops, who sometimes held the position for only a matter of months 

before moving on (for example Zufetus, 1107-1111), the elected bishops sought to hold power 

for as long as possible. In general, bishops after 1122 (for example, Bernardus: 1122-35,8 

                                                
5 As discussed in chapter 4, see A. Spagnolo, “Il clero veronese nelle elezione del vescovo, 1080-1338,” in Atti e 
Memorie dell’Academia di Verona (vol. 84, 1907-08), pp. 97-105. 
6 Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 136. 
7 The contact made between bishop and pope is evident in a number of lawsuits—some of which are discussed later 
in this chapter—that required mitigation from the pontificate, who reaffirmed Veronese church jurisdiction through 
a number of diplomas issued in Rome.  
8 Although some scholarship suggests that Bernardus had already been elected bishop by 1119—even before the 
resolve of the Concordat of Worms. See Fabbri, “La chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle a Verona: un’architettura di 
prestigio tra novità e tradizione nella Verona di dodicesimo secolo,” in Hortus Artium Medievalem (vol. 13, 2007), 
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Tebaldus: 1135-57) held the position for at least a decade—a pattern that reflects upon the 

sincerity of interest held by the twelfth-century bishops of Verona. 

In addition to the pope, Veronese bishops also sought the support of the city’s secular 

priests—a constituency from which they had become somewhat divorced in the tenth and 

eleventh centuries. As discussed in the previous chapter, the bishop was elected by a committee 

of priests and canons, in which the chapter, the clerus intrinsecus, and the clerus extrinsecus 

each controlled one-third of the vote. Relations between the chapter and the bishop remained 

tense, forcing the bishop to rely heavily upon the priests attached to the independent scole and 

parish system for support.9  In the twelfth century, the parish and collegiate churches and their 

charges (as well as their profits/tithes) came more clearly under a hierarchy controlled by the 

bishops, who experienced a newfound need for religious authority when faced with the absence 

of secular sponsorship.10  The episcopal hierarchy was secured by systematically and litigiously 

bringing all secular institutions, along with their landholdings and tithes, under the jurisdiction of 

the bishop—a process aided through the pope’s advocacy. Local clerical support for the bishop is 

apparent in law proceedings of the time: in almost all relevant court cases of the twelfth century, 

the heads of the clerus intrinsecus and extrinsecus—the archpriests—sided with the bishop in 

                                                                                                                                                       
p. 151. In my opinion, Bernardus’s exact dates are of little consequence, and I believe that Fabbri’s interest in 
moving the bishop’s date back lies in his desire to prove that San Giovanni in Valle was rebuilt entirely under his 
tenure. 
9 See chapter 3 for a discussion of the relationship between the chapter and bishop—these two ‘organizations’ often 
competed for power and resources. As stated previously, throughout the Middle Ages, the canons would claim 
independence from the bishop, citing a document that conferred their rule to the Patriarchate of Aquileia. M. Miller 
Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 164. 
10 The absence of secular support obviously meant that the bishop could not rely on secular authorities to advocate 
for their positions. Another important aspect to this development—that is, the election of the bishop—is the loss of 
financial support; Maureen Miller paints a picture of twelfth-century bishops mired in financial responsibilities, as 
“ecclesiastical control . . . went hand in hand with a broader effort to . . . extend the see’s patrimony.” As a political 
position, the episcopacy was expected to secure landholdings in addition to finance building campaigns. As Miller 
has found, the twelfth-century bishop Tebaldus (discussed later in this chapter) granted episcopal lands to secular 
powers (the counts of San Bonafacio) as fiefs, thus binding the counts and their vassals to the see. The creation of 
vassals bound allies to the see and created revenue for the episcopacy. Ibid., pp. 168-170. 
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matters of jurisdiction.11  Symptomatically, the second quarter of the twelfth century was not 

only the greatest period of expansion in the history of the Veronese Church (in terms of new 

churches), it was also the period in which the greatest number of juridical controversies appear.12 

 Perhaps the most intensive period of juridical disputes fell during the episcopacy of the 

bishop Tebaldus, who headed the Veronese see from 1135 to 1157.13  Tebaldus’s tenure 

demonstrates changes in the bishop’s status in the decades following the Concordat of Worms. 

The power of the bishop within the religious sphere was consolidated as the century progressed 

in no small part because of the establishment of a commune; with the presence of an acutely 

local government, the episcopacy’s loss of secular power became even more pronounced.14  In 

addition, the election of Tebaldus himself indicates an important change: unlike the first elected 

bishop Bernardus, who was from a Brescian noble family, Tebaldus himself was Veronese, 

elected from the chapter of cathedral canons which he led as archpriest from 1120 to 1135. 

Tebaldus’ episcopacy was plagued by controversy: from the moment of his elevation to the see, 

he was embroiled in legal battles with the canons, and later with the monastery of Nonantola—

all over issues of jurisdiction and the rights to episcopal lands. Tebaldus’s actions, Maureen 

Miller argues, demonstrate a consistent effort to “violate the privileges of the canons;” for 

example, he was well known for appropriating chapter-owned lands for his familial relations.15  

Sources indicate that Tebaldus took his search for episcopal power to the extreme, always 

appearing “flanked not only by clerics, but by vassals, lay counselors, leading men of the city, 

                                                
11 Including a very famous judicial proceeding in which Bishop Tebaldus presided. The archpriest of the urban 
congregation and many of its clerics supported the bishop’s judgment against the canons’ claim to the church of 
Sant’Alessandro. 
12 Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), pp. 163-174. 
13 For more on Tebaldus, see ibid., pp. 164-175.  
14 From the documents, it appears that evidence of independent communal activity occurs as early as 1107, though 
“evidence of governmental institutions, of communal officials or consuls, does not appear until 1136.” Miller, ibid., 
p. 168. Importantly, this is the year after Tebaldus became bishop of Verona. 
15 Ibid., p. 165. 
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and consuls of the commune,” rather than the typical retinue of clerics and other religious leaders 

of the community.16  However, as extreme as the bishop’s behavior might seem, it should be 

seen as part of a greater effort to augment and secure see’s patrimony, that was in keeping with 

episcopal patterns of the mid-twelfth century across northern Italy—documents inform us that, 

like other bishops of his time, Tebaldus traveled to Rome on numerous occasions in order to look 

after the interests of the Veronese see.17  As we will see, his efforts to augment and secure went 

beyond lawsuits and bodyguards: it also included an architectural component. Like the bishops 

who followed him, Tebaldus’s program of control made him a prodigious patron of buildings as 

well. 

 

The Bishop as Architectural Patron 

As Maureen Miller has argued,  the most major difference between the eleventh- and 

mid-twelfth century diocese was the centrality of the bishop’s control; churches and clergy in 

pastoral roles constituted a “distinct system” that was recognized as the bishop’s “special 

concern.”18  By the mid-twelfth century (that is, mid-way through Tebaldus’s reign), Pope 

Eugene III confirmed to the see all of the churches within the city limits, as well as 54 baptismal 

churches with their dependent chapels, and 14 additional churches.19  The only real counterpoint 

to the bishop’s power was the cathedral chapter, which had become increasingly distanced from 

pastoral care due to conflicts with the bishop. Regardless, the canons did extend their power and 

                                                
16 See the Archivio Segreto at the Vatican, for S. Silvestro, VR. 
17 Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 169. 
18 Ibid., p. 126. 
19 Presumably, these baptismal churches were outside of the city. This means that, by 1145, the bishop had 
established jurisdiction over 57 of the 60 documented baptismal churches. The diocesan organization that the bishop 
presided over included the urban plebs, the cathedral and the many tituli or parishes dependent upon it. As Miller 
has articulated: “What is different from the early Middle Ages is that baptismal churches were more numerous and 
by the twelfth century had networks of dependent chapels and discrete territories. This much more highly articulated 
hierarchy of churches with care of souls was more clearly delineated from other kinds of ecclesiastical institutions” 
(ibid., p. 136). 
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wealth—they were the bishop’s chief competitors, and were able to grant the privilege of 

baptism and tithes to churches under their jurisdiction. Between the millennium and the mid-

twelfth century, the chapter had tripled the number of its dependencies from 7 to 21, and 

controlled several urban xenodochia—that is, institutions for the care of pilgrims, widows, 

orphans, and those otherwise destitute—as well as manorial churches.20  As discussed above, 

many of these churches were brought under the bishop’s control through judicial disputes. Thus, 

almost paradoxically, these disputes seem to have brought greater clarity to the role of the 

bishop, and garnered further support for him among the town’s secular priests.21  

However, the increased organization and stability brought about by the bishop was 

balanced against a desire to control, and thus to limit and restrict innovation.22  Among the more 

restrictive consequences of the bishop’s increased power was that churches could not be built 

without his permission.23  The increased tightening of episcopal control can be illustrated in 

other ways as well: at the end of the twelfth century, for example, the bishop Adelardo received a 

letter of censure from Pope Innocent III, who urged him to reconsider his actions in 

excommunicating a group of Humiliati—a penitential group that arose in northern Italy in the 

beginning of the twelfth century.24  This act of papal intervention demonstrates that “new 

religious movements were perceived as threats to a hard-won and fragile order,” provoking a 

level of episcopal oversight that seemed so oppressive that even the pope found cause to 
                                                
20 As Miller points out, the nature of the xenodochium changed in the high Middle Ages—while the institution was 
almost exclusively dedicated to the care of pilgrims in the earlier Middle Ages, by the twelfth century, the 
xenodochium had come to encompass a greater sense of care. In addition, this number is based on a document that 
may have been falsified: San Giorgio, San Giovanni Battista (presumably in Fonte) Santa Cecilia, San Giovanni in 
Valle, San Pietro in Carnario, San Giovanni Battista in Quinzano and San Michele in Campagna. [most of these 
churches were either built by Pacificus, or were part of this 813 charter of Ratoldus]. Miller, The Formation of a 
Medieval Church (1993), pp. 87. The history of xenodochia in Verona has been detailed by V. Fainelli in Storia 
degli ospedali di Verona dai tempi di San Zeno ai giorni nostri (Verona, 1962). 
21 This is also Miller’s point: Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 127. 
22 Ibid., p. 141. 
23 Ibid., p. 141—unfortunately, she gives no medieval source for this. 
24 For a history of the Humiliati, see F. Andrews, The Early Humiliati (Cambridge, 1999), especially chapter 2 “The 
Beginnings of the Humiliati: The Twelfth-Century Evidence,” pp. 38-63. 
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intercede.25  Adelardo’s desire for unilateral episcopal control is an important key to 

understanding the kinds of architecture that we see in Verona by the second quarter of the twelfth 

century and the formation of a relatively unified “style”.  

 
Architecture in Verona After 1117 
 

Many aspects of architectural production in twelfth-century Verona may be understood in 

relation to the increasingly centralized power of the bishop. Unlike the eleventh century, the 

twelfth was a time of confluence: here, many of the buildings share a number of features, visible 

in the largest and smallest details of building, from friezes to façade sculpture; from floorplans to 

masonry construction.26  The similarity witnessed in many of Verona’s medieval churches has 

indicated to some scholars the possible existence of a centralized workshop charged with 

producing sculpture, sculptural details, and even ashlar masonry from the second quarter of the 

twelfth century on.27  While the theory of a workshop may or may not provide a framework for 

the mechanism by which a uniform, Veronese look was achieved, it is more important to 

consider an ideology that produced these similarities. We must look towards a centralized 

patron—the bishop—who was interested in controlling the architectural production of his see, 

possibly as an outlet for projecting his power across the urban landscape. 

Firstly, it is important to note the amazing amount of construction that occurred in 

Verona from the mid-twelfth century. Not only were old churches rebuilt, but also many of the 

                                                
25 Ibid., p. 141: see footnote 92 on the contest between Innocent III and Adelardo, which has been covered also in 
Brenda Bolton, “Innocent III’s Treatment of the Humiliati,” in Studies in Church History (vol. 8, 1972), pp. 73-82. 
26 Due to limitations of space and time, I have chosen not to deal with façade sculpture here, though twelfth-century 
Verona witnessed a boom in sculptural programs on its most important churches. These programs are often 
reflective of similar reform agendas and ideologies, relevant to a discussion of the Gregorian Reform, and the 
episcopacies greater alignment with the papacy. And excellent discussion of the explosion of sculptural programs in 
northern Italy in the early twelfth century (around the Gregorian Reform) has been recently produced by Dorothy 
Glass, in The Sculpture of Reform in North Italy, ca. 1095-1130 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2010). 
27 The development of a local Veronese style is part of the narrative of Arslan’s book L’archittetura romanica in 
Verona (Verona, 1939). The idea of a uniform type of ashlar construction is the theme of E. Peduzzi’s thesis: La 
chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle in Verona (Tesi dott., Padova, Università degli studi, 2001).   
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churches that had been rebuilt in the eleventh century experienced new construction in the 

twelfth, either in part or in full. Historically, scholars have attributed the massive volume of 

construction to the earthquake of 1117 that was discussed in earlier chapters.28  This attribution, 

however, meets with some serious obstacles when examined through a wider lens; in looking at 

all of Verona’s extant medieval churches, it is significant that not all of the city’s churches were 

rebuilt after 1117—for example, no part of Santo Stefano was rebuilt until the very end of the 

twelfth century—bringing into question the real effect of the earthquake. It remains unclear why 

some churches were completely rebuilt after the disaster, while others required no reconstruction 

at all; it is entirely conceivable that minor damage from the earthquake provided a justification 

for a major rebuilding project at San Giovanni in Valle. In addition, as is the case with San 

Giovanni in Valle, as well as the Veronese Duomo and San Zeno, many of Verona’s churches 

were not rebuilt until the late 1130’s. This decades-long gap between the supposed destruction of 

these churches and their reconstruction programs also calls into question the severity of their 

original damage. Therefore, while it is important to consider the earthquake of 1117 as a factor 

contributing to the massive ecclesiastical building projects of the mid-twelfth century, it should 

not be viewed as the only—or even necessarily the primary—motivation to rebuild. Certainly, 

another facet to the increased building activity of this time pertains to the newly-centralized 

power of the bishop and the availability of necessary funding and architectural expertise. 

As was discussed with the church of San Lorenzo, a result of the censuring of lay 

investiture was a shift in the focus and responsibilities of the bishop. One item that became the 

                                                
28 See chapter 1 for a discussion of the difficulty in attributing all twelfth-century building projects to damage 
caused by the earthquake of 1117. Certainly, it has been the case that Veronese scholarship has placed great 
importance on this event, though without addressing the fact that damage throughout the city was not uniform, and 
neither was the architectural response that followed. As I have pointed out, while many churches were rebuilt, some 
were only partially rebuilt, and some show no signs of early twelfth-century construction at all. Therefore, it seems 
quite impossible to judge the extent of damage for individual buildings in order to assess the exact causal 
relationship between earthquake and subsequent reconstruction. 
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duty of the bishop was church upkeep; according to Miller and Borders, while the bishop held 

fewer legal and administrative responsibilities in the city (due to the growth of power of the 

secular, communal government), he had greater fiscal responsibilities to the large parish 

network, and was expected to finance the maintenance of churches across his see. The 

expectation for prodigious public spending on the part of the bishop is evident in the story of 

Tebaldus, who was recorded to have borrowed large amounts of money, needed to support the 

costs of  “significant building campaigns” that included cathedral among them.29  With the cost 

of rebuilding charged to the episcopacy, and with the growing centralization of power and 

financial resources, it follows that architectural creativity narrowed, both for practical and 

ideological reasons. Practically, the development of a centralized system of architectural 

production would have been both cost and time-efficient for the see.30  Ideologically, the 

similarity in features that many mid-twelfth-century buildings share suggests an attempt to 

develop an episcopal look intended to remind Verona’s citizens not only of the bishop’s 

beneficence, but also that the churches came under his direct jurisdiction. Thus, while it is 

tempting to attribute the massive building projects of the twelfth century to the effects of the 

earthquake of 1117, it is important to view the natural disaster as an initial pretext, exploited by 

the bishop in order to establish a physical and visual presence in the city. 

But what are the features that define twelfth-century Veronese architecture, both in terms 

of decoration and design?  Architecturally, many of Verona’s Romanesque churches subscribe to 

a specific floorplan, with a long, three-aisled nave—often composed of approximately 6 bays—a 

                                                
29 Again, Tebaldus was bishop of Verona from 1135-1157—see Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church 
(1993), p. 166. A document of the twelfth century estimates the cost owed to be around 2000 Veronese pounds.  The 
document does not indicate the lending source. The fact that Tebaldus borrowed money in his name, rather than seek 
an outside donor, indicates the pressure of expectation placed on the bishop to finance building projects in his own 
name. 
30 While the existence of a twelfth-century episcopal workshop has been theorized by many, no concrete evidence 
has been found to support the claim. 
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tri-apsed eastern end, and no transept. This plan can be seen at the churches San Zeno, San 

Giovanni in Valle, the Veronese Duomo, Santa Maria Antiqua, in addition to several others. In 

elevation, most employ an alternating system of supports, with a narrow, high, central nave, 

clerestory and wooden ceiling. In some Veronese churches, this type of elevation appears in 

combination with a raised choir and sunken hall crypt—as seen at the churches of San Zeno, and 

San Giovanni in Valle. Sculpturally, the third decade of the twelfth century witnessed the rise of 

a sculpted projecting portal (seen at the Duomo, San Zeno, and suggested by the remains at San 

Lorenzo, San Giovanni in Valle, Santo Stefano); as well as sculpted Lombard bands, and other 

forms of relief at the roofline. Finally, a similarity in construction—the alternating courses of 

white marble and brick—perhaps betrays a consolidation of workshop; interestingly, recent 

studies have even shown a consistency in the dimensions of ashlar-cut masonry across the city.31  

In all, these features of twelfth-century Veronese construction combine to define what has 

traditionally been referred to as the Veronese Romanesque style. Among the churches built at 

this time, San Giovanni in Valle, in its floorplan, elevation, and sculptural decoration, remains a 

consummate example of this look. In addition, the church provides an important example of the 

circumstances that created the episcopal architectural style. 

 

History of the Church of San Giovanni in Valle 
 

Built almost completely anew in the twelfth century, the church of San Giovanni in Valle 

has often been regarded as one of the best examples of the Veronese Romanesque style.32  Based 

on its somewhat remote location, this description is surprising: the church is located far from the 

                                                
31 This is from the work of Elena Peduzzi, La chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle in Verona (2001). The marble, 
quarried from places upriver and near Verona, also exhibits a certain fiscal conservatism in mass-production that 
could speak to a centralized workshop. 
32 See, for example, E. Arslan, L’archittetura romanica veronese (Verona, 1939), p. 84, where Arslan discusses the 
church as exemplary of twelfth-century architecture in Verona. 
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city center in the oltra’Adige, in an area was near the Porta Organum, outside of the city walls 

[IMAGE 5.1]. The location of the church most likely led to its appellation “in valle,” in reference 

to the nearby vallum, or defensive walls of the city.33  The church is not far from the church of 

Santo Stefano. Today, it is buried within a residential neighborhood, discovered up a series of 

winding roads. Like the churches of Santo Stefano and San Lorenzo, archaeological evidence 

discovered at San Giovanni in Valle suggests that the area around the site was used for burial 

during Roman times.34  This argument is tenuously supported by the presence of early Christian 

tombs currently located in the crypt: two sarcophagi (one Antique, one Early Christian) have 

been installed here since at least the fourteenth century [IMAGE 5.2].35 

Although San Giovanni in Valle is often grouped among the earliest churches of Verona, 

the attempt to date the church to the fourth century is not supported by physical evidence. Based 

on the location the church, some scholars have suggested that it was built as Verona’s Arian 

cathedral during the sixth through eighth centuries, due to the fact that the Goths and Lombards 

favored this area, the ancient arx romana, for settlement.36  The Gothic preference for the 

                                                
33 Though this is debated, the dispute is outlined by L. Fabbri in his tesi di laurea: La chiesa di san Giovanni in valle 
a Verona: analisi storico critica delle evidenze architteoniche e delle problematiche strutturali (Tesi dott., Padova, 
Università degli Studi, 2003). Here, Fabbri discusses the two different arguments: 1. The term could refer to the 
church’s situation in a small valley; 2. The valle derives from the term vallum (Latin: ramparts), referring to a wall 
that the church was nearby to, on the example of San Giovanni in Valle at Cividale, or Santa Maria in Valle in 
Milan, that take their names from the fact that they are near to fortifications or urban walls.  
34 Max Ongaro mentions “Il 29 maggio 1907 si scopersero frammenti di embrici e vasi romani, avanzi di una 
necropolis cristiana.” Ongaro, M. Cronaca dei restauri dei progetti e dell’azione tutta dell’ufficio regionale ora 
soprintendenza dei monumenti di venezia (Venezia, 1912). See also, P. Marconi, Verona romana (Bergamo, 1937), 
pp. 46-47.  
35 The fourth-century sarcophagus was definitely here by 1395, when the newly discovered relics of SS. Simeon and 
Jude were installed within it, and a new cover was carved with their representations. However, as the lid carries 
images of two monks, a bearded and a clean-shaven one, with a small child between, it is clearly not Simeon and 
Jude, though it is of a late medieval date. The interpretation of these figures as the saints, however, is prevalent 
throughout literature on the church—the saints retained a devoted cult throughout the later Middle Ages and into the 
Early Modern period (M. Sambugar, Una pieve a Verona: San Giovanni in Valle (Verona, 1974), p. 67.) The 
sarcophagus itself is Early Christian, and has received much scholarly attention, due to its beautifully carved Old 
and New Testament scenes. One scholar who has discussed it at length is Scipione Maffei, in his Verona Illustrata 
(Milan, 1826), vol. IV, p. 96.  
36 This theory is most strongly (and perhaps primarily) put forward by the historian C. G. Mor, in his chapter “Dalla 
caduta dell’impero al commune” in Verona e il suo territorio (Verona, 1964) vol. 2, p. 35. A discussion of the 
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oltra’Adige can be witnessed in the presence of Theodoric’s palace there.37  In addition, the 

historian C. G. Mor has argued that that the Lombards had a particular devotion to Saint John the 

Baptist, as is evidenced in a number of northern Italian dedications to the Saint. 38  Finally Mor 

(and others subsequently) has claimed that the use of the church for the Paschal baptismal rite 

indicates that it is related to Arian Christianity.39  Mor’s theory, while intriguing, has recently 

fallen out of favor. 

Like the church of San Lorenzo, however, the first mention of San Giovanni in Valle 

appears in the Versus de Verona. In the poem, the church is named following those martyrs listed 

at the church of Santo Stefano: Ab oriente habet primum martyrem Stephanum . . . deinde Petro 

et Paulo, Iacobo apostolo; precursorem et batistam Iohannem . . . 40  Certainly, the mention of 

San Giovanni here most likely indicates that it was already a well-established church by the 

eighth century, but it is impossible to situate its foundation before this date. By 813, the church 

appears in a series of diplomas, including one famous and contested donation in which the 

bishop Ratoldus bestowed the church to the canons of the cathedral (that is, the canons of San 

                                                                                                                                                       
scholarship on Theodoric’s palace can be found in E. Rossini,“Il palazzo di Teodorico a Verona” Vita veronese (vol. 
16, 1963), pp. 435-39. 
37 This attribution, as well as the settlement patterns of the Ostrogoths in the fifth century, has been discussed in 
chapter 2. 
38 The particular devotion of the Lombards to Saint John the Baptist can be found in (several) dedications in 
northern Italy: the Lombard foundation at Monza—the cathedral—is dedicated to the Baptist, and the cathedral at 
Turin is Lombardic, and dedicated to John as well.  
39 The use of San Giovanni in Valle for baptism by the bishop at the Easter Vigil will be discussed later in the 
chapter.  Mor argues that the practice of baptism at the Easter Vigil was initiated in the Lombardic liturgy: C. G. 
Mor, “Dalla caduta” (Verona, 1964), appendix F, p. 231, based on a letter of St. Gregory the Great that states this 
fact. However, it seems that Paschal baptism was a standard of Christian practice in the west from the fourth century 
on (post-Nicene). For a detailed discussion of the development of the baptismal liturgy, as well as all of the 
scholarship surrounding the topic, see M. Johnson, The Rites of Christian Initiation: Their Evolution and 
Interpretation (Collegeville, MN, 1999), especially chapter 5: “Initiation in the West During the Fourth and Fifth 
Centuries.” 
40 As discussed in previous chapters, the poem was most likely written for the advent of the emperor Pippin to 
Verona, giving a terminus ante quem for San Giovanni of 799. See G. B. Pighi, Versus de Verona: versvm de 
mediolano civitate; edizione critica e commento (Bologna, 1960), p. 153, poem lines 58-62.  In the circuit traced by 
the poet, he first names the church of Santo Stefano (and its multiple relics), directly followed by Peter, Paul, Jacob, 
and then Saint John the Baptist [To the east is the protomartyr Stephen . . . then Peter, Paul, Jacob, John the 
precursor and Baptist.] These churches are all located on the oltr’Adige. 
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Giorgio).41  The diploma, which documents the gift of the churches of Saint Michael and John 

the Baptist (in integritate), includes with the churches pertinencia sua—assumedly, the land and 

other items that belong to it. The language used here suggests that already by the ninth century, 

San Giovanni in Valle acted as a pieve—that is, a church associated with a geographical area 

akin to a parish district, and that it possessed the ability to baptize and tithe.42  The church is 

mentioned again in a document of 820, in which the emperor Louis confirms this donation, 

referring to the church as the oratorium S. Iohannis quod situm est extra civitatem Veronam iuxta 

portam Organi.43  By the twelfth century (and perhaps before), the veracity of these documents 

was hotly contested in a lawsuit between the canons and the independent priests who claimed 

control of the church. Modern scholars have supported the idea that they were forged.44 

In the tenth century, San Giovanni in Valle appears among those churches utilized in the 

city’s stational system detailed in the Carpsum of the cantor Stephen. Episcopal masses would be 

held here on Feast of the Innocents, during Lent, and during Easter week.45  However, perhaps 

the most important prescription we see in the Carpsum is for mass to be held here at the Easter 

Vigil. During this Vigil mass, baptism was to be performed—a ritual that was held at this San 

Giovanni in Valle most likely due to its dedication.46  The Carpsum also indicates that the church 

is to be reached in letania, that is, by a solemn procession in which litanies were recited. 

                                                
41 V. Fainelli, Codice diplomatico Veronese (Venice, 1940-63), vol. 1, n. 102, p. 130. The text of this document 
reads: In primis damus ecclesiam sancti Michaelis, que est in Flexio, cum omni integritate et pertinencia sua. 
Similiter et ecclesiam sancti Iohannis Baptiste, que sita est ad portam Organie cum integritate et pertinencia sua. 
42 See Marta Sambugar, Una pieve a Verona: S. Giovanni in Valle (Verona, 1974). 
43 V. Fainelli. Codice diplomatico Veronese (Venice, 1940-63), vol. 1, n. 122, p. 163. 
44 This is part of Cristina La Rocca’s argument in her article “A man for all seasons: Pacificus of Verona and the 
creation of a local Carolingian past,” in The Uses of the Past in the Early Middle Ages, Matthew Innes and Yitzhak 
Hen, eds. (Cambridge, 2000), pp. 250-272.  
45 Of course, while the Carpsum is an eleventh-century document, it most likely details liturgies instituted in tenth-
century Verona. See chapter 2, and the chart detailing stational Masses. For these formularies, see Meersseman, 
L'orazionale (Freiburg, 1974): Fer IIII post Dom III in Quad; and Fer IIII post Pascha. This station is held in 
conjunction with San Pietro in Castello. 
46 We do not know when this practice began—as we also do not know when the church was founded. However, the 
use of San Giovanni for baptism at the Easter Vigil has been used to argue that the church is a Lombard foundation 
(as discussed above). 
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Although it is impossible to say when the tradition of celebrating the Vigil Mass at San Giovanni 

was established (though, as stated above, many attribute it to the time of Gothic/Lombard 

inhabitation), it clearly continues throughout the course of the Middle Ages, as is attested to in a 

number of documents mentioned by Biancolini.47  It is interesting to note, however, that services 

for the feast of the Nativity of the Baptist are held at the city’s baptistery, San Giovanni in Fonte, 

which is located adjacent to the cathedral.48 

Like the church of Santo Stefano, documentary evidence surrounding San Giovanni in 

Valle indicates that a college of priests was attached to the building by the first half of the 

eleventh century. G. B. Pighi claims to have seen a document of 1025 that mentions an archpriest 

Martius Tabellus who was associated with the church.49  There most must have been a college of 

priests here by mid century, since we see a xenodochium attached to the church by 1069.50  By 

the end of the twelfth century, documents display uncertainty over the allegiance of these 

priests—while there is some evidence that they paid their dues to the cathedral canons, other 

evidence suggests that the church was administered by a self-governing college of priests (who 

                                                
47 Biancolini states that the canons came on Easter Saturday to the church to baptize, and they brought the candle, as 
we see in a document of 1215 which was written by Bonadomano, and in another that was written in 1223: the acts 
of Zavarisio Boverio Notaio, that the church was considered a pieve with a baptismal font, and was one of the seven 
churches who had this privilege. G. B. Biancolini, Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), p. 109. 
48 Although both churches are indicated as “S. Iohannem” in the Carpsum, the prescriptions for feasts at the two 
different churches vary in a number of ways. Most importantly, masses to be held at San Giovanni in Valle are 
preceded by lengthy litanies that accompanied a procession out to the church. For the Nativity of the Baptist, only a 
short litany is listed. In addition, some of the stational masses to be held at San Giovanni in Valle are held in 
conjunction with the church of San Pietro in Castello—a church also located on the oltra’Adige, across the river 
from the Duomo, and near to the church of San Giovanni in Valle. It is also not surprising that San Giovanni in 
Fonte is used infrequently for masses (though very frequently for Vespers services), as it is the city’s baptistery, 
located within a complex of churches, and intended specifically for this sacrament. Although his reasoning is not as 
explicit, Meersseman also argues that it is, in fact, San Giovanni in Valle that is used for the Easter Vigil. See 
Meersseman, L’Orazionale (1974), p. 112. 
49 Pighi refers to him as Marzio Tabella. A. Pighi, Pieve di San Giovanni in Valle (Verona, 1891). 
50 C. G. Mor, “Dalla caduta” (1964), p. 175. 
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were, however, financially dependent on the bishop).51  The confusion culminated in the great 

lawsuit of 1204, discussed later in the chapter.   

Architecturally, we do know about the disposition of the church prior to the twelfth 

century. Certainly, a building dedicated to the Baptist existed by the ninth century, and it has 

been assumed that the church underwent some construction during tenth/eleventh centuries due 

to the presence of vaulting and capital profiles from that time in the crypt. However, the presence 

of tenth/eleventh century materials does not make it clear whether the entirety of the church was 

rebuilt at this time, or, if it was, what it looked like. Fortunately, observation of the present 

church can provide some clues towards reconstructing San Giovanni in Valle before its twelfth-

century renovation. 

 
The Church Today: Description 
 

As it stands today, almost the entire church of San Giovanni in Valle can be attributed to 

the twelfth century, though the exact dates of its reconstruction are contested. Several scholars 

have dated the project to the third decade of the twelfth century.52  This hypothesis is based on a 

number of factors. First, it has been assumed that the church was destroyed in the earthquake of 

1117, accounting for the comprehensive nature of its reconstruction, assumed to belong to the 

years immediately following. Second, stylistic similarities link San Giovanni with other 

Veronese churches, and third, a lost document—mentioned by the Veronese historian Luigi 

Simeoni—names the bishop Bernardus as the building’s patron (Bernardus’ episcopacy dates 

                                                
51 Evidence for this will be discussed later in the chapter.  
52 Including Simeoni, Verona. Guida storico artistica della città e provincia (Verona, 1909); Arslan, L’archittetura 
romanica veronese (1939); and Fabbri, La chiesa di san Giovanni in valle a Verona (2003). However, this date is 
based almost entirely on the document witnessed by Simeoni that no longer exists. 
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from around 1120 to 1135).53  Consequently, scholars have proposed that construction began in 

around 1120. However, it is important to note that those scholars who disregard Simeoni’s 

document, and who therefore date the building solely on architectural features, tend to assign a 

broader date between the second and third quarters of the twelfth century.54  The later start date 

for the rebuilding of the church is supported by the fact that it was consecrated by the bishop 

Ognibene in 1164. In addition, a document dating to 1118 mentions the church as being under 

the regime of the cathedral canons, but makes no reference to the fact that it had been destroyed 

in the previous year.55  These windows into the life of the twelfth-century church bring sufficient 

doubt to the idea that the church was completely destroyed in 1117 and quickly rebuilt in the 

1120’s. Instead, I would argue that the church was rebuilt for a number of reasons—perhaps 

earthquake damage was among them—and most likely over several decades. 

 

Today, the small church is located on a narrow road that it closely abuts, with its façade 

directly on the street [IMAGE 5.3]. At the building’s south flank, one arm of a cloister creates an 

intimate piazza next to the building. Presumably, the church was not always so close to the road; 

the façade dates to the fourteenth century, when the church was extended one bay to the west, 

projecting the extended nave of the building out toward the road.56  The fourteenth-century 

quality of this extension is most noticeable in the pointed-arch window installed on the south 

flank, at the southwest corner of the building [IMAGE 5.4]. This window betrays the late-

medieval date more than the façade; the new facade was built in a way that is not inconsistent 
                                                
53 Simeoni discusses a document of 1220 in which a witness mentions that the church was rebuilt by Bernardus. The 
nature of the document is unclear.  
54 As A. K. Porter put it, “Simeoni states . . . I know not on what authority” in Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 
495. 
55 Ettore Nepore refers to this document, in his entry on San Giovanni in Valle in Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 175. 
He cites E. Lanza, ed. Le Carte del capitolo della Cattedrale di Verona (Rome, 1998), n. 27.  
56 This idea, now regarded as fact, seems to have first been proposed by E. Arslan in L’archittetura romanica 
veronese (Verona, 1939), p. 82. 
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with twelfth-century Veronese design.57  It has a single door, opening below a hanging portico 

like those at Santo Stefano or the restored façade of San Lorenzo. Also like Santo Stefano (and 

other twelfth-century churches), the façade of San Giovanni includes strip buttressing and an 

arched “lombard band” design capping the gable. However, some fourteenth-century aspects 

reveal the date of the façade: for example the rectangular (rather than trapezoidal) profile of the 

strip buttressing is a feature of gothic buildings in Verona; the sawtooth design on the frame of 

the doorway; and the fresco—attributed historically to Stefano da Zevio, but more recently to 

Giovanni Badile—are all consistent with a late-medieval date [IMAGE 5.5].58 

Also contributing to the idea that the first bay to the west was added in the late Middle 

Ages, the cloister abuts the building at the junction between bays one and two [IMAGE 5.6]. The 

abutting wall, which terminates the south cloister arm, runs perpendicular to the south flank of 

the building. This wall poses a problem: as the only extant arm of the so-called cloister, one 

would expect the masonry structure to be incomplete at the point where the (now lost) western 

arm met with the extant southern arm; instead, the joints are undisturbed and complete, as if the 

current state of the southwest corner of the cloister is actually its original disposition. In a recent 

study, Salvatore Ferrari concludes that the complete nature of this juncture suggests that San 

Giovanni’s “cloister” was instead a portico consisting only of a single arm that ran along the 

south flank of the church and met with the canonry at the church’s southeast side—that is, 

identical to how it looks today.59  One comparative example can be seen on the north flank of the 

                                                
57 To the extent that, until the 1930’s, scholars mistook the façade as being original to the twelfth-century program.  
58 The attribution to da Zevio, first put forth by G. Dalla Rosa in Catastico delle pitture e scolture esistenti nelle 
chiese e luoghi situati in Verona (Verona, 1804-04), has withstood the test of time, and has been universally agreed 
upon for centuries. However, recent scholars have switched the attribution to Giovanni Badile (for example, E. 
Nepore, “San Giovanni in Valle a Verona” in Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 181.) 
59 Salvatore Ferrari, I chiostri canonicali veronesi (Verona, 2002)—the publication is based on Ferrari’s tesi di 
laurea, written in Udine, 2000. This idea is repeated by L. Fabbri, who, in his tesi di laurea (2001), and his article 
“La chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle a Verona: un’architettura di prestigio tra novità e tradizione nella Verona di 
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church of San Maria in Cerrate (Puglia), which dates to the eleventh century [IMAGE 5.7]. The 

idea that the structure at San Giovanni in Valle was not a cloister accords with the documentary 

evidence, which always refers to a porticus, and never to a cloister or atrium.60 

In its construction, the portico at San Giovanni in Valle relates to similar twelfth-century 

structures found in the Veronese galaxy, including the forecourt atrium at the SS. Trinità (late-

twelfth-century) and that of the twelfth-century cloister of San Giorgio in Valpolicella (mid-

twelfth-century) [IMAGE 5.8].61  Several arched openings articulate the south wall, supported by 

small, double columns of Veronese rose marble, with unadorned capitals. A large doorway opens 

at center, flanked on either side by larger supporting piers [IMAGE 5.9]. At the east, the portico 

ends abruptly at the campanile, though it most likely continued under the tower to connect with 

the canonry located to the southeast of the church.62  A noticeable stone spur that extends the 

course of the south flank from the bay 1/2 junction to the campanile, indicates the original 

roofline for the portico, which was covered with a wooden roof [IMAGE 5.10].63  Observation of 

the southern flank, with a stepped roofline and a row of windows at both the aisle and clerestory 

walls, indicates to this viewer that the interior of San Giovanni in Valle is a three-aisled 

                                                                                                                                                       
dodicesimo secolo,” in the Hortus Artium Medievalem (vol. 13, 2007), compares the portico to a similar structure at 
the church of San Millán de la Cogola, in La Rioja, Spain. 
60 See documents of 1172: in porticu camminate Sancte Ecclesie; 1293: sub porticu domus ecclesie; 1330: sub 
porticu plebes. See Fabbri (2001) for these references. Also according to the documents, there is a reference in 1189 
to an atrium or narthex that the church had. It is mentioned in the document that the atrium is in need of restoration, 
and the bishop Adelard would concede 40 days of indulgence to whomever might contribute money for its repair. 
61 These comparisons are made by E. Arslan, L’archittetura romanica in Verona (Verona, 1939), p. 91. Porter dates 
the cloister at San Giorgio to 1160: A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17). 
62 E. Nepore, in Venento Romanico (2001), p. 183. This idea seems to be based on the work of Ferrari. 
63 The arcade of the portico has been highly restored, due to the fact that a structure that was built within the portico 
in 1827—referred to in the literature as the oratorio per la gioventù. The structure was removed and the “cloister” 
was restored in 1907. Details of the restoration project are discussed by L. Fabbri, in La chiesa di san Giovanni in 
valle a Verona (2003), drawn from S. M. Spaventi, “A proposito dei restauri di S. Giovanni in Valle,” published in 
Pro Verona (no. 3, 1910), as well as brief notices that occur in the Rassegna d’arte (vol. VIII, 1908). This project 
also included: the replacement of all three windows on the façade; heavy cleaning on the eastern end; major 
restoration of the southern arcade; the removal of the baroque wooden ceiling and interior plaster layer; and the 
rebuilding of the steps to the choir.  
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structure, with a taller central nave and two shorter, side aisles. The stepped roofline of the 

façade indicates the same. 

 

The Interior 

Upon entering the church, the visitor descends a small flight of stairs to reach the first 

bay of the nave [IMAGE 5.11]. Here, the arcade remains covered with plaster, perhaps an 

attempt on the part of the church’s restorers to provide a visual indication that the nave was 

extended via this bay [IMAGE 5.12]. The fourteenth-century addition extended the short twelfth-

century nave, which was only two bays long, adding a third bay. The small church embodies a 

standard three-aisled basilica plan with no transept arms and a raised choir ending in three apses 

in the east [IMAGE 5.13]. Both the tall central vessel and the lower aisles are covered by a 

wooden roof, which is supported on a continuous arcade. The arcade consists of uniform 

openings that continue without interruption down the length of the nave and choir. This arcade is 

supported by an alternating system of piers and columns, with the exception of bay 1, which 

breaks the alternation with an extra pier. The pier’s capital, with its simple profile, is clearly 

different from the others, confirming its later, fourteenth-century date [IMAGE 5.14]. In the 

clerestory above the south arcade, 3 windows have been pierced through the wall.  

The other piers and columns of the arcade system at San Giovanni indicate the church’s 

twelfth-century date.64  The square piers are surmounted by an upside-down pyramidal capital 

that consists of, from bottom to top, three flat steps below two rounded toruses separated by a 

shallow scotia [see image 5.14].  These pier capitals are made of pink Veronese marble and are 

consistent in design.  While they have been compared to smaller pier capitals found in the lower 

                                                
64 This is supported by E. Arslan, L’archittetura romanica in Verona (Verona, 1939), and A. K. Porter, Lombard 
Architecture (1915-17). 
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church at San Fermo, they are slightly different in profile, and most likely separated by 50 years 

in date.65  The columns, the first set of which appear in bay three in the nave, are all different in 

material and form: the two nave columns are constructed of red marble (scaglia rossa), with the 

northern column being cylindrical, and the southern octagonal, while the set of columns 

supporting the arcade in the choir is constructed of a white marble.66  All four capitals are made 

of white marble. The two capitals in the choir are a refined, twelfth-century version of a 

Corinthian design—so refined, in fact, that they have been mistakenly identified as spoliate 

material—while those in the choir are composite, with fine acanthus designs on the sides and the 

forebodies of rams extending from the corners [IMAGE 5.15]. These capitals have been 

generally dated to the first half of the twelfth century.67  In addition, their refined quality has led 

some scholars to argue that they were carved by the hand of the sculptor Peregrinus, a sculptor 

whose work is most closely associated with the Romanesque Duomo.68 

 

———————————— 

 
 

The feature that distinguishes San Giovanni in Valle from the other Veronese churches is 

the predominance of the choir within the church. Reached up a flight of stairs from the central 

nave, the choir extends four bays before terminating in three apses at the east [IMAGE 5.16]. In 

the twelfth century, when the nave of the church would have extended for only two bays, the 

                                                
65 E. Arslan, L’archittetura romanica in Verona (Verona, 1939), p. 84. 
66 Peduzzi claims that the scaglia rossa marble—prevalent in later medieval and Renaissance structures in Verona, 
was quarried from the nearby slopes of the Valpantena, and from the Valle di Squaranto. See E. Peduzzi, La chiesa 
di San Giovanni in Valle in Verona (2001). 
67 Porter relates these capitals to those used in the nave at San Zeno, dating them to the middle of the twelfth 
century. A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 497. In L’archittetura romanica in Verona (Verona, 
1939), p. 84, Arslan also confirms a twelfth-century date. 
68 The association of Peregrinus with San Giovanni in Valle is made by L. Fabbri, “La chiesa di San Giovanni in 
Valle a Verona” (HAM, 2007), pp. 153-157, supported by the work of Arslan (see above). A piece of a ciborium, 
now located at the Castelvecchio Museum, originates from the Duomo and carries the name of the sculptor. 
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choir would have been double the length of the nave. The reason for this extended choir is 

unclear: Some scholars have theorized that the extension of the liturgical space was due to the 

church’s use. For instance, Ettore Nepore argues that for those ceremonies that brought the 

religious community to San Giovanni in Valle, the choir would have needed to be extensive in 

order to fit the entire retinue in the space.69  Nepore has also proposed that the large choir is a 

result of the space underneath, and that a sizeable crypt was required to support the cult of Saint 

John the Baptist.70  In support of a growing need for space in the choir and crypt, it is important 

to note that the extended choir was most likely a feature new to the twelfth-century campaign; 

Luca Fabbri has successfully shown that choir was lengthened one bay to the east when the 

church was rebuilt—originally, the choir, like the nave, would have been one bay shorter.71  This 

theory is supported by the appearance of the crypt (to be discussed later in the chapter), which 

also seems to have been extended to the east in the twelfth century. At the east, the choir ends in 

three simple apses, each pierced with one window. The central apse is wider and taller than the 

two flanking apses to the north and south. 

 

The Crypt 

Below the choir, elements the earliest parts of San Giovanni in Valle are in the crypt—the 

western half predates the twelfth-century structure above [IMAGE 5.17]. The early appearance 

of its western half has led scholars to advance the theory that the crypt was built in two parts, 

with the earlier being a block of nine bays to the west, while the area under the eastern apses 
                                                
69 Ettore Nepore, Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 176. 
70 Ibid., p. 176—though he does not reveal his sources for this argument. No sources seem to indicate the presence 
of relics here. 
71 This theory belongs to L. Fabbri, who proposed that the eleventh-century building was originally single-apsed, 
and one bay shorter at both the east and west ends. His reconstruction is due to the appearance of the crypt, which 
was clearly expanded one bay to the east in the twelfth century. Fabbri argues that the eleventh-century crypt must 
have extended the entire length of the eleventh-century church and therefore the eleventh century church must have 
ended one bay to the west of the current apse. L. Fabbri, “La chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle” (2007), p. 156. 
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appears to be part of the twelfth-century campaign. On the floorplan, the separate sections are 

easily identified: the thickness of the wall in the western regions is almost double that of the 

eastern bays.  In addition, the crypt’s east and west sections are built in identifiably different 

modes; the western nine bays are covered with low, undomed groin vaults, supported on a series 

of slender, monolithic columns [IMAGE 5.18]. The simple Corinthian capitals used here are 

related to many Veronese examples from the tenth and eleventh centuries.72  Because of the 

longevity of this type of capital in Verona, it is impossible to accurately date the western half of 

the crypt, but most scholars put it somewhere between the tenth and eleventh centuries.73   

The preexistence of the crypt during the twelfth-century building program is made clear 

by the large masonry piers, aligned with the piers and columns of the arcade in the nave and 

choir above, that have been dropped through the groin vaults, interrupting them at places 

inconsistent with the crypt vaulting system [IMAGE 5.19]. The piers are constructed of the same 

twelfth-century masonry type (ashlar alternating with brick course) seen on the exterior of the 

building. This awkward addition is most noticeable at the transition between the western bays 

and the eastern apsidioles, where the tenth/eleventh-century columns abut the large, twelfth-

century supports. Coeval with the large piers that pierce through the vaulting the western crypt 

are the features that define the eastern parts of the crypt: the three apsidiole spaces, their 

preceding bays, the supports, and the vaulting above [IMAGE 5.20]. These groin vaults are 

supported on piers that have the same profile as those that pierce through the vaults. The groin 

vault system is not articulated in the wall—for this reason, Arthur Kingsley Porter referred to 

                                                
72 It is A. K. Porter that uses the term “undomed” to describe the western groin vaults—arguing that this 
characteristic places them solidly in the eleventh century. A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 496. 
73 Scholars such as Eduoardo Arslan would even move the date of the crypt as far back as the ninth century, 
L’archittetura romanica veronese (Verona, 1939), p. 84. 
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them as “disappearing” groin vaults, dating them most definitively to the mid-twelfth century.74 

In fact, all scholars who have worked on San Giovanni in Valle agree that this part of the crypt is 

consistent with the twelfth-century campaign. The two sarcophagi are installed here as well [see 

image 5.2]. 

It is due to the obvious addition of the eastern bays of the crypt that scholars such as Luca 

Fabbri have argued that the entire pre-twelfth-century church was one bay shorter. In Fabbri’s 

estimation, the easternmost bays of both the crypt and choir were added during the twelfth-

century campaign.75  In addition, Fabbri has asserted that the penetration of the crypt vaults by 

the piers indicates that there was no arcade in the earlier church. He argues that, because the 

piers were sunk into the crypt in the twelfth century, they must have been newly constructed in 

order to provide foundations for a new row of columns, and thus a new 3-aisle division. In 

Fabbri’s construction, therefore, the earlier church at San Giovanni in Valle would have been a 

single-nave church, with a single apse, that was shorter by both a western, and an eastern bay.76 

Thus Fabbri’s timeline for San Giovanni is that a building existed here at least by the end of the 

eighth century. In the tenth-to-eleventh centuries, either the entire church was rebuilt, or only the 

crypt was inserted into the earlier building. In the third decade of the twelfth century, the entire 

church—except what is the western part of the crypt—was rebuilt. The crypt was extended to the 

east at this time.  

One question that remains is the purpose of the original crypt, as well as its eastern 

extension, since there are no documented relics at the site in the Middle Ages. It is important to 

                                                
74 A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 496. 
75 Proposed by L. Fabbri, “La Chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle a Verona” (HAM, 2007), p. 150. 
76 Fabbri (ibid. (2007)) relates this kind of organization to the Veronese church of San Procolo. The single apse 
construction would be consistent with a single-nave church. This theory is based solely on the observation of the 
crypt—since the exterior wall is built new in the twelfth century, there is no further archaeology to support his 
claim. However, it is an intriguing theory. 
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remember that the crypt at Santo Stefano was added around 1000, and the crypt at San Zeno was 

built around this time as well.77  In addition, the lower church at San Fermo was begun in 1065. 

These examples seem to imply a city-wide pattern of crypt building—especially in churches that 

were part of the ancient church system in Verona (that is, churches that appear in the Versus de 

Verona as well as the Carpsum).  Although San Giovanni in Valle was not known for its relics or 

for a substantial cult devoted to them, perhaps the community that used it (the college of priests 

and its local flock of parishioners) was interested in constructing and projecting an idea of 

sacrality that could be achieved through suggesting the presence of important relics. Certainly, 

this sense of sacrality arrived at the church in the later Middle Ages when, in the fourteenth 

century (1395), the relics of Saints Simon and Jude (Thaddeus) were discovered and re-

introduced into the crypt. Their relics were installed in the fourth-century sarcophagus at that 

time.78 

 

The Exterior: The Eastern End 

On the exterior of the building, the eastern end of San Giovanni in Valle displays its 

twelfth-century construction [IMAGE 5.21]. In fact, the church’s eastern end showcases two 

different types of twelfth-century masonry—the northern apsidiole was built using a different 

technique from its central and southern counterparts. The northern apsidiole is constructed of 

alternating courses of white marble and brick. At center, a round-headed window of a double 

order is clearly part of the original construction, while four engaged columns (two to each side of 

                                                
77 See the earlier chapter on Santo Stefano—the annular crypt was built there during the building project at the end 
of the tenth century, while the entire crypt was expanded (and the choir raised) at the end of the twelfth. The crypt at 
San Zeno is commonly dated to the tenth century. 
78 According to G. B. Biancolini, 1395 is the first notice of these sarcophagi, thus constituting the terminus ante 
quem for their inclusion in the crypt at San Giovanni in Valle. Biancolini cites a Count Moscardo as his fourteenth-
century source: Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona (Verona, 1749-71), p. 110. 
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the window) articulate the surface of the wall. The half columns, engaged on pilaster strips, are 

coursed into the wall, continuing the alternating brick-marble construction. They are surmounted 

by ornate Corinthian capitals decorated with protruding lion’s heads—attributable to the second 

quarter of the twelfth century.79  Like the Corinthian capitals in the nave, the capitals betray a 

classicizing taste. They support a flat, rectangular entablature. This articulation, along with the 

ashlar/brick construction, is related most closely to the Veronese church of the Santi Apostoli 

[IMAGE 5.22], which is loosely dated to the third quarter of the twelfth century.80 

 Unlike their northern neighbor, however, the central and southern apsidioles are 

constructed entirely of beautifully-cut white ashlar masonry [see image 5.21]. The walls are 

unarticulated with the exception of the roofline, which is decorated with a band of arches of a 

double order, under a sawtooth frieze that is, in turn, displayed under a scrolling rinceaux relief 

[IMAGE 5.23]. While the system of articulation used here is not employed in its entirety at 

another Veronese church, many aspects of it—including the exclusive use of white marble ashlar 

masonry, and the scrolling rinceaux decoration—can be seen on the eastern end of the Veronese 

Duomo [IMAGE 5.24].81  The apse of the Duomo, also a product of the second quarter of the 

                                                
79 These capitals and their form have been discussed at length in L. Fabbri, “La Chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle a 
Verona” (HAM, 2007), pp. 152-154. 
80 Very little archaeology has been done on the medieval architecture of SS. Apostoli, and thus no specific date has 
been established for its construction. In his entry on the church for Veneto Romanico (2008), Ettore Napore dates the 
church only to the twelfth century. A. K. Porter states that the church must belong to the third quarter of the twelfth 
century, based on the fact that it was reconsecrated (as per contemporaneous documents) in the year 1194. Porter, 
Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 480.  
81 The dates for the cathedral are, of course, debated.  However, we do know that the new, twelfth-century edifice 
was reconsecrated by Pope Urban III in 1187, and that the high altar was installed in the building in 1153. A date of 
1139 is given for the elaborate portal, which was carved by the sculptor Nicholas—a secure chronology has been 
established for his work.  See Bornstein, Christine Verzar, Portals and Politics in the Italian City-State: The 
Sculpture of Nicholaus in Context (Parma, 1988) for the most thorough discussion of the sculptor’s work, and also 
D. Glass, Italian Romanesque Sculpture: an Annotated Bibliography (Boston, 1983) for an extensive bibliography 
on Nicholas and his historical context. Thus, it is generally accepted that 1139 is a relatively-accurate date for the 
beginning of the reconstruction of the cathedral, or as Giovanna Valenzano puts it, the opening of the workshop. 
Those scholars wedded to the idea of a complete destruction following the earthquake of 1117 argue that the church 
was entirely rebuilt in the decade following. For a history of scholarship on the Duomo, see Giovanna Valenzano’s 
entry on the church in Veneto Romanico (2008), pp. 147-157. 
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twelfth century, is often referred to as a “mature” Veronese Romanesque style, and is considered 

to be the most intricately carved and refined decoration of the Veronese Middle Ages.82  With 

regard to the change in design between the northern and central/southern apsidioles, all scholars 

seem to agree that, while the disparity is striking, it most likely expresses a shift that occurred 

over the course of only a decade.83  In support of this idea, recent archaeology has concluded that 

the foundation walls are continuous, likely indicating a premeditated and relatively quick 

program, rather than a period of construction that extended over the course of decades.84  In 

addition, as Luca Fabbri discusses in his article on the church, at the junction between the 

northern and central apses, one can observe the slight continuation of the ashlar/brick 

construction that extends into the wall of the central apse [IMAGE 5.25]. This most likely 

indicates that the original intention for the central apse (and, presumably, the southern) was for it 

to be built like its northern counterpart, before the shift to ashlar construction that comprises it 

today. Therefore, it can be argued that this shift in construction signifies a change in concept for 

the east end of the church—most likely precipitated by a shift in the powers that control the 

church’s design: that is, the patron. 

In addition to the church, both the bell tower and the canonry were also part of San 

Giovanni in Valle’s twelfth-century program. The tower still incorporates large blocks from an 

earlier program at the base, though the majority of its ashlar construction—like the central and 

southern apsidioles—dates from the twelfth century [IMAGE 5.26]. The uppermost third of the 

structure has been rebuilt in the seventeenth. The canonry, which sits to the southeast of the 
                                                
82 Although this is an old-fashioned designation, it is used by Porter and Arslan and defines, for them, a major aspect 
of the Veronese architectural style. A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), and E. Arslan, L’archittetura 
romanica veronese (Verona, 1939), 
83 Porter (1915-17), Arslan (1939), Fabbri (2001)—though all seem to disagree when that decade is—certainly 
because of the issue of Bernardus. While Porter wants to date the eastern end of the church spanning the second to 
the third quarter of the twelfth century, Fabbri, who is confident that Bernardus is the church’s patron (for reasons 
other than the architectural features), dates the eastern end spanning the 1120’s and early-1130’s. 
84 L. Fabbri, “La chiesa di San Giovanni in Valle a Verona” (2007), pp. 154-155. 
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church, would have been accessed via a continuation of the portico along the south side of the 

building. Although it has suffered from much degradation and reconstruction in the years 

following the Middle Ages, scholars agree that the structure dates originally from the twelfth 

century.85  In the end, one of the most important aspects of the canonry is the idea that a college 

of priests would be expected to live at the church, and that a building would be provided for that 

purpose. The communal aspect of the canonry demonstrates the impact of reforms of the secular 

clergy, resulting in a greater “monasticization” of even parish priests, as was discussed in the 

previous chapter. The fact that the bishop most likely financed this structure indicates his support 

for communal living among the secular priests. Moreover, these types of episcopal provisions 

would have created yet another outlet for the bishop’s control of the Veronese clergy.  

 

San Giovanni in Valle and the Veronese Romanesque Style 

Because of its close relationship with numerous churches throughout the city and beyond, 

San Giovanni in Valle can be seen as a consummate example of Veronese Romanesque 

architecture. In addition to the church’s sculptural decoration and construction, its 3-aisled, 3-

apsed, transept-less floorplan also relates it to several Veronese buildings including: San Zeno, 

San Procolo, San Pietro in Castello, the Santi Apostoli, both the Veronese Duomo, and the 

Duomo’s baptistery of San Giovanni in Fonte.86  Since so many twelfth-century buildings in 

Verona exhibit common architectural forms, and since we have established that the bishop was 

charged with financing the ecclesiastical projects of this time, it would seem that these features 

constitute an episcopal type that was promoted throughout Verona starting in the third decade of 

                                                
85 Fabbri (2007) and E. Nepore, in Veneto Romanico (2008), p. 183. This would make it one of the earliest surviving 
examples of a “domestic” structure built for a community of secular priests.   
86 The affinity with several smaller churches—including San Pietro a Villanova, San Michele a Porcile di Belfiore, 
and San Salvaro di Legnano (all located within the Veronese countryside)—has led Ettore Nepore to propose that 
San Giovanni in Valle was the prototype for a number of buildings within the Veronese church system. Ibid., p. 175. 
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the twelfth century. This is especially interesting in the case of San Giovanni in Valle, where the 

episcopal floorplan type was possibly imposed on a building that was originally organized 

around a single-vessel, single-apse plan.87  In addition, the church’s fine sculptural decoration as 

well as its masonry construction can be seen as participating in a language of construction and 

decoration that was prevalent in Verona from the 1130’s to the end of the twelfth century. The 

example of both that we see at San Giovanni embodies a level of refinement and beauty, as well 

as a classicizing aesthetic that communicated both episcopal affluence and gravitas. No doubt, 

the rebuilding of churches and the features utilized were meant to evoke an awareness of 

episcopal power and wealth that extended throughout the Veronese diocese. 

The question remains; when was the church built in this style, and how does it fit more 

specifically into episcopal politics? As stated, the church has been dated from 1120 to 1150—

those scholars who believe that the work was carried out in the third decade of the twelfth 

century are wedded to the idea of complete destruction as a result of the earthquake of 1117.88  

As we have seen, this date has dominated the scholarship on Veronese churches; modern 

scholars have become preoccupied with this causal event, and have moved to date the 

reconstruction of many Veronese churches to the 1120’s. This reassessment stands in notable 

opposition to the work of most scholars of the early twentieth century, who would date the 

churches that have been ascribed to post-trauma rebuilding programs to the late 1130’s and 

1140’s (such as the cathedral, San Zeno, and the Santi Apostoli).89  However, if the approach to 

dating Verona’s Romanesque churches is tempered by observation of the architecture, and 

                                                
87 Again, the addition of nave arcades in order to divide a single-nave church into a 3-aisled structure seems to take 
part in a greater pattern of architectural renovation in Verona (see chapter 3, on Santo Stefano), as well as other parts 
of Europe, in the Romanesque period. 
88 This problem is related also to Simeoni’s notice of 1220, which, if it existed, would have postdated the rebuild 
already by a century. L. Simeoni, Verona. Guida storico artistica della città e provincia (1909), p. 303. 
89 See A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), pp. 493-497, and Arslan, L’archittetura romanica veronese 
(Verona, 1939). 
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factored along with known dates—such as the church’s consecration in 1164, then it would seem 

more logical to argue for a program that extended over at least a decade, and most likely more.90  

In addition, an extended period of construction at San Giovanni is evident in the mixed styles 

utilized at the church’s eastern end, where the construction technique from north to south betrays 

a building delay of approximately ten years. Thus, if a decade’s difference can be detected within 

the fabric of the eastern end, then it can be assumed that the construction of the church was not 

restricted to the 1120’s, but rather extended well into the 1130’s, and perhaps beyond.  

While recent scholars have sought to attribute the entire structure of San Giovanni to 

Bishop Bernardus (1120-35), I believe that we must re-imagine a campaign that extended 

through episcopacies of both Bernardus and Tebaldus—that is, from the 1120’s into the 1140’s. 

In fact, the most logical narrative for the rebuilding campaign would commence at the church’s 

eastern end, where the earliest (that is, the northern apsidiole) parts belong to the 1120’s. The 

shift in building techniques from the northern to the central apse, then, signifies the advent of a 

second patron, who then continued to rebuild the church from east to west.91  If this were the 

case, then only the earliest construction would have occurred under Bernardus, while the rest of 

the twelfth-century rebuild can be attributed to the bishop Tebaldus. Certainly from what we 

know of Tebaldus—the bishop who fought hard to consolidate his power, and who also found 

himself in severe debt trying to fulfill this role as patron—we can imagine that he was at least 

partly responsible for the building and decoration of San Giovanni in Valle. Moreover, it was 

Tebaldus who was charged with rebuilding the city’s cathedral along with other churches in 

Verona, and Tebaldus’s political agenda that seems commensurate with the development of an 

                                                
90 That is, those scholars who work wholly from observation of architecture of the building (such as Porter and 
Arslan) give the church a later and much longer period of construction than those (Fabbri) who work primarily from 
the historical dating of the earthquake, as well as the attribution of the church to Bernardus. 
91 Because it seems as though the original intention was for the entire eastern end to be built with a uniform look, it 
is understandable to think that a different patron would be the cause of such a dramatic shift. 
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episcopal style.  However, regardless of whether the church was rebuilt primarily under the 

patronage of Bernardus or Tebaldus, what is essential here is that the period of the third and 

fourth decades of the twelfth century was a time in which a specific look was established. During 

these decades, the bishops sought greater control of the Veronese Church, using architecture as a 

means to express their control to Verona’s citizens. In the end, it is this causal relationship, rather 

than the earthquake of 1117, that provides a deeper and more interesting look at the 

regularization of Veronese Romanesque architecture, and the move away from the earlier 

creative prototypes of the twelfth century. 

 At the church of San Giovanni in Valle, the episcopal spirit remained a strong presence 

over the course of the following century, when the jurisdiction of the church came into question. 

This is documented in a lawsuit of 1204, in which witnesses were interviewed in order to 

establish whether the priests who lived and worked at the church (those that ran the 

xenodochium, church, provided baptism, etc.) were dependent upon, and therefore paid their 

tithes to, the cathedral canons or the bishop.92  Clearly, the priests at the church, in addition to the 

bishop, believed the diploma of 813—in which the bishop Ratherius granted the church to the 

canons—to be false. The priests of the church associated themselves with the bishop: several 

witnesses attest not only to an episcopal presence at the church, but also to a level of 

independence practiced by the priests of San Giovanni.93  Moreover, the consecration of the 

church by the bishop Ognibene in 1164 seems to have indicated to these witnesses that the 

                                                
92 This lawsuit seems to have been precipitated by a decree of Pope Alexander written in 1177, which confirms the 
church to the canons. A. K. Porter, Lombard Architecture (1915-17), p. 495. 
93 That is, the power to elect their own archpriest. A full transcription of this document can be found in A. K. Porter, 
ibid., pp. 494-495. Biancolini also discusses this lawsuit in his Notizie storiche delle chiese di Verona (Verona, 
1749-71), p. 109. 
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church was controlled by the bishop.94  However, other witnesses claim that they can remember 

at least 40 years back (to the 1160’s), and that it was the archpriest of the canons who “caused 

repairs” to be made to the building. 

In the end, the canons won the dispute, and their jurisdiction over the church was 

reconfirmed by the Pope in 1220. However, the dispute provides important insight into the 

history of San Giovanni in Valle: the cathedral canons believed that they possessed the rights to 

the church and its benefices, and believed that these rights stemmed from an ancient document 

granting it to them. The priests of San Giovanni (and the bishop) believed the opposite to be true, 

regardless of Ratherius’s donation of 813 or the decree of Pope Alexander in 1177. When faced 

with a challenge to these rights, the canons responded with a lawsuit. But what made the 

episcopal faction believe that they possessed any rights to the church—especially in light of the 

documents that stated the opposite? Clearly, the church and its priests had been dependent upon 

the bishop for some time. This would have been underscored by the fact that the bishop—rather 

than the canons—funded the rebuilding of the church in the mid-twelfth century.95  Since the 

bishop had supplied the new church and canonry, it follows that he considered both it and its 

benefices to be part of his network of dependencies. 

Although we do not know how significant a role the contest between canons and bishop 

played at this church in mid-twelfth century (the lawsuit did not occur until 1204), it could be 

that the bishop felt a profound need to leave his mark upon San Giovanni in Valle, as a reminder 

                                                
94 As was discussed previously, it is important to remember that San Giorgio was reconsecrated by the bishop of 
Aquileia when the canons were in deep dispute with the bishop Tebaldus. It does not necessarily follow that the 
bishop must consecrate a church de facto. 
95 See Borders, who states that “the canons and other ecclesiastical organizations of the diocese contributed to the 
bishop’s impoverishment [of the twelfth century] by maintaining a distance between themselves and [church 
building] projects.” Borders, The Cathedral of Verona as a Musical Center in the Middle Ages (1983), p. 102. 
Furthermore, there is some debate as to when the church was granted the privilege of baptism. Some date it to before 
1000, others date it to the first recorded baptismal ceremony, documented in 1130. This would mean that the bishop 
would have conferred on the church the right to baptize and collect tithes, something that precipitates the debate in 
the early thirteenth century. 
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to the canons of his jurisdiction there. Certainly San Giovanni was part of an ancient system of 

churches which participated in an important ritualistic aspect of the city liturgies (the Easter vigil 

baptism), and it would follow that the bishop would expect it to remain under his authority. In 

the aftermath of the Investiture Controversy, as the bishop became increasingly divorced from 

his former outlets of secular power, it was important for him to establish a means to express his 

religious leadership, and to make it seem that Verona’s churches were under his authority. In the 

changing world of the twelfth century, a localized “style” or look became a way for the bishop to 

associate so many churches with the episcopacy, and thus to maintain control. 

 

Like the church of San Lorenzo, the rebuilding of San Giovanni in Valle implies an 

attempt on the part of the bishop to impress himself upon the landscape of the Veronese church. 

However, the different bishops’ efforts result in very different solutions at each church: unlike 

San Lorenzo, where the architecture refers to the ancient foundation in Rome, and thus evokes 

the antiquity and relic status of the church, San Giovanni in Valle is built in a way that is 

consistent with other churches built at this time. Rather than referencing the individual character 

of the church (and its history), churches built under twelfth-century bishops relied not upon 

exterior models, but upon each other—creating a network of new buildings that would have 

evoked their common patron. This network was especially solidified under Bishop Tebaldus, 

who seems to have used architecture as part of a comprehensive program to project a centralized 

(and centralizing) episcopal power.  The episcopal hierarchy thus would have been visually and 

materially evoked across the town and neighboring landscape, and reinforced as the churches 

were visited by the bishop and his retinue in the stational practice. From the mid-twelfth century 
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forward, ecclesiastical architecture reminded the people of an important fact: the bishop was the 

absolute authority within the diocesan system. 
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5.1:  Map of Verona showing the location of San Giovanni in Valle  
 

San Giovanni 
in Valle 
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5.2:  San Giovanni in Valle, sarcophagi located in the crypt. The sarcophagus pictured above has 
been generally attributed to the second century, while the lower one has been attributed to the 
fourth. 
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5.3: San Giovanni in Valle, western façade 
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5.4:  San Giovanni in Valle, exterior from the southwest 
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5.5: San Giovanni in Valle, western façade, porch 
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5.6: San Giovanni in Valle, western wall of the south flank portico 
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5.7:  Santa Maria Cerrate, Puglia, western façade and north flank portico 
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5.8: SS. Trinità, Verona, western atrium 
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5.9: San Giovanni in Valle, south flank portico 
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5.10: San Giovanni in Valle, portico and south flank looking west 
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5.11: San Giovanni in Valle, nave 
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5.12:  San Giovanni in Valle, nave, bay 1 looking north 
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5.13 : San Giovanni in Valle, floorplan 
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5.14: San Giovanni in Valle, nave pier, bay 2, facing north 
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5.15: San Giovanni in Valle, capitals from the choir 
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5.16:  San Giovanni in Valle, choir 
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5.17: San Giovanni in Valle, floorplan of the crypt, from Fabbri (2007) 
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5.18: San Giovanni in Valle, crypt, looking west 
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5.19:  San Giovanni in Valle, crypt, looking southeast 
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5.20: San Giovanni in Valle, crypt looking east 
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5.21: San Giovanni in Valle, exterior, eastern apses 
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5.22: SS. Apostoli, Verona, exterior, northeast apse 
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5.23:  San Giovanni in Valle, southeast apse, detail of sculpture 
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5.24:  Duomo of Verona, exterior, eastern apse 
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5.25: San Giovanni in Valle, exterior, east end, junction between northern and central apses  
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5.26:  San Giovanni in Valle, exterior, campanile 
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
 

The church of San Giovanni in Valle and its twelfth-century Veronese context inhabits a 

space comfortable to historians and architectural historians alike. In Verona, the mid twelfth 

century, and especially the mid twelfth-century Church, exhibit the characteristics associated 

with the medieval Church in general: a hierarchical organization, where the bishop occupies the 

most powerful position within a system devoted to pastoral care, achieved through local churches 

staffed by clerics, and enlivened by a multitude of diverse religious institutions.1  Similarly, the 

architecture and architectural decoration at San Giovanni in Valle adhere to a look, visible on 

buildings throughout the city, and defined as the Veronese Romanesque style. As we have seen, 

this look is not an independent entity that appears after—and because of—the earthquake of 

1117; rather, it can be seen as a result of the consolidated power of the bishop, who sought to 

express his control of the Church through a unified architectural style that was utilized at a 

number of buildings patronized by himself. In this, the look expresses the bishop’s power—both 

in his ability to finance it, and, as was the case at San Giovanni in Valle, in his ability to bring 

the church’s community under his jurisdiction, and thus within the episcopal hierarchy.  

Importantly, this is not the case for all Romanesque buildings in Verona—in fact, many 

do not adhere to this style as defined by architectural historians. Instead, in exploring Verona’s 

Romanesque spaces, one encounters considerable diversity, especially in terms of architectural 

planning—that is, floorplans and elevations. But how can we account for this divergence from 

the Veronese “style”? As I have endeavored to demonstrate, the diversity one encounters in 

Veronese Romanesque architecture is not a matter of divergence, but rather normative for the  

                                                
1 M. Miller, The Formation of a Medieval Church (1993), p. 1. 
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tenth and eleventh centuries; the “style” that we associate with the Veronese Romanesque is not 

established until the twelfth. Those buildings that retain elements of their tenth-, eleventh-, and 

even early twelfth-century campaigns are those that exhibit architectural creativity. In essence, 

there is no common architectural language for this period: each building’s features respond to its 

history and identity, and those identities are informed and maintained by the groups that 

associated with them. The overriding aesthetic for the tenth and eleventh centuries seems to be 

one of difference. 

Like San Giovanni in Valle reflects the religious climate of the twelfth century, Santo 

Stefano and San Lorenzo reflect that of the eleventh, when population and demographic growth, 

combined with reform ideologies, led to the establishment of secular religious organizations. 

These organizations were aimed at providing proper education and support for priests, and 

therefore proper ministration for Verona’s citizens. Here, it is important that the clerical reforms 

experienced in the city were not instituted by the pope (though they would eventually be aligned 

with the Gregorian reforms), but that instead they were particularly homegrown, where the 

Verona’s citizens affected change by expecting more of their clergy and giving gifts in support 

of it. Made relevant and financially feasible by its citizens, the reform of Verona’s clergy can be 

traced back to the tenth-century bishop Ratherius, who made manifest the reform by 

appropriating the Roman liturgy. The stational liturgy that was instituted in Verona in the tenth 

century made Verona and its churches into a second Rome. As we have seen, Rome was an 

important touch point for the religious communities of the eleventh century, who made reference 

to the architecture of powerful Roman buildings—buildings that held meaning within the Roman 

landscape—to transform their own buildings into types of the Roman originals. Through the 
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performance of the liturgy, the reference to Roman sites was further enhanced, and the Veronese 

churches became the prototype that they recalled. 

The references to Rome through architecture and liturgy betray a civic typology utilized 

in the eleventh century, where the groupings of secular clerics, and the citizens that relied on 

them for their spiritual needs, identified with the histories and meanings of the buildings in 

which those spiritual needs were met. The need to express the histories and meanings that 

distinguished the buildings and the sites they occupied seems to have been an important urge—

made more urgent in a growing and diversifying population. For Verona’s citizens, architecture 

and liturgy acted as dual means by which groups expressed their own identities, as well as their 

projected longevity, within the complex urban landscape. 

Thus the architecture of tenth and eleventh century Verona is expressive of a mode of 

building that should be seen in contrast to that utilized at San Giovanni in Valle; in the tenth and 

eleventh centuries, choices are not made by a single and centralized decision making entity, but 

rather by diverse groups and individuals. The architecture reflects this diversity: at Santo 

Stefano, the priests installed there exploited the building’s ancient history and identity, as the 

venerable martyrium of Verona. Through the architectural features they added in the late tenth 

and early eleventh centuries—the cathedra, the annular crypt, and the atrium—the community at 

Santo Stefano referred to the most powerful martyrium prototype: Saint Peter’s in Rome. 

Likewise, the architectural features added to San Lorenzo in the early-twelfth century were used 

by the bishop to refer to the Roman church of San Lorenzo fuori le mura. 

With new religious groups and Verona’s citizens affecting architectural choice, it is 

important to understand the eleventh century—this particularly creative moment in Veronese 

architectural production—as being the result of a bottom-up process, where decisions reflect a 
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complex urban environment with varying agendas and ideologies. As the examples of Santo 

Stefano and San Lorenzo have taught us, the architecture of each church must be examined 

within the particular framework and history of the building itself and its relationship to its 

surroundings. In a bottom-up patronage model, the city plays an important role in helping the 

community define itself and its church, where “environmental elements have an effect on the 

further production of the built environment, as well as one’s conception and relation to it.”2  The 

architecture at San Giovanni in Valle should be seen as a counterpoint, where choices are 

imposed on a building, regardless of its history or importance. The history or “identity” of San 

Giovanni does not reflect in its twelfth-century incarnation. Rather, its look is the result of a 

system outside of itself, enforced from the top down, and reflective of that ideology. 

 

One of the most evocative images we have of Verona (or of any city) from the Middle 

Ages is the tenth-century Iconografia Rateriana. With its blanket of churches across the 

landscape, the generic multitude of buildings expresses a unified sacrality that defines the 

reformed city. At the same time, the details distinguish the buildings from one another—they are 

not all the same, and their difference and identity (especially those most venerable identities) 

play a role in sanctifying the Christian city. In this, the Iconografia is a particularly tenth-century 

image; by the twelfth century, the Church, and its constituents were controlled by the 

centralizing power of the bishop, whose administrative and spiritual power was expressed across 

the city in architectural projects that reflected his patronage. As it had a lasting effect on the 

architectural make-up of the city, he bishop’s strategy was particularly effective: the episcopal 

“look,” developed in second half of the twelfth century still defines Verona’s medieval 

architecture today. 
                                                
2 R. Maxwell, The Art of Medieval Urbanism (2007), p. 3. 
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